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PEEFACE.

It is now some years since I was requested by the Syndics

of the University Press to allow my papers on mathematical and

physical subjects, which are scattered over various Transactions and

scientific Journals, to be reprinted in a collected form. Many of

these were written a long time ago, and science has in the mean

time progressed, and it seemed to me doubtful whether it was

worth while now to reprint a series of papers the interest of which

may in good measure be regarded as having passed away. How-

ever, several of my scientific friends, and among them those to

whose opinions I naturally pay the greatest deference, strongly

urged me to have the papers reprinted, and I have accordingly

acceded to the request of the Syndics. I regret that in con-

sequence of the pressure of other engagements the preparation

of the first volume has been so long in hand.

The arrangement of the papers and the mode of treating them

in other respects were left entirely to myself, but both the Syndics

and my friends advised me to make the reprint full, leaning rather

to the inclusion than exclusion of a paper in doubtful cases. I

have acted on this advice, and in the first volume, now presented

to the public, I have omitted nothing but a few papers which

were merely controversial.

As to the arrangement of the papers, it seemed to me that the

chronological order was the simplest and in many respects the
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best. Had an arrangement by subjects been attempted, not only

would it have been difficult in some cases to say under what head

a particular paper should come, but also a later paper on some one

subject would in many cases have depended on a paper on some

different subject which would come perhaps in some later volume,

whereas in the chronological arrangement each paper reaches up
to the level of the author's knowledge at the time, so that forward

reference is not required.

Although notes are added here and there, I have not attempted

to bring the various papers up to the level of the present time. I

have not accordingly as a rule alluded to later researches on the

same subject, unless for some special reason. The notes introduced

in the reprint are enclosed in square brackets in order to distin-

guish them from notes belonging to the original papers. To the

extent of these notes therefore, which were specially written for

the reprint, the chronological arrangement is departed from. The

same is the case as regards the last paper in the first volume,

which suggested itself during the preparation for press of the

paper to which it relates. In reprinting the papers, any errors

of inadvertence which may have been discovered are of course

corrected. Mere corrections of this kind are not specified, but

any substantial change or omission is noticed in a foot-note or

otherwise.

After full consideration, I determined to introduce an innova-

tion in notation which was proposed a great many years ago, for

at least partial use, by the late Professor De Morgan, in his article

on the Calculus of Functions in the Encyclopaedia Metropolitana,

though the proposal seems never to have been taken up. Mathe-

maticians have been too little in the habit of considering the

mechanical difficulty of setting up in type the expressions which

they so freely write with the pen ;
and where the setting up can

be facilitated with only a trifling departure from existing usage as

regards the appearance of the expression, it seems advisable to

make the change.

Now it seems to me preposterous that a compositor should be

called on to go through the troublesome process of what printers

call justification, merely because an author has occasion to name
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some simple fraction or differential coefficient in the text, in which

term I do not include the formal equations which are usually

printed in the middle of the page. The difficulty may be avoided

by using, in lieu of the bar between the numerator and denomi-

nator, some symbol which may be printed on a line with the type.

The symbol
"

:

"
is frequently used in expressing ratios

;
but for

employment in the text it has the fatal objection that it is appro-

priated to mean a colon. The symbol
" -=-

"
is certainly distinctive,

but it is inconveniently long, and dy -=- dx for a differential coef-

ficient would hardly be tolerated. Now simple fractions are fre-

quently written with a slant line instead of the horizontal bar

separating the numerator from the denominator, merely for the

sake of rapidity of writing. If we simply consent to allow the

same to appear in print, the difficulty will be got over, and a

differential coefficient which we have occasion to name in the text

may be printed as dyjdx. The type for the slant line already

exists, being called a solidus.

On mentioning to some of my friends my intention to use

the "solidus" notation, it met with a good deal of approval, and

some of them expressed their readiness to join me in the use of it,

amongst whom I may name Sir William Thomson and the late

Professor Clerk Maxwell.

In the formal equations I have mostly preserved the ordinary

notation. There is however one exception. It frequently happens
that we have to deal with fractions of which the numerator and

denominator involve exponentials the indices of which are fractions

themselves. Such expressions are extremely troublesome to set

up in type in the ordinary notation. But by merely using the

solidus for the fractions which form the indices, the setting up
of the expression is made comparatively easy, while yet there

is not much departure from the appearance of the expressions

according to the ordinary notation. Such exponential expressions

are commonly associated with circular functions; and though it

would not otherwise have been necessary, it seemed desirable

to employ the solidus notation for the fraction under the symbol
"sin" or "cos," in order to preserve the similarity of appearance
between the exponential and circular functions.
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In the use of the solidus it seems convenient to enact that

it shall as far as possible take the place of the horizontal bar

for which it stands, and accordingly that what stands immediately

on the two sides of it shall be regarded as welded into one. Thus

sin nirxja means sin (nirx -r a), and not (sin nirx) -r a. This welding

action may be arrested when necessary by a stop : thus sin nd . jr
n

means (sin n6) ¥ r
n and not sin (nd -f- rn).

The only objection that I have heard suggested against the

solidus notation on the ground of its being already appropriated

to something else, relates to a condensed notation sometimes

employed for factorials, according to which x (x + a) . . . to n

factors is expressed by xn[a or by xnla
. I do not think the ob-

jection is a serious one. There is no risk of the solidus notation,

as I have employed it, being mistaken for the expression of

factorials
;
of the two factorial notations just given, that with

the separating line vertical seems to be the more common, and

might be adhered to when factorials are intended
;
and if a

greater distinction were desired, a factorial might be printed

in the condensed notation as xn(
~
a

,
where the "(" would serve

to recall the parentheses in the expression written at length.

G. G. STOKES.

Cambridge,

August 16, 1880.
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\

[From the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society,

Vol. vii. p. 439.]

On the Steady Motion of Incompressible Fluids.

[Read April 25, 1842.]

In this paper I shall consider chiefly the steady motion of

fluids in two dimensions. As however in the more general case

of motion in three dimensions, as well as in this, the calculation

is simplified when udx + vdy + lodz is an exact differential, I

shall first consider a class of cases where this is true. I need

not explain the notation, except where it may be new, or liable

to be mistaken.

To prove that udx + vdy + icdz is an exact differential, in

the case of steady motion, when the lines of motion are open

curves, and when the fluid in motion has come from an expanse
of fluid of indefinite extent, and where, at an indefinite distance,

the velocity is indefinitely small, and the pressure indefinitely

near to what it would be if there were no motion.

By integrating along a line of motion, it is well known that

we get the equation

P=V-\{u*+v
i + w2

) + C (1),
f

where d V= Xdx + Ydy + Zdz, which I suppose an exact differ-

ential. Now from the way in which this equation is obtained,

S. 1
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it appears that G need only be constant for the same line of

motion, and therefore in general will be a function of the para-
meter of a line of motion. I shall first shew that in the case

considered G is absolutely constant, and then that whenever it

is, udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential *.

To determine the value of G for any particular line of motion,

it is sufficient to know the values of £>, and of the whole velocity,

at any point along that line. Now if there were no motion we

should have

*W+0, (2),
r

px being the pressure in that case. But considering a point in

this line at an indefinite distance in the expanse, the value of

p at that point will be indefinitely nearly equal to px ,
and the

velocity will be indefinitely small. Consequently G is more nearly

equal to G
x
than any assignable quantity : therefore G is equal to

G
x ;

and this whatever be the line of motion considered
;
therefore

C is constant.

In ordinary cases of steady motion, when the fluid flows in

open curves, it does come from such an expanse of fluid. It is

conceivable that there should be only a canal of fluid in this

expanse in motion, the rest being at rest, in which case the

velocity at an infinite distance might not be indefinitely small.

But experiment shews that this is not the case, but that the

fluid flows in from all sides. Consequently at an indefinite dis-

tance the velocity is indefinitely small, and it seems evident that

in that case the pressure must be indefinitely near to what it

would be if there were no motion.

Differentiating therefore (1) with respect to x, we get

1 dp „ du dv dw—
f-
= A. — u-j v-^j to -p- :

p dx dx dx dx

, 1 dp „ du du du
but - ~- = A —

u-j— v^j— w -j- ;

p dx dx dy dz

i [dv du\ (dw du\whence v [-? 1-) + w[ , H=0.
\dx dy) \dx dz)

[* See note, page 3.]
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dw dv\ fdu dvy
~. ., , (dw dv\ fdu dv\
Similarly, ^_-_J +

„(^-^j
= 0,

fdu dw\ /dv _ dw\ _
\dz dx) \dz dy)

whence*
dv du dw _ dv du _ dw
dx~ dy' dy dz

'

dz dx'

and therefore udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential.

When udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential, equation (1)

may be deduced in another wayf, from which it appears that

C is constant. Consequently, in any case, udx + vdy + wdz is, or

is not, an exact differential, according as C is, or is not, constant.

Steady Motion in Two Dimensions.

I shall first consider the more simple case, where udx + vdy

is an exact differential. In this case u and v are given by the

equations
du dv _ _ /o\

dx dy

^L _^ — o (4<)

dy dx

and p is given by the equation

p=v-h(u2 + v*)+a
p

The differential equation to a line of motion is

dy _ v

dx u'

*
[This conclusion involves an oversight (see Transactions, p. 465) since the

three preceding equations are not independent, as may readily be seen. I have not

thought it necessary to re-write this portion of the paper, since in the two classes

of steady motion to which the paper relates, namely those of motion in two dimen-

sions, and of motion symmetrical about an axis, the three analogous equations are

reduced to one, and the proposition is true. None of the succeeding results are

affected by this error, excepting that the second paragraph of p. 11 must be re-

stricted to the two cases above mentioned.]

t See Poisson, Traite de Mecanique.

1—2



4 ON THE STEADY MOTION OF INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS.

Now from equation (3) it follows that tidy
— vdx is always

the exact differential of a function of x and y. Putting then

dU = vdy
— vdx,

JJ=C will be the equation to the system of lines of motion,

G being the parameter. U may have any value which allows

dU/dy and — dll/dx to satisfy the equations which u and v satisfy.

The first equation has been already introduced
;
the second leads

to the equation which U is to satisfy ;
viz.

d2U d2U A ,K,W +^=° (0) -

The integral of this equation may be put under different forms.

By integrating according to the general method, we get

U = F (x + V^l y) +f (x
- V^l y).

Now it will be easily seen that U must be wholly real for all

values of x and y, at least within certain limits. But F(<x) may
be put under the form F

1 (a) + V— 1 F
2 (a), where F1 (a) and F

2 (a)

are wholly real. Making this substitution in the value of U, we

get a result, which, without losing generality, may be put under

the form

U=F(x + V^l y)+F{x- V^T y)

+ V=T{/(»+ V=3y)-/(aj-V=ly)} l

changing the functions.

If we develope these functions in series ascending according
to integral powers of y, by Taylor's Theorem, which can always
be done as long as the origin is arbitrary, we get a series which
I shall write for shortness,

Z7= 2 cos
/

(a»)
F® ~ 2 sin

(s *)/«
the same result as if we had integrated at once by series by
Maclaurin's Theorem.

It has been proved that the general integral of (5) may be

put under the form
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where a
2 + /3

2 = 0. Consequently a and ft must be, one real, the

other imaginary, or both partly real and partly imaginary. Putting

then a = a, + V— 1 a
2 , /3

=
/3X + V— 1 /32 , introducing the condition

that a
2
4- /3

2 = 0, and replacing imaginary exponentials by sines and

cosines, we find that the most general value of U is of the form

U = XAen^°^ x - sin y-y+a\ cos n (sin 7 . x+ cos 7 .y + b),

where A, n, 7, a and b have any real values, the value of U being

supposed to be real.

If we take the value of U,

and develope each term, such as axn
,
in F (x) or f(x), in a series,

and then sum the series by the formula

cos nd + V- 1 sin n0 = cos
n

(l
+ t V17! tan 6 -. . .

J
,

we find that the general value of Stakes the form

U= tAr* cos (n0 + B).

As long as the origin of x is arbitrary, only integral powers
of x will enter into the development F(x) and f(x), and there-

fore the above series will contain only integral values of n. For

particular positions of the origin however, fractional powers may
enter. The equation

d 2U 1 dU 1 d 2U _
dr2 +

r dr
+

r
2

dd<
~

'

which (5) becomes when transferred to polar co-ordinates, is satis-

fied by the above value of 77, whatever n be, even if it be

imaginary, in which case the value of U takes the form

U = ZArm
e"

6
cos {md - logX + B).

We may employ equation (5), to determine whether a proposed

system of lines can be a system in which fluid can move, the

motion being of the kind for which udx + vdy is an exact

differential.

Let / (x, y)
= Uj^—G be the equation to the system, C being

the parameter. Then, if the motion be possible, some value of
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U which satisfies (5) must be constant for all values of x and y
for which U

l
is constant. Consequently this value must be a

function of U
1

. Let it=^(Z71). Then, substituting this value

in (5), and performing the differentiations, we get

*''H^hQh*'^\ dx2 +
dy

2 *

d 2U a^U
1

l T 7 2'

or

dx ) \dy )

Now, if the motion be possible, the second term of this equa-
tion must be a function of U

x ; x, y and U
1 being connected by

the equation f(x,y)= Z7,. Consequently, if by means of this

latter equation Ave eliminate x or y from the second term of (6) ,

the other must disappear. If it does not, the motion is impossible ;

if it does, the integration of equation (6), in which the variables

are separated, will give </> (ETJ under the form

4>(Ul)=AF(UJ+B,
A and B being the arbitrary constants. The values of u and v

will immediately be got by differentiation, and then p will be
known. Nothing will be left arbitrary but a constant multiplying
the values of u and v, and another added to the value ofp.

I shall mention a few examples. Let U = ar 1 cos \B. In this

case the lines of motion are similar parabolas about the same
focus. The velocity at any point varies inversely as the square
root of the distance from the focus.

Again, let U = axy. In this case the lines of motion are

rectangular hyperbolas about the same asymptotes. Also,

dU dU
u = -j— = ax. and v = ^

—= — av.
dy dx y

In this case therefore the velocity varies as the distance from the

centre, and the particles in a section parallel to either of the axes
remain in a section parallel to that axis.

I shall now consider the general case, where udx + vdy need
not be an exact differential.
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In this case p, u and v, are given by the equations

1 dp v du du _>

p dx
^

dx dy

I d± = Y-u~-v- (8),
p dy dx dy

du dv
_

, ,~v

dx dy

(XV V
We still have -?=-. for the differential equation to a line of

ax u

motion, where udy
— vdx is still an exact differential, on account

of equation (9). Eliminating p by differentiation from (7) and

(8), and expressing the result in terms of U, we get the equation
which U is to satisfy, viz.

dU
d^

/d
2

J7 d?U\ _dU _d fcPU
W\ =

dy dx \ dx
2

dy
2
J dx dy \ dx

1

dy
2
J

or, for shortness,

fdU d_ _dU d_\ (d*U
d*U\ = Q

\ dy dx dx dy) \ dx
2

dy
2
)

*
[This equation may be applied to prove an elegant theorem due to Mr F. D.

Thomson {see the Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin Messenger of Mathematics, Vol.

in. (186G), p. 238, and Vol. iv. p. 37}, that if a vessel bounded by a cylindrical sur-

face of any kind and by two planes perpendicular to its generating lines be filled

with homogeneous liquid, and the whole be revolving uniformly about a fixed axis

parallel to its generating lines, then if the vessel be suddenly arrested the motion

of the liquid will be steady.

If w be the angular velocity, we shall have for the motion before impact

U- - f{uy dy + oix dx) = -
\ u (sc

2 + j/

2
)
= - h wr2

,

omitting the constant as unnecessary. If «, v be the components of the change of

velocity produced by impact, it follows from the equations of impulsive motion that

udx + vdy will be a perfect differential defy, where <p satisfies the partial differential

rf
2 d-

equation V0 = O> V standing for
-7-3

+ -3-5.
If V be the U-function corresponding

to tins motion—and such a function exists by virtue of the equation of continuity

whether the motion be steady or not—we have

where the quantity under the sign / is a perfect differential by virtue of the equa-
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In this case, since p=l(~-dx +
-j- dy\ , equations (7) and

(8) give

tion v<£= 0; and we see at once that yU'= 0. Hence for the whole motion just

after impact
v (t7+C7')

=V^=-2w,
which satisfies the equation of steady motion (10) ;

and as the condition at the

boundary, namely that the fluid shall slide along it, is satisfied, being satisfied ini-

tially, it follows that the initial motion after impact will be continued as steady

motion.

To actually determine the function
<j>

or U', and thereby the motion in any given

case, we must satisfy not only the general equation v/0 = O but also the equation

of condition at the boundary, namely that there shall be no velocity in a direction

normal to the surface, which gives

i^-^) dy -(M~
wx

)
dx=0 (a)i

at any point of the boundary. If / (x, y)=0 be the equation of the boundary, we

must substitute -df/dx-^-df/dyior dy/dx in (a), and the resulting equation will

have to be satisfied when/=0 is satisfied.

There are but few forms of boundary for which the solution of the problem can

be actually effected analytically, among which may be mentioned in particular the

case of a rectangle. But by taking particular solutions of the equation v<£ = 0,

substituting in (a) and integrating, which gives

-lm*+U'=C (/3),

or what comes to the same thing taking particular solutions of the equation v^' =
and substituting in

(/3),
which gives the general equation of the lines of motion, we

may synthetically obtain an infinity of examples in which the conditions of the

problem are satisfied, any one of the lines of motion being taken as the boundary
of the fluid.

Thus for E7'= Ar3 cos30 we have for the lines of motion

-iwr2 + *r3 cos3(?=C
(7 ),

or -iwr2
+&{4(rcos0)

3 -3r2
.rcos0} = C

(5),

which therefore are cubic curves, recurring when is increased by 120°.
(5) is

satisfied by
r cos 6 = a,

giving a straight line, provided

k = -^-, C=4:ka*= -|wa2
.

ba

Hence when k has the above value the cubic curve (7) breaks up, for the particular

value of the parameter C above written, into three straight lines forming the sides

of an equilateral triangle, and the vessel may therefore be supposed to be an equi-

lateral triangular prism. The various lines of motion correspond to values of the

parameter C from to - § wa
2

. This case is given by Mr Thomson.

17'=: ftr
2 cos 29 leads to the case of steady motion in similar and concentric ellipses

considered in the text a little further on, which therefore may be conceived to have

been produced from motion about a feed axis as pointed out by Mr Thomson. In

fact, any case of steady motion in two dimensions in which v^= c°nst. may be

conceived to have been so produced.]
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P = v f{fdu d 2u du d*u\
dx

P J[\dy dxdy dx dy
2
J

fdU dru__du d?U\ \

\dx dxdy dy dx2
J ^j

'

Now idum + (^yi .(*?*?+fm*
\\dxj \dy ) J \dx dxz

dy dxdy)

/d?7 d^7 dU d 2U '

\dx dxdy dy dy
2

whence,

d_U &U_ dx
dU d^ d( _dU d 2 U

[

dU d 2U
dy dxdy dx dxdy dx dy

2

dy dx2

(V «# / \dy I ) \ dx dy
2
J \dx dy

*
J

and therefore

p _ ,{(dU\
2 /dUV) ffd

2 U (Pm/dU, dU
,

\

72 T"T" 72 7"T*

It will be observed that -,-
2 +-j- 2 —xffl), is a first integral

of (10). Consequently this latter term, which is the value of G in

(1), conies out a function of the parameter of a line of motion as

it should.

We may employ equation (10), precisely as before, to enquire
whether a proposed system of lines can, under any circumstances,

be a system of lines of motion. Let f(x, y)
=

U^ = C, be the

equation to the system; then, putting as before, U = (f)(Ul),

we get

„ (rn fdU, d^ dU^d^ j/dUX fdUX]* { l

'[ dy dx dx dy) \{ dx J
+

{ dy J J

+ 6' (U) (™* ± _ *Ei A) (*JL + *E*\ _ o+ 9 { l)

\dy dx dx dy) {da?
+

dtf J

or, P0" ( UJ + Q<f>' ( L\)
=

0, suppose.
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Hence, as before, if we express y in terms of x and U
1 ,

from

the equation f (x, y)
= U

t ,
and substitute that value in -~

,
the

result must not contain x. If it does, the proposed system of lines

cannot be a system of lines of motion
;

if not, the integration of

the above equation will give <j> (Z7J, under the form

cP (U1 )
= AF(U1) + B,

and we can immediately get the values of % v and p, with the

same arbitrary constants as in the previous case.

One case in which the motion is possible is where the lines of

motion are a system of similar ellipses or hyperbolas about the

same centre, or a system of equal parabolas having the same axis.

In the case of the ellipse, the particles in a radius vector at any
time remain in a radius vector, and the value of p has the form

PV+A + B(x
2 + f).

When however the ellipse becomes a circle, P and Q vanish in the

equation P<£" (Uj + Q<$> (JJ^)
= 0. Consequently the form of

<f>

may be any whatever. The value of U
1 being x2 + y

2

,
we have

u = 2<t>'(U1 )y, v = -2<f>'(U1)x;

whence, u2 + v
2 = 4 {f (Z7X )}

2

(x
2 + y

2

)
=

4>U, {f (IT)}
2

.

Hence, the velocity may be any function of the distance from the

centre. It is evident that we may conceive cylindrical shells of

fluid, having a common axis, to be revolving about that axis with

any velocities whatever, if we do not consider friction, or whether

such a mode of motion would be stable. The result is the same if

we enquire in what way fluid can move in a system of parallel lines.

In any case where the motion in a certain system of lines is

possible, if we suppose two of these lines to be the bases of bound-

ing cylindrical surfaces, and if we suppose the velocity and direc-

tion of motion, at each point of a section of the entering, and also

of the issuing fluid, to be what that case requires, I have not

proved that the fluid must move in that system of lines. When
the above conditions are given there may still perhaps be different

modes of steady motion
;
and of these some may be stable, and

others unstable. There may even be no stable steady mode of
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motion possible, in which case the fluid would continue perpetually

eddying.

In the case of rectangular hyperbolas, the fluid appeared, on

making the experiment, to move in hyperbolas when the end

at which the fluid entered was broad and the other end narrow,

but not when the end by which the fluid entered was narrow.

This may, I think, in some measure be accounted for. Suppose

fluid to flow out of a vessel where the pressure is px
into one where

it is p„ through a small orifice. Then, the motion being steady,

we have, along the same line of motion, p/p = C— Jv
2

,
where v is

the whole velocity. At a distance from the orifice, in the first

vessel, the pressure will be approximately pv and the velocity

nothing. At a distance in the second vessel, the pressure will

/2 (p — p)
be approximately p2 ,

and therefore the velocity = \I - ! -,
V

fJ

nearly. The result is the same if forces act on the fluid. Hence

the velocity must be approximately constant ;
and therefore, the

fluid which came from the first vessel, instead of spreading out,

must keep to a canal of its own of uniform breadth. This is found

to agree with experiment. Hence we might expect that in the

case of the hyperbolas, if the end at which the fluid entered were

narrow, the entering fluid would have a tendency to keep to a

canal of its own, instead of spreading out.

In ordinary cases of steady motion, when the lines of motion

are open curves, the fluid is supplied from an expanse of fluid, and

consequently udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential. Conse-

quently, cases of open curves for which it is not an exact differen-

tial do not ordinarily occur. We may, however, conceive such

cases to occur
;
for we may suppose the velocity and direction of

motion, at each point of a section of the entering, and also of the

issuing stream, to be such as any case requires, by supposing the

fluid sent in and drawn out with the requisite velocity and in the

requisite direction through an infinite number of infinitely small

tubes.

In the case of closed curves however, in whatever manner the

fluid may have been put in motion, it seems probable that, if we

neglect the friction against the sides of the vessel, the fluid will

have a tendency to settle down into some steady mode of motion.

Consequently, taking account of the friction against the sides of
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the vessel, it seems probable that the motion may in some cases

become approximately steady, before the friction has caused it to

cease altogether.

Motion symmetrical about an axis, the lines of motion being
in planes passing through the axis.

Before considering this case, it may be well to prove a prin-

ciple which will a little simplify our equations.

The general equations of motion are,

1 dp _
„ _ du _ du du

p dx dx dy dz ^ ''

1 dp „ dv du dv
...

_.-
X- = Y—u^j v-

n w-j- (12),
p ay ax dy dz K '

1 dp „ dw dw diu
--f-

= Z—u-t- -v
7l
— w-r- (13).

p dz dx dy dz v ;

And the equation of continuity is

du dv dw _
dx dy dz ^ '"

Putting •oTj,
ct

2 ,
isr

3 ,
for the last three terms in (11), (12), (13),

respectively, we have

- = V — J {tn x
dx + vT

2dy + tx
3 dz).

r

Hence the pressure consists of two parts, the first, p V, the same
as if there were no motion, the second, the part due to the velocity.
Now the velocities are given by equation (14), and by the three

equations which result on eliminating p from (11), (12), and (13).

These latter equations, as well as (14), will be the same as if there

were no forces since

dX = dY dX^dZ dY_dZ #

dy dx
'

dz dx' dz dy
'

and therefore we shall not lose generality by omitting the forces

in (11), (12) and (13), since we shall only have to add pV to the

value ofp so determined.

When the motion is symmetrical about an axis, and in planes

passing through that axis, let z be measured along the axis, and
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r be the perpendicular distance from the axis, and s be the ve-

locity perpendicular to the axis. Then, transforming the co-ordi-

nates to z and r, and omitting the forces, it will be found that

equations (11), (12) and (13) are equivalent to only two separate

equations, which are

1 dp _ ds ds ,.. „.

p dr dr dz

1 dp _ dio dw .- „>

p dz dr dz

and the equation of continuity becomes

ds s div _ . _

dr r dz

In the case where udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential, it

will be found that the three equations

da _ dv du _ diu dv _ dw

di) dx '

dz dx' dz dy
'

are equivalent to only one equation, which is

ds dio n QN

Tz=dr (18) -

In the general case we get, by eliminating p from (15)

and (16),
d f ds ds\ d f dw dw^

dz \ dr
'

dz) dr \ dr dz ,

ds ds ds dw d?s d2
s

dr dz dz dz drdz dz"

_dw dw dw ds d2w d2w ,..„>

dr dz dr dr drdz dr2 '

The differential equation, between z and r, to a line of

motion is

dz _ w
dr s

'

Let ft be a factor which renders sdz — wdr an exact differential,

xt das daw _
then -f- + -£- = 0,

dr dz

or
(ds dw\ da da _
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,„_, da da S

or, using (17), 8£+W
cTz

=fir>

whence we easily see that
yu.
= r is one such factor.

Let then dU= rsdz — rwdr,

ldU IdU
so that s = -

—j- , w =— -j- .

r dz r dr

The equation which U is to satisfy will be got by expressing s

and w in terms of U, and substituting in (19) in the general case,

or by substituting in (18), in the case where udx + vdy + wdz is

an exact differential.

In the latter case the equation which Z7is to satisfy is

d?U d2U IdU _
,oA.

In the general case, the equation is what I shall write

\dz dr dr dz) \r
2

{dz
2 +

dr2 r dr)}
'"

K ]
'

The value ofp is given by the equation

p~ ]\[dr
+ W

dz)
dT+

{
S
dr
+ W

dz)
aZ

]'

Now
, , , „ 9S ds 7 dw 7 ds

,
dw ,

\d (s + w) =s-T-dr + w^r dz + s -rdz + w-^-dr;z K J dr dz dz dr

and therefore

ds ds\ 7 / dw dw^

dr

ds\ 7 / dw div\ ,

+ w-j-)dr+ ls-j— + w ^j-)dz

= \d (s
2 + w2

) + y {wdr
—

sdz) + -j- (sdz
-
wdr)

wte»ce £ =_ 4(^) +/(^)>
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Hence the quantity under the integral sign must be a function

of U. And in fact, we can easily shew by trial that

1 /d
2U d2 U ldU\ , /TT,

?{d?
+ d^-r-dFj

= ^ {U)

is a first integral of (21). The last term of (22) is the value of

the constant in (1).

By expanding U in a series ascending according to integral

powers of z, which may be done as long as the origin is arbitrary,

it will be found that the integral of (20) may be written under the

form

U= cos (yz)F(r) + sin (ys) Tj~
x

f{r),

where y*F(r) denotes
f-^-j j-\

F (r), and y
2n F (r) denotes

d2 Id.
that the operation -^—^

=- is repeated n times on F (r).

We may employ equations (21) or (20) just as before, to

determine whether the motion in a proposed system of lines is

possible. If F(r, z)
= TJ

X
= G be the equation to the system, we

must have, as before, U=
</> (Ux) ;

whence we get, in the general

case,

2"
„
(U]

</du
1 ±_dU1

d\ ri (duv (du,9 [ lj

{{dz dr dr dzJlr
2

\dz)
+

\ dr

,, nn UdU, d dU
t d\ fl (ffiUt

ffiU
t+ <P K Ul)

\\dz dr dr dz) \r
2

\ dz2 + dr2

ldU
x

r dr
= 0,

and in the more restricted case where udx -f vdy + wdz is an exact

differential, we get

As before, the ratio of the coefficients of
cf>" (

U
x )

and
</>' (Ut)

must

be a function of TJ
X alone, when z, r and U

1
are connected by the

equation F (r, z)
= Uv If the motion be possible, it will in general

be determinate, U being of the form Af(r, z) + B. If U
x
= r how-

ever, the form of
(f>

remains arbitrary. In this case the fluid may
be conceived to move in cylindrical shells parallel to the axis, the

velocity being any function of the distance from the axis.
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Particular cases are, where the lines of motion are right lines

directed to a point in the axis, and where they are equal parabolas

having the axis of z for a common axis. In these cases

udx + vdy + ivdz

is an exact differential.

We may employ equations (20) and (21) to determine whether
the hypothesis of parallel sections can be strictly true in any case.

In this case, the sections being perpendicular to the axis of z, we
must have

1 dU „. .

w = - -
-j-

= F (z ;r dr w
dU vt s

U = -±r*F(z)+f(z).

Substituting this value in (21), we find, by equating to zero

coefficients of different powers of r, that the most general case cor-

responds to

U= (a + bz+ cz*) r
2 + ez +/.

If udx + vdy + wdz be an exact differential, the most general
case corresponds to

U=(a+ bz) r* + c + ez.



[From the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society,

Vol. viii. p. 105.]

On Some Cases of Fluid Motion.

[Read May 29, 1843.]

The equations of Hydrostatics are founded on the principles

that the mutual action of two adjacent elements of a fluid is normal

to the surface which separates them, and that the pressure is equal
in all directions. The latter of these is a necessary consequence
of the former, as has been shewn by Mr Airy*. An exactly simi-

lar proof may be employed in Hydrodynamics, by which it may
be shewn that, if the mutual action of two adjacent elements of a

fluid in motion is normal to their common surface, the pressure

must be equal in all directions, in order that the accelerating force

which acts on the centre of gravity of an element may not become

infinite, when we suppose the dimensions of the element indefi-

nitely diminished. In Hydrostatics, the accurate agreement of the

results of our calculations with experiments, (those phenomena
which depend on capillary attraction being excej)ted), fully justifies

our fundamental assumption. The same assumption is made in

Hydrodynamics, and from it are deduced the fundamental equa-
tions of fluid motion. But the verification of our fundamental law

in the case of a fluid at rest, does not at all prove it to be true

in the case of a fluid in motion, except in the very limited case of

a fluid moving as if it were solid. Thus, oil is sufficiently fluid to

obey the laws of fluid equilibrium, (at least to a great extent),

yet no one would suppose that oil in motion ought to be considered

a perfect fluid. It would appear from the following consideration,

that the fluidity of water and other such fluids is not quite perfect.

" See also Professor Miller's Hydrostatics, page 2.
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When a mass of water contained in a vessel of the form of a solid

of revolution is stirred round, and then left to itself, it presently
comes to rest. This, no doubt, is owing to the friction against the

sides of the vessel. But if the fluidity of water were perfect, it

does not appear how the retardation due to this friction could be

transmitted through the mass. It would appear that in that case

a thin film of fluid close to the sides of the vessel would remain at

rest, the remaining part of the fluid being unaffected by it. And
in this respect, that part of Poisson's solution of the problem of an

oscillating sphere, which relates to friction, appears to me in some

degree unsatisfactory. A term enters into the equation of motion

of the sphere depending on the friction of the fluid on the sphere,
while no such term enters into the equations of motion of the

fluid, to express the equal and opposite friction of the sphere on

the fluid. In fact, as long as we regard the fluidity of the fluid as

perfect, no such term can enter. The only way by which to esti-

mate the extent to which the imperfect fluidity of fluids may
modify the laws of their motion, without making any hypothesis
as to the molecular constitution of fluids, appears to be, to calculate

according to the hypothesis of perfect fluidity some cases of fluid

motion, which are of such a nature as to be capable of being accu-

rately compared with experiment. The cases of that nature which

have hitherto been calculated, are by no means numerous. My
object in the present paper which I have the honour to lay before

the Society, has been partly to calculate some such cases which

may be useful in determining how far we are justified in regarding
fluids as perfectly fluid, and partly to give examples of the methods

by which the solution of problems depending on partial differential

equations may be effected.

In the first seven articles, I have mentioned and explained
some general principles, which are afterwards applied. Some of

these are not new, but it was convenient to state them for the

sake of reference. Others are I believe new, at least in their

development. In the remaining articles, I have given different

problems, of which I have succeeded in obtaining the solutions.

As the problem to be solved is usually stated at the head of each

article, I shall here only mention some of the results. As a parti-

cular case of the problem given in Art. 8, I find that, when a

cylinder oscillates in an infinitely extended fluid, the effect of the

inertia of the fluid is to increase the mass of the cylinder by that of
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the fluid displaced. In part of Art. 9, I find that when a ball pen-
dulum oscillates in a concentric spherical envelope, the effect of the

b
3 + la3

inertia of the fluid is to increase the mass of the ball by ^-^ *rJ
2(b

3 -a3

)

times that of the fluid displaced, a being the radius of the ball, b

that of the envelope. Poisson, in his solution of the problem of the

sphere, arrives at the strange result that the envelope does not at

all retard the oscillating sphere. I have pointed out the errone-

ous step by which he was led to this conclusion, which I am clearly-

called upon to do, in venturing to differ from so high an authority.
Of the different cases of fluid motion which I have given, that

which appears to be capable of the most accurate and varied com-

parison with experiment, is the motion of fluid in a rectangular
box which is closed on all sides, given in Art. 13. The experiment
consists in comparing the calculated and observed times of oscil-

lation. I find that when the motion is small, the effect of the

fluid on the motion of the box is the same as that of a solid

having the same mass, centre of gravity, and principal axes, but

having different moments of inertia, these moments being given

by infinite series, which converge with great rapidity. I have also

in Art. 11, given some cases of progressive motion, deduced on the

supposition that the same particles of fluid remain in contact with

the solid, which do not at all agree with experiment.

In almost all the cases given in this paper, the problem of

finding the permanent state of temperature in the several solids

considered, supposing the surfaces of those solids kept up to con-

stant temperatures varying from point to point, may be solved by
a similar analysis. I find that some of these cases have been

already solved by M. Duhamel in a paper inserted in the 22nd

Colder of the Journal de lEcole Pohjtechnique. The cases alluded

to are those of the temperature in a solid sphere, and in a rect-

angular parallelepiped. Since, however, the application of the

formula) in the two cases of fluid motion and of the permanent
state of temperature is different, as well as the formulas themselves

to a certain extent, I thought it might be worth while to give

them.

1. The investigations in this paper apply directly to incom-

pressible fluids, as the fluids spoken of will be supposed to be,
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unless the contrary is stated. The motions of elastic fluids may
in most cases be divided into two classes, one consisting of those

condensations on which sound depends, the other, of those motions

which the fluid takes in consequence of the motion of solid bodies

in it. Those motions of the fluid, which take place in consequence of

very rapid motions of solids, (such as those of bullets), form a con-

necting link between these two classes. The motions of the second

class are, it is true, accompanied by condensations, and propagated
with the velocity of sound, but if the motions of the solids are not

great we may, without sensible error, suppose the motions of the

fluid propagated instantaneously to distances where they cease to

be sensible, and may neglect the condensation. The investigations
in this paper will apply without sensible error to this kind of

motion of elastic fluids.

In all cases also the motion will be supposed to begin from

rest, which allows us to suppose that udx + vdy + wdz is an exact

differential
d(f>,

where u, v and w are the components, parallel to

the axes of x, y, and z, of the whole velocity of any particle. In

applying our investigations however to fluids such as they exist in

nature, this principle must not be strained too far. When a body
is made to revolve continually in a fluid, the parts of the fluid

near the body will soon acquire a rotatory motion, in consequence,
in all probability, of the mutual friction of the parts of the fluid

;

so that after a time udx + vdy + icdz could no longer be taken an

exact differential. It is true that in motion in two dimensions

there is one sort of rotatory motion for which that quantity is an

exact differential
;
but if a close vessel, filled with fluid at first at

rest, be made to revolve uniformly round a fixed axis, the fluid

will soon do so too, and therefore that quantity will cease to be an

exact differential. For the same reason, in the progressive motion

of a solid in a fluid, the effect of friction continually accumulating,
the motion might at last be sensibly different from what it would

be if there were no friction, and that, even if the friction were

very small. In the case of small oscillatory motions however it

would appear that the effect of friction in the forward oscillation,

supposing that friction small, would be counteracted by its effect

in the backward oscillation, at least if the two were symmetrical.
In this case then we might expect our results to agree very nearly
with experiment, so far at least as the time of oscillation is con-

cerned.
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The forces which act on the fluid are supposed in the following

investigations to be such that Xdx + Ydy + Zdz is the exact dif-

ferential of a function of x, y and z, where X, Y, Z, are the com-

ponents, parallel to the axes, of the acccelerating force acting on

the particle whose co-ordinates are x, y, z. The only effect of such

forces, in the case of a homogeneous, incompressible fluid, being
to add the quantity pf(Xdx + Ydy +Zdz) to the pressure, the forces,

as well as the pressure due to them, will for the future be omitted

for the sake of simplicity.

2. It is a recognized principle, and one of great importance in

these investigations, that when a problem is determinate any solu-

tion which satisfies all the requisite conditions, no matter how ob-

tained, is the solution of the problem. In the case of fluid motion,

when the initial circumstances and the conditions with respect to

the boundaries of the fluid are given, the problem is determinate.

If it were required to find what sort of steady motion could take

place between given surfaces, the problem would not be determi-

nate, since different kinds of steady motion might result from dif-

ferent initial circumstances.

It may be well here to enumerate the conditions which must

be satisfied in the case of a homogeneous incompressible fluid

without a free surface, the case which is considered in this paper.

We have first the equations,

1 dp 1 dp 1 dp

P dx
= - ZT»

P dy--™» pdz
= ~^' {A) '

n du du du du , r ,

putting ur
l
tor -=- + u y- + v y- +w j— t

and «r
2 ,

ct
3 ,

for the cor-
at ctvC ci

(j
clz

responding quantities for y and z, and omitting the forces.

We have also the equation of continuity,

du dv dw _
dx dy dz~ ^ ' '

(A) and (B) hold at all times for all points of the fluid mass.

If a be the velocity of the point (x, y, z) of the surface of a

solid in contact with the fluid resolved along the normal, and v

the velocity, resolved along the same normal, of the fluid particle,
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which at the time t is in contact with the above point of the solid,

we must have

v = a (a)*,

at all times and for all points of the fluid which are in contact with

a solid.

If the fluid extend to infinity, and the motion at first be zero

at an infinite distance, we must have

u = 0, v = 0, w — 0, at an infinite distance (b).

An analagous condition is, that the motion shall not become

infinitely great about a particular point, as the origin.

Lastly, if u
,
v , w ,

be the initial velocities, subject of course

to satisfy equations (B) and (a), we must have

u = u
,
v = v

,
w = w

,
when t = (c).

In the most general cases the equations which u, v and w are

to satisfy at every point of the mass and at every time are {E) and

the three equations

dy dx '

dz dy
' dx dz

These equations being satisfied, the quantity te^dx + sT
2dy+ zr^dz

will be an exact differential, whence p may be determined by inte-

grating the value of dp given by equations (A). Thus the condi-

tion that these latter equations shall be satisfied is equivalent to

the condition that the equations ( C) shall be satisfied.

In nearly all the cases considered in this paper, and in all those

of which the complete solution is given, the motion is such that

udx + vdy + ivdz is an exact differential
d<f>.

This being the case,

the equations (C) are, as it is well known, always satisfied, the

value ofp being given by the equation

i-tW -f-|{0V©Vf)} v,

* For greater clearness, those equations which must hold for all values of the

variables within limits depending on the problem are denoted by capitals, while

those which hold only for certain values of the variables, or of some of them, are

denoted by small letters. The latter class serve to determine the forms of the

arbitrary functions contained in the integrals of the former.
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yp-(t) being an arbitrary function of t, which may if we please be

included in <£.
In this case, therefore, the single condition which

has to be satisfied at all times, and at every point of the mass is

(B), which becomes in this case

tf£ d»0 d^
dx~ dtf

+
dz*

K '

In the case of impulsive motion, if u , v ,
w

, be the velocities

just before impact, u, v, w, the velocities just after, and q the im-

pulsive pressure, the equations (A) are replaced by the equations

1 da 1 do 1 do ._.

-pdx

= - U + ll
°>

-pdy
= ~ V + V»

-
9 dz

= - WJtV}»~"^>

and in order that these equations may be satisfied it is necessary
and sufficient that {u

— u )dx + (v
— v

) dy + (w
— w ) dz be an exact

differential dcj>, which gives

The only equation which must be satisfied at every point of the

mass is (B), which is equivalent to {E), since by hypothesis u
,
v

,

and w satisfy (B). The conditions (a) and (b) remain the same

as before.

One observation however is necessary here. The values of u,

v and w are always supposed to alter continuously from one point

in the interior of a fluid mass to another. At the extreme boun-

daries of the fluid they may however alter abruptly. Suppose now

values of u, v and w to have been assigned, which do not alter

abruptly, which satisfy equations (B) and (C) as well as the con-

ditions (a), (b) and (c), or, to take a particular case, values which

do not alter abruptly, which satisfy the equation (B) and the same

conditions, and which render udx + vdy + wdz an exact differential.

Then the values of dp/dx, dp/dy and dp/dz will alter continuously
from one point to another, but it does not follow that the value of

p itself cannot alter abruptly. Similarly in impulsive motion the

value of q may alter abruptly, although those of dq/dx, dq/dy and

dq/dz alter continuously. Such abrupt alterations are, however,
inadmissible

;
whence it follows as an additional condition to be

satisfied,

that the value ofp or q, obtained by integrating 1

equations (A) or (F), shall not alter abruptly > (d).

from one point of the fluid to another. J
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An example will make this clearer. Suppose a mass of fluid

to be at rest in a finite cylinder, whose axis coincides with that of

z, the cylinder being entirely filled, and closed at both ends. Sup-

pose the cylinder to be moved by impact with an initial velocity C
in the direction of x

;
then shall

u = G, v = 0, to = 0.

For these values render udx + vdy + wdz an exact differential
d(f>,

where $ satisfies (E) ; they also satisfy (a) ; and, lastly, the value

of q obtained by integrating equations (F), namely, C —
Cpx, does

not alter abruptly. But if Ave had supposed that
<f>

was equal
to Cx + G'6, where 6 = tan

-1
y/x, the equation (E) and the con-

dition (a) would still be satisfied, but the value of q would be

G" — p(Cx + G'6), in which the term p G'9 alters abruptly from

2irpC to 0, as passes through the value 2tt. The condition (d)

then alone shews that the former and not the latter is the true

solution of the problem.

The fact that the analytical conditions of a problem in fluid

motion, as far as those conditions depend on the velocities, may be

satisfied by values of those velocities, which notwithstanding cor-

respond to a pressure which alters abruptly, may be thus explained.

Conceive two masses of the same fluid contained in two similar

and equal close vessels A and B. For more simplicity, suppose

these vessels and the fluid in them to be at first at rest. Conceive

the fluid in B to be divided by an infinitely thin lamina which is

capable of assuming any form, and, at the same time, of sustaining

pressure. Suppose the vessels A and B to be moved in exactly

the same manner, the lamina in B being also moved in any arbi-

trary manner. It is clear that, except for one particular motion

of the lamina, the motion of the fluid in B will be different from

that of the fluid in A. The velocities u, v, w, will in general be

different on opposite sides of the lamina in B. For particular

motions of the lamina however the velocities u, v, w, may be the

same on opposite sides of it, while the pressures are different.

The motion which takes place in B in this case might, only for

the condition (d), be supposed to take place in A.

It is true that equations (A) or (F), could not strictly speaking

be said to hold good at those surfaces where such a discontinuity

should exist. Still, to avoid the liability to error, it is well to

state the condition (d) distinctly.
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When the motion begins from rest, not only must udx+vdy+wdz
be an exact differential d(f>,

and u, v, iv, not alter abruptly, but

also
(f>

must not alter abruptly, provided the particles in contact

with the several surfaces remain in contact with those surfaces
;

for if this condition be not fulfilled, the surface for which it is not

fulfilled will as it were cut the fluid into two. For it follows from

the equation (D) that
dxf>

'dt must not alter abruptly, since other-

wise p would alter abruptly from one point of the fluid to another;

and d(j)/dt neither alterijg abruptly nor becoming infinite, it fol-

lows that
</>

will not alter abruptly. Should an impact occur at

any period of the motion, it follows from equations (F) that that

cannot cause the value of
(/>

to alter abruptly, since such an abrupt

alteration would give a corresponding abrupt alteration in the

value of q.

3. A result which follows at once from the principle laid down

in the beginning of the last article is this, that when the motion

of a fluid in a close vessel which is at rest, and is completely filled,

is of such a kind that udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential, it

will be steady. For let u, v, w, be the initial velocities, and let

us see if the velocities at the same point can remain u, v, w. First,

iidx + vdy + wdz being an exact differential, equations (A) will be

satisfied by a suitable value of p, which value is given by equation

{D). Also equation (B) is satisfied since it is so at first. The con-

dition (a) becomes v = 0, which is also satisfied since it is satis-

fied at first. Also the value of p given by equation {D) will not

alter abruptly, for d<f>/dt
=

0, or a function of t, and the velocities

d<p/dx &c, are supposed not to alter abruptly. Hence, all the

requisite conditions are satisfied
;
and hence, (Art. 2) the hypo-

thesis of steady motion is correct*.

4. In the case of an incompressible fluid, either of infinite ex-

tent, or confined, or interrupted in any manner by any solid bodies,

if the motion begin from rest, and if there be none of the cutting

motion mentioned in Art. 2, the motion at the time t will be the

*
[N.B. It is only within a space which is at least doubly connected that such a

motion is possible. Thus in the example given in the preceding article, the axis of

the cylinder, where the velocity becomes infinite, may be regarded as an infinitely

slender core which we arc forbidden to cross, and which renders the space witlihi

the cylinder virtually ring-shaped.]
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same as if it were produced instantaneously by the impulsive

motion of the several surfaces which bound the fluid, including

among these surfaces those of any solids which may be immersed in

it. For let u, v, iv, be the velocities at the time t. Then by a known

theorem udx + vdy + wdz will be an exact differential d<f>,
and

<f>

will not alter abruptly (Art. 2). <£ must also satisfy the equation

(E), and the conditions (a) and (b). Now if u, v', w, be the velo-

cities on the supposition of an impact, these quantities must be

determined by precisely the same conditions as u, v and w. But

the problem of finding u', v and w, being evidently determinate, it

follows that the identical problem of finding u, v and w is also

determinate, and therefore the two problems have the same solu-

tion
;

so that

u = u, v = v, w — w' .

This principle has been mentioned by M. Cauchy, in a memoir

entitled Memoire sur la Theorie des Ondes, in the first volume of

the Memoires des Savans Etrangers (1827), page 14. It will

be employed in this paper to simplify the requisite calculations by

enabling us to dispense with all consideration of the previous 'motion,

in finding the motion of the fluid at any time in terms of that of

the bounding surfaces. One simple deduction from it is that,

when all the bounding surfaces come to rest, each element of the

fluid will come to rest. Another is, that if the velocities of the

bounding surfaces are altered in any ratio the value of
cf>

will be

altered in the same ratio.

5. Superposition of different motions.

In calculating the initial motion of a fluid, corresponding to

given initial motions of the bounding surfaces, we may resolve the

latter into any number of systems of motions, which when com-

pounded give to each point of each bounding surface a velocity,

which when resolved along the normal is equal to the given

velocity resolved along the same normal, provided that, if the

fluid be enclosed on all sides, each system be such as not to alter

its' volume. For let u
, v, w ',

v
', a', be the values of u, v, &c, corre-

sponding to the first system of motions
; u", v" , &c, the values of

those quantities corresponding to the second system, and so on
;

so that

m = u' + u"+ ..., v = v' + v"+..., w = w' + w"+ ...,

'
i

"
i

'
i

"
iv = v+v +..., cr = a + a +....
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Then since we have by hypothesis udx + v'dy + w'dz an exact

differential
dcf)',

u'dx + v"dy + xo'dz an exact differential
defy",

and

so on, it follows that udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential. Again

by hypothesis v = a
, v" = a"

, &c, whence v = a. Also, if the fluid

extend to an infinite distance, a, v, and w must there vanish, since

that is the case with each of the systems u', v, w'
}
&c. Lastly, the

quantities <f>', cf>", &c, not altering abruptly, it follows that
cf>,

which is equal to <£'+ (f>"+ ...
,
will not alter abruptly. Hence the

compounded motion will satisfy all the requisite conditions, and

therefore (Art. 2) it is the actual motion.

It will be observed that the pressure p will not be obtained

by addiug together the pressures due to each of the above systems

of velocities. To find p we must substitute the complete value of

cf>
in equation (D). If, however, the motion be very small, so that

the square of the velocity is neglected, it will be sufficient to add

together the several pressures just mentioned.

In general the most convenient systems into which to decom-

pose the motion of the bounding surfaces are those formed by

considering the motion of each surface, or of a certain portion of

each surface, separately. Such a portion may be either finite or

infinitesimal. In fact, in some of the cases of motion that will be

presently given, where
cj>

is expressed by a double integral with a

function under the integral sign expressing the motion of the

bounding surfaces, it will be found that each element of the inte-

gral gives a value of
<£

such that, except about the corresponding

element of the bounding surface, the motion of all particles in

contact with those surfaces is tangential.*» v

A result which follows at once from this principle, and which

appears to admit of comparison with experiment, is the following.

Conceive an ellipsoid, or any body which is symmetrical with

respect to three planes at right angles to each other, to be made

to oscillate in a fluid in the direction of each of its three axes in

succession, the oscillations being very small. Then, in each case,

as may be shewn by the same sort of reasoning as that employed

in Art. 8, in the case of a cylinder, the effect of the inertia of the

fluid will be to increase the mass of the solid by a mass having a

certain unknown ratio to that of the fluid displaced. Let the axes

of co-ordinates be parallel to the axes of the solid; let x, y, z, be
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the co-ordinates of the centre of the solid, and let M, M', M", be

the imaginary masses which we must suppose added to that of the

solid when it oscillates in the direction of the axes of x, y, z, respec-

tively. Let it now be made to oscillate in the direction of a line

making angles a, /3, y, with the axes, and let s be measured along
this line. Then the motions of the fluid due to the motions of

the solid in the direction of the three axes will be superimposed.
The motion being supposed to be small, the resultant of the pres-

sures of the fluid on the solid will be three forces, equal to

M cos a
-^ ,

M cos p -^ ,
ill cos 7 j2 ,

respectively, in the directions of the three axes. The resultant of

these in the direction of the motion will be M
t
d2

s/df where

M
t

= ifcos2
a + M' cos

2

/3 + M" cos
2

7 .

Each of the quantities M, M', M" and M
t , may be determined

by observation, and we may find whether the above relation holds

between them. Other relations of the same nature may be de-

duced from the principle explained in this article.

6. Reflection.

Conceive two solids, A and B, immersed in a fluid of infinite

extent, the whole being at rest. Suppose A to be moved in any
manner by impulsive forces, while B is held at rest. Suppose the

solids A and B of such forms that, if either were removed, and

the several points of the surface of the other moved instantaneously

in any given manner, the motion of the fluid could be determined :

then the actual motion can be approximated to in the following

manner. Conceive the place of B to be occupied by fluid, and A
to receive its given motion

;
then by hypothesis the initial motion

of the fluid can be determined. Let the velocity with which the

fluid in contact with that which is supposed to occupy B's place

penetrates into the latter be found, and then suppose that the

several points of the surface of B are moved with normal velocities

equal and opposite to those just found, A's place being supposed
to be occupied by fluid. The motion of the fluid corresponding to

the velocities of the several points of the surface of B can then be

found, and A must now be treated as B has been, and so on. The

system of velocities of the particles of the fluid corresponding to
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the first system of velocities of the particles of the surface of B,

form what may be called the motion of A reflected from B; the

motion of the fluid arising from the second system of velocities of

the particles of the surface of A may be called the motion of A
refected from B and again from A, and so on. It must be re-

membered that all these motions take place simultaneously. It

is evident that these reflected motions will rapidly decrease, at

least if the distance between A and B is considerable compared
with their diameters, or rather with the diameter of either. In

this case the calculation of one or two reflections will give the

motion of the fluid due to that of A with great accuracy. It is

evident that the principle of reflection will extend to any number
of solid bodies immersed in a fluid

;
or again, the body B may be

supposed to be hollow, and to contain the fluid and A, or else A
to contain B. In some cases the series arising from the successive

reflections can be summed, in which case the motion will be deter-

mined exactly. The principle explained in this article has been

employed in other subjects, and appears likely to be of great use

in this. It is the same for instance as that of successive influences

in Electricity.

7. If a mass of fluid be at rest or in motion in a close vessel

which it entirely fills, the vessel being either at rest or moving in

any manner, any additional motion of translation communicated

to the vessel will not affect the relative motion of the fluid. For

it is evident that on the supposition that the relative motion is

not affected the equation (B) and the condition (a) will still be

satisfied. Also, if /sr
1 ,

sr
2 ,

zr
z , be the components of the effective force

of any particle in the first case, and U, V, W, be the components
of the velocity of translation, then

dU dV dW

will be the components of the effective force of the same particle

in the second case. Now since by hypothesis sr
]
dx + vr/ly + ^ 3

dz

is an exact differential, as follows from equations (C), and U, V, W,
are functions of t only, it follows at once that

(
ffl+

d

£) dx +
(*r

a + *£) dy +
(*r,

+
d

]f )
dz
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is an exact differential, where x, y, z, are the co-ordinates of any

particle referred to the old axes, which are themselves moving in

space with velocities U, V, W. But if xv yv z
x ,
be the co-ordinates

of the same particle referred to parallel axes fixed in space, we

have

x
x
= x + / Udt, y x

= y+jVdt, z
t=z+fWdt,

whence, supposing the time constant, dx = dxv dy = dy1 ,
dz = dz

1
,

and therefore

dU\ . / dV\ .
( ,

dW\
,

is an exact differential. Hence, equations (A) can be satisfied by

a suitable value of p. Denoting by p the pressure about the par-

ticle whose co-ordinates are x, y, z, in the first case, the pressure

about the same particle in the second case will be

(dU dV dW

none of the terms of which will alter abruptly, since by hypothesis

j)
does not.

Since then the present hypothesis satisfies all the requisite

conditions, it follows from Art. 2 that that hypothesis is correct.

If F be the additional effective force of any particle of the vessel

in consequence of the motion of translation, and we take new axes

of x
, y\ z, of which the first is in the direction of F, the additional

term introduced into the value of the pressure will be —pFx,
omitting the arbitrary function of the time. The resultant of the

additional pressures on the sides of the vessel will be equal to F
multiplied by the mass of the fluid, and will pass through the

centre of gravity of the fluid, and act in the directon of — x.

8. Motion between two cylindrical surfaces having a common

axis.

Let us conceive a mass of fluid at rest, bounded by two cylin-

drical surfaces having a common axis, these surfaces being either

infinite or bounded by two planes perpendicular to their axis. Let

us suppose the several generating lines of these cylindrical surfaces

to be moved parallel to themselves in any given manner consistent

with the condition that the volume of the fluid be not altered :
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it is required to determine the initial motion at any point of the

mass.

Since the motion will take place in two dimensions, let the

fluid be referred to polar co-ordinates r, 6, in a plane perpendicular
to the axis, r being measured from the axis. Let a be the radius

of the inner surface, b that of the outer, f(6) the normal velocity

of any point of the inner surface, F(0) the corresponding quantity

for the outer.

Since for any particular radius vector between a and b the

value of
</>

is a periodic function of 6 which does not become in-

finite, (for the motion at each point of each bounding surface

is supposed to be finite), and which does not alter abruptly, it

may be expanded in a converging series of sines and cosines of

6 and its multiples. Let then

<f>
= P + T1 {Pn cos r>e + Qn smne) (1).

Substituting the above value in the equation

'£('8+3- »
which

<f>
is to satisfy, and equating to zero the coefficients of

corresponding sines and cosines, which is allowable, since a given

function can be expanded in only one series of the form (1), we

find that P must satisfy the equation

dP:d
(
dP \r drV^)

= °>

of which the general integral is

P = A log r + B,

the base being e, and Pn and Qn
must both satisfy the same

equation, viz.

of which the general integral is

P = CV"" + C'r
n

.

ft

We have then, omitting the arbitrary constant in
<p,

as will
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be done for the future, since we have occasion to use only the

differential coefficients of $,

<f>
= A \og r + %: {(A nr-* + A\f) cos nd

+ (Bn r-» + B'nr») sin nd] (3),

with the conditions

#=/(<9) when r = a (4),ar

cl

$ = F(6) when r = b (5).
ar

Let f(0)=CQ + $; {Gn cos nd + Dn sin nd) ,

F (0)
=C + t?(C tt

cos n6 + D'
n
sin nff) :

so that

C = ±- FfW) iff, Cn
=
I
r f{6') cos nd'cW,

J.TTJ0 7r -'0

Dn
= - I*"f {9') shi n9' d6',

with similar expressions for C"
,

&c. Then the condition (4)

gives

4> + 2> !(-A a- (M+1> + A'ncr
l

)
cos n$

a l

+ (-£„«-(»+!) + JB>W " 1
) sin^}=C + Xr(CK cos«6'+Z)n sin^);

whence,
y4 =a(7

,

^Ba-(»+i)-^'na»-i = -lc7B ,

£na-(«+i>_l?>»-i = _ll)n .

Similarly, from the condition (5), we get

A =bC
,

AHb-W-A'nb«-*
=
-lc'n ,

i?6-(n +l)__B' 5
n_1 = - - Z>' .

n n n »
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It will be observed that aC = bC'
0> by the condition that the

volume of fluid remains unchanged, which gives

ar/(0')de' = b!
2,r

F(e')dd'.
Jo Jo

From the above equations we easily get

Jin 7 2n

n
~
n (b

2n — a2n
)

* " *>'

and, changing the sign of n,

A
'*
=
n(b**-<r)

{hn+1G
'

n
~ a"+1

Cn]>

with, similar expressions for Bn and B'n , involving D in place of C.

We have then

4>
= aC log r+ ST -

(&
2n - a2

")"
1

{[(6"
n+1

C"„
- a"

n+1
<7J cos n^

+ (6"
n+1 D'

n
- a-"

+1

DJ sin n^] a2n
6
2n
r"

n

+ [(^C"n -a
n+1

(7Jcos^

+ (6««iyn -a»
+1
J9n)sin<]r"} (6),

which completely determines the motion.

It will be necessary however, (Art. 2), to shew that this value

of
</>

does not alter abruptly for points within the fluid, as may
be easily done. For the quantities C

n ,
Dn cannot be greater than

1 [2ir_
+f(0)dd, where each element of the integral is taken posi-

tively ;
and since by hypothesis f (0) is finite for all values of 9

from to 2ir, it follows that neither Gn
nor Dn can be numerically

greater than a constant quantity which is independent of n. The
same will be true of C'n and D' . Remembering then that r>a
and < b, it can be easily shewn that the series which occur in (G)

have their terms numerically less than those of eight geometric
series respectively whose ratios are less than unity; and since

moreover the terms of the former set of series do not alter abruptly,

it follows that
<j>

cannot alter abruptly. The same may be proved
in a similar manner of the differential coefficients of

<f>.
The other

infinite series expressing the value of
<f>

which occur in this paper

may be treated in the same way : and in Art. 10, where
</>

is

expressed by a definite integral, the value of
<f>
and its differential

s. 3
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coefficients will alter continuously, since that is the case with each

element of the integral. It will be unnecessary therefore to

refer again to the condition (d).

If the fluid be infinitely extended, we must suppose C'n and

D' to vanish in (6), since the velocity vanishes at an infinite

distance
;
we must then make b infinite, which reduces the above

equation to

4>
= aC

Q log r -X-
a—

n {Cn cos n0 + Dn
sin n0) (7).

This value of
(f> may be put under the form of a definite

integral : for, replacing C ,
G

n
and Dn by their values, it becomes

~
logrfj {&) d& -l^\ (")" \jiff)

cos « (0
-

ff) dff,

which becomes on summing the series

|rlogr/>)^ +
|/;iog{l-2%os(«-0

+^
whence

d<f>
a f^fl ar cos (9-0')- aa

dr ~irrh \2
^

r
2 - 2ar cos {0 - &) +a?)^

6) d° '

If we suppose r to become equal to a the quantity under the

integral sign vanishes, except for values of 9', which are indefinitely

near to 9. The value of the integral itself becomes irf{6)*. Hence

it appears, that to the disturbance of each element of the surface,

there corresponds a normal velocity of the particles in contact

with the surface, which is zero, except just about the disturbed

element. The whole disturbance of the fluid will be the aggregate

of the disturbances due to those of the several elements of the

surface. The case of the initial motion of fluid within a cylinder,

and the analogous cases of motion within and without a sphere,

which will be given in the next article, may be treated in the

same manner.

The velocity in the direction of r given by the equation (7),

(= dfy/dr),

=
°^>

+ i: (*y

+1

[Gn cos n0 + Dn
sin n0],

Poisson, TMorie de la Chaleur, Chap. vn.
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and that perpendicular to r, and reckoned positive in the same

direction as 0, (=d<f>/rdd),

>M+1
= ST QJ VnSin n0-Dn cosn0}.

Conceive a mass of fluid comprised between two infinite

parallel planes, and suppose that a certain portion of this fluid

contains solid bodies bounded by cylindrical surfaces perpendicular
to these planes. The whole being at first at rest, suppose that

the surfaces of these solids are moved in any manner, the motion

being in two dimensions. Conceive a circular cylindrical surface

described perpendicular to the parallel planes, and with a radius so

large that all the solids are comprised with it. Then, (Art. 4), we

may suppose the motion of the fluid at any time to have been

produced directly by impact. On this supposition the initial

motion of the part of the fluid without the above cylindrical

surface will be determined in terms of the normal motion of the

fluid forming that surface, as has just been done. If G be different

from zero, then, at a great distance in the fluid, the velocity will

be ultimately aCJr, and directed to or from the axis of the

cylinder, and alike in all directions. Since the rate of increase

of volume of a length I of the cylinder is equal to

la\ f{0')d0' = 27rlaC
o ,

it appears that the velocity at a great distance is proportional

to the expansion or contraction of a unit of length of the solids.

If however there should be no expansion or contraction, or if

the expansion of some of the solids should make up for the con-

traction of the rest, then in general the most important part of

the motion at a great distance will consist of a velocity C'cos 0^/r
2

directed to or from the centre, and another C sin
1

. /r
2

perpen-
dicular to the radius vector, the value of C and the direction from

which
1

is measured varying from one instant to another. The
resultant of these velocities will vary inversely as the square of

the distance.

Resuming the value of <£ given by equation (G), let us suppose
that the interior cylindrical surface is rigid, and moved with a

velocity C in the direction from which 6 is measured, the outer

3-2
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surface being at rest: then / (6)
= G cos 0, F (6) = ;

whence

C\
= C, and the other coefficients are each zero. We have then

Ca2
/6

2
\

4>
= -ij—?h + r

)
cose

(
8
)-

6'
2 -a2

Vr

Suppose now that the inner cylinder has a small oscillatory

motion about an axis parallel to the axis of the cylinders, the

cylinders having their axes coincident in the position of equi-

librium. Let i/r
be the angle which a plane drawn through the

axis of rotation, and that of the solid cylinder at any time makes
with a vertical plane drawn through the former. The motion

of translation of the axis of the cylinder will differ from a recti-

linear motion by quantities depending on
yjr

2
: the motion of

rotation about its axis will be of the order
i|r,

but will have no

effect on the fluid. Therefore in considering the motion of the

fluid we may, if we neglect squares of
yjr,

consider the motion

of the cylinder rectilinear. The expression given for
</> by equa-

tion (8) will be accurately true only for the instant when the

axes of the cylinders coincide
;
but since the whole resultant

pressure on the solid cylinder in consequence of the motion is

of the order
yjr,

we may, if we neglect higher powers of
-v/r

than the

first, employ the approximate value of <b given by equation (8).

Neglecting the square of the velocity, we have

deb

P = -Pdt'

In finding the complete value of deb/dt it would be necessary to

express <b by co-ordinates referred to axes fixed in space, which

after differentiation we might suppose to coincide with others

fixed in the body. But the additional terms so introduced de-

pending on the square of the velocity, which by hypothesis is

neglected, we may differentiate the value of
</> given by equation

(8) as if the axes were fixed in space. We have then, to the first

order of approximation,

2 dC
deb

a
dt (b

2

}

dt V-ar [r J

If I be the length of the cylinder, the pressure on the element

ladd, resolved parallel to x and reckoned positive when it acts

in the direction of x,
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3
dC

pa
dt {V ,

) tam= — n t 1
—V a} cos

2

0c/0;b'— a {a )

and integrating from = to 6 = 2-7T, we have the whole resultant

pressure parallel to x

Since dCjdt is the effective force of the axis, parallel to #, and

that parallel to y is of the order ty
2
, we see that the effect of

the inertia of the fluid is to increase the mass of the cylinder

ty ir
2 _ 2 /^ where A6 is the mass of the fluid displaced. This

imaginary additional mass must be supposed to be collected at the

axis of the cylinder.

If the cylinder oscillate in an infinitely extended fluid b = so
,

and the additional mass becomes equal to that of the fluid dis-

placed. This appears to be a result capable of being compared
with experiment, though not with very great accuracy. Two

cylinders of the same material, and of the same radius, but whose

lengths differ by several radii, might be made to oscillate in

succession in a fluid, at a depth sufficiently great to allow us

to neglect the motion of the surface of the fluid. The time of

oscillation of each might then be calculated as if the cylinder
oscillated in vacuum, acted on by a moving force equal to its

weight minus that of the fluid displaced, acting downwards

through its centre of gravity, and having its mass increased by an

unknown mass collected in the axis. Equating the time of oscil-

lation so calculated to that given by observation, we should

determine the unknown mass. The difference of these masses

would be very nearly equal to the mass which must be added

to that of a cylinder whose length is equal to the difference of

the lengths of the first two, when the motion is in two dimensions.

This evidently comes to supposing that, at a distance from the

middle of the longer cylinder not greater than half the difference

of the lengths of the two, the motion may be taken as in two

dimensions. The ends of the cylinders may be of any form,

provided that they are all of the same. They may be suspended

by fine equal wares, in which case we should have a compound
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pendulum, or attached to a rigid body oscillating above the fluid

by means of thin flat bars of metal, whose plane is in the plane of

motion. Another way of getting rid of the motion in three

dimensions about the ends would be, to make those ends plane,

and to fix two rigid planes parallel to the plane of motion, which

should be almost in contact with the ends of the cylinder.

9. Motion between two concentric spherical surfaces.
—Motion

of a ball pendulum enclosed in a spherical case.

Let a mass of fluid be at rest, comprised between two con-

centric spherical surfaces. Let the several points of these surfaces

be moved in any manner consistent with the condition that the

volume of the fluid be not changed : it is required to determine

the initial motion at any point of the mass.

Let a, b, be the radii of the inner and outer spherical surfaces

respectively ;
then employing the co-ordinates r, 0, to, where r

is the distance from the centre, the angle which r makes with

a fixed line passing through the centre, a> the angle which a plane

passing through these two lines makes with a fixed plane through
the latter, the value of

<£ corresponding to any radius vector

comprised between a and b can be expanded in a converging
series of Laplace's coefficients. Let then

<f>=v +v1
+vn + ,

Vn being a Laplace's coefficient of the nih
order.

Substituting in the equation,

V
dr*

+
sin d$ V

Sm
dd)

+
sin

2
da>*

~ U
'

which
(f>

is to satisfy, employing the equation

n(n + l)Vn + **(fa0*L)+J_^. =
...(9),' n smVd0\ dd J sin

2
da? y '

and then equating to zero the Laplace's coefficients of the several

orders, we find

The general integral of this equation is

C"
V„ = Crn +

r
»+i '
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where G and C are functions of and co. Substituting in the

equation (9), and equating coefficients of the two powers of r

which enter into it separately to zero, we find that both G and G"

satisfy it, and therefore are both Laplace's coefficients of the wth

order. We have then

£=2r(Fx+^-- (w+i)
) (io),

where Yn and Z
n
are each Laplace's coefficients of the nth

order,

and do not contain r. Let f{0, co) be the normal velocity of the

point of the inner surface corresponding to and co, F(0, co) the

corresponding quantity for the outer
;
then the conditions which

<f>
is to satisfy are that

-~
=f(0, co) when r = a,

C

^=F(0, co) when r = b.

dr

Let f(0, co), expanded in a series of Laplace's coefficients, be

P.+ P1 ...+P„ + ...

which expansion may be performed by the usual formula., if not

by inspection: then the first condition gives

2- [nYna
n-1 -

(n + 1) Zn a- *+«] =TPn ;

and equating Laplace's coefficients of the same order, we get

nYn a"-i-(n + l)Zn a-l»
+v = P

n (11).

Let F(0, co), expanded in a series of Laplace's coefficients, be

F +P' F +jr -r^
j

... j. n -r ... j

then from the second condition, we get

nYnbh
-1 -(n+l)Zab-b+®=Fn (12).

From (11) and (12) we easily get

Fnb
n+*-P

na
n+z

*
n{b'

2n+ -a2n+1
)

'

O2n+162»+l(p'w&-(n-l)_pt[a
-0t

-l)}
n
~

(n + l)(b
2n+1 -a2n+1

)

provided n be greater than 0. If n= 0, we have

-a-*Z = P
,

-b~*Z =F .
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But the condition that the volume of the fluid be not altered,

gives

a2

f(0, <y) sin 0d8da> = tf F(0, w) sin 0d0da>,
J J J J

or 47ra
2P =47r62P'

,

which reduces the two equations just given to one.

"We have then, omitting the constant Y ,

^ = _
Itf + s

„

^2n+1 _ a2/l+1
|

_! ft
(p^ j^+j,

_
p^ a?i+2

^
r
n

+— -^— (P
,

,6-c»-iJ-P«-0»-«)r-(»
+
«L..(I3),n + 1 *

J

which determines the motion.

When the fluid is infinitely extended, we have P'n = since

the velocity vanishes at an infinite distance, and b = go
,
whence

(/i + 1) r
n+l '

It may be proved, precisely as was done, (Art. 8), for motion

in two dimensions, that if any portion of an infinitely extended

fluid be disturbed by the motion of solid bodies, or otherwise,

if all the fluid beyond a certain distance from the part disturbed

were at first at rest, the velocity at a great distance wT
ill ultimately

be directed to or from the disturbed part, and will be the same

in all directions, and will vary as r~
2

. The coefficient of r~
2
will

be proportional to the rate of gain or loss of volume of the part

disturbed. If however this rate should be zero, then the most

important part of the velocity at a great distance will in general

be that depending on the term —^a
3P

t
. r~

2
in

</>,
Since the

general form of P
i
is

A cos 0+ B sin cos w + C sin sin &>,

we easily find, by making use of rectangular co-ordinates, changing
the direction of the axes, and then again adopting polar co-

ordinates, that the above term in
<j>

takes the form D cos
1

. r~
2

,

t being measured from some line passing through the origin.

The motion will therefore be the same as that round a ball

pendulum in an incompressible fluid, the centre of the ball being
in the origin; a case of motion which will be considered im-

mediately. In order to represent the motion at different times,
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we must suppose the velocity and direction of motion of the

ball to change with the time.

The value of
cf> given by equation (13) is applicable to the

determination of the motion of a ball pendulum enclosed in a

spherical case which is concentric with the ball in its position of

equilibrium. If C be the velocity of the centre of the ball at

the instant when the centres of the ball and case coincide, and

if 6 be measured from the direction in which it is moving, we
shall have

f{6) = G cos 6, F(6)=0;
.-. P

o
= o, P

t
= C cos 9, P

2
=

0, &c, P' =
0, &c,

and the value of cp
for this instant is accurately

Co3
( b

3

(r + ^j
cos 0,

b
3 - a

3

which, when b= x
,
becomes

Ga3
cos 6

which is the known expression for the value of <p for a sphere

oscillating in an infinitely extended, incompressible fluid.

It may be shewn, by precisely the same reasoning as was

employed in the case of the cylinder, that in calculating the

small oscillations of the sphere the value of d(p/dt to be employed is

s dCa
dt ( b

3

6
a - a° (a+^2

)cos0;

and from the equation p — —p d(j>/dt, we easily find that the whole

resultant pressure on the sphere in the direction of its centre, and

tending to retard it is

Sb3 -a3

[
a+

2a
2
) dt

'

and that perpendicular to this direction is zero. Since dC/dt is

the effective force of the centre in the direction of the motion, and

that perpendicular to this direction is of the second order, the

effect of the inertia of the fluid will be to increase the mass of the

sphere by a mass

4 irpa
5

( b
3

\_b
s +2a3

fi
a + ^72 ;

_ 4 irpa /~
3 W^tf V 2aV & -a3

2
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jjb being the mass of the fluid displaced ;
so that the effect of the

case is, to increase the mass which we must suppose added to

that of the ball in the ratio of b
3 + 2a3

to b
3 — a

3
.

Poisson, in his solution of the problem of the oscillating sphere

given in the Memoires de VAcademie, Tome xi. arrives at a different

conclusion, viz. that the case does not at all affect the motion of

the sphere. When the elimination which he proposes at p. 563

is made, the last term of equation (/), p. 550, becomes

Sy (d
3

£
,

d 3^fry (W.dr}
2a2

c\(l-8yj\df^~ df )

where a is the velocity of propagation of sound, and 8 the ratio

of the density of air to that of the ball, £ and £" being functions

derived from others which enter into the value of
</> by putting

r = c, where c is the radius of the ball. He then argues that

this term may be neglected as insensible, since it involves 8 in

the numerator and a? in the denominator, tacitly assuming that

dzt d3t
-373 + -7,3 is not large since

<p
is not large. Now for the disturb-

ances of the air which have the same period as those of the

pendulum d(f>/dt is not large compared with
<f>,

as it is for those on

which sound depends. Let then Poisson's solution of equation (a),

p. 547 of the volume already mentioned, be put under the form

*4{/HM +a^kK)-*'(<+$
/' and F' denoting the derived functions, and all the Laplace's
coefficients except those of the first order being omitted, the value

of just given being supposed to be a Laplace's coefficient of that

order. Then if we expand the above functions in series ascending

according to powers of rja, we find

$ = l{f{t) + F{t)}-^{f'(t) + F''{t)}r
2 u w ' v n 2a2

+
^{f"(t)-F'"(t)} +

and in order that when a = 00 this equation may coincide with

(10), when all the Laplace's coefficients except those of the first

order are omitted in that equation, it will be seen that it is
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necessary to suppose f'"(t)—F"'(t), and therefore f(t)-F(t),
to be of the order a

3

,
while f(t) + F (/) is not large. Putting then

f(t)
= x (0 +^ (0,

we shall have

so that , , will contain a term of the order a2
,
and the

dr

term which Poisson proposes to leave out will be of the same

order of magnitude as those retained.

In making the experiment of determining the resistance of

the air to an oscillating sphere, it would appear to be desirable

to enclose the sphere in a concentric spherical case, which would

at the same time exclude currents of air, and facilitate in some

measure the experiment by increasing the small quantity which is

the subject of observation. The radius of the case however ought
not to be nearly as small as that of the ball, for if it were, in

the first place a small error in the position of the centre of the

ball when at rest might not be insensible, and in the second place

the oscillations would have to be inconveniently small, in order

that the value of <£ which has been given might be sufficiently

approximate. The effect of a small slit in the upper part of the

case, sufficient to allow the wire by which the ball is supported
to oscillate, would evidently be insensible, for the condensation

being insensible in a vertical plane passing through the axis of

rotation, since the alteration of pressure in that plane is insensible,

the air would not have a tendency alternately to rush in and out

at the slit.

10. Effect of a distant rigid plane on the motion of a ball

pendulum.

Although this problem may be more easily solved by an arti-

fice, it may be well to give the direct solution of it by the method

mentioned in Article 6. In order to calculate the motion re-

flected from the plane, it will be necessary to solve the following

problem :
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To find the initial motion at any point of a mass of fluid in-

finitely extended, except where it is bounded by an infinite solid but

not rigid plane, the initial motion of each point of the solid plane

being given,

It is evident that motion directed to or from a centre situated

in the plane, the velocity being the same in all directions, and

varying inversely as the square of the distance from that centre,

would satisfy the condition that udx + vdy + wdz is an exact

differential, and would give to the particles in contact with the

plane a velocity directed along the plane, except just about the

centre. Let us see if the required motion can be made up of an

infinite number of such motions directed to or from an infinite

number of such centres.

Let x, y, z, be the co-ordinates of any particle of fluid, the

plane xy coinciding with the solid plane, and the axis of z being

directed into the fluid. Let x, y, be the co-ordinates of any point

in the solid plane : then the part of $ corresponding to the motion

of the element dx'dy of the plane will be

•\jr (x, y) dx'dy

and therefore the complete value of
<f>

will be given by the equa-

tion

. . f f ^{x,y')dx'dy
9

J -J -oo J{(x-xJ+ {y-y'Y+z
2

}

The velocity parallel to z at any point
=

d(p/dz

-v|/-(V, y')z dx'dy'

.„{(x-xy*{y - yy+z*]*

Now when z vanishes the quantity under the integral signs

vanishes, except for values of x and y indefinitely near to x and y

respectively, the function ty(x, y') being supposed to vanish when

x or y is infinite. Let then x = x + £, y'
= y + rj, then, f,

and yt

being as small as we please, the value of the above expression

when z = becomes

- the limit of /*
I* «*(« + fcy +

?)ffrfr When . = 0.

Now if
y\r (x, y) does not alter abruptly between the limits x — %t
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and x + f,
of x, and y — rjl

and y + r\t
of ?/', the above expression

may be replaced by

— ylr (x, y) x the limit of I
——

, ,

which is = — <

2.iry\r(x, y).

If now /(a?', y") be the given normal velocity of any point (x',y)

of the solid plane, the expression for
<f> given by equation (14) may

be made to give the required normal velocity of the fluid particles

in contact with the solid plane by assuming

whence

1 f f f{x\y')dx'dy'
*—

2TrJ-J-«>{(x-xy+(y-yy+ 2?}l'

This expression will be true for any point at a finite distance from

the plane xy even when f (x , y) does alter abruptly; for we may
first suppose it to alter continuously, but rapidly, and may then

suppose the rapidity of alteration indefinitely increased : this will

not cause the value of
cf> just given to become illusory for points

situated without the plane xy.

If it be convenient to use polar co-ordinates in the plane xy,

putting x = q cos &>, y — q sin oo, x =
q cos co', y =

q sin &>', and re-

placingfix , y') byf{q, a>), the equation just given becomes

. = _ 1 fp f(q',<o')q'dq'da>'
9 "

2tt J Jo {q'
2 + q

2 -
2qq cos (<o

-
co') + £>}%

'

To apply this to the case of a sphere oscillating in a fluid per-

pendicularly to a fixed rigid plane, let a be the radius of the sphere,

and let its centre be moving towards the plane with a velocity G
at the time t. Then, (Art. 4), we may calculate the motion as if

it were produced directly by impact. Let h be the distance of the

centre of the sphere from the fixed plane at the time t, and let

the line h be taken for the axis of z, and let r, 6, be the polar co-

ordinates of any point of the fluid, r being the distance from the

centre of the sphere, and the angle between the lines r and h.

Then if the fluid were infinitely extended around the sphere we
should have

(7a
3
cos 9 ,., _ N

$=-—W~ (
lQ

)'
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The velocity of any particle, resolved in a direction towards the

plane, = dtyjdr . cos —
d(f>/rd0 . sin 6

=^
3

{cos
2

0-£sin
2

0}.

For a particle in the plane xy we have

r cos = h, r sin =
q,

and the above velocity becomes

Ca3

(2h
2

-q
2

)

2{K
2 + q'

2

)^

'

We must now, according to the method explained in (Art. 6), sup-

pose the several points of the plane xy moved with the above

velocity parallel to z. We have then

Jy± J

2(K
i + q'

2

)%
'

whence, for the motion of the sphere reflected from the plane,

= _Ctfrr** (2h
2

-q'
2

)q'dq'dco'
^

4ttJ J (h
2

+q'
2

)*{q*+q'
2

-2qq'coS (a>-co')+z
2

}h'"
{
°h

We must next find the velocity, corresponding to this value of

<f>,
with which the fluid penetrates the surface of the sphere. We

have in general

z = h — r cos 0, q = r sin 0,

whence

{q
2 + q

2 -
2qq' cos (&>-&>')+ z'}^

=
{h

2 + r
2 + q'

2 - 2hr cos -
2q'r sin cos (w

-
a/)}"*.

Now supposing the ratio of a to h to be very small, and retaining
the most important term, the value of d(f>/dr when r = a will be

equal to the coefficient of r when
</>

is expanded in a series ascend-

ing according to powers of r,

Crf r f
2*

{2h
2 -

q'
2

) [h cos + q' sin cos (a>
-

to')} q'dq'd(o'

4ttJ J (h
2 + qy

in 37 ,f(2^- q") q dq' Ca3
cos

SCa>hcos0} o L__J^p
= __

(17) .

In order now to determine the motion reflected from the

plane and again from the sphere, we must suppose the several

points of the sphere to be moved with a normal velocity
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Ca3
cos 6 . /Sh

3

, or, which is the same, Ave must suppose the whole

sphere to be moved towards the plane with a velocity Ca3

/8h
3
.

Hence the value of $ corresponding to this motion will be given

by the equation
Ca6

cos 6 n cx
4>
=
--rm?r (18) -

For points at a great distance from the centre of the sphere,

the motion which is twice reflected will be very small compared
with that which is but once reflected. For points close to the

sphere however, with which alone we are concerned, those motions

will be of the same order of magnitude, and if we take account

of the one we must take account of the other.

Putting q=r sin 0, z = h—r cos in (16), expanding, and

retaining the two most important terms, we have

- 3~ cos 0>

*= c
{
K - aj^r) w>

K being a constant, the value of which is not required, and the

second term being evidently found by multiplying the quantity

at the second side of (17) by r. Adding together the parts of $

given by equations (15), (18) and (19), putting r = a, replacing

G by dCjdt, and taking for h the value which it has in equili-

brium, just as in the case of the oscillating cylinder in Article 8,

we have for the small motion of the sphere

cl6 „dC a / n 3a3\dC a
-r- = & 77

— « 1 + ^Ts ) -Ji cos ft
dt dt 2 \ Sh3

J dt

The resultant of the part of the pressure due to the first term

is zero : that due to the second term is greater than if the plane

were removed in the ratio of l+3a3

/8h
3
to 1. Consequently, if

we neglect quantities of the order a*/h*, the effect of the inertia

of the fluid is, to add a mass equal to (1 + 3a3

/8h
3

)
. \p to that of

the sphere, without increasing the moment of inertia of the latter

about its diameter. The effect therefore of a large spherical case

is eight times as great as that of a tangent plane to the case,

perpendicular to the direction of the motion of the ball.

The effect of a distant rigid plane parallel to the direction

of motion of an oscillating sphere might be calculated in the

same manner, but as the method is sufficiently explained by the
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first case, it will be well to employ the artifice before alluded to,

an artifice which is frequently employed in this subject. It con-

sists in supposing an exactly symmetrical motion to take place

on the opposite side of a rigid plane, by which means we may
evidently conceive the plane removed.

Let the sphere be oscillating in the direction of the axis of x,

the oscillations in this case, as in the last, being so small that

they may be taken as rectilinear in calculating the motion of the

fluid; and instead of a rigid plane conceive an equal sphere to exist

at an equal distance on the opposite side of the plane xy, moving
in the same direction and with the same velocity as the actual

sphere. Let r, 0, ft), be the polar co-ordinates of any particle

measured from the centre of the sphere, being the angle between

r and a line drawn through the centre parallel to the axis of x,

and « the angle which the plane passing through these lines makes

with the plane xz. Let r, 0', &>', be the corresponding quantities

symmetrically measured from the centre of the imaginary sphere.

If the fluid were infinite we should have for the motion cor-

responding to that of the given sphere

*—^^ (20).

The motion reflected from the plane is evidently the same as

that corresponding to the motion of the imaginary sphere in an

infinite mass of fluid, for which we have

,
Ca3

cos 0'
,

.

0= ^r- (21).

Now r cos & = r cos 0, r sin 0' sin &/ = r sin sin eo,

r sin & cos a + r sin cos &> = 2k
;

whence r'
2 = r

2 + 4/*
2 — 4Jw sin cos &>,

and equation (21) is reduced to

Cas
r cos

2 {r
2 + 4/i

2 - 4Ar sin cos &)}
S

'

Retaining only the terms of the order a3

7*/h
3

or r
4

//i

3

,
so as to get

the value of d<f>/dr to the order a
3

/h
3

,
the above equation is re-

duced to

CaV cos ,aa.

*" ISP" (22) '
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and the value of dfyjdr when r = a is, to the required degree of

approximation,
Ca3

cos d

For the value of
</> corresponding to the motion of the imaginary-

sphere reflected from the real sphere, we shall therefore have

(f>
=
--S2JN^ (23) -

Adding together the values of
cf> given by (20), (22) and (23),

putting r = a, and replacing C by dC/dt, we have, to the requisite

degree of approximation,

dxb a /, 3 a3
\ dO a

Hence in this case the motion of the sphere will be the same as

if an additional mass equal to (1 + 3a8

/16/i
3

)
. h/J>

were collected

at its centre. The effect therefore of a distant rigid plane which

is parallel to the direction of the motion of a ball pendulum will

be half that of a plane at the same distance, and perpendicular

to that direction. It would seem from Poisson's words at page 562

of the eleventh volume of the Memoires de PAcademie, that he

supposed the effect in the former case to depend on a higher
order of small quantities than that in the latter.

If the ball oscillate in a direction inclined to the plane, the

motion may be easily deduced from that in the two cases just

given, by means of the principle of superposition.

11. The values of
(f>

which have been given for the motion

of translation of a sphere and cylinder do not require us to

suppose that either the velocity, or the distance to which the

centre of the sphere or axis of the cylinder has been moved, is

small, provided the same particles remain in contact with the

surface. The same indeed is true of the values corresponding to

a motion of translation combined with a motion of contraction

or expansion which is the same in all directions, but varies in any
manner with the time. The value of $ corresponding to a motion

of translation of the cylinder is — Ca2
cos 6 . r"

1
,
G being the velo-

city of the axis, and 6 being measured from a line drawn in the

direction of its motion. The whole resultant of the part of the

pressure due to the square of the velocity is zero, since the velocity

at the point whose co-ordinates are r, 6, is the same as that at

s. 4
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the point whose co-ordinates are r and ir — Q. To find the re-

sultant of the part depending on dxf)/dt, it will be necessary to

express <p by means of co-ordinates referred to axes fixed in space.

Let Ox, Oy, be rectangular axes passing through the centre of

any section of the cylinder, & the angle which the direction of

motion of the axis makes with Ox, & the inclination of any radius

vector to Ox
;
then

Ca2

$ = ij- (r cos & cos ct + r sin & sin ot)

a2

(C'x+C"y)
x2 + if

putting C and C" for the resolved parts of the velocity C along
the axes of x and y respectively. Taking now axes Ax, Ay,
parallel to the former and fixed in space, putting a and /3 for the

co-ordinates of 0, differentiating cp with respect to t, and replacing

da/dt by C, and dfijdt by C", and then supposing a and /3 to

vanish, we have

,/ dCT_ dG"\
d<f> a*C* 2a2

(C'x+ C "y)
2 ''

V dt
+ V

dt )

dt x2 + y
2

(x
2

+y
2

)

2

"

x< + y*

The resultant of the part of the pressure due to the first two

terms is zero, since the pressure at the point (x, y) depending on

these terms is the same as that at the point (— x,
—

y). It will

be easily found that the resultant of the whole pressure parallel

to x, and acting in the negative direction, on a length I of the

cylinder, is equal to irpla
2

. d C'/dt, and that parallel to y equal to

irplc? .dC"jdt. The resultant of these two will be irpla
2

F, where

F is the effective force of a point in the axis of the cylinder, and

will act in a direction opposite to that of F. Hence the only
effect of the motion of the fluid will be, to increase the mass of

the cylinder by that of the fluid displaced. In a similar manner

it may be proved that, when a solid sphere moves in any manner

in an infinite fluid, the only effect of the motion of the fluid is to

increase the mass of the sphere by half that of the fluid displaced.

A similar result may be proved to be true for any solid sym-
metrical with respect to two planes at right angles to each other,

and moving in the direction of the line of their intersection in

an infinitely extended fluid, the solid and fluid having been at

first at rest. Let the planes of symmetry be taken for the planes

of xy and xz, the origin being fixed in the body : then it is evident
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that the resultant of the pressure on the solid due to the motion

will be in the direction of the axis of x, and that there will be

no resultant couple. Let G be the velocity of the solid at any
time

;
then the value of

</>
at that time will be of the form

C\jr (x, y, z), where G alone contains t (Art. 4), and the velocity

of the particle whose co-ordinates are x, y, z, being proportional

to C, the vis viva of the solid and the fluid together will be

proportional to (7
2

. Now if no forces act on the fluid and solid,

except the pressure of the fluid, this vis viva must be constant *
;

therefore C must be constant
;
therefore the resultant of the fluid

pressure on the solid must be zero. If now G be a function of t

we shall have

p = -pf(x,y, z)-fa+P,

p being the pressure when C is constant. Since therefore the

resultant of the fluid pressure varies for the same solid and fluid

as dC'dt the effective force, and for different fluids varies as p,

the effect of the inertia of the fluid will be, to increase the mass

of the solid by n times that of the fluid displaced, n depending

only on the particular solid considered.

Let us consider two such solids, similar to each other, and

having the co-ordinate planes similarly situated, and moving with

the same velocities. Let the linear dimensions of the second

be greater than those of the first in the ratio of m to 1. Let

*
If an incompressible fluid which is homogeneous or heterogeneous, and con-

tains in it any number of rigid bodies, be in motion, the rigid bodies being also

in motion, if the rigid bodies are perfectly smooth, and no contacts are formed or

broken among them, and if no forces act except the pressure of the fluid, the

principle of vis viva gives

dlmv 2
„,„ . .

—j-~
= 2ffP)vdS (a),

where v is the whole velocity of the mass m, and the sign 2 extends over the whole

fluid and the rigid bodies spoken of, and where dS is an element of the surface

which bounds the whole, pt
the pressure about the element dS, and v the normal

velocity of the particles in that element, reckoned positive when tending into the

fluid, and where the sign ff extends to all points of the bounding surface. To apply

equation (a) to the case of motion at present considered, let us first confine our-

selves to a spherical portion of the fluid, whose radius is r, and whose centre is near
'

the solid, so that dS refers to the surface of this portion. Let us now suppose r to

become infinite : then the second side of (a) will vanish, provided pt
remain finite,

and v decrease in a higher ratio than r-2 . Both of these will be true, (Art. 9); for

v will vary ultimately as r~'\ since there is no alteration of volume. Hence if the

sign ~ extend to infinity, we shall have Zmr2 constant.

4—2
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u, v, w, be the velocities, parallel to the axes, of the particle (x, y, z)

in the fluid about the first
;
then shall the corresponding velocities

at the point {mx, my, mz) in the fluid about the second be also

u, v, w. For

udmx + vdmy + wdmz =m {udx + vdy 4- wdz) (24),

and is therefore an exact differential, since udx + vdy + wdz is

one : also the normal at the point {x, y, z) in the first surface will

be inclined to the axes at the same angles as the normal at the

point {mx, my, mz) of the second surface is inclined to its axes,

and therefore the normal velocities of the two surfaces at these

points are the same
;
and the velocities of the fluid at these two

points parallel to the axes being also the same, it follows that the

normal velocity of each point of the second surface is equal to

that of the fluid in contact with it. Lastly, the motion about

the first solid being supposed to vanish at an infinite distance

from it, that about the second will vanish also. Hence the sup-

position made with respect to the motion of the fluid about the

second surface is correct. Now putting cf)
for j(udx + vdy + ivdz)

for the fluid in the first case, the corresponding integral for the

fluid in the second case will be m<}>, if the constant be properly

chosen, as follows from equation (24). Consequently the value of

that part of the expression for the pressure, on which the resist-

ance depends, will be m times as great for any point in the second

case as it is for the corresponding point in the first. Also, each

element of the surface of the second solid will be m2
times as

great as the corresponding element of the surface of the first.

Hence the whole resistance on the second solid will be m3
times

as great as that on the first, and therefore the quantity n depends

only on iheform, and not on the size of the solid.

When forces act on the fluid, it will only be necessary to add

the corresponding pressure. Hence when a sphere descends from

rest in a fluid by the action of gravity, the motion will be the same

as if a moving force equal to that of the sphere minus that of

the fluid displaced acted on a mass equal to that of the sphere

2)lus half that of the fluid displaced. For a cylinder which is

so long that we may suppose the length infinite, descending hori-

zontally, every thing will be the same, except that the mass to be

moved will be equal to that of the cylinder plus the whole of the

fluid displaced. In these cases, as well as in that of any solid
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which *is symmetrical with respect to two vertical planes at right

angles to each other, the motion will be uniformly accelerated,

and similar solids of the same material will descend with equal
velocities. These results are utterly opposed even to the com-

monest observation, which shews that large solids descend much
more rapidly than small ones of the same shape and material,

and that the velocity of a body falling in a fluid (such as water),

does not sensibly increase after a little time. It becomes then

of importance in the theory of resistances to enquire what may be

the cause of this discrepancy between theory and observation.

The following are the only ways of accounting for it which suggest
themselves to me.

First. It has been supposed that the same particles remain in

contact with the solid throughout the motion. It must be re-

membered that we suppose the ultimate molecules of fluids (if

such exist), to be so close that their distance is quite insensible, a

supposition of the truth of which there can be hardly any doubt.

Consequently we reason on a fluid as if it were infinitely divisible.

Now if the motion which takes place in the cases of the sphere
and cylinder be examined, supposing for simplicity their motions

to be rectilinear, it will be found that a particle in contact with

the surface of either moves along that surface with a velocity which

at last becomes infinitely small, and that it does not reach the

end of the sphere or cylinder from which the whole is moving
until after an infinite time, while any particle not in contact with

the surface is at last left behind. It seems difficult to conceive of

what other kind the motion can be, without supposing a line

(or rather surface) of particles to make an abrupt turn. If it

should be said that the particles may come off in tangents, it must
be remembered that this sort of motion is included in the con-

dition which has been assumed with respect to the surface.

Secondly. The discrepancy alluded to might be supposed to

arise from the friction"of the fluid against the surface of the solid.

But, for the reason mentioned in the beginning of this paper, this

explanation does not appear to me satisfactory.

Tldrdly. It appears to me very probable that the spreading
out motion of the fluid, which is supposed to take place behind

the middle of the sphere or cylinder, though dynamically possible,

nay, the only motion dynamically possible when the conditions
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which have been supposed are accurately satisfied, is unstable
;

so that the slightest cause produces a disturbance in the fluid,

which accumulates as the solid moves on, till the motion is quite

changed. Common observation seems to shew that, when a solid

moves rapidly through a fluid at some distance below the surface,

it leaves behind it a succession of eddies in the fluid. When the

solid has attained its terminal velocity, the product of the resist-

ance, or rather the mean resistance, and any space through which the

solid moves, will be equal to half the vis viva of the corresponding

portion of its tail of eddies, so that the resistance will be measured

by the vis viva in the length of two units of that tail. So far

therefore as the resistance which a ship experiences depends
on the disturbance of the water which is independent of its

elevation or depression, that ship which leaves the least wake

ought, according to this view, to be cwteris paribus the best sailer.

The resistance on a ship differs from that on a solid in motion

immersed in a fluid in the circumstance, that part of the resist-

ance is employed in producing a wave.

Fourthly. The discrepancy alluded to may be due to the

mutual friction, or imperfect fluidity of the fluid.

12. Motion about an elliptic cylinder of small eccentricity*.

The value of
</>,

which has been deduced (Art. 8), for the

motion of the fluid about a circular cylinder, is found on the

supposition that for each value of r there exists, or may be

[* This particular problem, so far at least as concerns motion of translation,

is of little interest in iiself, because Green (see Transactions of the Eoyal Society

of Edinburgh, Vol. xiii. p. 54, or p. 315 of his collected works) has determined the

motion of a fluid about an ellipsoid moving in any manner with a motion of trans-

lation only; and the ellipsoid includes of course as a particular case an elliptic

cylinder of any eccentricity. The problem in the text will however serve as an

example of the mode of proceeding in the case of a cylinder of any kind differing

little from a circular cylinder.

In the case of such a cylinder, supposed to be free from abrupt changes of form,

it might safely be assumed that the expression for <p which applies to the fluid

beyond the greatest radius vector of any point of the surface might also be used

for some distance within, as explained in the text. By starting with this assumption,

which would be verified in the end, the process of solution would of course be

shortened. We should simply have to take the expression (31'), form the expression

('26')
for the velocity normal to the surface, putting r= c (1 + e cos 20), and expand-

ing as far as the first power of e, and equate the restdt to the expression (26). We
should thus determine the arbitrary constants in (31'), which would complete the

solution of the problem.]
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supposed to exist, a real and finite value of
<f>.

This will be true,

in any case of motion in two dimensions where udx + vdy is an

exact differential, for those values of r for ivkich the fluid is not

interrupted, but will be true for values of r for which it is in-

terrupted by solids only when it is possible to replace those solids

at any instant by masses of fluid, without affecting the motion

of the fluid exterior to them, those masses moving in such a

manner that the motion of the whole fluid might have been

produced instantaneously by impact. In some cases such a

substitution could be made, while in others it probably could not.

In any case however we may try whether the expansion given

by equation (3) will enable us to get a result, and if it will, we

need be in no fear that it is wrong (Art. 2). The same remarks

will apply to the question of the possibility of the expansion of <£

in the series of Laplace's coefficients given in equation (10), for

values of r for which the fluid is interrupted. They will also

apply to such a question as that of finding the permanent tempe-
rature of the earth due to the solar heat, the earth being supposed

to be a homogeneous oblate spheroid, and the points of the

surface being supposed to be kept up to constant temperatures,

given by observation, depending on the latitude.

In cases of fluid motion such as those mentioned, the motion

may be determined by conceiving the whole mass of fluid divided

into two or more portions, taking the most general value of
<f)

for

each portion, this value being in general expressed in a different

manner for the different portions, then limiting the general value

of
<f>

for each portion so as to satisfy the conditions with respect to

the surfaces of solids belonging to that portion, and lastly in-

troducing the condition that the velocity and direction of motion

of each pair of contiguous particles in any two of the portions are

the same. The question first proposed will afford an example
of this method of solution.

Let an elliptic cylinder be moving with a velocity C, in the

direction of the major axis of a section of it made by a plane

perpendicular to its axis. The motion being supposed to be in

two dimensions, it will be sufficient to consider only this section.

Let

r = c (1 + e cos 20)

be the approximate equation to the ellipse so formed, the centre
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being the pole, and powers of e above the first being neglected.
Let a circle be described about the same centre, and having a
radius 7 equal to (1 + k) c, h being -£ e, and being a small quantity
of the order e. Let the portions of fluid within and without the

radius 7 be considered separately, and putting

r = c + z,

let the value of
<fi corresponding to the former portion be

P + Qz+Rz2

,

P, Q and R being functions of 0, and the term in z* being retained,
in order to get the value of d$/dr true to the order e, while the
terms in z

3

, &c. are omitted. Substituting this value of
</>

in

equation (2), and equating to zero coefficients of different powers
of z, we have

2c 2c
2

d&*
'

which is the only condition to be satisfied, since the other equations
would only determine the coefficients of z

3

,
&c. in terms of the

preceding ones. We have then

Now if £ be the angle between the normal at any point of the

ellipse, and the major axis, we have

£=0+2esin20,

and the velocity of the ellipse resolved along the normal

= Ccos £ = C (1
-

e) cos 6 + Ce cos 3d (26).

The velocity of the fluid at the same point resolved along the

normal is

§+**>»& W.

- S+7--3 m-
Let P and Q be expanded in series of cosines of 6 and its mul-

tiples, so that

P =2" Pn cos nO, Q = 2" QH cos 116,
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there being no sines in the expansions of P and Q, since the

motion is symmetrical with respect to the major axis
;
then

* = $;
jp

+ Qnz
- 1

(Qn
-
£ P„)

s
2

}
cos »0 . . ..(28) ;

=
*:{&- £(«.

-
£*.) ^

«*n* (29) ;
rf0

1 d<f>_

c + z dd
- STn {-» + ^* T I 2f sinw0 .(30).

For a point in the ellipse, z = ce cos 20, whence from (27), (29) and

(30), we find that the normal velocity of the fluid

=
2;J£„cosn0+! n(n-2)^-Q n cos (»- 2) 6

+ n {n + 2)
-a - Q B
c

cos (n+ 2)0

which is the same thing as

t:^l (n-2)^-Qn

_^
+ Qn

+ n(n + 2)-^-Qn+2 cos nd ....(31),

if we suppose P and Q to be zero when affected with a negative

suffix. This expression will have to be equated to the value of

Ccos £ given by equation (20).

For the part of the fluid without the radius 7 we have

cf>
= A \ogr + i:—n cosne* (31'),

n

since there will be no sines in the expression for
<£>,

because the

motion is symmetrical with respect to the major axis, and no

positive powers of r, because the velocity vanishes at an infinite

distance.

From the above value of
(j>
we have, for the points at a distance

7 from the centre,

* The first term of this expression is accurately equal to zero, sinco there is

no expansion or contraction of the solid (Art. 8). I have however retained it, in

order to render the solution of the problem in the present article independent of

the proposition referred to.
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dr
~

7
-* 1

7
"+1 C°S ™'

Equating the above expressions to tlie velocities along and per-

pendicular to the radius vector given by equations (29) and (30),

when z is put = kc, and then equating coefficients of corresponding

sines and cosines, we have

(l-h)Qn + kn*^
=
-p? (32),

(l-k)^+ kQn =^k (33),

when n > 0, and equating constant terms we have

(l-k)Q =
^,

from which equation with (32) and (33) we have, putting

y=(l + A0c,

P A nA A
-f =%«+"> Qn = -~^r> when n > 0, and Q = ~°.

Substituting these values in the expression (31), it becomes

SOD
\ t

"0 (n + 1) (ft
-

2)^ --f+? + 1 (• + 1) (n + 2) ^-}
cos n0

A pA
+—°-^Pcos20.

c 2c

In the case of a circular cylinder the quantities A ,
A

2 ,
A

z ,
&c. are

each zero. In the present case therefore they are small quantities

depending on e. Hence, neglecting quantities of the order e
2

in the above expression, it becomes

4s + ?lA cos 30 _ t; ^f cos nd,
c c c

which must be equal to C {(1
—

e) cos d + e cos 30}. Equating
coefficients of corresponding cosines, we have

A
s =-Cec\

and the other quantities A ,
A

3 ,
&c. are of an order higher than e.
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Hence, for the part of the fluid which lies without the radius 7,

we have

= _ c
j(l-e)^cos0

+ p
4

cos30J (34),

and for the part which lies between that radius and the ellipse we

have from (28)

<£
= - Cc {(1

-
e) cos + € cos 30} + C {(1

-
e) cos + 3e cos 30} z

- -cos0z2

(35).
c

The value of
<fr given by equation (35) may be deduced from

that given by equation (3 1) by putting r = c + z, and expanding as

far as to z
2

. In the case of the elliptic cylinder then it appears

that the same value of <£
serves for the part of the fluid without,

and the part within the radius 7. If the cylinder be moving with

a velocity C in the direction of the minor axis of a section, the

value of
(f>

will be found from that given by equation (34) by

changing the sign of e, putting C for C, and supposing to be

measured from the minor axis.

If the cylinder revolve round its axis with an angular velocity

en, the normal velocity of the surface at any point will be 2coec sin 20.

Since e
2

is neglected, we may suppose this normal velocity to

take place on the surface of a circular cylinder whose radius is c
;

whence (Art. 8) the corresponding value of
<f>

will be

.,- sm 20.
r

l

If we suppose all these motions to take place together, we have

only (Art. 5) to add together the values of
<j> corresponding to

each. If we suppose the motion very small, so as to neglect

the square of the velocity, we need only retain the terms depend-

ing on dco/dt, dGjdt and dC'/dt, in the value of d<f>/dt, and we

may calculate the pressure due to each separately. The resultant

of the pressure due to the term dco/dt will evidently be zero, on

account of the symmetry of the corresponding motion, while the

resultant couple will be of the order e
2

,
since the pressure on

any point of the surface, and the perpendicular from the centre 011

the normal at that point, are each of the order e. The pressure

due to the term dGjdt will evidently have a resultant in the

direction of the major axis of a section of the cylinder; and it will
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be easily proved that the resultant pressure on a length I of the

cylinder is irpcH (1
—

2e) dC/dt. That due to the term dC'/dt will

be irpcH (1 + 2e) dC /dt, acting along the minor axis. If the

cylinder be constrained to oscillate so that its axis oscillates in a

direction making an angle a with the major axis, and if C" be

its velocity, which is supposed to be very small, the resultant

pressures along the major and minor axes will be

fx (1
—

2e) cos a —=— and /x (1 + 2e) sin a
-ir-

respectively, where p, is the mass of the fluid displaced. Resolving
these pressures in the direction of the motion, the resolved part

wiU be fi(l-26C08 2oi)dG"/dt, or fi (1
- \£ cos 2a) dC"/dt, e

being the eccentricity ;
so that the effect of the inertia of the fluid

will be, to increase the mass of the solid by a mass equal to

yL (1
—

-|e
2

cos2a), which must be supposed to be collected at the

axis.

A similar method of calculation would apply to any given solid

differing little either from a circular cylinder or from a sphere.
In the latter case it would be necessary to use expansions in series

of Laplace's coefficients, instead of expansions in series of sines

and cosines.

13. Motion offluid in a closed box whose interior is of theform
of a rectangular 'parallelepiped.

The motion being supposed to begin from rest, the motion

at any time may be supposed to have been produced by impact

(Art. 4). The motion of the box at any instant may be resolved

into a motion of translation and three motions of rotation about

three axes parallel to the edges, and passing through the centre

of gravity of the fluid, and the part of
<p

due to each of these

motions may be calculated separately. Considering any one

of the motions of rotation, we shall see that the normal velocity
of each face in consequence of it will ultimately be the same
as if that face revolved round an axis passing through its centre,

and that the latter motion would not alter the volume of the

fluid. Consequently, in calculating the part of
(p
due to any one

of the angular velocities, we may calculate separately the part
due to the motion of each face.

Let the origin be in a corner of the box, the axes coinciding
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with its edges. Let a, b, c, be these edges, U, V, W, the velocities,

parallel to the axes, of the centre of gravity of the interior of the

box, (o
', w", to", the angular velocities of the box about axes

through this point parallel to those of x, y, z. Let us first con-

sider the part of
cf>

due to the motion of the face xz in conse-

quence of the angular velocity &>'
»/'

The value of
cp corresponding to this motion must satisfy the

equation
d?6 cPd> n

d* +4 =0 (3G)>

with the conditions

~=0, when x=0 or a (37),
CI00

d

£=0, when y = b (38),

^ = co'"(x-U), when 2/= (39),

within limits corresponding to those of the box.

Now, for a given value of y, the value of
<£ between x = and

x = a can be expanded in a convergent series of cosines of irx/a

and its multiples ; and, since (37) is satisfied, the series by which

d<j)/dx will be expressed will also hold good for the limiting values

of x, and will be convergent. The general value of
<£

then will be

of the form %^ Yn cos mrxja. Substituting in (36), and equating
coefficients of corresponding cosines, which may be done, since any
function of x can be expanded in but one such series of cosines

between the limits and a, we find that the general value of

Y
n

is Ceniryja + C'e~ n7r^a
, or, changing the constants,

Y = A (e
n7r 't~y^a -f Q-mr[b-y)la\ j^ft

/eniry/a _|_ g-mry'a\

when n > 0, and for n — 0,

From the condition (38) we have

A + Tra"
1 S" nB

n (*"*/«
- e

- n7rb 'a
)
cos mrxja = :

whence A = 0, Bn
=

0, and, omitting B ,

<f)
= S" A n (e,n-K{b-y]>a + Q-nwib-yJa^ CQS nirx ( <.
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From the condition (39), we have

- iraT
1

%1nAn {e
n7rh'a - e- nirl'a

)
cos mrx/a = <a"\x-\ a)

Determining the coefficients in the usual manner, we have

9 2 fff-aw

whence

A n
=

-^s-f- {1
-

(- 1)"} * (e
nwb/a ~ e-™h'a

) ;

. 4«V"_» l emr{b-y)/a + e -mr(b-y)fa

4> = *
— ^n -^ ^zxu. m „hi„

— cos mrx/a-

putting S ,
for shortness, to denote the sum corresponding to odd

integral values of n from 1 to oo .

It is evident that the value of
c\> corresponding to the motion of

the opposite face in consequence of the angular velocity to'" will be

found from that just given by putting b — y for y, and changing
the sign of to"'; whence the value corresponding to the motion

of these two faces in consequence of to'" will be

4to"'a
2

^ 1 (e
nTrbla —

1) e~ n7r^a + fe~ n7rbfa —
I) eniry,a—

»
—2n —5 — n— b n COS WKx/a.

rjf>
° n3

gnirb/a g-mrb/a /

Let this expression be denoted by to'"-*\r(x, a, y, b). It is

evident that the part of
</>

due to the motion of the two faces

parallel to the plane yz will be got by interchanging x and y^

a and b, and changing the sign of to'" in the last expression, and

will therefore be — w'"^ (y, b, x, a). The parts of
(f> corresponding

to the angular velocities to', co", will be got by interchanging the

requisite quantities. Also the part of
cf>

due to the velocities

U, V, W, will be Ux + Vy + Wz (Art. 7), and therefore we have

for the complete value of
cf>

Ux + Vy + Wz + a>'"[\fr(x, a, y, b) —^r{y, b, x, a)} 4- co' {^(y, b, z, c)

~ ^ {
z

, c, y, b)} + co" {f (z, c, x,a)-ty (x, a, z, c)}.

According to Art. 7 we may consider separately the motion of

translation of the box and fluid, and the motion of rotation about

the centre of gravity of the latter
;
and the whole pressure will be

compounded of the pressures due to each. The pressures at the

several points of the box due to the motion of translation will have

a single resultant, which will be the same as if the mass of the

fluid were collected at its centre of gravity. Those due to the
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motion of rotation will have a single resultant couple, to calculate

which we have

4>
= »'" ty (*> <*> y> &)

-
"f fy> &> x

>
a)\ + &c -

Since for the motion of rotation there is no resultant force,

we may find the resultant couple of the pressures round any

orioin, that for instance which has been chosen. If now we

suppose the motion very small, so as to neglect the square of

the velocity, we may find d(j>/dt as if the axes were fixed in space.

We have then for the motion of rotation

7
'"

2)
= -p

-^r- {f fa <*> #, &)
- ^ (y, ?>> x> «)]

- &c -

Hence we may calculate separately the couples due to each of

the quantities dw"'jdt, dco'/dt and dco"/dt. It is evident from the

symmetry of the motion that that due to da>'"/dt will act round

the axis of z, and that the pressures on the two faces perpendicular

to that axis will have resultants which are equal and opposite.

Also, since f (a, a,y,b) = -yjr (0, a, y, b) and ^ (x, a, b, b,)=-yjr

(x, a, 0, b), it will be seen that the couples due to the pressures

on the faces perpendicular to the axes of x and y will be twice

as great respectively as those clue to the pressures on the planes

yz and xz. The pressure on the element dydz of the plane yz will

be px^ dydz, and the moment of this pressure round the axis of z,

reckoned positive when it tends to turn the box from x to y,

will be
dw

-P
dt

y {yfr (0, a, y,b)-^r (y, b, 0, a)} dydz.

Substituting the values of the functions, integrating from y = to

y = b, and from z = to z = c, replacing 2e 1/n
5

by its value -rr\ !)(!,

and reducing the other terms, it will be found that the couple

due to the pressure on the plane yz is

ptrbc dco'" 8pa
4
c dco'"

^
1 1- e~ W7r5/a

24 dt 7T
5

dt °n
5

l + e- n7rb 'a

8pb*cda>'" ^
1 l-e-nTra/a

7T
5

dt
°
r? 1 + e

- niralb
'

We shall get the couple due to the pressure on the plane xz

by interchanging a and b, changing the sign of a/", and measuring

the couple in the opposite direction, or, which is the same, by

merely interchanging a and b. Adding together these two couples
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and doubling their sum we shall find that the couple due to

dco"'/dt is - Cdoi'"/dt, where

32pc^ If t l-e- n**'a
4 l-e- n,ra/ft

]

7T
5

°?i
5

[

a
l + e-^/«

+ &
i + e -«T«/6j

-^-V + *>

2

) (40).

Similarly, the couple due to dco'/dt will be —J. dco'/dt, tending

to turn the box from y to z, and that due to dw'/dt will be

—B dco"/dt, tending to turn the box from z to x, where A and B
are derived from G by interchanging the requisite quantities.

Hence, considering the motions both of translation and rotation of

the box, we see that the small motions of the box will take place

as if the fluid were replaced by a solid having the same mass,

centre of gravity, and principal axes, and having A, B and G
for its principal moments. This will be true whether forces act

on the fluid or not, provided that if there are any they are of

the kind mentioned in Art. 1.

Putting A t ,
B

y ,
C

t ,
for the principal moments of inertia of the

solidified fluid, we have

C=P^(a*+b
2

).' 12 v '

Taking the ratio of G to (7
, replacing each term such as

\ _ e -nirbla 2e~ n7rbla
. 384 _, 1

—rr by 1 — rr-
, putting for —^-2 n5

its approximate value 1-260497, and for 384/7T
5

its approximate

value 1
-

254821, and employing subsidiary angles, we have

~ = 1260497
,

a4 + b'
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The numerical calculation of this ratio is very easy, on account

of the great rapidity with which the series contained in it con-

verge, both on account of the coefficients, and on account of the

rapid diminution of the angles 6n and 6'n . The values of AjA t

and BjBi
will be derived from that of (7/(7, by putting c for a in

the first case, and c for b in the second. The calculation of the

small motions of the box will thus be reduced to a question of

ordinary rigid dynamics*.

When one of the quantities a, b, becomes infinitely great com-

pared with the other, the ratio G/GJ
becomes 1, as will be seen

from equation (40). This result might have been expected. When
a = b the value of C/C, is -156537f.

The experiment of the box appears capable of great variety
as well as accuracy. We may take boxes in which the edges have

*
[Corresponding to the two simple cases of steady motion referred to in the

foot-note to p. 7, are two in which the motion of the fluid within a box of simple
form can be expressed in finite terms, the box and the fluid being initially at rest,

and the box being then moved about its axis.

The first is that in which the box is of the form of a right prism, having for

its base an equilateral triangle. If as before a be the perpendicular from the

centre of the triangle on one side, and 6 be measured from this perpendicular,
we shall have

<P=-~ r3 sin 30;
ba

and by performing the integrations we shall find that if k be the radius of gyration
of what we may call the equivalent solid, that is, the solid, of the same mass as

the fluid, by which the fluid may be replaced without affecting the motion of the

box under given forces,

and as a is the radius of gyration for the fluid supposed solidified, the moment of

inertia of the equivalent solid is two-fifths of that of the solidified fluid.

The other is that of a box of the form of a right elliptic prism. In this case $>

is of the form cr2 sin 20, 6 being measured from the major axis
;
and determining c

so as to suit an ellipse of which a and b are the semiaxes, we find

k having the same meaning as before, it will be found that

so that the ratio of the moment of inertia of the equivalent solid to that of the

solidified fluid is that of (a
2
-fc*)

2 to (a
2+ 6s)

3
.]

t [A passage containing a proposal to compare this result with experiment is

here omitted, as the experiment is described, in the form in which it was actually
carried out, in the supplement before referred to.]

s. 5
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various ratios to each other, and may make the same box oscillate

in various positions.

14. Initial motion in a rectangular box, the several points of

the surface of which are moved with given velocities, consistent with

the condition that the volume of the fluid is not altered.

Employing the same notation as in the last case, let F (x, y)

be the given normal velocity at any point of the face in the plane

ra rb

xy. Let I
\ F(x, y) dxdy — Wab, and let

Jo Jo

F(x,y)=f(x,y)+W:

then, since the normal motion of the above face due to the function

f{x, y) does not alter the volume of the fluid, we may consider

separately the part of
(f>
due to this quantity. For this part we have

with the conditions

y-
= 0, when x = or a (42),

#=0, when?/ = 0orZ> (43),

^ =
0, when z = c (44),

-£ =./>, y)> when 2 = (45),

within limits corresponding to those of the box.

For a given value of z the value of
<j>
from x = to x = a and

from y = to y = b may be expanded in a series of the form

1™ 2'"Pm , n cos niirx/a . cos niryjb,

the sign 2 referring to wi, and %' to n : and since the values of

</>, d(f>/dx and d(f>/dy do not alter abruptly, and equations (42) and

(43) are satisfied, it follows that the series by which
</>, d(f>/dx and

d<p/dy are expressed are convergent, and hold good for the limiting
values of x and y. Substituting the value of

(/> just given in (41),

equating to zero coefficients of corresponding cosines, and intro-
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ducing the condition (44), we have, omitting the constant, or

supposing A 0i0=0,

= 2" S7A min {e**<c-*)/c + e -pv(c-z)/c} cos miTXja _ cos wryft,

c
2

a b
l

Determining the coefficients such as Am n from the condition

(45) in the usual manner we have, m and n being > 0,

4c f
a

ft*

-^m.n—~ j {e
wp — e ~pt)

~ l
I

J
ffa y) cos mirx/a . cos mryjb . dx dy,

2 fa rb

A. „
= (e»™

* - e-n7rcbyi
I

ffa y} cos niryjb . dxdy*,

with a similar expression for Am ,
whence the value of

<f>
corre-

sponding tof (x, y) is known. In a similar manner we may find

the values corresponding to the similar functions belonging to

each of the other faces. If IF' be the quantity corresponding to

W for the face opposite to the plane xy, and U, U', correspond to

W, W, for the faces perpendicular to the axis of x, and if V, V,

be the corresponding quantities for y, there remains only to be

found the part of j> due to these six quantities. Since U, U', are

the velocities parallel to the axis of x of the faces perpendicular
to that axis, and so for V, V , &c, the motion corresponding to

these six quantities may be resolved into three motions of trans-

lation parallel to the three axes, the velocities being U, V and W,
and that motion which is due to the motions of the faces opposite
to the planes yz, zx, xy, moving with velocities U'~ U, V'~ V,

If— If, parallel to the axes of x, y, a, respectively. The condition

that the volume of the fluid remains the same requires that

\
(U'- U) + \ (V'-V) +

\ (IP- W) = 0.

It will be found that the velocities

n=l(U'-U), v =
l(V'-V),

W =
2
-(W'-W),

satisfy all the requisite conditions. Hence the part of
</>
due to

The function f(x,y) in these integrals may be replaced by F(x, y), since

I I W cosnvy/b . BOBnirx/a . dxdy-Q>, unless m = n = 0.

; o
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the six quantities U, U', V, V, W, W, is

This quantity, added to the six others which have already been

given, gives the value of
</>

which contains the complete solution

of the problem.

The case of motion which has just been given seems at first

sight to be an imaginary one, capable of no practical application.

It may however be applied to the determination of the small

motion of a ball pendulum oscillating in a case in the form of

a rectangular parallelepiped, the dimensions of the case being

great compared with the radius of the ball. For this purpose it

will be necessary to calculate the motion of the ball reflected from

the case, by means of the formulae just given, and then the motion

again reflected from the sphere, exactly as has been done in the

case of a rigid plane, Art. 10. In the present instance however

the result contains definite integrals, the numerical calculation of

which would be very troublesome.



[From the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, Vol. iv. p. 28. {Nov. 1843).]

On the motion of a Piston and of the Air in a Cylinder.

When a piston is in motion in a cylinder which also contains

air, if the motion of the piston be not very rapid, so that its

velocity is inconsiderable compared with the velocity of pro-

pagation of sound, the motions of the air may be divided into

two classes, the one consisting of those which depend directly on

the motion of the piston, the other, of those which are propagated
with the velocity of sound, and depend on the initial state of the

air, or on a breach of continuity in the motion of the piston.

If we suppose the initial velocity and condensation of the air in

each section of the cylinder to be given, and also the initial

velocity of the piston, both kinds of motion will in general take

place, and the solution of the problem will be complicated. If,

however, we restrict ourselves to motions of the first class, the

approximate solution, though rather long, will be simple. In this

case we must suppose the inital velocity and condensation of the

air not to be given arbitrarily, but to be connected, according to

a certain law which is yet to be found, with the motion of the

piston. The problem as so simplified may perhaps be of some

interest, as affording an example of the application of the partial

differential equations of fluid motion, without requiring the em-

ployment of that kind of analysis which is necessary in most

questions of that sort. It is, moreover, that motion of the air

which it is proposed to consider, which principally affects the

motion of the piston.

Conceive an air-tight piston to move in a cylinder which is

closed at one end, and contains a mass of air between the closed

end and the piston. For more simplicity, suppose the rest of the
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cylinder to contain no air. Let a point in the closed end be

taken for origin, and lee x be measured along the cylinder. Let

x
l
be the abscissa of the piston ;

a the initial value of x
x ;

u the

velocity parallel to x of any particle of air whose abscissa is x;

p the pressure, p the density about that particle ;
II the initial

mean pressure ; p1
the value of p when x = x

x ; X, a function of x,

the accelerating force acting on the air
;
then for the motion of the

air we have

1 dp _ „ du du
"|

p dx dt dx'

dp
[

dpu = Q |>

(1),

dt dx I

and p =
kp, J

neglecting the variation of temperature.

We have also the conditions

w = when x = (2);

u=—t\ when x = x
t (3),

for positive values of t, and

pdx = Ha when t — (4).
o

Eliminating p from equations (1), we have

1 dp _1 / y du du\

p dx k \ dt dx] ^ ' '

$+£-• »
Now, & being very large, for a first approximation let r be

A/

neglected ; then, integrating (5),

p = <t> («)

Substituting in (G), and integrating,
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The conditions (2) aud (3) give

#(t) 1 dx.
ir(t)=0;

4>(t) x
1

dt
'

C
x

t

wliencc
</> (t)

=

Substituting in (4) the value of p when £ = 0, we have

r° c
I
— dx = G= Ha ;

Jo a

whence p = II —
;

w = — -,-
1

.

Let now, for a second approximation,

- +p ;
w= jt + u

;L x
t

r x
x

at

so that p and u' are small quantities of the order 1/k ; then, sub-

stituting these values in (5) and (6), remembering that the quan-
tities which are not small must destroy each other, and retaining

only small quantities of the first order, we have

dp_ _
n« / y _ x_ d^xx

\ .

dx kx^ x
x
df) [<1 '

%' + - ^ ^ + 11^ ^=0 (8);at x, dt ax x, ax v '

'\
w " w

*"i

and the conditions (2), (3) and (4) give

u' = when x = 0, or x = xv and t is positive ...(9);

\ p'dx = when t = (10).
Jo

Integrating (7), we have

* H^U. •**-*; -sO+-M (11) -

Substituting the values of p and of its differential coefficients

in (8), and integrating, we obtain

x3 dt d?x\ 1 dx. f
x

t- 7 x d , ,., „..

(12).
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The conditions (9) give £ (t)
=

;

1 d /

tfgA
_ t dx

^ Xxdx _
1 d

{ {] = Q

and integrating, we get

. . Hax. d?x, Ha [*> f f
Xi v 7 N cfc, ^ ,, x

Putting / for the initial value of d2

xjdf we have, from (10) and

(11),

^(f
a

dxf*Xdx-&) + u(Q)a = 0-,

and substituting the value of w (0) given by this equation in (13),

after having made t = 0, x1
= a, d*xjdtf =f in the latter, we have

n f« f*C =—r ^
I

<&£».
« Jo Jo

Substituting this value of C in that of <u (£), and substituting in

(11) and (12), and then substituting the values of p and ii in

those of p and u, we have

„ a Ha ( [
x v , x* d2x\

(14);

x dx
1

x / ce
2
\ d / ^^AW=

^ ~dt~6k[ x?)Jt\
Xi ~de)

+ _L dp \* [

Xl

Xxdx- \

X

Xxdx\ (15).kx
v

at [x1 Jo Jo )

Let A be the area of a section of the cylinder, and let HAalk=fjb,
so that fx is the mass of the air

;
then we have

d2

x,

11 x 3 dt'
A=TIA°->i

+ t (" Xdx - * !
-

I [" Xxdx)^i
- Jt-

["dx [' Xdx.
xjo xj a \Jo J oc

x axj J

[* It is best at once to get rid of the double integrals by integration by parts,

which simplifies the expression, converting the last two terms into

Tin fx.
x)Xdx.]
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If there were no motion, the term —
J/u,

d2

xjdf would disappear.

But in that case the value of pLA, the pressure on the piston,

might be deduced immediately from the equation of equilibrium
of an elastic fluid

1 dp X
p dx k

'

Integrating this equation, determining the constant by the con-

dition that I pdx = TVa, multiplying by A, and putting x = xv
Jo

we have, neglecting l/k
2

,

x
x xjo ^ io UoPlA =UA "
+ £ /

*'

Xdx - A, f"
4

(j Xdx) dx.

Comparing this expression with the above, when the second term

of the latter is left out, we have

J a \J o

"*» \ dx 1 f
a

f
x 1 f Xl

f
x

Xxdx ~~ + -
I ^' Xd* = — / dx

\ Xdx,
o / x- a Jo Jo ^io Jo

a formula which may also be proved directly. "We have then

The first term would be the value of the pressure on the piston

if the air had no inertia and were acted on by no external forces
;

the second term is that due to the inertia of the air; the last

term is that due to the external forces, and in the case of gravity

expresses the effect of the weight of the air. IfM be the mass

of the piston, P the accelerating force parallel to x acting on it,

not including the pressure of the air, its equation of motion is

Hence the effect of the inertia of the air is to increase the mass

of the piston by one third of that of the air, without increasing

the moving force acting on it. If we could integrate equation (1G)

twice, we should determine the arbitrary constants by means of

the initial values of
a?,

and dxjdt, and thus get x
l
in terms of t :

then, substituting in (14) and (15), we should obtain p and u as

functions of x and t.
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If the cylinder be vertical and smooth and turned upwards,

we have P =X = — g ;
and if, moreover, the motion be very small,

putting x
x
= a + y, and neglecting if, we have

The term at the second side of this equation is by hypothesis

small, and if we suppose the mean value of x to be taken for a,

it is zero. On this supposition HA = (M+^)g, and the time

/m+I a
of a small oscillation will be lir \ .

-
, which becomes,

*+S 9

since /a
2
is neglected throughout, 2tt ( 1 — - T,,

j

'a

The reader who wishes to see the complete solution of the

problem, in the case where no forces act on the air, and the air

and piston are at first at rest, may consult a paper of Lagrange's

with additions made by Poisson in the Journal de VEcole Puly-

technique. T. xm. (21
e
Cah.) p. 187.



[From the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society,

Vol. viii. p. 287.]

On the Theories of the Internal Friction of Fluids

in Motion, and of the Equilibrium and Motion of

Elastic Solids.

[Eead April 14, 1845.]

The equations of Fluid Motion commonly employed depend

upon the fundamental hypothesis that the mutual action of two

adjacent elements of the fluid is normal to the surface which

sepai'ates them. From this assumption the equality of pressure

in all directions is easily deduced, and then the equations of

motion are formed according to D'Alembert's principle. This

appears to me the most natural light in which to view the sub-

ject ;
for the two principles of the absence of tangential action,

and of the equality of pressure in all directions ought not to be

assumed as independent hypotheses, as is sometimes done, inas-

much as the latter is a necessary consequence of the former*.

The equations of motion so formed are very complicated, but yet

they admit of solution in some instances, especially in the case

of small oscillations. The results of the theory agree on the

whole with observation, so far as the time of oscillation is con-

cerned. But there is a whole class of motions of which the

common theory takes no cognizance whatever, namely, those

which depend on the tangential action called into play by the

sliding of one portion of a fluid along another, or of a fluid along
the surface of a solid, or of a different fluid, that action in fact

which performs the same part with fluids that friction does with

solids.

* This may tic easily shewn by the consideration of a tetrahedron of the fluid,

as in Art. 4.
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Thus, when a ball pendulum oscillates in an indefinitely ex-

tended fluid, the common theory gives the arc of oscillation

constant. Observation however shews that it diminishes very

rapidly in the case of a liquid, and diminishes, but less rapidly,

in the case of an elastic fluid. It has indeed been attempted to

explain this diminution by supposing a friction to act on the ball,

and this hypothesis may be approximately true, but the imper-
fection of the theory is shewn from the circumstance that no

account is taken of the equal and opposite friction of the ball on

the fluid.

Again, suppose that water is flowing down a straight aqueduct
of uniform slope, what will be the discharge corresponding to

a given slope, and a given form of the bed ? Of what magnitude
must an aqueduct be, in order to supply a given place with

a given quantity of water ? Of what form must it be, in order

to ensure a given supply of water with the least expense of

materials in the construction ? These, and similar questions are

wholly out of the reach of the common theory of Fluid Motion,

since they entirely depend on the laws of the transmission of that

tangential action which in it is wholly neglected. In fact, accord-

ing to the common theory the water ought to flow on with

uniformly accelerated velocity ;
for even the supposition of a

certain friction against the bed would be of no avail, for such

friction could not be transmitted through the mass. The practical

importance of such questions as those above mentioned has made

them the object of numerous experiments, from which empirical

formulae have been constructed. But such formulae, although

fulfilling well enough the purposes for which they were con-

structed, can hardly be considered as affording us any material

insight into the laws of nature; nor will they enable us to pass

from the consideration of the phenomena from which they were

derived to that of others of a different class, although depending
on the same causes.

In reflecting on the principles according to which the motion

of a fluid ought to be calculated when account is taken of the

tangential force, and consequently the pressure not supposed the

same in all directions, I was led to construct the theory explained
in the first section of this paper, or at least the main part of it,

which consists of equations (13), and of the principles on which
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they are formed. I afterwards found that Poisson had written

a memoir on the same subject, and on referring to it I found that

he had arrived at the same equations. The method which he em-

ployed was however so different from mine that I feel justified in

laying the latter before this Society*. The leading principles of my
theory will be found in the hypotheses of Art. 1, and in Art. 3.

The second section forms a digression from the main object of

this paper, and at first sight may appear to have little connexion

with it. In this section I have, I think, succeeded in shewing
that Lagrange's proof of an important theorem in the ordinary

theory of Hydrodynamics is untenable. The theorem to which I

refer is the one of which the object is to shew that udx+vdy+ivdz,

(using the common notation,) is always an exact differential when

it is so at one instant. I have mentioned the principles of

M. Cauchy's proof, a proof, I think, liable to no sort of objection.

I have also given a new proof of the theorem, which would have

served to establish it had M. Cauchy not been so fortunate as to

obtain three first integrals of the general equations of motion.

As it is, this proof may possibly be not altogether useless.

Poisson, in the memoir to which I have referred, begins with

establishing, according to his theory, the equations of equilibrium
and motion of elastic solids, and makes the equations of motion

of fluids depend on this theory. On reading his memoir, I was

led to apply to the theory of elastic solids principles precisely

analogous to those which I have employed in the case of fluids.

The formation of the equations, according to these principles,

forms the subject of Sect. III.

The equations at which I have thus arrived contain two arbi-

trary constants, whereas Poisson 's equations contain but one. In

Sect. IV. I have explained the principles of Poisson's theories of

elastic solids, and of the motion of fluids, and pointed out what

appear to me serious objections against the truth of one of the

hypotheses which he employs in the former. This theory seems

to be very generally received, and in consequence it is usual to

deduce the measure of the cubical compressibility of elastic solids

from that of their extensibility, when formed into rods or wires,

* The same equations have also been obtained by Navier in the case of an in-

compressible fluid (Mem, de VAcademic, t. vi. p. 389), but bis principles differ from

mine still more than do Poisson's.
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or from some quantity of the same nature. If the views which

I have explained in this section be correct, the cubical compres-

sibility deduced in this manner is too great, much too great in

the case of the softer substances, and even the softer metals.

The equations of Sect. III. have, I find, been already obtained by
M. Cauchy in his Exercises Mathematiques, except that he has not

considered the effect of the heat developed by sudden compression.

The method which I have employed is different from his, although

in some respects it much resembles it.

The equations of motion of elastic solids given in Sect. in.

are the same as those to which different authors have been led,

as being the equations of motion of the luminiferous ether in

vacuum. It may seem strange that the same equations should

have been arrived at for cases so different
;
and I believe this has

appeared to some a serious objection to the employment of those

equations in the case of light. I think the reflections which

I have made at the end of Sect. IV., where I have examined the

consequences of the law of continuity, a law which seems to per-

vade nature, may tend to remove the difficulty.

Section I.

Explanation of the Theory of Fluid Motion proposed. Formation

of the Differential Equations. Application of these Equations
to a few simple cases.

1. Before entering on the explanation of this theory, it will

be necessary to define, or fix the precise meaning of a few terms

which I shall have occasion to employ.

In the first place, the expression
" the velocity of a fluid at

any particular point" will require some notice. If we suppose
a fluid to be made up of ultimate molecules, it is easy to see that

these molecules must, in general, move among one another in an

irregular manner, through spaces comparable with the distances

between them, when the fluid is in motion. But since there is

no doubt that the distance between two adjacent molecules is

quite insensible, we may neglect the irregular part of the velocity,

compared with the common velocity with which all the molecules

in the neighbourhood of the one considered are moving. Or, we

may consider the mean velocity of the molecules in the neigh-
bourhood of the one considered, apart from the velocity due to
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the irregular motion. It is this regular velocity which I shall

understand by the velocity of a fluid at any point, and I shall

accordingly regard it as varying continuously with the co-ordinates

of the point.

Let P be any material point in the fluid, and consider the

instantaneous motion of a very small element E of the fluid

about P. This motion is compounded of a motion of translation,

the same as that of P, and of the motion of the several points of

E relatively to P. If we conceive a velocity equal and opposite
to that of P impressed on the whole element, the remaining
velocities form what I shall call the relative velocities of the points
of the fluid about P

;
and the motion expressed by these velocities

is what I shall call the relative motion in the neighbourhood of P.

It is an undoubted result of observation that the molecular

forces, whether in solids, liquids, or gases, are forces of enormous

intensity, but which are sensible at only insensible distances.

Let E' be a very small element of the fluid circumscribing E, and
of a thickness greater than the distance to which the molecular

forces are sensible. The forces acting on the element E are the

external forces, and the pressures arising from the molecular

action of E'. If the molecules of E were in positions in which

they could remain at rest if E were acted on by no external force

and the molecules of E' were held in their actual positions, they
would be in what I shall call a state of relative equilibrium. Of
course they may be far from being in a state of actual equilibrium.

Thus, an element of fluid at the top of a wave may be sensibly
in a state of relative equilibrium, although far removed from its

position of equilibrium. Now, in consequence of the intensity of

the molecular forces, the pressures arising from the molecular

action on E will be very great compared with the external

moving forces acting on E. Consequently the state of relative

equilibrium, or of relative motion, of the molecules of E will not

be sensibly affected by the external forces acting on E. But the

pressures in different directions about the point P depend on that

state of relative equilibrium or motion, and consequently will not

be sensibly affected by the external moving forces acting on E.

For the same reason they will not be sensibly affected by any
motion of rotation common to all the points of E; and it is

a direct consequence of the second law of motion, that they will
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not be affected by any motion of translation common to the whole

element. If the molecules of E were in a state of relative equi-

librium, the pressure would be equal in all directions about P,

as in the case of fluids at rest. Hence I shall assume the follow-

ing principle :
—

That the difference between the pressure on a plane in a given
direction passing through any point P of a fluid in motion and the

pressure which woidd exist in all directions about P if the fluid in

its neighbourhood were in a state of relative equilibrium depends

only on the relative motion of the fluid immediately about P ; and

that the relative motion due to any motion of rotation may be elimi-

nated without affecting the differences of the pressures above men-

tioned.

Let us see how far this principle will lead us when it is

carried out.

2. It will be necessary now to examine the nature of the

most general instantaneous motion of an element of a fluid.

The proposition in this article is however purely geometrical, and

may be thus enunciated :
—"

Supposing space, or any portion of

space, to be filled with an infinite number of points which move
in any continuous manner, retaining their identity, to examine

the nature of the instantaneous motion of any elementary portion
of these points."

Let u, v, w be the resolved parts, parallel to the rectangular

axes, Ox, Oy, Oz, of the velocity of the point P, whose co-ordinates

at the instant considered are x, y, z. Then the relative velocities

at the point P', whose co-ordinates are x + x, y +y', z + z, will be

du ,

dx

dv ,
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to x, y, z. The linear velocities due to the angular velocities

being co"z — co"y ,
co'"x — to z, coy

— co"x parallel to the axes of

x, y, z, we shall therefore have

TT du , fdu ,„\ , (du „\ ,

fdv ,„\ , dv , fdv ,Y ,

^ fdw „\ , fdw ,\ , dw ,

Since co', co", co'" are arbitrary, let them be so assumed that

dU = dV dV= dW dW= dU
dy' dx '

dz' dy
' dx dz'

'

which gives

,
* fdw dv\ ,, . fdu dw\ ,„ , fdv du\ .,.=
H^~^j'

m =iU _
^J'

w =iU~^'- (1) '

jj _du , ./du dv\ , . fdu dw^

dx 2
\dy dx)

* 2
\dz dx,

CO

.(2).V
-*{dx

+
dy)

X+
dyy

+
*{dz^dyj*

L fdw
du\

(dw
dv\ dw

yV ~'i
[dx

+
dz)
X+

*{dy
+

dz)
y + Tz

Z

The quantities co', co", co'" are what I shall call the angular
velocities of the fluid at the point considered. This is evidently
an allowable definition, since, in the particular case in which the

element considered moves as a solid might do, these quantities

coincide with the angular velocities considered in rigid dynamics.
A further reason for this definition will appear in Sect. III.

Let us now investigate whether it is possible to determine x,

y, z so that, considering only the relative velocities U, V, W, the

line joining the points P, P' shall have no angular motion. The

conditions to be satisfied, in order that this may be the case, are

evidently that the increments of the relative co-ordinates x', y, z

of the second point shall be ultimately proportional to those co-

ordinates. If e be the rate of extension of the line joining the two

points considered, we shall therefore have

Fx 4- hy + gz = ex, \

hx + Gy + fz =
ey',

I
r
3) ;

9-
r

'

+ fy +Hz'= ez',\

s. G
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where

„_ du ~ _ dv j~_ dw -j._ dv dw
dx'

~
dy' dz

' J~ dz dy
'

_ _ dw du , _ du dv

dx dz
'

dy dx'

If we eliminate from equations (3) the two ratios which exist

between the three quantities x
, y ',

z
,
we get the well known cubic

equation

{e
-F){e-G){e-H)-f\e-F)-g\e-G)-h\e-H)-2fgh=0..^),

which occurs in the investigation of the principal axes of a rigid

body, and in various others. As in these investigations, it may be

shewn that there are in general three directions, at right angles

to each other, in which the point P' may be situated so as to

satisfy the required conditions. If two of the roots of (4) are

equal, there is one such direction corresponding to the third root,

and an infinite number of others situated in a plane perpendicular
to the former

;
and if the three roots of (4) are equal, a line

drawn in any direction will satisfy the required conditions.

The three directions which have just been determined I shall

call axes of extension. They will in general vary from one point

to another, and from one instant of time to another. If we denote

the three roots of (4) by e, e", e'"
,
and if we take new rectangular

axes 0x
t , 0y t ,

0z
/} parallel to the axes of extension, and denote

by u
/t
Up &c. the quantities referred to these axes corresponding

to u, U, &c, equations (3) must be satisfied by y'= 0, z]= 0, e = e
,

by x]= 0, z'
t
= 0, e=e", and by x'= 0, y'= 0, e = e", which requires

that/^ 0, g = 0, h= 0, and we have

' rr du „ n dv, „ jj
dw

.

dx/ '~dy/
'

dz/

The values of Z7, Vt ,
W

t ,
which correspond to the residual

motion after the elimination of the motion of rotation correspond-

ing to &/, to" and ca'", are

U=dx/ V = e"y/ W=e'"z/

The angular velocity of which a
, to", <u'" are the components

is independent of the arbitrary directions of the co-ordinate axes :

the same is true of the directions of the axes of extension, and of

the values of the roots of equation (4). This might be proved in
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various ways ; perhaps the following is the simplest. The condi-

tions by which w
, to", w" are determined are those which express

that the relative velocities U, V, W, which remain after eliminating
a certain angular velocity, are such that Udx + Vdy' + Wdz' is

ultimately an exact differential, that is to say when squares and

products of x, y and z are neglected. It appears moreover from

the solution that there is only one way in which these conditions

can be satisfied for a given system of co-ordinate axes. Let us

take new rectangular axes, Ox, Oy, 0z
f
and let IT, V, W be the

resolved parts along these axes of the velocities U, V, W, and

x', y', z, the relative co-ordinates of P'; then

U=\J cosxx + Vcos xy + Wcos xz,

dx = cos xxdx + cos xydy' + cos xzdz, &c.
;

whence, taking account of the well known relations between the

cosines involved in these equations, we easily find

Udx + Vdy' + Wdz = JJdx + Ydy' + Wdz.

It appears therefore that the relative velocities U, V, W, which

remain after eliminating a certain angular velocity, are such that

TJdx.' + Ydy' + Wdz is ultimately an exact differential. Hence

the values of U, V, W are the same as would have been obtained

from equations (2) applied directly to the new axes, whence the

truth of the proposition enunciated at the head of this paragraph
is manifest.

The motion corresponding to the velocities Un Vlt IP, may be

further decomposed into a motion of dilatation, positive or negative,

which is alike in all directions, and two motions which I shall call

motions of shifting, each of the latter being in twro dimensions, and

not affecting the density. For let 8 be the rate of linear extension

corresponding to a uniform dilatation
;
let ax'

t

—
ay] be the velo-

cities parallel to x
t ,y t

, corresponding to a motion of shifting parallel

to the plane xy t
, and let cr'x',

—
a'z] be the velocities parallel to

x
t ,
z

t , corresponding to a similar motion of shifting parallel to the

plane xzr The velocities parallel to x
/} yt

, z
t respectively corre-

sponding to the quantities 8, a and a' will be (8 + a + a') x], (8
—

a)y[,

(8— <j')z', and equating these to U
t , Vt , IP, we shall get

8 = ±{e + e" + e"), a- = £ (e + e" - 2a"), tr =| (e + e" - 2e").

Hence the most general instantaneous motion of an elementary

portion of a fluid is compounded of a motion of translation, a

6—2
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motion of rotation, a motion of uniform dilatation, and two motions

of shifting of the kind just mentioned.

3. Having determined the nature of the most general instan-

taneous motion of an element of a fluid, we are now prepared to

consider the normal pressures and tangential forces called into

play by the relative displacements of the particles. Let p be the

pressure which would exist about the point P if the neighbouring

molecules were in a state of relative equilibrium: let p + p/
be

the normal pressure, and t
/
the tangential action, both referred to

a unit of surface, on a plane passing through P and having a given

direction. By the hypotheses of Art. 1. the quantities p /t
t
t
will

be independent of the angular velocities co', w", &>"', depending

only on the residual relative velocities U, V, W, or, which comes

to the same, on e, e" and e", or on a, a and 8. Since this re-

sidual motion is symmetrical with respect to the axes of extension,

it follows that if the plane considered is perpendicular to any one

of these axes the tangential action on it is zero, since there is no

reason why it should act in one direction rather than in the

opposite ;
for by the hypotheses of Art. 1 the change of density

and temperature about the point P is to be neglected, the consti-

tution of the fluid being ultimately uniform about that point.

Denoting then by p+p', p+p", p+p" the pressures on planes

perpendicular to the axes of x
t , y /5

z
t ,
we must have

/ » / i a "/\ a i / n in i\ in i i m i n\
p =

(f>(e, e , e ), p =<f>(e ,
e , e), p =6(e ,e,e ),

</>(e', e", e" ) denoting a function of e
,
e" and e" which is sym-

metrical with respect to the two latter quantities. The question
is now to determine, on whatever may seem the most probable

hypothesis, the form of the function
<£.

Let us first take the simpler case in which there is no dilata-

tion, and only one motion of shifting, or in which e" = — e, e" = 0,

and let us consider what would take place if the fluid consisted of

smooth molecules acting on each other by actual contact. On
this supposition, it is clear, considering the magnitude of the pres-

sures acting on the molecules compared with their masses, that

they would be sensibly in a position of relative equilibrium, except
when the equilibrium of any one of them became impossible from

the displacement of the adjoining ones, in which case the molecule

in question would start into a new position of equilibrium. This

start would cause a corresponding displacement in the molecules
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immediately about the one which started, and this disturbance

would be propagated immediately in all directions, the nature of

the displacement however being different in different directions,

and would soon become insensible. During the continuance of

this disturbance, the pressure on a small plane drawn through the

element considered would not be the same in all directions, nor

normal to the plane: or, which comes to the same, we may sup-

pose a uniform normal pressure p to act, together with a normal

pressure pM ,
and a tangential force t

//t p ti
and tn being forces of

great intensity and short duration, that is being of the nature of

impulsive forces. As the number of molecules comprised in the

element considered has been supposed extremely great, we may
take a time r so short that all summations with respect' to such

intervals of time may be replaced without sensible error by inte-

grations, and yet so long that a very great number of starts shall

take place in it. Consequently we have only to consider the aver-

age effect of such starts, and moreover we may without sensible

error replace the impulsive forces such as^ (i
and tu ,

which succeed

one another with great rapidity, by continuous forces. For planes

perpendicular to the axes of extension these continuous forces will

be the normal pressures p , p", p".

Let us now consider a motion of shifting differing from the

former only in having e increased in the ratio of m to 1. Then, if

we suppose each start completed before the starts which would be

sensibly affected by it are begun, it is clear that the same series of

starts will take place in the second case as in the first, but at

intervals of time which are less in the ratio of 1 to m. Conse-

quently the continuous pressures by which the impulsive actions

due to these starts may be replaced must be increased in the ratio

of m to 1. Hence the pressures p , p", p" must be proportional

to e, or we must have

p = Ce
, p = C e, p = C e.

It is natural to suppose that these formulae hold good for nega-

tive as well as positive values of e. Assuming this to be true, let

the sign of e be changed. This comes to interchanging x and y,

and consequently p" must remain the same, and p and p" must

be interchanged. We must therefore have C" = 0, C = — C. Put-

ting then C= —
2/x we have

p = - 2fie , p =
2/z.c , p = 0.
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It has hitherto been supposed that the molecules of a fluid are

in actual contact. We have every reason to suppose that this is

not the case. But precisely the same reasoning will apply if they
are separated by intervals as great as we please compared with

their magnitudes, provided only we suppose the force of restitution

called into play by a small displacement of any one molecule to be

very great.

Let us now take the case of two motions of shifting which co-

exist, and let us suppose e = a- + a, e" — — a, e" — — a. Let the

small time t be divided into 2n equal portions, and let us suppose
that in the first interval a shifting motion corresponding to e'= 2a,

e"— — 2<t takes place parallel to the plane xy t ,
and that in the

second interval a shifting motion corresponding to e'= 2cr', e'"= — 2a

takes place parallel to the plane xz
t ,
and so on alternately. On

this supposition it is clear that if we suppose the time r/2n to be

extremely small, the continuous forces by which the effect of the

starts may be replaced will be p'=
—

2/u, (a + a'), p
n=

2/xa, p"'= 2fia.

By supposing n indefinitely increased, we might make the motion

considered approach as near as we please to that in which the two

motions of shifting coexist
;
but we are not at liberty to do so, for

in order to apply the above reasoning we must suppose the time

r/2n to be so large that the average effect of the starts which

occur in it may be taken. Consequently it must be taken as an

additional assumption, and not a matter of absolute demonstration,

that the effects of the two motions of shifting are superimposed.

Hence if 8 = 0, i.e. if e + e" + e" = 0, we shall have in general

p = —
l[xe , p =—lfie, p = —

2fie (5;.

It was by this hypothesis of starts that I first arrived at these

equations, and the differential equations of motion which result

from them. On reading Poisson's memoir however, to which I

shall have occasion to refer in Section IV., I was led to reflect that

however intense we may suppose the molecular forces to be, and

however near we may suppose the molecules to be to their posi-

tions of relative equilibrium, we are not therefore at liberty to

suppose them in those positions, and consequently not at liberty

to suppose the pressure equal in all -directions in the intervals of

time between the starts. In fact, by supposing the molecular

forces indefinitely increased, retaining the same ratios to each

other, we may suppose the displacements of the molecules from
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their positions of relative equilibrium indefinitely diminished, but

on the other hand the force of restitution called into action by a

given displacement is indefinitely increased in the same proportion.

But be these displacements what they may, we know that the

forces of restitution make equilibrium with forces equal and oppo-

site to the effective forces
;
and in calculating the effective forces

we may neglect the above displacements, or suppose the molecules

to move in the paths in which they would move if the shifting

motion took place with indefinite slowness. Let us first consider

a single motion of shifting, or one for which e" = — e , e" = 0, and

let p t
and t

t
denote the same quantities as before. If we now sup-

pose e increased in the ratio of m to 1, all the effective forces will

be increased in that ratio, and consequently p t
and t

t
will be in-

creased in the same ratio. We may deduce the values of p p", and

p'" just as before, and then pass by the same reasoning to the case

of two motions of shifting which coexist, only that in this case the

reasoning will be demonstrative, since we may suppose the time

t/2?i indefinitely diminished. If we suppose the state of things

considered in this paragraph to exist along with the motions of

starting already considered, it is easy to see that the expressions
for p, p" and p'" will still retain the same form.

There remains yet to be considered the effect of the dilatation.

Let us first suppose the dilatation to exist without any shifting :

then it is easily seen that the relative motion of the fluid at the

point considered is the same in all directions. Consequently the

only effect which such a dilatation could have would be to intro-

duce a normal pressure p t ,
alike in all directions, in addition to

that due to the action of the molecules supposed to be in a state

of relative equilibrium. Now the pressure p t
could only arise

from the aggregate of the molecular actions called into play by
the displacements of the molecules from their positions of relative

equilibrium; but since these displacements take place, on an

average, indifferently in all directions, it follows that the actions

of which p t
is composed neutralize each other, so that p,

= 0. The
same conclusion might be drawn from the hypothesis of starts,

supposing, as it is natural to do, that each start calls into action

as much increase of pressure in some directions as diminution of

pressure in others.

If the motion of uniform dilatation coexists with two motions
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of shifting, I shall suppose, for the same reason as before, that the

effects of these different motions are superimposed. Hence sub-

tracting 8 from each of the three quantities e, e" and e", and

putting the remainders in the place of e, e" and e" in equations

(5), we have

p'=* fJ,(e" + e'"-2e'), p" =W'+e -2e"),

p'" = %fi(e'+e"-2e'") (0).

If we had started with assuming c/> (e, e", e") to be a linear func-

tion of e', e and e", avoiding all speculation as to the molecular

constitution of a fluid, we should have had at once p'=Ce+C'(e"+e"),
since p is symmetrical with respect to e" and e"

'; or, changing the

constants, p'
=

§ /j, (e" + e" - 2e) + k (e' + e" + e"). The expressions

for p" and p" would be obtained by interchanging the requisite

quantities. Of course we may at once put k = if we assume

that in the case of a uniform motion of dilatation the pressure at

any instant depends only on the actual density and temperature at

that instant, and not on the rate at 'which the former changes

with the time. In most cases to which it would be interesting to

apply the theory of the friction of fluids the density of the fluid is

either constant, or may without sensible error be regarded as con-

stant, or else changes slowly with the time. In the first.two cases

the results would be the same, and in the third case nearly the

same, whether k were equal to zero or not. Consequently, if

theory and experiment should in such cases agree, the experiments
must not be regarded as confirming that part of the theory which

relates to supposing k to be equal to zero.

4. It will be easy now to determine the oblique pressure, or

resultant of the normal pressure and tangential action, on any

plane. Let us first consider a plane drawn through the point P
parallel to the plane yz. Let Ox

t
make with the axes of x, y, z

angles whose cosines are I', m, n
;
let I", m", n" be the same for

Oy„ and I", m" ,
n" the same for Ozr Let P

x
be the pressure,

and (xty), {xtz) the resolved parts, parallel to y, z respectively, of

the tangential force on the plane considered, all referred to a unit

of surface, (xty) being reckoned positive when the part of the

fluid towards - x urges that towards + x in the positive direction

of y, and similarly for (xtz). Consider the portion of the fluid

comprised within a tetrahedron having its vertex in the point P,

its base parallel to the plane yz, and its three sides parallel to the
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planes x
ty/} yz/t

zx
t respectively. Let A be the area of the base,

and therefore I'A, I"A, I'"A the areas of the faces perpendicular
to the axes of

a?,, yt ,
zr By D'Alembert's principle, the pressures

and tangential actions on the faces of this tetrahedron, the moving
forces arising from the external attractions, not including the

molecular forces, and forces equal and opposite to the effective

moving forces will be in equilibrium, and therefore the sums of

the resolved parts of these forces in the directions of x, y and z

will each be zero. Suppose now the dimensions of the tetrahedron

indefinitely diminished, then the resolved parts of the external,
and of the effective moving forces will vary ultimately as the

cubes, and those of the pressures and tangential forces on the

sides as the squares of homologous lines. Dividing therefore the

three equations arising from equating to zero the resolved parts
of the above forces by A, and taking the limit, we have

P
x
= XI'

2

( p +p'), (a-ty)
= tl'm

( p +p), (xtz)
= Xtri (p+p'\

the sign 2 denoting the sum obtained by taking the quantities

corresponding to the three axes of extension in succession. Putting
for p, p" and p" their values given by (6), putting e'+e"+e'"=S8,
and observing that %l'

2 =
l, 2l'm'= 0, Xl'n' = 0, the above equa-

tions become

I\ =p -
2/j2Z*e' + 2fiS, {xty)

= - 2/*2ZW, (xtz)
= -

2fiV'n'e'.

The method of determining the pressure on any plane from

the pressures on three planes at right angles to each other, which

has just been given, has already been employed by MM. Cauchy
and Poisson.

The most direct way of obtaining the values of 2fV &c. would

be to express I', m and n in terms of e by any two of equations

(3), in which x
, y, z are proportional to I', m, n, together with

the equation l'
2 + m 2 + n 2 =

1, and then to express the resulting

symmetrical function of the roots of the cubic equation (4) in

terms of the coefficients. But this method would be excessively

laborious, and need not be resorted to. For after eliminating the

angular motion of the element of fluid considered the remaining
velocities are ex'

, e'y,, e'"z'
, parallel to the axes of x

t , y t ,
z

t
.

The sum of the resolved parts of these parallel to the axis of

x is lex' + l"e"y/

' + l'"e"'z' . Putting for x] , y' ,
z'

t
their values

I'x + m'y + n'z &c, the above sum becomes

xz,i e + y 2.1 m e + zz.lne
;
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but this- sum is the same thing as the velocity U in equation (2),

and therefore we have

vr2 , du V7, , , x
(du dv\ -• , (du

dw\

It may also be very easily proved directly that the value of 38,

the rate of cubical dilatation, satisfies the equation

. _ rk dv dw
dx dy dz

(7).

Let P
2 , (ytz), (ytx) be the quantities referring to the axis of y,

and P
3 , (ztx), (zty) those referring to the axis of z, which corre-

spond to P
1
&c. referring to the axis of x. Then we see that

(ytz)
=

(zty), (ztx)
=

(xtz), (xty)
=

(ytx). Denoting these three

quantities by T
7

,,
T

2 ,
T

3 ,
and making the requisite substitutions

and interchanges, we have

dv

P,
=P-^S),

(8).

m (dv dw\T^- fM
{dz

+
dy)'

rj, (dw du\

m /du dv\

It may also be useful to know the components, parallel to

x, y, z, of the oblique pressure on a plane passing through the

point P, and having a given direction. Let I, m, n be the cosines

of the angles which a normal to the given plane makes with the

axes of x, y, z; let P, Q, R be the components, referred to a unit

of surface, of the oblique pressure on this plane, P, Q, R being
reckoned positive when the part of the fluid in which is situated

the normal to which /, m and n refer is urged by the other part
in the positive directions of x, y, z, when I, m and n are positive.
Then considering as before a tetrahedron of which the base is
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parallel to the given plane, the vertex in the point P, and the

sides parallel to the co-ordinate planes, we shall have

Q = lT
B+mPa + nT1 , (9).

R=lT
2
+mT

1
+nP3 ,

)

In the simple case of a sliding motion for which u = 0, v =f(x),
w = 0, the only forces, besides the pressure p, which act on planes

parallel to the co-ordinate planes are the two tangential forces T
3 ,

the value of which in this case is —
p, dv/dx. In this case it is

easy to shew that the axes of extension are, one of them parallel

to Oz, and the two others in a plane parallel to xy, and inclined

at angles of 45° to Ox. We see also that it is necessary to suppose

p to be positive, since otherwise the tendency of the forces would

be to increase the relative motion of the parts of the fluid, and

the equilibrium of the fluid would be unstable.

5. Having found the pressures about the point P on planes

parallel to the co-ordinate planes, it will be easy to form the

equations of motion. Let X, Y, Z be the resolved parts, parallel

to the axes, of the external force, not including the molecular

force
;

let p be the density, t the time. Consider an elementary

parallelepiped of the fluid, formed by planes parallel to the co-

ordinate planes, and drawn through the point (x, y, z) and the

point (as+ Ax, y + Ay, z + Az). The mass of this element will be

ultimately pAxAyAz, and the moving force parallel to x arising

from the external forces will be ultimately pXAxAy Az ;
the effec-

tive moving force parallel to x will be ultimately p Du/Dt . AxAyAz,
where D is used, as it will be in the rest of this paper, to denote

differentiation in which the independent variables are t and three

parameters of the particle considered, (such for instance as its

initial cordmates,) and not
t, x, y, z. It is easy also to shew that

the moving force acting on the element considered arising from

the oblique pressures on the faces is ultimately

'dP
. dJ\ . dT;

dy

acting in the negative direction. Hence we have by D'Alembert s

principle

'8-x) +£ +§+£-**a (10),

(dP dT. dT\ ...
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in which equations we must put for DujDt its value

du du du du

dt dx dy dz
'

and similarly for Bv/dt and Dw/dt. In considering the general

equations of motion it will be needless to write down more than

one, since the other two may be at once derived from it by inter-

changing the requisite quantities. The equations (10), the ordi-

nary equation of continuity, as it is called,

dp + dpu + dpv + dpw = Q
dt dx dy dz

which expresses the condition that there is no generation or

destruction of mass in the interior of a fluid, the equation con-

necting p and p, or in the case of an incompressible fluid the

equivalent equation Dp/Dt = 0, and the equation for the propa-

gation of heat, if we choose to take account of that propagation,

are the only equations to be satisfied at every point of the interior

of the fluid mass.

As it is quite useless to consider cases of the utmost degree

of generality, I shall suppose the fluid to be homogeneous, and of

a uniform temperature throughout, except in so far as the

temperature may be raised by sudden compression in the case of

small vibrations. Hence in equations (10) /j, may be supposed to

be constant as far as regards the temperature ; for, in the case

of small vibrations, the terms introduced by supposing it to vary

with the temperature would involve the square of the velocity,

which is supposed to be neglected. If we suppose /x. to be in-

dependent of the pressure also, and substitute in (10) the values

of P &c. given by (8), the former equations become

_\ dp fd
2u (Pu d 2

u\
~ X

j
+

dx~

~
**

\dx*
+

dif
+

dz*)

ii d (du dv div\ _ „ ,.,«.— £ _(—+—+— =0, &c (12).
3 dx\dx dy dz)

K '

Let us now consider in what cases it is allowable to suppose

/j,
to be independent of the pressure. It has been concluded by

Dubuat, from his experiments on the motion of water in pipes

and canals, that the total retardation of the velocity due to

friction is not increased by increasing the pressure. The total

(Du
p \T)t
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retardation depends, partly on the friction of the water against

the sides of the pipe or canal, and partly on the mutual friction,

or tangential action, of the different portions of the water. Now
if these two parts of the whole retardation were separately variable

with p, it is very unlikely that they should when combined give

a result independent of p. The amount of the internal friction

of the water depends on the value of /x. I shall therefore suppose
that for water, and by analogy for other incompressible fluids,

/j,
is independent of the pressure. On this supposition, we have

from equations (11) and (12)

(Du „\ dp /d
2u d 2u

,
d2

u\ n „ ,,_.

du dv dio _ ft

dx dy dz

These equations are applicable to the determination of the motion

of water in pipes and canals, to the calculation of the effect of

friction on the motions of tides and waves, and such questions.

If the motion is very small, so that we may neglect the square
of the velocity, we may put Da/Dt = duldt, &c. in equations (13).

The equations thus simplified are applicable to the determination

of the motion of a pendulum oscillating in water, or of that of

a vessel filled with water and made to oscillate. They are also

applicable to the determination of the motion of a pendulum
oscillating in air, for in this case we may, with hardly any error,

neglect the compressibility of the air.

The case of the small vibrations by which sound is propagated
in a fluid, whether a liquid or a gas, is another in which dfijdp

may be neglected. For in the case of a liquid reasons have been

shewn for supposing p, to be independent of p, and in the case

of a gas we may neglect dp/dp, if we neglect the small change
in the value of p, arising from the small variation of pressure due

to the forces X, Y, Z.

6. Besides the equations which must hold good at any point

in the interior of the mass, it will be necessary to form also the

equations which must be satisfied at its boundaries. Let M be

a point in the boundary of the fluid. Let a normal to the surface

at M, drawn on the outside of the fluid, make with the axes

angles whose cosines are /, i», n. Let P', Q\ R' be the components
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of the pressure of the fluid about M on the solid or fluid with

which it is in contact, these quantities being reckoned positive

when the fluid considered presses the solid or fluid outside it in

the positive directions of x, y, z, supposing I, m and n positive.

Let S be a very small element of the surface about M, which

will be ultimately plane, S' a plane parallel and equal to S, and

directly opposite to it, taken within the fluid. Let the distance

between $ and S' be supposed to vanish in the limit compared
with the breadth of S, a supposition which may be made if we

neglect the effect of the curvature of the surface at M; and let

us consider the forces acting on the element of fluid comprised
between S and $', and the motion of this element. If we suppose

equations (8) to hold good to within an insensible distance from

the surface of the fluid, we shall evidently have forces ultimately

equal to PS, QS, PS, (P, Q and P being given by equations (9),)

acting on the inner side of the element in the positive directions

of the axes, and forces ultimately equal to P'S, Q'S, PS acting

on the outer side in the negative directions. The moving forces

arising from the external forces acting on the element, and the

effective moving forces will vanish in the limit compared with the

forces PS, &c. : the same will be true of the pressures acting

about the edge of the element, if we neglect capillary attraction,

and all forces of the same nature. Hence, taking the limit, we

shall have

P' = P, Q' = Q, B' = B.

The method of proceeding will be different according as the

bounding surface considered is a free surface, the surface of a

solid, or the surface of separation of two fluids, and it will be

necessary to consider these cases sejmrately. Of course the surface

of a liquid exposed to the air is really the surface of separation

of two fluids, but it may in many cases be regarded as a free

surface if we neglect the inertia of the air : it may always be

so regarded if we neglect the friction of the air as well as its

inertia.

Let us first take the case of a free surface exposed to a pres-

sure LT, which is supposed to be the same at all points, but may

vary with the time
;
and let L = be the equation to the surface-

In this case we shall have P' = III, Q' = mil, R' = nil
;

and

putting for P, Q, P their values given by (9), and for P
1
&c. their
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values given by (8), and observing that in this case 8 = 0, we

shall have

i(n-„ +l.{«*
+.(*+a +

-g;a}.ft*a...{iD,

in which equations I, m, n will have to be replaced by dL/dx,

dL/dy, dLjdz, to which they are proportional.

If we choose to take account of capillary attraction, we have

only to diminish the pressure II by the quantity H (- + -)
,
where

r
i

7\

H is a positive constant depending on the nature of the fluid, and

r
lt

r
2 ,

are the principal radii of curvature at the point considered,

reckoned positive when the fluid is concave outwards. Equations

(14) with the ordinary equation

dL dL dL dL _ ,, eX
~r + u-j- + v -j- + w-r =

(
lo )>

dt dx dij dz

are the conditions to be satisfied for points at the free surface.

Equations (14) are for such points what the three equations of

motion are for internal points, and (15) is for the former what (11)

is for the latter, expressing in fact that there is no generation or

destruction of fluid at the free surface.

The equations (14) admit of being differently expressed, in a

way which may sometimes be useful. If we suppose the origin to

be in the point considered, and the axis of z to be the external

normal to the surface, we have l = m = 0, n= 1, and the equations

become

dw du ~ dw dv _ „
, a die _ nrA

The relative velocity parallel to z of a point (x, y', 0) in the

free surface, indefinitely near the origin, is dwjdx . x -f divjdy . y :

hence we see that dwjdx, diu/dy are the angular velocities, reckoned

from x to z and from y to z respectively, of an element of the free

surface. Subtracting the linear velocities due to these angular

velocities from the relative velocities of the point (x, y , z), and

calling the remaining relative velocities U, V, W, we shall have
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„_ du , du , fdu dw\ ,

~
dx dy

"

\dz dx)

V— ^v ' \dv , fdo dw\ ,

~
dx dy' \dz dy)

dz

Hence we see that the first two of equations (16) express the con-

ditions that dU/dz' = and dV/dz' = 0, which are evidently the

conditions to be satisfied in order that there may be no sliding

motion in a direction parallel to the free surface. It would be

easy to prove that these are the conditions to be satisfied in order

that the axis of z may be an axis of extension.

The next case to consider is that of a fluid in contact with a

solid. The condition which first occurred to me to assume for

this case was, that the film of fluid immediately in contact with

the solid did not move relatively to the surface of the solid. I

was led to try this condition from the following considerations.

According to the hypotheses adopted, if there was a very large

relative motion of the fluid particles immediately about any imagi-

nary surface dividing the fluid, the tangential forces called into

action would be very large, so that the amount of relative motion

would be rapidly diminished. Passing to the limit, we might sup-

pose that if at any instant the velocities altered discontinuously

in passing across any imaginary surface, the tangential force called

into action would immediately destroy the finite relative motion

of particles indefinitely close to each other, so as to render the

motion continuous; and from analogy the same might be supposed
to be true for the surface of junction of a fluid and solid. But

having calculated, according to the conditions which I have men-

tioned, the discharge of long straight circular pipes and rectangular

canals, and compared the resulting formulae with some of the

experiments of Bossut and Dubuat, I found that the formulae did

not at all agree with experiment. I then tried Poisson's conditions

in the case of a circular pipe, but with no better success. In fact,

it appears from experiment that the tangential force varies nearly

as the square of the velocity with which the fluid flows past the

surface of a solid, at least when the velocity is not very small. It

appears however from experiments on pendulums that the total
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friction varies as the first power of the velocity, and consequently
we may suppose that Poisson's conditions, which include as a

particular case those which I first tried, hold good for very small

velocities. I proceed therefore to deduce these conditions in a

manner conformable with the views explained in this paper.

First, suppose the solid at rest, and let L = be the equation
to its surface. Let M! be a point within the fluid, at an insensible

distance h from M. Let w be the pressure which would exist

about M if there were no motion of the particles in its neighbour-

hood, and let pt
be the additional normal pressure, and t

t
the tan-

gential force, due to the relative velocities of the particles, both

with respect to one another and with respect to the surface of the

solid. If the motion is so slow that the starts take place independ-

ently of each other, on the hypothesis of starts, or that the mole-

cules are very nearly in their positions of relative equilibrium,
and if we suppose as before that the effects of different relative

velocities are superimposed, it is easy to shew that pt
and

t,
are

linear functions of u, v, w and their differential coefficients with

respect to x, y and z; u, v, &c. denoting here the velocities of the

fluid about the point M', in the expressions for which however the

co-ordinates of ili" may be used for those of M', since h is neglected.

Now the relative velocities about the points M and M' depending
on du/dx, &c. are comparable with du/dx . h, while those depending
on u, v and w are comparable with these quantities, and therefore

in considering the action of the fluid on the solid it is only neces-

sary to consider the quantities u, v and w. Now since, neglecting

h, the velocity at M' is tangential to the surface at M, u, v, and iu

are the components of a certain velocity V tangential to the sur-

face. The pressure pt
must be zero

;
for changing the signs u, v,

and w the circumstances concerned in its production remain the

same, whereas its analytical expression changes sign. The tangen-
tial force at M will be in the direction of V, and proportional to it,

and consequently its components along the axes of x, y, z will be

proportional to u, v, w. Reckoning the tangential force positive

when, I, m, and n being positive, the solid is urged in the positive

directions of x, y, z, the resolved parts of the tangential force will

therefore be vu, vv, vw, where v must evidently be positive, since

the effect of the forces must be to check the relative motion of the

fluid and solid. The normal pressure of the fluid on the solid

being equal to ct, its components will be evidently 1-&, mvr, nzr.

s. 7
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Suppose now the solid to be in motion, and let u, v, w be the

resolved parts of the velocity of the point M of the solid, and &/,

to", to" the angular velocities of the solid. By hypothesis, the

forces by which the pressure at any point differs from the normal

pressure due to the action of the molecules supposed to be in a

state of relative equilibrium about that point are independent of

any velocity of translation or rotation. Supposing then linear and

angular velocities equal and opposite to those of the solid impressed
both on the solid and on the fluid, the former will be for an

instant at rest, and we have only to treat the resulting velocities

of the fluid as in the first case. Hence P'=l-ur + v(u
—

u), &c;
and in the equations (8) we may employ the actual velocities u,

v, w, since the pressures P, Q, R are independent of any motion

of translation and rotation common to the whole fluid. Hence

the equations P' = P, &c. gives us

Z(ot —p) + v(u
—

u)
'

fdu ~\ fdu dv\ fdu dw\) _ „ '„«+H 2
'U--

s
)
+m

fe
+ s) +M

fe
+
dJ|

=0
'
&c" <17) -

which three equations with (15) are those which must be satisfied

at the surface of a solid, together with the equation L = 0. It

will be observed that in the case of a free surface the pressures

P1

, Q', B! are given, whereas in the case of the surface of a solid

they are known only by the solution of the problem. But on the

other hand the form of the surface of the solid is given, whereas

the form of the free surface is known only by the solution of the

problem.

Dubuat found by experiment that when the mean velocity of

water flowing through a pipe is less than about one inch in a

second, the water near the inner surface of the pipe is at rest.

If these experiments may be trusted, the conditions to be satisfied

in the case of small velocities are those which first occurred to me,

and which are included in those just given by supposing v= oo .

I have said that when the velocity is not very small the tan-

gential force called into action by the sliding of water over the

inner surface of a pipe varies nearly as the square of the velocity.

This fact appears to admit of a natural explanation. When a cur-

rent of water flows past an obstacle, it produces a resistance varying

nearly as the square of the velocity. Now even if the inner surface
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of a pipe is polished we may suppose that little irregularities

exist, forming so many obstacles to the current. Each little pro-

tuberance will experience a resistance varying nearly as the square

of the velocity, from whence there will result a tangential action

of the fluid on the surface of the pipe, which will vary nearly as

the square of the velocity ;
and the same will be true of the equal

and opposite reaction of the pipe on the fluid. The tangential

force due to this cause will be combined with that by which the

fluid close to the pipe is kept at rest when the velocity is suf-

ficiently small*.

[* Except in the case of capillary tubes, or, in case the tube be somewhat -wider,

of excessively slow motions, the main part of the resistance depends upon the

formation of eddies. This much appears clear; but the precise way in which the

eddies act is less evident. "The explanation in the text gives probably the correct

account of what takes place in the case of a river flowing over a rough stony bed;

but in the case of a pipe of fairly smooth interior surface the minute protuberances

would be too small to produce much resistance of the same kind as that con-

templated in the paragraph beginning near the foot of p. 53.

What actually happens appears to be this. The rolling motion of the fluid

belonging to the eddies is continually bringing the more swiftly moving fluid which

is found nearer to the centre of the pipe close to the surface. And in consequence

the gliding or shifting motion of the fluid in the immediate neighbourhood of the

surface in such places is very greatly increased, and with it the tangential pressure.

Thus while in some respects these two classes of resistances are similar, in

others they are materially different. As typical examples of the two classes we

may take, for the first, that of a polished sphere of glass of some size descending

by its weight in deep water; for the second, that of a very long circular glass pipe

down which water is flowing. In both cases alike eddies are produced, and the

eddies once produced ultimately die away. In both cases alike the internal friction

of the fliiid, and the friction between the fluid and the solid, are intimately

connected with the formation of eddies, and it is by friction that the eddies die

away, and the kinetic energy of the mass is converted into molecular kinetic

energy, that is, heat. But in the first case the resistance depends mainly on the

ciJerence of the pressure p in front aud rear, the resultant of the other forces of which

the expressions are given in equations (8) being comparatively insignificant, while

in the second case it is these latter pressures that we are concerned with, the

residtant of the pressure j) in the direction of the axis of the tube being practically

nil, even though the polish of the surface be not mathematically perfect.

Hence if, the motion being what it actually is, the fluidity of the fluid wore

suddenly to become perfect, the immediate effect on the resistance in the first case

would be insignificant, while in the second case the resistance would practically

vanish. Of course if the fluidity were to remain perfect, the motion after some
time would bo very different from what it had been before ; but that is not a point

under consideration.

Some questions connected with the effect of friction in altering the motion of

a nearly perfect fluid will be considered further on in discussing the case of motion

given in Art. 55 of a paper On the Critical Values of the Sums of Periodic Series.]

7-2
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There remains to be considered the case of two fluids having a

common surface. Let u'\ v', w , pJ, S' denote the quantities belong-

ing to the second fluid corresponding to u, &c. belonging to the

first. Together with the two equations L = and (15) we shall

have in this case the equation derived from (15) by putting u, v', w
for u, v, w ; or, which comes to the same, we shall have the two

former equations with

l(u-u') +m(v — v') + n{w — io) =0 (18).

If we consider the principles on which equations (17) were formed

to be applicable to the present case, we shall have six more equa-

tions to be satisfied, namely (17), and the three equations derived

from (17) by interchanging the quantities referring to the two

fluids, and changing the signs I, m, n. These equations give the

value of ct, and leave five equations of condition. If we must

suppose v = oo
,
as appears most probable, the six equations above

mentioned must be replaced by the six u = u, v = v, w = w, and

Ip
—

fif(u, v, w) — Ip' —fj/f(u', v, w') t &c,

f(u, v,w) denoting the coefficient of /m in the first of equations (17).

We have here six equations of condition instead of five, but then

the equation (18) becomes identical.

7. The most interesting questions connected with this subject

require for their solution a knowledge of the conditions which

must be satisfied at the surface of a solid in contact with the fluid,

which, except perhaps in case of very small motions, are unknown.

It may be well however to give some applications of the preceding

equations which are independent of these conditions. Let us then

in the first place consider in what manner the transmission of sound

in a fluid is affected by the tangential action. To take the simplest

case, suppose that no forces act on the fluid, so that the pressure

and density are constant in the state of equilibrium, and conceive

a series of plane waves to be propagated in the direction of the

axis of x, so that u=f(cc, t), v = 0, w = 0. Let p/
be the pressure,

and p t
the density of the fluid when it is in equilibrium, and put

p=p / +p- Then we have from equations (11) and (12), omitting
the square of the disturbance,

1 dp du n du dp' 4 d^u . .,_.
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Lot AAp be the increment of pressure due to a very small incre-

ment Ap of density, the temperature being unaltered, and let m
be the ratio of the specific heat of the fluid when the pressure is

constant to its specific heat when the volume is constant
;
then

the relation between p and p will be

p'
= mA(p- P/) (20).

Eliminating p and p from (19) and (20) wre get

d'u
A
d2
u 4/4 d3

u

df da?
~

3/5, dtdx
1
~

To obtain a particular solution of this equation, let

u— (pit) cos— h y (t) sin —— .

A A

Substituting in the above equation, we see that
<£ (t) and

yp- (t)

must satisfy the same equation, namely,

4>" (t) +^ mA<p{t) +^ f (t)
=

0,

the integral of which is

where

/ \ , ( r< 2-rrbt ril . 'lirbt\

<p(t)
= e- ct {Ccos—— + Csm ——

J

SttV 72
. IGttV

3XZ

P/
'

9A>;
'

(7 and 0' being arbitrary constants. Taking the same expression

with different arbitrary constants for ^r(t), replacing products of

sines and cosines by sums and differences, and combining the

resulting sines and cosines two and two, we see that the resulting

value of u represents two series of waves propagated in opposite
directions. Considering only those waves which are propagated
in the positive direction of x, we have

2tt
u = C\e-

ct cos
r-^-(bt-x)+CA (21).

We see then that the effect of the tangential force is to make
the intensity of the sound diminish as the time increases, and to

render the velocity of propagation less than what it would other-

wise be. Both effects are greater for high, than for low notes
;

but the former depends on the first power of p, while the latter

depends only on pr. It appears from the experiments of M. Biot,

made on empty water pipes in Paris, that the velocity of propaga-
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tion of sound is sensibly the same whatever be its pitch. Hence

it is necessary to suppose that for air fi*/\
2

p* is insensible com-

pared with A or pjpr I am not aware of any similar experiments
made on water, but the ratio of (/M/Xp)

2
to A would probably be

insensible for water also. The diminution of intensity as the time

increases is, in the case of plane waves, due entirely to friction
;

but as we do not possess any means of measuring the intensity of

sound the theory cannot be tested, nor the numerical value of /x

determined, in this way.

The velocity of sound in air, deduced from the note given by
a known tube, is sensibly less than that determined by direct

observation. Poisson thought that this might be due to the

retardation of the air by friction against the sides of the tube.

But from the above investigation it seems unlikely that the effect

produced by that cause would be sensible.

The equation (21) may be considered as expressing in all

cases the effect of friction
;

for we may represent an arbitrary

disturbance of the medium as the aggregate of series of plane
waves propagated in all directions.

8. Let us now consider the motion of a mass of uniform

inelastic fluid comj^rised between two cylinders having a common

axis, the cylinders revolving uniformly about their axis, and the

fluid being supposed to have attained its permanent state of

motion. Let the axis of the cylinders be taken for that of z, and

let q be the actual velocity of any particle, so that u = — q sin 9,

v — q cos 9, w = 0, r and 9 being polar co-ordinates in a plane

parallel to xy.

Observing that

d 2

/ , &y___&2L ,

i
aj_

\ dy
dx2 "*"

dy* dr2
r dr r* d92 '

where/ is any function of x and y, and that djy/d9
—

0, we have

from equations (13), supposing after differentiation that the axis

of x coincides with the radius vector of the point considered, and

omitting the forces, and the part of the pressure due to them,

dr r

d 2

q 1 dq q _ Q
. .

dr r dr r

and the equation of continuity is satisfied identically.
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The integral of (22) is

q = - + Or.
r

If a is the radius of the inner, and b that of the outer cylinder,
and if qt , q2

are the velocities of points close to these cylinders

respectively, we must have q
=

q l
when r = a, and q

=
q2

when
r — b, whence

? =#W \^~
a^ 7 + fe-ay,) r\ (23).

If the fluid is infinitely extended, b = oo
,
and

q a

q~r'

These cases of motion were considered by Newton (Principia,
Lib. II. Prop. 51). The hypothesis which I have made agrees in

this case with his, but he arrives at the result that the velocity
is constant, not, that it varies inversely as the distance. This

arises from his having taken, as the condition of their being no

acceleration or retardation of the motion of an annulus, that the

force tendiDg to turn it in one direction must be equal to that

tending to turn it in the opposite, whereas the true condition is

that the moment of the force tending to turn it one way must
be equal to the moment of the force tending to turn it the other.

Of course, making this alteration, it is easy to arrive at the above

result by Newton's reasoning. The error just mentioned vitiates

the result of Prop. 52. It may be shewn from the general equa-
tions that in this case a permanent motion in annuli is impossible,

and that, whatever may be the law of friction between the solid

sphere and the fluid. Hence it appears that it is necessary to

suppose that the particles move in planes passing through the

axis of rotation, while they at the same time move round it. In

fact, it is easy to see that from the excess of centrifugal force in

the neighbourhood of the equator of the revolving sphere the

particles in that part will recede from the sphere, and approach
it again in the neighbourhood of the poles, and this circulating

motion will be combined with a motion about the axis. If how-

ever we leave the centrifugal force out of consideration, as Newton
has done, the motion in annuli becomes possible, but the solution

is different from Newton's, as might have been expected.
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The case of motion considered in this article may perhaps

admit of being compared with experiment, without knowing the

conditions which must be satisfied at the surface of a solid. A
hollow, and a solid cylinder might be so mounted as to admit of

being turned with different uniform angular velocities round their

common axis, which is supposed to be vertical. If both cylinders

are turned, they ought to be turned in opposite directions, if only

one, it ought to be the outer one
;
for if the inner were made to

revolve too fast, the fluid near it would have a tendency to fly

outwards in consequence of the centrifugal force, and eddies would

be produced. As long as the angular velocities are not great, so

that the surface of the liquid is very nearly plane, it is not of much

importance that the fluid is there terminated
;
for the conditions

which must be satisfied at a free surface are satisfied for any sec-

tion of the fluid made by a horizontal plane, so long as the motion

about that section is supposed to be the same as it would be if the

cylinders were infinite. The principal difficulty would probably be

to measure accuratelv the time of revolution, and distance from the

axis, of the different annuli. This would probably be best done by

observing motes in the fluid. It might be possible also to discover

in this way the conditions to be satisfied at the surface of the

cylinders ;
or at least a law might be suggested, which could be

afterwards compared more accurately with experiment by means

of the discharge of pipes and canals.

If the rotations of the cylinders are in opposite directions,

there will be a certain distance from the axis at which the fluid

will not revolve at all. Writing
—

q1
for qx

in equation (23), we

have for this distance A /
—r-

2
^.

—
.V bqa + «?i

9. Although the discharge of a liquid through a long straight

pipe or canal, under given circumstances, cannot be calculated

without knowing the conditions to be satisfied at the surface of

contact of the fluid and solid, it may be well to go a certain way
towards the solution.

Let the axis of z be parallel to the generating lines of the

pipe or canal, and inclined at an angle a to the horizon
;
let the

plane yz be vertical, and let y and z be measured downwards.
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The motion being uniform, we shall have u = 0, v = 0, w —fix, y),

and we have from equations (13)

dp _ dp dp . fcPw d 2w\

In the case of a canal dpjdz = ;
and the calculation of the

motion in a pipe may always be reduced to that of the motion

in the same pipe when dpjdz is supposed to be zero, as may be

shewn by reasoning similar to Dubuat's. Moreover the motion

in a canal is a particular case of the motion in a pipe. For

consider a pipe for which dpjdz
=

0, and which is divided sym-

metrically by the plane xz. From the symmetry of the motion,

it is clear that we must have dwjdy = when z =
;
but this is

precisely the condition which would have to be satisfied if the

fluid had a free surface coinciding with the plane xz
;
hence we

may suppose the upper half of the fluid removed, without affect-

ing the motion of the rest, and thus we pass to the case of a canal.

Hence it is the same thing to determine the motion in a canal,

as to determine that in the pipe formed by completing the canal

symmetrically with respect to the surface of the fluid.

We have then, to determine the motion, the equation

d2w d 2w go sin a

ax ay fx

In the case of a rectangular pipe, it would not be difficult to

express the value of to at any point in terms of its values at the

several points of the perimeter of a section of the pipe. In the

case of a cylindrical pipe the solution is extremely easy : for if

we take the axis of the pipe for that of z, and take polar co-

ordinates r, in a plane parallel to xy, and observe that dwjdd = 0,

since the motion is supposed to be symmetrical with respect to

the axis, the above equation becomes

d 2w 1 dw qp sin a—- H— 1-
— = 0.

dr r dr
/.a

Let a be the radius of the pipe, and U the velocity of the fluid

close to the surface
; then, integrating the above equation, and

determining the arbitrary constants by the conditions that w shall

be finite when r = 0, and w=U when r = a, we have

go sin a . 2 „. TT
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Section II.

Objections to Lagrange s proof of the theorem that if udx+vdy+ wdz
is an exact differential at any one instant it is always so, the

pressure being supposed equal in all directions. Principles of
M. Cauchy's 'proof. A new proof of the theorem. A physical

interpretation of the circumstance of the above expression

being an exact differential.

10. The proof of this theorem given by Lagrange depends
on the legitimacy of supposing u, v and w capable of expansion

according to positive integral powers of t, for a sufficiently small

finite value of t. It is clear that the expansion cannot contain

negative powers of t, since u, v and w are supposed to be finite

when t =
;
but it may be objected to Lagrange's proof that there

are functions of t of which the expansion contains fractional

powers of t, and that we do not know but that u, v and w may
be such functions. This objection has been considered by Mr

Power*, who has shewn that the theorem is true if we suppose

u, v and to capable of expansion according to any powers of t.

Still the proof remains unsatisfactory, in fact inconclusive, for

these are functions of t, (for instance, e~ vt
\ t logi,) which do not

admit of expansion according to powers of t, integral or fractional,

and we do not know but that u, v and w may be functions of this

nature. I do not here mention the proof which Poisson has

given of the theorem in his Traite de Mecanique, because it

appears to me liable to an objection to which I shall presently

have occasion to refer : in fact, Poisson himself did not think the

theorem generally true.

It is remarkable that Mr Power's proof, if it were legitimate,

would establish the theorem even when account is taken of the

variation of pressure in different directions, according to the

theory explained in Section I., if we suppose that dfi/dp
= 0. To

shew this we have only got to treat equations (12) as Mr Power

has treated the three equations of fluid motion formed on the

ordinary hypothesis. Yet in this case the theorem is evidently

untrue. Thus, conceive a mass of fluid which is bounded by

a solid plane coinciding with the plane yz, and which extends

*
Cambridge Philosophical Transactions, Vol. vn. (Part 3) p. 455.
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infinitely in every direction on the positive side of the axis of x,

and suppose the fluid at first to be at rest. Suppose now the

solid plane to be moved in any manner parallel to the axis of y;

then, unless the solid plane exerts no tangential force on the fluid,

(and we may suppose that it does exert some,) it is clear that at

a given time we shall have n = Q, v=f(x), w = 0, and therefore

udx + vdy + ivdz will not be an exact differential. It will be

interesting then to examine in this case the nature of the function

of t which expresses the value of v.

Supposing X, Y, Z to be zero in equations (12), and observing

that in the case considered we have dpjdy = 0, we get

dv fi d 2
v

dt p dx2 (24).

Differentiating this equation n — 1 times with respect to
t, we

easily get

dy = aa* <n
t

dt
n
~\p) dxzn '

but when t=0, v = wdien x> 0, and therefore for a given value

of x all the differential coefficients of v with respect to t are zero.

Hence for indefinitely small values of t the value of v at a given

point increases more slowly than if it varied ultimately as any

power of t, however great ;
hence v cannot be expanded in a series

according to powers of t. This result is independent of the con-

dition to be satisfied at the surface of the solid plane.

I think what has just been proved shews clearly that La-

grange's proof of the theorem considered, even with Mr Power's

improvement of it, is inadmissible.

11. The theorem is however true, and a proof of it has been

given by M. Cauchy*, which appears to me perfectly free from

objection, and which is very simple in principle, although it

depends on rather long equations. M. Cauchy first eliminates p
from the three equations of motion by means of the conditions

that d 2

p/dxdy = d2

p/dydx, &c, he then changes the independent
variables from x, y, z, t to a, b, c, t, where a, b, c are the initial

* Memoire sur la Theorie des Ondes, in the first volume of the MCmoires des

savans Etrangcrs. M. Cauchy has not had occasion to enunciate the theorem, but

it is contained in his equations (10). This equation may ho obtained in the same
manner in the more general case in which p is supposed to be a function of p.
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co-ordinates of the particles. The three transformed equations

admit each of being once integrated with respect to t
;
and deter-

mining the arbitrary functions of a, b, c by the initial values of

u, v and w, the three integrals have the form

&)
' = Fed + Geo" + Hco'", &c,

&>', co" and a)"' denoting here the same as in Art. 2, and co
'

}
&c.

denoting the initial values of co', &c. for the same particle. Solving

the above equations with respect to co', co" and co'", the resulting

equations are

1 [dx ,
dx ,, dx— fit 4- -—- r.\ -1

S \da

I ,

f'"# It
,
ClX ,„\ n

where S is a function of the differential coefficients of x, y and z

with respect to a, b and c, which by the condition of continuity is

shewn to be equal to pjp, p being the initial density about the

particle whose density at the time considered is p. Since dxjda, &c.

are finite, (for to suppose them infinite would be equivalent to

supposing a discontinuity to exist in the fluid,) it follows at once

from the preceding equations that if o)
' = 0, ft>

" =
0, a>

'" = 0, that

is if u^da + v db + w dc be an exact differential, either for the whole

fluid or for any portion of it, then shall &>' = 0, co" = 0, co'" = 0, i.e.

udx + vdy + wdz will be an exact differential, at any subsequent

time, either for the whole mass or for the above portion of it.

12. It is not from seeing the smallest flaw in M. Cauchy's

proof that I propose a new one, but because it is well to view the

subject in different lights, and because the proof which I am about

to give does not require such long equations. It will be necessary
in the first place to prove the following lemma.

Lemma. If co
1 ,

o)
2 ,...co n are n functions of t, which satisfy the

n differential equations

dco, _ _ TT -)

-^
=P

1
<0

1+Q1
a,

i
... + V1

a>n ,

dco _, _

.(25),

where P
x , Qx

... Vn may be functions of t, cov ..con ,
and if when ft>j= 0,

ft>
2
= 0...ft)H

= 0, none of the quantities P1>
Vn

is infinite for any
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value of t from to T, and if co
1
...con are each zero when £ = 0,

then shall each of these quantities remain zero for all values of t

from to T.

Demonstration. Let t be a finite value of t, then by hypo-
thesis t may be taken so small that the values of to ...o> are suf-

ficiently small to exclude all values which might render any one

of the quantities P1
...Vn infinite. Let L be a superior limit to

the numerical values of the several quantities Pi
...Vn for all

values of t from to r; then it is evident that &>,...&> cannot'
l n

increase faster than if they satisfied the equations

dw

.(26),

dco

~dt
?=L(<o 1

+ <o
2 ...+ atn) y

vanishing in this case also when t = 0. But if w
x
+ &>

2
. - . + co

n
=

fl,

we have by adding together the above equations

dn—=- =nLll:
dt

if now £1 be not equal to zero, dividing this equation by ft and

integrating, we have

n = CenLf
;

but no value of C different from zero will allow H to vanish

when t = 0, whereas by hypothesis it does vanish
;
hence fl —

;

but n is the sum of n quantities which evidently cannot be nega-

tive, and therefore each of these must be zero. Since then co
l
...co

n

would have to be equal to zero for all values of t from to t even

if they satisfied equations (2G), they must a fortiori be equal to

zero in the actual case, since they satisfy equations (25). Hence

there is no value of t from to T at which any one of the

quantities wv ..w n can begin to differ from zero, and therefore

these quantities must remain equal to zero for all values of t

from to T.

This lemma might be extended to the case in which n,= <x>
,

with certain restrictions as to the convergency of the series. We
may also, instead of the integers 1, 2...??, have a continuous

variable a which varies from to a, so that &> is a function of
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the independent variables a and t, satisfying tlie differential

equation
ra

=
yfr (or, to, t) codx,

Jo

da)

di

where ^(a, 0, t) does not become infinite for any value of a from

to a combined with any value of t from to T. It may be shewn,

just as before, that if «o = when £ = for all values of a from

to a, then must w = for all values of t from to T. The proposi-

tion might be further extended to the case in which a = x>
,
with

a certain restriction as to the convergency of the integral, but

equations (25) are already more general than I shall have occa-

sion to employ.

It appears to me to be sometimes assumed as a principle that

two variables, functions of another, t, are proved to be equal fcr

all values of t when it is shewn that they are equal for a certain

value of t, and that whenever they are equal for the same value

of t their increments for the same increment of t are ultimately

equal. But according to this principle, if two curves could be

shewn always to touch when they meet they must always coincide,

a conclusion manifestly false. I confess I cannot see that Newton

in his Principia, Lib. L, Prop. 40, has proved more than that if

the velocities of the two bodies are equal at equal distances, the in-

crements of those velocities for equal increments of the distances

are ultimately equal : at least something additional seems re-

quired to put the proof quite out of the reach of objection.

Again it is usual to speak of the condition, that the motion of

a particle of fluid in contact with the surface of a solid at rest

is tangential to the surface, as the same thing as the condition

that the particle shall always remain in contact with the surface.

That it is the same thing might be shewn by means of the lemma

in this article, supposing the motion continuous; but independ-

ently of proof I do not see why a particle should not move in

a curve not coinciding with the surface, but touching it where

it meets it. The same remark will apply to the condition that

a particle which at one instant lies in a free surface, or is in

contact with a solid, shall ultimately lie in the free surface, or be

in contact with the solid, at the consecutive instant. I refer here

to the more general case in which the solid is at rest or in motion.

For similar reasons Poisson's proof of the Hydrodynamical theorem
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which forms the principal subject of this section has always ap-

peared to me unsatisfactory, in fact far less satisfactory than

Lagrange's. I may add that Poisson's proof, as well as Lagrange's,

would apply to the case in which friction is taken into account,

in which case the theorem is not true.

13. Supposing p to be a function of p, \!f (p), the ordinary

equations of Hydrodynamics are

df(p) y _Du df(_p)
Bv df(p) Bw

dx Dt' dy JJt' dz Dt'" K h

The forces X, Y, Z will here be supposed to be such that

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz is an exact differential, this being the case

for any forces emanating from centres, and varying as any func-

tions of the distances. Differentiating the first equations (27)

with respect to y, and the second with resj>ect to x, subtracting,

putting for DujDt and DvjDt their values, adding and subtracting

du/dz . dv/dz, and employing the notation of Art. 2, we obtain

Deo'" du , dv „ fdu dv\ ,„ .

-m
=
dz
W+

7z
(»

-[d-c
+
dy)°

i (28) '

By treating the first and third, and then the second and third of

equations (27) in the same manner, we should obtain two more

equations, which may be got at once from that which has just

been found by interchanging the requisite quantities. Now for

points in the interior of the mass the differential coefficients

du/dz, &c. will not be infinite, on account of the continuity of the

motion, and therefore the three equations just obtained are a

particular case of equations (25). If then udx + vdy + wdz is an

exact differential for any portion of the fluid when £ = 0, that is,

if co
,

to" and w" are each zero wdien t = 0, it follows from the

lemma of the last article that &>', w" and w" will be zero for any
value of t, and therefore udx -f vdy + wdz will always remain an

exact differential. It will be observed that it is for the same

portion of fluid, not for the fluid occupying the same portion of

space, that this is true, since equations (28), &c. contain the

differential coefficients Dco'/Dt, &c, and not dco'/dt, &c.

14. The circumstance of udx + vdy + wdz being an exact

differential admits of a physical interpretation which may be
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noticed, as it is well to view a subject of this nature in different

lights.

Conceive an indefinitely small element of a fluid in motion

to become suddenly solidified, and the fluid about it to be suddenly

destroyed ;
let the form of the element be so taken that the re-

sulting solid shall be that which is the simplest with respect to

rotatory motion, namely, that which has its three principal

moments about axes passing through the centre of gravity equal
to each other, and therefore every axis passing through that point
a principal axis, and let us enquire what will be the linear and

angular motion of this element just after solidification.

By the instantaneous solidification, velocities will be suddenly

generated or destroyed in the different portions of the element,

and a set of mutual impulsive forces will be called into action.

Let x, y, z be the co-ordinates of the centre of gravity G of the

element at the instant of solidification, x + x, y + y', z + z those

of any other point in it. Let u, v, w be the velocities of G along
the three axes just before solidification, u, v', id the relative velo-

cities of the point whose relative co-ordinates are x, y, z. Let

u, v, w be the velocities of G, u
i}
v

/f
w

t
the relative velocities of the

point above mentioned, and &/, a>", to" the angular velocities just

after solidification. Since all the impulsive forces are internal, we
have

U = U, V = V, w = w.

We have also, by the principle of conservation of areas,

%m [y (wt

—
iv')

— z (v t

—
v')}= 0, &c,

m denoting an element of the mass of the element considered.

But u
d

= w"z —
(o'"y' }

u' is ultimately equal to

du
,

da , du ,

dx dy
J dz

'

and similar expressions hold good for the other quantities. Sub-

stituting in the above equations, and observing that

Xmy'z = %m'sx = %mx'y' = 0, and 2«w«'
2 = %my'* = X?nz'*,

,
, (dw dv\

we have <w = * -= r , (tec.*
\dy dz)

We see then that an indefinitely small element of the fluid,

of which the three principal moments about the centre of gravity
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are equal, if suddenly solidified and detached from the rest of the

fluid will begin to move with a motion simply of translation,

which may however vanish, or a motion of translation combined

with one of rotation, according as udx + vdy + wdz is, or is not an

exact differential, and in the latter case the angular velocities

will be the same as in Art. 2.

The principle which forms the subject of this section might
be proved, at least in the case of a homogeneous incompressible

fluid, by considering the change in the motion of a spherical
element of the fluid in the indefinitely small time dt. This

method of proving the principle would shew distinctly its inti-

mate connexion with the hypothesis of normal pressure, or the

equivalent hypothesis of the equality of pressure in all directions,

since the proof depends on the impossibility of an angular velo-

city being generated in the element in the indefinitely small

time dt by the pressure of the surrounding fluid, inasmuch as the

direction of the pressure at any point of the surface ultimately

passes through the centre of the sphere. The proof I speak of

is however less simple than the one already given, and would

lead me too far from my subject.

Section III.

Application of a method analogous to that of Sect. I. to the

determination of the equations of equilibrium and motion of

elastic solids.

15. All solid bodies are more or less elastic, as is shewn by
the capability they possess of transmitting sound, and vibratory

motions in general. The solids considered in this section are

supposed to be homogeneous and uncrystallized, so that when in

their natural state the average arrangement of their particles is

the same at one point as at another, and the same in one direction

as in another. The natural state will be taken to be that in which

no forces act on them, from which it may be shewn that the pres-

sure in the interior is zero at all points and in all directions,

neglecting the small pressure depending on attractions of the

nature of capillary attraction.

Let x, y, z be the co-ordinates of any point P in the solid con-

sidered when in its natural state, a, /S, 7 the increments of those

S. 8
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co-ordinates at the time considered, whether the body be in a state

of constrained equilibrium or of motion. It will be supposed that

a, ft and 7 are so small that their squares and products may be

neglected. All the theorems proved in Art. 2 with reference to

linear and angular velocities will be true here with reference to

linear and angular displacements, since these two sets of quantities

are resolved according to the same laws, as long as the angular

displacements are supposed to be very small. Thus, the most

general displacement of a very small element of the solid consists

of a displacement of translation, an angular displacement, and three

displacements of extension in the direction of three rectangular

axes, which may be called in this case, with more propriety than in

the former, axes of extension. The three displacements of extension

may be resolved into two displacements of shifting, each in two

dimensions, and a displacement of uniform dilatation, positive or

negative. The pressures about the element considered will depend
on the displacements of extension only; there may also, in the

case of motion, be a small part depending on the relative velocities,

but this part may be neglected, unless we have occasion to consider

the effect of the internal friction in causing the vibrations of solid

bodies to subside. It has been shewn (Art. 7) that the effect of

this cause is insensible in the case of sound j>ropagated through

air; and there is no reason to suppose it greater in the case of

solids than in the case of fluids, but rather the contrary. The

capability which solids possess of being put into a state of isochro-

nous vibration shews that the pressures called into action by small

displacements depend on homogeneous functions of those displace-

ments of one dimension. I shall suppose moreover, according to

the general principle of the superposition of small quantities, that

the pressures due to different displacements are superimposed, and

consequently that the pressures are linear functions of the dis-

placements. Since squares of a, ft and 7 are neglected, these

pressures may be referred to a unit of surface in the natural state

or after displacement indifferently, and a pressure which is normal

to any surface after displacement may be regarded as normal to

the original position of that surface. Let —AS be the pressure

corresponding to a uniform linear dilatation 8 when the solid is in

equilibrium, and suppose that it becomes — mA8, in consequence
of the heat developed, when the solid is in a state of rajiid vibra-

tion. Suppose also that a displacement of shifting parallel to
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the plane cry, for which a — kx, (3
= —

ky, 7 = 0, calls into action a

pressure
— Bk on a plane perpendicular to the axis of x, and a

pressure Bk on a plane perpendicular to that of y\ the pressures

on these planes being equal and of opposite signs, that on a plane

perpendicular to the axis of z beiDg zero, and the tangential forces

on those planes being zero, for the same reasons as in Sect. I. It

may also be shewn as before that it is necessary to suppose B

positive, in order that the equilibrium of the solid medium may
be stable, and it is easy to see that the same must be the case

with A for the same reason.

It is clear that we shall obtain the expressions for the pressures
from those already found for the case of a fluid by merely putting

a, j3, 7, B for u, v, w, /x, and — AS or -- mAS for p, according as we
are considering the case of equilibrium or of vibratory motion, the

body being in the latter case supposed to be constrained only in

so far as depends on the motion.

For the case of equilibrium then we have from equations (8)

S being here = ^ ( -j-

'

+ j- + -,
-J ;

and the equations of equilibrium

will be obtained from (12) by putting DulDt
—

0, j>
= — AS, making

the same substitution as before for u, v, w and
//..

We have there-

fore, for the equations of equilibrium,

„ /t7
2
a J 2

t. rZ
2
a\ . p /n ...

+£
{dJ

+W +
d?)

= °> &* ^-

In the case of a vibratory motion, when the body is in its

natural state except so far as depends on the motion, we have

from equations (8)

P,~«4«-«*(g-»).
r
x
= - jBg +

g).
&a....(31),

and the equations of motion will be derived from (12) as before,

only DujDt &c. must be replaced by d'a/df &c, and X, Y, Z put

equal to zero. The equations of motion, then, are

8—2
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d2a . . . „. d fd% d,8 dy
PW=^mA + B)

crAdx
+
dy

+
dz

„ fd
2
a d

2
<x d~u\ p /0 ~ N+i}

(«i?
+
<v

+
'rf/)'

&c (32) -

1G. The conditions to be satisfied at the surface of the solid

may be easily deduced from the analogous conditions in the case

of a fluid with a free surface, only it will be necessary to replace

the normal pressure II by an oblique pressure, of which the com-

ponents will be denoted by Xv Y1>
Z

v
. We have then, making

the necessary changes in the quantities involved in (14),

X
1
+ IAS + B hip +Jp + f)'Xn [p. + p)\ = 0, &c,1

(
dx \dy dxj \dz dxj)

for the case of equilibrium, and for the case of motion such as that

just considered it will only be necessary to replace A by mA in

these equations. If we measure the angles of which I, m, n are

the cosines from the external normal, the forces X
t ,
Yv Z1

must be

reckoned positive when, I, on and n being positive, the surface of

the solid is urged in the negative directions of x, y, z, and in other

cases the signs must be taken conformably.

If the solid considered is in a state of constraint when at rest,

and is moreover put into a state of vibration, the pressures and

displacements due to these two causes must be calculated separately
and added together. If m were equal to 1, they could be calcu-

lated together from the same equations.

Section IV.

Principles of Poissons theory of elastic solids, and of the oblique

pressures existing in fluids in motion. Objections to one of his

hypotheses. Reflections on the constitution, and equations of
motion of the luminiferous ether in vacuum.

17. In the twentieth Cahier of the Journal de tEcole Polytech-

nique may be found a memoir by Poisson, entitled Me"moire sur les

Equations generales de VEquilibre et du Mouvement des Corps
solides e'lastiques et des Fluides, which contains the substance of

two memoirs presented by him to the Academy, brought together
with some additions. In this memoir the author treats principally
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of the equations of equilibrium and motion of elastic solids, of the

equations of equilibrium of fluids, with reference especially to

capillary attraction, and of the equations of motion of fluids, sup-

posing the pressure not to be equal in all directions.

It is supposed by Poisson that all bodies, whether solid or

fluid, are composed of ultimate molecules, separated from each

other by vacant spaces. In the cases of an uncrystallized solid

in its natural state, and of a fluid in equilibrium, he supposes

that the molecules are arranged irregularly, and that the average

arrangement is the same in all directions. These molecules he

supposes to act on each other with forces, of which the main

part is a force in the direction of the line joining the centres of

gravity, and varying as some function of the distance of these

points, and the remainder a secondary force, or it may be two

secondary forces, depending on the molecules not being mathe-

matical points. He supposes that it is on these secondary forces

that the solidity of solid bodies depends. He supposes however

that in calculating the pressures these secondary forces may be

neglected, partly because they become insensible at much smaller

distances than the main part of the forces, and partly because they

act, on the average, alike in all directions. He supposes that the

molecular force decreases very rapidly as the distance increases,

yet not so rapidly but that the sphere in which the molecular

action is sensible contains an immense number of molecules. He

supposes consequently that in estimating the resultant force of a

hemisphere of the medium on a molecule in the centre of its base

the action of the neighbouring molecules, which are situated

irregularly, may be neglected compared with the action of those

more remote, of which the average may be taken. The consequence
of this supposition of course is that the total action is normal to

the base of the hemisphere, and sensibly the same for one molecule

as for an adjacent one.

The rest of the reasoning by which Poisson establishes the

equations of motion and equilibrium of elastic solids is purely

mathematical, sufficient data having been already assumed. It

might appear that the reasoning in Art. 1G of his memoir, by
which the expression for N is simplified, required the fresh hypo-

thesis of a symmetrical arrangement of the molecules; but it really

does not, being admissible according to the principle of averages.
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Taking for the natural state of the body that in which the pressure
is zero, the equations at which Poisson arrives contain only one

unknown constant k, whereas the equations of Sect. in. of this

paper contain two, A or mA and B. This difference depends on

the assumption made by Poisson that the irregular part of the

force exerted by a hemisphere of the medium on a molecule in the

centre of its base may be neglected in comparison with the whole

force. As a result of this hypothesis, Poisson finds that the change
in direction, and the proportionate change in length, of a line

joining two molecules are continuous functions of the co-ordinates

of one of the molecules and the angles which determine the direc-

tion of the line
;
whereas in Sect. Hi., if we adopt the hypothesis

of ultimate molecules at all, it is allowable to suppose that these

quantities vary irregularly in passing from one pair of molecules

to an adjacent pair. Of course the equations of Sect. III. ought to

reduce themselves to Poisson's equations for a particular relation

between A and B. Neglecting the heat developed by compression,
as Poisson has done, and therefore putting m =

1, this relation is

A = 5B.

18. Poisson's theory of fluid motion is as follows. The time

t is supposed to be divided into a number n of equal parts, each

equal to t. In the first of these the fluid is supposed to be dis-

placed as an elastic solid would be, according to Poisson's previous

theory, and therefore the pressures are given by the same equa-
tions. If the causes producing the displacement were now to

cease, the fluid would re-arrange itself, so that the average arrange-
ment about each point should be the same in all directions after

a very short time. During this time, the pressures would have

altered, in an unknown manner, from those corresponding to a

displaced solid to a normal pressure equal to p + Dp Dt . t, the

pressures during the alteration involving an unknown function of

the time elapsed since the end of the interval t. Another dis-

placement and another re-arrangement may now be supposed to

to take place, and so on. But since these very small relative mo-

tions will take place independently of each other, we may suppose

each displacement to begin at the expiration of the time during
which the preceding one is supposed to remain, and" we may sup-

pose each re-arrangement to be going on during the succeeding

displacements. Supposing now u to become infinite, we pass to
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the case in which the fluid is supposed to be continually beginning
to be displaced as a solid would, and continually re-arranging itself

so as to make the average arrangement about each point the same
in all directions.

Poisson's equations (9), page 152, which are applicable to the

motion of a liquid, or of an elastic fluid in which the change of

density is small, agree with equations (12) of this paper. For the

quantity yfrt
is the pressure p which would exist at any instant if

the motion were then to cease, and the increment, ——- r or -~ t,
(to J-Jt

of this quantity in the very small time t will depend only on

the increment,
-

-j-
r or

-j~ t, of the density yt or p. Consequently

d^lrt
the value of

-J--
t will be the same as if the density of the par-

ticle considered passed from yt to yt + -~ r in the time r by a

uniform motion of dilatation. I suppose that according to Pois-

son's views such a motion would not require a re-arrangement of

the molecules, since the pressure remains equal in all directions.

cJylrt

On this supposition we shall get the value of ~- from that of
ClZ

R'— A" in the equations of page 140 by putting

du dv _ dw _ 1 dyt
dx dy dz Syt dt

We have therefore

a
dp «(JT-5Jfc)&*-.dt 3 v '

ytdt

Putting now for /3 + (3' its value 2a&, and for If- its value ffiven
yt dt °

by equation (2), the expression for ot, page 152, becomes

a / T" 7 \ fdu dv dw\

Observing that a(K+ 7c)
=

ft, this value of ct reduces Poisson's

equations (9) to the equations (12) of this paper.

Poisson himself has not made this reduction of his equations,

nor any equivalent one, so that his equations, as he has left them,
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involve two arbitrary constants. The reduction of these two to

one depends on the assumption that a uniform expansion of any

particle does not require a re-arrangement of the molecules, as it

leaves the pressure still equal in all directions. If we do not

make this assumption, but retain the two arbitrary constants, the

equations will be the same as those which would be obtained by
the method of this paper, supposing the quantity k of Art. 3 not

to be zero.

19. There is one hypothesis made in the common theory of

elastic solids, the truth of which appears to me very questionable.

That hypothesis is the one to which I have already alluded in

Art. 17, respecting the legitimacy of neglecting the irregular part

of the action of the molecules in the immediate neighbourhood of

the one considered, in comparison with the total action of those

more remote, which is regular. It is from this hypothesis that it

follows as a result that the molecules are not displaced among one

another in an irregular manner, in consequence of the directive

action of neighbouring: molecules. Nov/ it is obvious that the

molecules of a fluid admit of being displaced among one another

with great readiness. The molecules of solids, or of most solids

at any rate, must admit of new arrangements, for most solids

admit of being bent, permanently, without being broken. Are we
then to suppose that when a solid is constrained it has no tendency
to relieve itself from the state of constraint, in consequence of its

molecules tending towards new relative positions, provided the

amount of constraint be very small ? It appears to me to be much
more natural to suppose a priori that there should be some such

tendency.

In the case of a uniform dilatation or contraction of a particle,

a re-arrangement of its molecules would be of little or no avail

towards relieving it from constraint, and therefore it is natural to

suppose that in this case there is little or no tendency towards such

a re-arrangement. It is quite otherwise, however, in the case of

what I have called a displacement of shifting. Consequently B
will be less than if there were no tendency to a re-arrangement.

On the hypothesis mentioned in this article, of which the absence

of such tendency is a consequence, I have said that a relation has

been found between A and B, namely A = 5B. It is natural

then to expect to find the ratio of A to B greater than 5, ap-
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proaching more nearly to 5 as the solid considered is more hard

and brittle, but differing materially from 5 for the softer solids,

especially such as India rubber, or, to take an extreme case, jelly.

According to this view the relation A — 5B belongs only to an

ideal elastic solid, of which the solidity, or whatever we please to

call the property considered, is absolutely perfect.

To shew how implicitly the common theory of elasticity seems

to be received by some, I may mention that MM. Lame and

Clapeyron mention Indian rubber among the substances to which

it would seem they consider their theory applicable*. I do not

know whether the coefficient of elasticity, according to that theory,

has been determined experimentally for India rubber, but one

would fancy that the cubical compressibility thence deduced, by a

method which will be seen in the next article, would turn out com-

parable with that of a gas.

20. I am not going to enter into the solution of equations (30),

but I wish to make a few remarks on the results in some simple

cases.

If k be the cubical contraction due to a uniform pressure P,

then will

z_ 8Pk ~
~A'

If a wire or rod, of which the boundary is any cylindrical sur-

face, be pulled in the direction of its length by a force of which

the value, referred to a unit of surface of a section of the rod, in P,
the rod will extend itself uniformly in the direction of its length,

and contract uniformly in the perpendicular direction
;
and if e

be the extension in the direction of the length, and c the contraction

in any perpendicular direction, both referred to a unit of length,

we shall have

= A+B _ A-2B
e ~

SAB ' C
6AB

P
also, the cubical dilatation = e — 2c = -j .

If a cylindrical wire of radius r be twisted by a couple of which

* Memoires dcs savans Elranycrs, Tom. iv. p. 469.
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the moment is M, and if 6 be the angle of torsion for a length z of

the wire, we shall have

ft _ 1Mz

itBr''

The expressions for k, c, e and 0, and of course all expressions
of the same nature, depend on the reciprocals of A and B. Sup-

pose now the value of e, or 6, or any similar quantity not depending
on A alone, be given as the result of observation. It will easily

be conceived that we might find very nearly the same value for B
whether we supposed A — oB or A = nB, where n may be consider-

ably greater than 5, or even infinite. Consequently the observation

of two such quantities, giving very nearly the same value of B,

might be regarded as confirming the common equations.

If we denote by E the coefficient of elasticity when A is

supposed to be equal to 55 we have, neglecting the atmospheric

pressure*,
2P a 2m
5E' ttE, .4

If now we denote by Ex
the value of E deduced from observation

of the value of e, and by E2
the value of E obtained by observing

the value of 6, or else, which comes to the same, by observing the

time of oscillation of a known body oscillating by torsion, we shall

have

5E
1

= iKA
+
B)'

E = B
>
Whence 5

=
5l'r^*

If A be greater than oB, Ex ought to be a little greater than E
2

.

This appears to agree with observation. Thus the following num-
bers are given by M. Lamef E = 8000, E. = 7500 for iron; E = 2510,

i? = 2250 for brassy. The difference between the values of E, and^ 1

E
2

is attributed by M. Lame" to the errors to which the obser-

vation of the small quantity e is liable. If the above numbers

may be trusted, we shall have

A = 60000, B = 7500, 4 = 8 for iron;B

A = 29724, B = 2250, 4 = 1321 for brass.

*
Lame, Cours de Physique, Tom. i.

+ Lame, Cours de Physique, Tom. i.

t These numbers refer to the French units of length and weight.
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The cubical contraction h is almost too small to be made the

subject of direct observation*, it is therefore usually deduced from

the value of e, or from the coefficient of elasticity E found in some

other way. On the supposition of a single coefficient E, we have

Jc/e
=

§, but retaining the two, A and B, we have

e A + B V A) A'

which will differ greatly from f if AjB be much greater than 5.

The whole subject therefore requires, I think, a careful examina-

tion, before we can set down the values of the coefficients of cubical

contraction of different substances in the list of well ascertained

physical data. The result, which is generally admitted, that the

ratio of the velocity of propagation of normal, to that of tangential

vibrations in a solid is equal to *J3, is another which depends en-

tirely on the supposition that A = oB. The value of m, again, as

deduced from observation, will depend upon the ratio of A to B
;

and it would be highly desirable to have an accurate list of the

values of m for different substances, in hopes of thereby discover-

inor in what manner the action of heat on those substances is

related to the physical constants belonging to them, such as their

densities, atomic weights, &c.

The observations usually made on elastic solids are made on

slender pieces, such as wires, rods, and thin plates. In such pieces,

all the particles being at no great distance from the surface, it is easy

to see that when any small portion is squeezed in one direction it

has considerable liberty of expanding itself in a direction perpen-

dicular to this, and consequently the results must depend mainly
on the value of B, being not very different from what they would

be if A were infinite. This is not so much the case with thick,

stout pieces. If therefore such pieces could be put into a state of

isochronous vibration, so that the musical notes and nodal lines

could be observed, they would probably be better adapted than

slender pieces for determining the value of diA. The value of

*
I find however that direct experiments have been made by Prof. Oersted.

According to these experiments the cubical compressibility of solids which would

be obtained from Poisson's theory is in some cases as much as 20 or 30 times too

great. Seethe Report of the British Association for 1833, p. 353, or Archives des

decouvertes, <fec. for 1834, p. 94. [It is to be noted that Oersted's method gives only

differences of compressibility.]
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m might be determined by comparing the value of mA, deduced

from the observation of vibrations, with the value of A, deduced

from observations made in cases of equilibrium, or, perhaps, of very

slow motion.

21. The equations (32) are the same as those which have

been obtained by different authors as the equations of motion of

the luminiferous ether in vacuum. Assuming for the present
that the equations of motion of this medium ought to be deter-

mined on the same principles as the equations of motion of an

elastic solid, it will be necessary to consider whether the equations

(32) are altered by introducing the consideration of a uniform

pressure II existing in tie medium when in equilibrium; for we
have evidently no right co assume, either that no such pressure

exists, or, supposing it to exist, that the medium would expand
itself but very slightly if it were removed. It will now no longer
be allowable to confound the pressure referred to a unit of surface

as it was, in the position of equilibrium of the medium, with

the pressure referred to a unit of surface as it actually is. The

latter mode of referring the pressure is more natural, and will

be more convenient. Let the pressure, referred to a unit of

surface at it is, be resolved into a normal pressure 17 -\-p1
and a

tangential pressure tv All the reasoning of Sect. III. will apply
to the small forces p x

and t
x ; only it must be remembered that

in estimating the whole oblique pressure a normal pressure II

must be compounded with the pressures given by equations (31).

In forming the equations of motion, the pressure LT will not

appear, because the resultant force due to it acting on the element

of the medium which is considered is zero. The equations (32)

"will therefore be the equations of motion required.

If we had chosen to refer the pressure to a unit of surface in

the original state of the surface, and had resolved the whole

pressure into a pressure LT +p t
normal to the original position

of the surface, and a pressure t
x tangential to that position/the

reasoning of Sec. III. would still have applied, and we should

have obtained the same expressions as in (31) for the pressures
Pv T

lf &c, but the numerical value of A would have been

different. According to this method, the pressure LT would have

appeared in the equations of motion. It is when the pressures
are measured according to the method which I have adopted that
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it is true that the equilibrium of the medium would be unstable

if either A or B were negative. I must here mention that from

some oversight the rioht-hand sides of Poisson's eouations, at

page G8 of the memoir to which I have referred, are wrong. The

. „ . . . II fd
2u d 2

u d 2
id

first oi these equations ought to contain —
( -.—

2 + j-, + -j-g

II d 2
u

instead of ^—, , and similar changes must be made in the other
p dx2 °

two equations.

It is sometimes brought as an objection to the equations of

motion of the luminiferous ether, that they are the same as those

employed for the motion of solid bodies, and that it seems un-

natural to employ the same equations for substances which must

be so differently constituted. It was, perhaps, in consequence
of this objection that Poisson proposes, at page 147 of the memoir

which I have cited, to apply to the calculation of the motion of

the lumiferous ether the same principles, with a certain modifica-

tion, as those which he employed in arriving at his equations (9)

page 152, i.e. the equations (12) of this paper. That modification

consists in supposing that a certain function of the time (p(t) does

not vary very rapidly compared with the variation of the pressure.

Now the law of the transmission of a motion transversal to the

direction of propagation depending on equations (12) of this paper
is expressed, in the simplest case, by the equation (24) ;

and we

see that this law is the same as that of the transmission of heat,

a law extremely different from that of the transmission of vi-

bratory motions. It seems therefore unlikely that these principles

are applicable to the calculation of the motion of light, unless

the modification which I have mentioned be so great as wholly

to alter the character of the motion, that is, unless we suppose the

pressure to vary extremely fast compared with the function
<f> (t),

whereas in ordinary cases of the motion of fluids the function (/)

is supposed to vary extremely fast compared with the pressure.

Another view of the subject may be taken which I think

deserves notice. Before explaining this view however it will be

necessary to define what I mean in this paragraph by the word

elasticity. There are two distinct kinds of elasticity ; one, that

by which a body which is uniformly compressed tends to

regain its original volume, the other, that by which a body
which is constrained in a manner independent of compres-
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sion tends to assume its original form. The constants A and

B of Sec. III. may be taken as measures of these two kinds

of elasticity. In the present paragraph, the word will be used

to denote the second kind. Now many highly elastic substances,

as iron, copper, &c, are yet to a very sensible degree plastic. The

plasticity of lead is greater than that of iron or copper, and, as

appears from experiment, its elasticity less. On the whole it

is probable that the greater the plasticity of a substance the less

its elasticity, and vice versa, although this rule is probably far

from being without exception. When the plasticity of the sub-

stance is still farther increased, and its elasticity diminished,

it passes into a viscous fluid. There seems no line of demarcation

between a solid and a viscous fluid. In fact, the practical dis-

tinction between these two classes of bodies seems to depend on

the intensity of the extraneous force of gravity, compared with

the intensity of the forces by which the parts of the substance

are held together. Thus, what on the Earth is a soft solid might,

if carried to the Sun, and retained at the same temperature, be

a viscous fluid, the force of gravity at the surface of the Sun

being sufficient to make the substance spread out and become

level at the top : while what on the Earth is a viscous fluid might
on the surface of Pallas be a soft solid. The gradation of viscous,

into what are called perfect fluids seems to present as little ab-

ruptness as that of solids into viscous fluids; and some experiments

which have been made on the sudden conversion of water and

ether into vapour, when enclosed in strong vessels and exposed

to high temperatures, go towards breaking down the distinction

between liquids and gases.

According to the law of continuity, then, we should expect

the property of elasticity to run through the whole series, only,

it may become insensible, or else may be masked by some other

more conspicuous property. It must be remembered that the

elasticity here spoken of is that which consists in the tangential

force called into action by a displacement of continuous sliding :

the displacements also which will be spoken of in this paragraph

must be understood of such displacements as are independent

of condensation or rarefaction. Now the distinguishing property

of fluids is the extreme mobility of their parts- According to

the views explained in this article, this mobility is merely an

extremely great plasticity, so that a fluid admits of a finite, but
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exceedingly small amount of constraint before it will be relieved

from its state of tension by its molecules assuming new positions

of equilibrium. Consequently the same oblique pressures can

be called into action in a fluid as in a solid, provided the amount

of relative displacement of the parts be exceedingly small. All

we know for certain is that the effect of elasticity in fluids,

(elasticity of the second kind be it remembered,) is quite insensible

in cases of equilibrium, and it is probably insensible in all ordinary

cases of fluid motion. Should it be otherwise, equations (8) and

(12) will not be true, or only approximately true. But a little

consideration will shew that the property of elasticity may be

quite insensible in ordinary cases of fluid motion, and may yet

be that on which the phenomena of light entirely depend. When
we find a vibrating string, the small extent of vibration of which

can be actually seen, filling a whole room with sound, and re-

member how rapidly the intensity of the vibrations of the air

must diminish as the distance from the string increases*, we may

easily conceive how small in general must be the amount of the

relative motion of adjacent particles of air in the case of sound.

Now the extent of the vibration of the ether, in the case of light,

may be as small compared with the length of a wave of light

as that of the air is compared with the length of a wave of sound :

we have no reason to suppose it otherwise. When we remember

then that the length of a wave of sound in air varies from some

inches to several feet, while the greatest length of a wave of

light is about '00003 of an inch, it is easy to imagine that the

relative displacement of the particles of ether may be so small

as not to reach, nor even come near to the greatest relative dis-

placement which could exist without the molecules of the medium

assuming new positions of equilibrium, or, to keep clear of the

idea of molecules, without the medium assuming a new arrange-

ment which might be permanent.

It has been supposed by some that air, like the luminiferous

ether, ought to admit of transversal vibrations. According to

the views of this article such would, mathematically speaking,

be the case
;
but the extent of such vibrations would be necessarily

so very small as to render them utterly insensible, unless we had

*
[In all ordinary cases it is to the vibrations of the sounding-board, or of

the supporting body acting as a sounding-board, and not to those of the string

directly, that the sound is almost wholly due.]
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organs with a delicacy equal to that of the retina adapted to

receive them.

It has been shewn to be highly probable that the ratio of A
to B increases rapidly according as the medium considered is

softer and more plastic. For fluids therefore, and among them

for the luminiferous ether, we should expect the ratio of A to B
to be extremely great. Now if JSf be the velocity of propagation
of normal vibrations in the medium considered in Sect. III., and

T that of transversal vibrations, it may be shewn from equations

(32) that

, r8 _ mA + 4/9 B

I

SP p

This is very easily shewn in the simplest case of plane waves : for

if /3
= y = 0, a=f(x), the equations (32) give

wdience a = $ (Nt
—

x) + y\r {Xt + x) ;
and if a = y = 0, /3 =f{x),

d^B d 2B
the same equations give p -~l = B

-=-^ ,
whence

8=Z(Tt-x) + %(Tt + x).

Consequently we should expect to find the ratio of K to T ex-

tremely great. This agrees with a conclusion of the late Mi-

Green's*. Since the equilibrium of any medium would be

unstable if either A or B were negative, the least possible value

of the ratio of iV
2
to T2

is f, a result at which Mr Green also

arrived. As however it has been shewn to be highly probable
that A > 5B even for the hardest solids, while for the softer ones A/B
is much greater than 5, it is probable that N/T is greater than */3

for the hardest solids, and much greater for the softer ones.

If we suppose that in the luminiferous ether A/B may be con-

sidered infinite, the equations of motion admit of a simplification.

For if we put mA(-j- + j
—

f- y)=—p in equations (32), and

suppose mA to become infinite while p remains finite, the equa-
tions become

*
Cambridge Philosophical Transactions, Vol. vn. Part I. p. 2.
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dra dp n fd"a d~a daa\ „ "I— LJ.R u u — &-n

.(33).

p de
=
-dx +B {dx*

+
df

+
dz*i>

&c

and
d
r

X
+f + p = 0.

ax dy az

When a vibratory motion is propagated in a medium of which

(33) are the equations of motion, it may be shewn that p = yjr (t)

if the medium be indefinitely extended, or else if there be no

motion at its boundaries. In considering therefore the trans-

mission of light in an uninterrupted vacuum the terms involving

p will disappear from equations (33) ;
but these terms are, I

believe, important in explaining Diffraction, which is the principal

phenomenon the laws of which depend only on the equations of

motion of the luminiferous ether in vacuum. It will be observed

that putting A = co comes to the same thing as regarding the

ether as incompressible with respect to those motions which

constitute Light.

s. «



On the Proof of the Proposition that (Mx + Ny)'
1

is an

Integrating Factor of the Homogeneous Differential

Equation M +N dy/dx = 0.

[From the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, Vol. IV. p. 241. (May, 1845.)]

A FALLACIOUS proof is sometimes given of this proposition,

which ought to be examined. The substance of the proof is as

follows.

Let us see whether it is possible to find a multiplier Y, a

homogeneous function of x and y, which shall render Mdx + Ndy
an exact differential. Let M and N be of n, and V of p dimen-

sions; let

dU=V(Mdx + Ndy) (1);

then, on properly choosing the arbitrary constant in U,\ , . ,

ZZwill be a homogeneous function of n +p + 1 dimensions,]
^

whence, by a known theorem,

(n+p + l)U = x
C

^+y
d

^=V(Mx
+ Ny) (2);

therefore, dividing (1) by (2),

dU _ Mdx 4- Ndy _

(n+p + 1) U~ ~Mx + Ny
'

and the first side of this equation being an exact differential, it

follows that the second side is so also, and consequently that

(Mx + Ny)'
1

is an integrating factor.

Now the factor so found is of —n— 1 dimensions; so that

the first side of (2) is zero. In fact, we shall see that the state-

ment (A) is not true as applied to the case in question, unless

Mx + Ky = 0.
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mansions 5 x

The general form of a function of x of n dimensions is Axn
.

The general form of a homogeneous function of x and y of n di-

n

i/r[-J. The integral of the first is in general

Axn+1

/(n + 1), omitting the arbitrary constant; and consequently

the dimensions of the function are increased by unity by inte-

gration. But in the particular case in which n = —
1, the integral

is A logx, which is not a quantity of dimensions, at least accord-

ing to the definition just given, according to which definition only

is the proposition with reference to homogeneous functions as-

sumed in (2) true. Let us now examine in what cases U will be

of n+p + 1 dimensions.

PuttingM=Mxn
,
N=N

a
xn

, y = xz,3f and iV will be func-

tions of z alone, and we shall have

Mdx + Ndy = xn
{(M +N z) dx +N x dz}.

If M + X z = 0, i.e. if Mx + N~y
=

0, we see that af"
-1

will be

an integrating factor. The integral, being a function of z, will

be of dimensions, and both sides of (2) will be zero.

If Mx + Ny is not equal to 0, we may multiply and divide by

(3T +N z) x, and we have

ltd. + Ndy = *» C* 4 AW (£
+3^) •

Hence we see that {x
n+1

(M + N^z)}'
1

or (Mx + Ny)'
1

is an

integrating factor. For this factor we have

ff= log (*)+*(|)
f

denoting the function arising from the integration with respect

to z.

In this case we have x -=—h y -j— = 1, not = 0.
dx °

ay

It may be of some interest to enquire in what cases an exact

differential of any number of independent variables, in which

the differential coefficients are homogeneous functions of n dimen-

sions, has an integral which is a homogeneous function of n+1
dimensions.

9—2
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Let dU=Mdx-\-Ndy + Pdz + ... be the exact differential. Let

y = yx, z = z'x..., M=Mxn
,
N=N

u
xn

..., so that M ,
i\
r

... are

functions of y, z . . . only ;
then

dU=xn
{(M + lT

e y' + Poz'...)dx+{N dy' + Podz'...)x}.

First, suppose the coefficient of dx in this equation to be zero,

or Mx + JS
T
y + Pz ... =0; then the expression for dU cannot be

an exact differential unless n— — 1. In this case U will be a

function of y, z ..., and will therefore be a homogeneous function

of n + 1 or dimensions.

Secondly, suppose the coefficient of dx not to be zero
;
then

N dv +PdzNow I say that T,
c

-at >

°

n"' - is the exact differential ofJ

^M + JST^' + P z...

a function of the independent variables y' ,
z ..., or, taking y, z ...

for the independent variables instead oiy,z ..., x being supposed

constant, and putting for if
,
iV ,... their values, that

Ndy + Pdz + ...

Mx + Ny+Pz...
is an exact differential.

For, putting Mx + Ny + Pz ... = D, in order that the quantity
considered should be an exact differential, it is necessary and
sufficient that the system of equations of which the type is

N P
d D d D
—j—

= -7— should be satisfied. This equation gives

\az ayJ ay dz

Now, since dNjdz = dPjdy, by the conditions of Mdx -f Ndy
+ Pdz . . . being an exact differential, the above equation becomes

n dD „dD AP-, ^-=- = 0, or
dy dz

nfdM dN dP \ „(dM dN dP \ _P
{ly

X+
Tyy

+
dy-

Z
-)-H~d*

X +^ +
dz-

Z
---)

=
-
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Replacing dMJdyt dP/dy ... by dN/dx, dN/dz... and dM/dz,
dNj'dz ... by dP/dx, dP/dy . . ., this equation becomes

-fdN dN dN \ „(dP dP dP \p
{dx

x+
Tyy

+
dZ

z
-'-)-

N
Kcho

x+
dy

y + Tz
z
---)=

{) -

dN dN
Now -j— x + -

1
—
y + ... = nN,

dx dy
u

dP dP
dx-

x+
dyy

+ ~- =nP
>

and therefore the above equation is satisfied. Hence

Ndy + Pdz... N dy
'

+ P dz'...

Mx + Ny + Pz...'
01 ltSeqUal i/ +%' + P/...'

is an exact differential d^ {y, z ...). Consequently equation (3)

becomes

dU= (Mob + Ny + Pz...)d {log x+^{y, z ...)};

which equation being by hypothesis integrable, it follows that

Mx+Ny+Pz ...=<f> {log x + yfr (y, z' . ..)):

and Mx+Ny... being moreover a homogeneous function of n + 1

dimensions, it is clear that we must have
<£ (a)

= Ae(~n+l ^ a
. Hence

we have
dU = Axn+1 e{,l+1)* d (log x + yfr).

If now n + 1 is not equal to 0, we have

Axn+1 e'-
n+1) *

~~n~+l
'

omitting the constant
;
but if n = — 1, we have

U= A (log x + yfr) + C.

We see then that if Mx + Ny + Pz ... = 0, which can only

happen when n= — 1, U will be a homogeneous function of n + 1

or dimensions. If Mx + Ny + Pz is not equal to 0, then,

if n + 1 is not equal to 0, and the constant in TJ is properly chosen,

U will be a homogeneous function of n + 1 dimensions, but if

n + 1 = 0, £7" will not be a homogeneous function of dimensions,

but will contain log x. Of course it might equally have contained

the logarithm of y or z, &c; in fact,

\ogx + ty(y, z ...)=\ogy + \og
X
+ y{r{y', z ...)



[From the Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxvn. p. 9. {July, 1845.)]

On the Aberration of Light.

The general explanation of the phenomenon of aberration is

so simple, and the coincidence of the value of the velocity of

light thence deduced with that derived from the observations of

the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites so remarkable, as to leave no

doubt on the mind as to the truth of the explanation. But when

we examine the cause of the phenomenon more closely, it is far

from being so simple as it appears at first sight. On the theory

"of emissions, indeed, there is little difficulty ;
and it would seem

that the more particular explanation of the cause of aberration

usually given, which depends on the consideration of the motion

of a telescope as light passes from its object-glass to its cross

wires, has reference especially to this theory ;
for it does not apply

to the theory of undulations, unless we make the rather startling

hypothesis that the luminiferous ether passes freely through the

sides of the telescope and through the earth itself. The undu-

latory theory of light, however, explains so simply and so beauti-

fully the most complicated phenomena, that we are naturally led

to regard aberration as a phenomenon unexplained by it, but not

incompatible with it.

The object of the present communication is to attempt an

explanation of the cause of aberration which shall be in accordance

with the theory of undulations. I shall suppose that the earth

and the planets carry a portion of the ether along with them so

that the ether close to their surfaces is at rest relatively to those

surfaces, while its velocity alters as we recede from the surface,

till, at no great distance, it is at rest in space. According to the

undulatory theory, the direction in which a heavenly body is seen
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is normal to the fronts of the waves which have emanated from

it, and have reached the neighbourhood of the observer, the ether

near him being supposed to be at rest relatively to him. If

the ether in space were at rest, the front of a wave of light at any
instant being given, its front at any future time could be found

by the method explained in Airy's tracts. If the ether were in

motion, and the velocity of propagation of light were infinitely

small, the wave's front would be displaced as a surface of parti-

cles of the ether. Neither of these suppositions is however true,

for the ether moves while light is propagated through it. In the

following investigation I suppose that the displacements of a

wave's front in an elementary portion of time due to the two

causes just considered take place independently.

Let u, v, w be the resolved parts along the rectangular axes of

x, y, z, of the velocity of the particle of ether whose co-ordinates

are x, y, z, and let V be the velocity of light supposing the ether

at rest. In consequence of the distance of the heavenly bodies, it

will be quite unnecessary to consider any waves except those which

are plane, except in so far as they are distorted by the motion of

the ether. Let the axis of z be taken in, or nearly in the direction

of propagation of the wave considered, so that the equation of

a wave's front at any time will be

z = C+Vt+£ (1),

C being a constant, t the time, and £ a small quantity, a function

of x, y and t. Since u, v, w and £ are of the order of the aberra-

tion, their squares and products may be neglected.

Denoting by a, /3, y the angles which the normal to the wave's

front at the point (x, y, z) makes with the axes, we have, to the

first order of aj:>proximation,

cosa = — —
, cos/3 =—,-, cos7 = l (2):ax ay

and if we take a length Vdt along this normal, the co-ordinates

of its extremity will be

X "
Tx

Vdt ' V
~ d

di
Vdt

'
Z + VdL

If the ether were at rest, the locus of these extremities would be

the wave's front at the time t + dt, but since it is in motion, the
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co-ordinates of those extremities must be further increased by udt,

vdt, ivdt. Denoting then by x, y, z the co-ordinates of the point

of the wave's front at the time t + dt which corresponds to the

point (x, y, z) at the time t, we have

z = z + (w + V) dt
;

and eliminating x, y and z from these equations and (1), and de-

noting £ byf(x, y, t),
we have for the equation to the wave's front

at the time t + dt,

z-{io+V)dt--~C+ Vt

+/{'-(«+£)* *'-(°
+ f)*4

or, expanding, neglecting e?£
2 and the square of the aberration, and

suppressing the accents of x, y and z,

z=C+Vt + %+{w+V)dt (3).

But from the definition of £ it follows that the equation to the

wave's front at the time t + dt will be got from (1) by putting

t + dt for t, and we have therefore for this equation

z = c+ rt+^+lv+^jdt. (4).

Comparing the identical equations (3-)
and (4), we have

#-«
dt~

W'

This equation gives £= I ivdt; but in the small term £ we may

replace \wdt by iwdz-i- V: this comes to taking the approximate

value of z given by the equation z = C + Vt instead of t for the

parameter of the system of surfaces formed by the wave's front in

its successive positions. Hence equation (1) becomes

z = C + Vt+ylwdz.

Combining the value of £ just found with equations (2), we

get, to a first approximation,

7r 1 fdw , _ 7T 1 [dio 7
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equations which might very easily be proved directly in a more

geometrical manner.

If random values are assigned to u, v and w, the law of aber-

ration resulting from these equations will be a complicated one
;

but if u, v and w are such that udx + vdy 4- iodz is an exact dif-

ferential, we have,

dw _ du dw _ dv
_

dx dz
'

dy dz'

whence, denoting by the suffixes 1, 2 the values of the variables

belonging to the first and second limits respectively, we obtain

Bt-tt^-y** P*-Pi = -*y^ (
6
)-

If the motion of the ether be such that udx + vdy + todz is an

exact differential for one system of rectangular axes, it is easy to

prove, by the transformation of co-ordinates, that it is an exact

differential for any other system. Hence the formulae (G) will

hold good, not merely for light propagated in the direction first

considered, but for light propagated in any direction, the direc-

tion of propagation being taken in each case for the axis of z. If

we assume that udx + vdy + wdz is an. exact differential for that

part of the motion of the ether which is due to the motion of

translation of the earth and planets, it does not therefore follow

that the same is true for that part which depends on their motions

of rotation. Moreover, the diurnal aberration is too small to be

detected by observation, or at least to be measured with any ac-

curacy, and I shall therefore neglect it.

It is not difficult to shew that the formula? (6) lead to the

known law of aberration. In applying them to the case of a star,

if we begin the integrations in equations (5) at a point situated

at such a distance from the earth that the motion of the ether,

and consequently the resulting change in the direction of the

light, is insensible, we shall have u
x
= 0, v

x
—

;
and if, moreover,

we take the plane xz to pass through the direction of the earth's

motion, we shall have

and « a
- a

i

=
Tr;
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that is, the star will appear displaced towards the direction in

which the earth is moving, through an angle equal to the ratio of

the velocity of the earth to that of light, multiplied by the sine of

the angle between the direction of the earth's motion and the line

joining the earth and the star.

Additional Note.

[In what precedes waves of light are alone considered, and the

course of a ray is not investigated, the investigation not being

required. There follows in the original paper an investigation

having for object to shew that in the case of a body like the

moon or a planet which is itself in motion, the effect of the dis-

tortion of the waves in the neighbourhood of the body in altering

the apparent place of the body as determined by observation is

insensible. For this, the orthogonal trajectory of the wave in its

successive positions from the body to the observer is considered,

a trajectory which in its main part will be a straight line, from

which it will not differ except in the immediate neighbourhood of

the body and of the earth, where the ether is distorted by their

respective motions. The perpendicular distance of the further

extremity of the trajectory from the prolongation of the straight

line which it forms in the intervening quiescent ether is shewn to

subtend at the earth an angle which, though not actually 0, is so

small that it may be disregarded.

The orthogonal trajectory of a wave in its successive positions

does not however represent the course of a ray, as it would do if

the ether were at rest. Some remarks made by Professor Challis

in the course of discussion suggested to me the examination of

the path of a ray, which in the case in which udx + vcly + wdz

is an exact differential proved to be a straight line, a result which

I had not foreseen when I wrote the above paper, which I may
mention was read before the Cambridge Philosophical Society on

the 18th of May, 1845 (see PJiilosojihical Magazine, vol. xxix.,

p. 62). The rectilinearity of the path of a ray in this case, though
not expressly mentioned by Professor Challis, is virtually con-

tained in what he wrote. The problem is rather simplified by

introducing the consideration of rays, and may be treated from

the beginning in the following manner.
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The notation in other respects being as before, let a', /3' be the

small angles by which the direction of the wave-normal at the

point {x, y, z) deviates from that of Oz towards Ox, Oy, respec-

tively, so that a, /3' are the complements of a, /?, and let a
, /3 be

the inclinations to Oz of the course of a ray at the same point.

By compounding the velocity of propagation through the ether

with the velocity of the ether we easily see that

Let us now trace the changes of a
t , /3/ during the time dt.

These depend first on the changes of a', f3', and secondly on those

of u, v.

As regards the change in the direction of the wave-normal, Ave

notice that the seat of a small element of the wave in its suc-

cessive positions is in a succession of planes of particles nearly

parallel to the plane of x, y. Consequently the direction of the

element of the wave will be altered during the time dt by the

motion of the ether as much as a plane of particles of the ether

parallel to the plane of the wave, or, which is the same to the

order of small quantities retained, parallel to the plane xy. Now
if we consider a particle of ether at the time t having for co-

ordinates x, y, z, another at a distance dx parallel to the axis

of x, and a third at a distance dy parallel to the axis of y, we see

that the displacements of these three particles parallel to the axis

of z during the time dt will be

•dt, (iv +-j- dx) dt, yiu
+

-y-dy\
dt

;tec

and dividing the relative displacements by the relation distances,

we have div/dx. dt, dw/dy . dt for the small angles by which the

normal is displaced, in the planes of xz, yz, from the axes x, y, so

that

da =—5- dt, c?/3'
=—j- dt.

dx dy

We have seen already that the changes of u, v are du/dz . Vdt,

dv dz . Vdt, so that

'du dw\ ,. 7 ^ (dv _ f /"' N

|7.
, (du dw\ lL ln (dv du
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Hence, provided the motion of the ether be such that

udsc + vdy + wdz

is an exact differential, the change of direction of a ray as it

travels along is nil, and therefore the course of a ray is a straight

line notwithstanding the motion of the ether. The rectilinearity

of propagation of a ray of light, which a priori would seem very

likely to be interfered with by the motion of the ether produced by
the earth or heavenly body moving through it, is the tacit as-

sumption made in the explanation of aberration given in treatises

of Astronomy, and provided that be accounted for the rest follows

as usual*. It follows further that the angle subtended at the

earth by the perpendicular distance of the point where a ray leaves

a heavenly body from the straight line prolonged which represents

its course through the intervening quiescent ether, is not merely

too small to be observed, but actually nil.]

* To make this explanation quite complete, we should properly, as Professor

Challis remarks, consider the light coming from the wires of the observing telescope,

in company with the light from the heavenly body.



[From the Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxviii. p. 76. (Feb. 1846.)]

Ox Fresnel's Theory of the Aberration of Light.

The theory of the aberration of light, and of the absence of

any influence of the motion of the earth on the laws of refraction,

&c, given by Fresnel in the ninth volume of the Annales de

Cldmie, p. 57, is really very remarkable. If we suppose the

diminished velocity of propagation of light within refracting media

to arise solely from the greater density of the ether within them,

the elastic force being the same as without, the density which it

is necessary to suppose the ether within a medium of refractive

index
fj,

to have is fi
2

,
the density in vacuum being taken for unity.

Fresnel supposes that the earth passes through the ether without

disturbing it, the ether penetrating the earth quite freely. He

supposes that a refracting medium moving with the earth carries

with it a quantity of ether, of density yu.

2—
1, which constitutes the

excess of density of the ether within it over the density of the

ether in vacuum. He supposes that light is propagated through
this ether, of which part is moving with the earth, and part is

at rest in space, as it would be if the whole were moving with the

velocity of the centre of gravity of any portion of it, that is, with

a velocity (1
—

/uT
2

) v, v being the velocity of the earth. It may
be observed however that the result would be the same if we

supposed the whole of the ether within the earth to move to-

gether, the ether entering the earth in front, and being im-

mediately condensed, and issuing from it behind, where it is

immediately rarefied, undergoing likewise sudden condensation or

rarefaction in passing from one refracting medium to another.

On this supposition, the evident condition that a mass v of the

ether must pass in a unit of time across a plane of area unity,
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drawn anywhere within the earth in a direction perpendicular
to that of the earth's motion, gives (1

—
/jT

2

)
v for the velocity

of the ether within a refracting medium. As this idea is rather

simpler than Fresnel's, I shall adopt it in considering his theory.

Also, instead of considering the earth as in motion and the ether

outside it as at rest, it will be simpler to conceive a velocity equal

and opposite to that of the earth impressed both on the earth and

on the ether. On this supposition the earth will be at rest
;
the

ether outside it will be moving with a velocity v, and the ether

in a refracting medium with a velocity v/fi
2

,
in a direction contrary

to that of the earth's real motion. On account of the smallness of

the coefficient of aberration, we may also neglect the square of

the ratio of the earth's velocity to that of light ;
and if we resolve

the earth's velocity in different directions, we may consider the

effect of each resolved part separately.

In the ninth volume of the Comptes Rendus of the Academy
of Sciences, p. 774, there is a short notice of a memoir by M.

Babinet, giving an account of an experiment which seemed to

present a difficulty in its explanation. M. Babinet found that

when two pieces of glass of equal thickness were placed across

two streams of light Avhich interfered and exhibited fringes, in

such a manner that one piece was traversed by the light in the

direction of the earth's motion, and the other in the contrary

direction, the fringes were not in the least displaced. This result,

as M. Babinet asserts, is contrary to the theory of aberration

contained in a memoir read by him before the Academy in 1829,

as well as to the other received theories on the subject. I have

not been able to meet with this memoir, but it is easy to shew

that the result of M. Babinet's experiment is in perfect accordance

with Fresnel's theory.

Let T be the thickness of one of the glass plates, V the ve-

locity of propagation of light in vacuum, supposing the ether

at rest. Then V//J, would be the velocity with which light would

traverse the glass if the ether were at rest; but the ether

moving with a velocity v//jl~,
the light traverses the glass with a

V v

velocity
- + - -

2 ,
and therefore in a time
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But if the glass were away, the light, travelling with a velocity

V ±v, would pass over the space T in the time

. T
Hence the retardation, expressed in time, =(ji

—
1) jj.,

the same

as if the earth were at rest. But in this case no effect would be

produced on the fringes, and therefore none will be produced in

the actual case.

I shall now shew that, according to Fresnel's theory, the laws

of reflexion and refraction in singly refracting media are un-

influenced by the motion of the earth. The method which I

employ will, I hope, be found simpler than Fresnel's
;
besides

it applies easily to the most general case. Fresnel has not given

the calculation for reflexion, but has merely stated the result
;

and with respect to refraction, he has only considered the case

in which the course of the light Avithin the refracting
1 medium

is in the direction of the earth's motion. This might still leave

some doubt on the mind, as to whether the result would be the

same in the most general case.

If the ether w7ere at rest, the direction of light wrould be that

of a normal to the surfaces of the waves. When the motion

of the ether is considered, it is most convenient to define the

direction of light to be that of the line along which the same

jwrtion of a wave moves relatively to the earth. For this is in

all cases the direction Avhich is ultimately observed with a tele-

scope furnished with cross wires. Hence, if A is any point in

a wTave of light, and if wre di-aw AB normal to the wave, and

proportional to V or V/fi, according as the light is passing through
vacuum or through a refracting medium, and if we draw BG in

the direction of the motion of the ether, and proportional to

v or r/fi
2

,
and join A C, this line will give the direction of the ray.

Of course, wTe might equally have drawn AD equal and parallel to

BC and in the opposite direction, when DB would have given the

direction of the ray.

Let a plane P be drawn perpendicular to the reflecting or

refracting surface and to the waves of incident light, which in this

investigation may be supposed plane. Let the velocity v of the

ether in vacuum be resolved into p perpendicular to the plane P,
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and q in that plane ;
then the resolved parts of the velocity v//u?

of the ether within a refracting medium will be p/ff, g/f^- Let

us first consider the effect of the velocity p.

It is easy to see that, as far as regards this resolved part of

the velocity of the ether, the directions of the refracted and

reflected waves will be the same as if the ether were at rest.

Let BAG (fig. 1) be the intersection of the refracting surface

and the plane P; DAE a normal to the refracting surface; AF,
A G, AH normals to the incident, reflected and refracted waves.

Hence AF, AG, J.i7will be in the plane F, and

4 GAD = FAD, ft sin HAE = sin FAD.
Take

AG = AF, AH=-AF.
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therefore the refracted ray Ah lies in the plane of incidence

fAD. It is easy to see that the same is true of the reflected ray

Acj. Also i gAD =fAD-, and the angles fAD, KAE are sensibly

equal to FAD, HAE respectively, and we therefore have without

sensible error, sin fAD = fi sin hA E. Hence the laws of reflexion

and refraction are not sensibly affected by the velocity p.

Let us now consider the effect of the velocity q. As far as

depends on this velocity, the incident, reflected and refracted

rays will all be in the plane P. Let AH, AK, AL be the in-

tersections of the plane P with the incident, reflected and refracted

waves. Let
yfr, yfrt , y}r'

be the inclinations of these waves to the

refracting surface
;

let KA be the direction of the resolved part

q of the velocity of the ether, and let the angle NAG = a.

The resolved part of q in a direction perpendicular to AH
is 5 sin (yjr+ a). Hence the wave AH travels with the velocity

V+ q sin
(-\Jr

+ a) ;
and consequently the line of its intersection

with the refracting surface travels along AB with the velocity

cosec^ {V+ q sin
(-ty + a)}. Observing that q//j? is the velocitv

of the ether within the refracting medium, and V/fi the velocity

of propagation of light, W3 shall find in a similar manner that

the lines of intersection of the refracting surface with the reflected

and refracted waves travel along AB with velocities

- + — sin
(-v// -fa)- .

But since the incident, reflected and refracted waves intersect

the refracting surface in the same line, we must have

sin
yfr t { V+ q sin

(yjr + a) j
= sin

yjr {
V+ q sin

(yfr t

—
a)}|

fi sin
-v/r' {

F+ q sin
(i/r + ct)j

= sin
\/r

J
T+ ^ sin ty'+ a) )

s. 10
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Draw HS perpendicular to AH, ST parallel to NA, take

ST : HS : : q : V, and join HT. Then ET is the direction of

the incident ray; and denoting the angles of incidence, reflexion

and refraction by <£, </>,, <f>',
we have

<f>

—
i/r
= SHT =—

^jj
— =

tt x res°lve(l part of q along -Ai7

_ 9=
p COS ("f + a).

Similarly,

&-^ =
f cos(^- a), 0'_^' = -^Cos(i/r' + a);

whence sin
i/r
= sin

<£
-

-^cos $ cos (0 + a),

sin ^r
= sin

</>

—^ cos
</>t

cos (</>,— a),

sin
yjr'
= sin

<£'
—

%^ cos
<£>'

cos
(<f>

+ a).

On substituting these values in equations (A), and observing

that in the terms multiplied by q we may put <f>=<f), p sin </>'= sin</>,

the small terms destroy each other, and we have sin
(f> t
= sin

<f>,

/isin (f>'=s\xi(f>.
Hence the laws of reflexion and refraction at

the surface of a refracting medium will not be affected by the

motion of the ether.

In the preceding investigation it has been supposed that the

refraction is out of vacuum into a refracting medium. But the

result is the same in the general case of refraction out of one

medium into another, and reflexion at the common surface. For

all the preceding reasoning applies to this case if we merely
substitute

p//J>'

2

, g//A* for p, q, Vjfi for V, and /*//*'
for /*, fi being

the refractive index of the first medium. Of course refraction

out of a medium into vacuum is included as a particular case.

It follows from the theory just explained, that the light coming
from any star will behave in all cases of reflexion and ordinary
refraction precisely as it would if the star were situated in the

place which it appears to occupy in consequence of aberration,

and the earth were at rest. It is, of course, immaterial whether

the star is observed with an ordinary telescope, or with a telescope

having its tube filled with fluid. It follows also that terrestrial
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objects are referred to their true places. All these results would

follow immediately from the theoiy of aberration which I pro-

posed in the July number of this Magazine ;
nor have I been able

to obtain any result, admitting of being compared with experi-

ment, which would be different according to which theory we

adopted. This affords a curious instance of two totally different

theories running parallel to each other in the explanation of phe-
nomena. I do not suppose that many would be disposed to main-

tain Fresnel's theory, when it is shewn that it may be dispensed

with, inasmuch as we would not be disposed to believe, without

good evidence, that the ether moved quite freely through the solid

mass of the earth. Still it would have been satisfactory, if it had

been possible, to have put the two theories to the test of some

decisive experiment.

10—2



[From the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal,

Vol. I. p. 183 (May, 1840).]

On a Formula for determining the Optical Constants

of Doubly Refracting Crystals.

In order to explain the object of this formula, it will be neces-

sary to allude to the common method of determining the optical

constants. Two plane faces of the crystal are selected, which

are parallel to one of the axes of elasticity ;
or if such do not

present themselves, they are obtained artificially by grinding.

A pencil of light is transmitted across these faces in a plane per-

pendicular to them both, as in the case of an ordinary prism.

This pencil is by refraction separated into two, of which one is

polarized in the plane of incidence, and follows the ordinary law

of refraction, while the other is polarized in a plane perpendicular

to the plane of incidence, and follows a different law. It will

be convenient to call these pencils respectively the ordinary and

the extraordinary, in the case of biaxal, as well as uniaxal crystals.

The minimum deviation of the ordinary pencil is then observed,

and one of the optical constants, namely that which relates to

the axis of elasticity parallel to the refracting edge, is thus de-

termined by the same formula which applies to ordinary media.

This formula will also give one of the other constants, by means

of the observation of the minimum deviation of the extraordinary

pencil, in the particular case in which one of the principal planes

of the crystal bisects the angle between the refracting planes :

but if this condition be not fulfilled it will be necessary to employ
either two or three prisms, according as the crystal is uniaxal

or biaxal, to determine all the constants. The extraordinary

pencil, however, need not in any case be rejected, provided only a

formula be obtained connecting the minimum deviation observed
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with the optical constants. It will thus'be possible to determine

all the constants with a smaller number of prisms ;
the necessity

of using artificial faces may often be obviated ;
or if two faces

are cut as nearly as may be equally inclined to one of the axes of

elasticity lying in the plane of incidence, or one cut face is used

with a natural face, the errors of cutting may be allowed for.

Let AEB be a section of the prism by the plane of refraction,

(the reader will have no difficulty iu drawing a figure,) E being

the refracting edge ;
let * be the refracting angle ; OA, OB, OG

the directions of the axes of elasticity, being any point within

the prism, the two former of these lines being in, and the latter

perpendicular to, the plane of refraction
; a, b, c the optical con-

stants referring to them, that is, according to Fresnel's theory,

the velocities of propagation of waves in which the vibrations

are parallel to the three axes respectively. Everything being

symmetrical with respect to the plane of incidence, we need only

consider what takes place in that plane. This plane will cut

the wave surface in a circle of radius c, and an ellipse whose

semiaxes are a along OB and b along OA. We have only got to

consider the ellipse, since it is it that determines the direction

of the extraordinary ray. The form of the crystal will very often

make known the directions of the axes of elasticity. Supposing
these directions known, let a,/3 denote the inclinations of OA, OB
to the produced parts of EA, EB respectively ; a, /3 and i being
of course connected by the equation a + /3

=
\ir + i.

Let
<f>, ijr

be the angles of incidence and emergence, the light

being supposed incident on the face EA
; <f>'

the inclination of the

refracted wave to EA, i}r'
its inclination to EB, D the deviation,

v the velocity of the wave within the crystal, u its velocity in

the outer medium, which may be supposed to be either air, or a

liquid of known refractive power. Then we have

D =
<l>
+ yfr-i* (1),

£' + f'=e (2),

v sin $ = wsin
(f>' (3),

vsin
-v|r
= u sin-v// (4),

v> = a
2
cos

2

(a
-

<f> ) + b
2
sin

2

(a
-

</>') (5).

*
I am indebted to the Rev. T. Frost for the suggestion of employing equations

(1)...(1), rather than making use of the ellipse in which the wave surface is cut by

the plane of incidence.
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From (2), (3), (4),

u sin
yjr =v sin

yfr
= u sin (i

—
</>')

= u sin i cos
<f>

— v cos i sin <£ ;

/. cos d> = —;
—

. (sin -»Ir + cos i sin <£) ;T u sm t
T T

v
and sin <f>' = -—

.
—

. sin i sin d> :r w sin i
T

substituting in (5),

m2
sin

2
i = a2

{cos a (sin -^ + cos t'sin
<f>) + sin a sin i sin

<£]

2

+ b
2

{sin a (sin yfr -f cos t' sin
<f>)
— cos a sin i sin <£}

2

,

or ws
sin

2
i = a2

(cos a sin ^ -}- sin /3 sin <£)
a

+ 6
2

(sin a sin
i|r + cos /Ssin <£)

2

(6),

the relation between and ^r. Putting ty
— $ = 6, and taking

account of (1), (6) becomes

2m2
sin

8
i = [a? cos

2
a + U sin

2

a] {1
- cos (D + i + 0)}

+ {a
2
sin

2

/3 + V cos
2

£} {1
- cos (D + i-0)}

+ 2 (a
2
cos a sin /3 + 6

2
sin a cos /3) {cos

— cos (D + t)},

or .Fcos0 + Gsin0+iT = O (7),

where

F= a2

{(cos
2
a + sin

2

/3) cos (D + i)
- 2 cos a sin /3}

+ 6
2

{(sin
2
a + cos

2

ft) cos (D + i)
— 2 sin a cos

/S},

G = (a*- b*) (sin
2

£ - cos
2

a) sin (D + i),

i7= 2w2
sin

2
i — a2

{cos
2
a + sin

2

/3
— 2 cos a sin /3 cos (Z> + *)}

— b
2

{sin
2
a + cos

2

/3
— 2 sin a cos /3 cos (D + 1)}.

Now when D, regarded as a function of 6, is a maximum or mini-

mum
-jq

=
0, whence from (7)

-i^sin6> + £cos6> = 0;

and eliminating 6 from this equation and (7), we have

F*+G*=H\

Putting for F, G and H their values, and reducing, this equation
becomes

sin
2

(D + 1) a
2
6
2 —

{cos
2
a + sin

2

/3
- 2 cos (D -I- 1) cos a sin

/3} wV
-

{sin
2
a + cos

2

/3
- 2 cos (D + 1) sin a cos £} w2

&
2 + sin

2
t. w4 = 0. . .(8).

This equation will be rendered more convenient for numerical

calculation by replacing products and powers of sines and cosines
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by sums and differences. Treated in this manner, the equation
becomes

versin 2 (D + i) a2
b
2

-(A+B) a2
a
2 -

(A
- B) u2

b'

+ versin2i.w
4 = 0...(9),

where A = versin D -f versin (D + 2i),

B = cos 22 - cos 2/3
- cos (D + 2a) + cos {D + 2/3).

If the principal plane A OC of the crystal bisects the angle

between the refracting faces, we have

a
~2' ^ =

2 2'

whence from (8), putting D + i = A,

a2
sin

2 — — u2
sin

2

-J
(b

2
cos

2

-^
— «9

cos
2

^ J

= 0.

The former of these factors is evidently that which corresponds to

the problem ;
the latter corresponds to refraction through a prism

having its faces parallel to those of the actual prism, and having
its refracting angle supplemental to i. We have therefore

•

. i

sin^

sin-

so that the constant a is given by the same formula that applies to

ordinary media, as it should.

If the refracting faces are perpendicular to the axes of elas-

ticity which lie in the plane of incidence, the formula (8) or (9)

takes a very simple form. In this case we have a—ft = i=\ir,
and therefore

cos
2D . a

2
b
2 - u2a2- u%2 + u4 = 0.

Mathematically speaking, one prism would be sufficient for

determining the three constants a, b, c. For c would be deter-

mined by means of the ordinary pencil ;
and by observing the

extraordinary pencil with the crystal in air, and again with the

crystal in some liquid, we should have two equations of the form

(N), by combining which we should obtain a2 and b
2

by the

solution of a quadratic equation. But since a is usually nearly

equal to b, it is evident that the course of the extraordinary ray

within the crystal would be nearly the same in the two observa-
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tions, being in each case inclined at nearly equal angles to the

refracting faces, and consequently the errors of observation would

be greatly multiplied in the result. Even if a differed greatly

from b, only one of these constants could be accurately determined

in this manner if the refracting angle were nearly bisected by
a principal plane. But two prisms properly chosen appear amply
sufficient for determining accurately the three constants by the

method of minimum deviations, even should neither prism have

its angle exactly bisected by a principal plane of the crystal.

It is not necessary to observe the deviation when it is a

minimum, as Professor Miller has remarked to me, since the an^le

of incidence may be measured very accurately by moving the

telescope employed till the luminous slit, seen directly, appears
on the cross wires, and then turning it till the slit, seen by re-

flection at the first face of the prism, again appears on the cross

wires, the prism meanwhile remaining fixed*. The angle through
which the telescope has been turned is evidently the supplement
of twice the angle of incidence. If this method of observation be

adopted, <f>, D, and i will be known by observation, whence
<\r

will be got immediately from (1). Thus all the coefficients in

(6) will be known quantities, and this equation furnishes a very

simple relation between a and b. The coefficients may easily be

calculated numerically by treating them like those in equation

(8), or else by employing subsidiary angles.

[* A method of measuring the refractive indices of isotropic media depending on
the measurement of the deviation and angle of incidence is descrihed by Professor

Swan in the Edinburgh New Philosiphical Journal, Vol. xssvi. (1844) p. 102.]



[From the Philosophical Magazine, Vol. XXIX. p. 6 (July, 1846)].

Ox the Constitution of Luminiferous Ether, viewed with

reference to the phenomenon of the aberration of

Light.

In a former communication to this Magazine (July, 1845)
*

I shewed that the phenomenon of aberration might be explained

on the undulatory theory of light, without making the startling

supposition that the earth in its motion round the sun offers

no resistance to the ether. It appeared that the phenomenon
was fully accounted for, provided we supposed the motion of the

ether such as to make

udx + vdy + ivdz («)

an exact differential, where u, v, w are the resolved parts, along

three rectangular axes, of the velocity of the particle of ether

whose co-ordinates are x, y, z. It appeared moreover that it

was necessary to make this supposition in order to account in

this way for the phenomenon of aberration. I did not in that

paper enter into any speculations as to the physical causes in

consequence of which («) might be an exact differential. The

object of the present communication is to consider this question.

The enquiry naturally divides itself into two parts :
—

First,

In what manner does one portion of ether act on another be-

yond the limits of the earth's atmosphere ? Secondly, What

takes place in consequence of the mutual action of the air and

the ether?

In order to separate these two questions, let us first conceive

the earth to be destitute of an atmosphere. Before considering

the motion of the earth and the ether, let us take the case of

*
Ante, p. 134.
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a solid moving in an ordinary incompressible fluid, which may
be supposed to be infinitely extended in all directions about the

solid. If we suppose the solid and fluid to be at first at rest,

and the solid to be then moved in any manner, it follows from

the three first integrals of the ordinary equations of fluid motion,

obtained by M. Cauchy, that the motion of the fluid at any
time will be such that (a) is an exact differential. From this

it may be easily proved, that if at any instant the solid be re-

duced to rest, the whole of the fluid will be reduced to rest

likewise
;
and that the motion of the fluid is the same as it would

have been if the solid had received by direct impact the motion

which it has at that instant. Practically however the motion

of the fluid after some time would differ widely from what would

be thus obtained, at least if the motion of the solid be progressive
and not oscillatory. This appears to be due to two causes : first,

the motion considered would probably be unstable in the part
of the fluid behind the solid

;
and secondly, a tangential force

is called into play by the sliding of one portion of fluid along
another

;
and this force is altogether neglected in the common

equations of hydrodynamics, from which equations the motion

considered is deduced. If, instead of supposing the solid to

move continuously, we supposed it first to be in motion for a

very small interval of time, then to be at rest for another equal

interval, then to be in motion for a third interval equal to the

former, and so on alternately, theoretically the fluid ought to

be at rest at the expiration of the first, third, &c. intervals, but

practically a very slight motion would remain at the end of the

first interval, would last through the second and third, and would

be combined with a slight motion of the same kind, which would

have been left at the end of the third interval, even if the fluid

immediately before the commencement of it had been at rest
;

and the accumulation of these small motions would soon become

sensible.

Let us now return to the ether. We know that the trans-

versal vibrations constituting light are propagated with a velocity

about 10,000 times as great as the velocity of the earth
;
and

Mr Green has shewn that the velocity of propagation of normal

vibrations is in all probability incomparably greater than that

of transversal vibrations (Cambridge Philosophical Transactions,

vol. VII. p. 2). Consequently, in considering the motion of the
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ether due to the motion of the earth, Ave may regard the ether

as perfectly incompressible. To explain dynamically the pheno-
mena of light, it seems necessary to suppose the motion of the

ether subject to the same laws as the motion of an elastic solid.

If the views which I have explained at the end of a paper On
the Friction of Fluids, &c. (Cambridge Philosophical Transactions,

vol. vili. part 3)* be correct, it is only for extremely small vi-

bratory motions that this is the case, while if the motion be

progressive, or not very small, the ether will behave like an

ordinary fluid. According to these views, therefore, the earth

will set the ether in motion in the same way as a solid would

set an ordinary incompressible fluid in motion.

Instead of supposing the earth to move continuously, let us

first suppose it to move discontinuously, in the same manner

as the solid considered above, the ether being at rest just before

the commencement of the first small interval of time. By what

precedes, the ether will move during the first interval in the

same, or nearly the same, manner as an incompressible fluid

would
;
and when, at the end of this interval, the earth is reduced

to rest, the whole of the ether will be reduced to rest, except
as regards an extremely small motion, of the same nature as

that already considered in the case of an ordinary fluid. But

in the present case this small motion will be propagated into

space with the velocity of light ;
so that just before the com-

mencement of the third interval the ether may be considered

as at rest, and everything will be the same as before. Supposing
now the number of intervals of time to be indefinitely increased,

and their magnitude indefinitely diminished, we pass to the case

in which the earth is supposed to move continuously.

It appears then, from these views of the constitution of the

ether, that (a) must be an exact differential, if it be not pre-

vented from being so by the action of the air on the ether. We
know too little about the mutual action of the ether and material

particles to enable us to draw any very probable conclusion

respecting this matter
;

I would merely hazard the following

conjecture. Conceive a portion of the ether to be filled with a

great number of solid bodies, placed at intervals, and suppose
these bodies to move with a velocity which is very small compared

*
Ante, p. 125.
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with the velocity of light, then the motion of the ether between

the bodies will still be such that (a) is an exact differential. But

if these bodies are sufficiently close and numerous, they must

impress either the whole, or a considerable portion of their own

velocity on the ether between them. Now the molecules of air

may act the part of these solid bodies. It may thus come to pass

that (a) is an exact differential, and yet the ether close to the

surface of the earth is at rest relatively to the earth. The latter

of these conditions is however not necessary for the explanation of

aberration*.

[* A short demonstration that the path of a ray in the moving ether is a

straight line, which here followed, is omitted, as the proposition has already been

proved in the additional note printed at p. 138.]



[From the Report of the British Association for 1846, Part I. p. 1.]

Report on Recent Researches in Hydrodynamics.

At the meeting of the British Association held at Cambridge last

year, the Committee of the Mathematical Section expressed a wish

that a Report on Hydrodynamics should be prepared, in continua-

tion of the reports which Prof. Challis had already presented to

the Association on that subject. Prof. Challis having declined the

task of preparing this report, in consequence of the pressure of

other encasements, the Committee of the Association did me the

honour to entrust it to me. In accordance with the wishes of the

Committee, the object of the present report will be to notice re-

searches in this subject subsequent to the date of the reports of

Prof. Challis. It will sometimes however be convenient, for the

sake of giving a connected view of certain branches of the subject,

to refer briefly to earlier investigations.

The fundamental hypothesis on which the science of hydro-

statics is based may be considered to be, that the mutual action

of two adjacent portions of a fluid at rest is normal to the surface

which separates them. The equality of pressure in all directions

is not an independent hypothesis, but a necessary consequence of

the former. This may be easily proved by the method given in

the Exercises of M. Cauchy*, a method which depends on the con-

sideration of the forces acting on a tetrahedron of the fluid, the

dimensions of which are in the end supposed to vanish. This

proof applies equally to fluids at rest and fluids in motion
;
and

thus the hypothesis above-mentioned may be considered as the

fundamental hypothesis of the ordinary theory of hydrodynamics,

as well as hydrostatics. This hypothesis is fully confirmed by

* Tom. ii. p. 42.
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experiment in the case of the equilibrium of fluids; but the com-

parison of theory and experiment is by no means so easy in the

case of their motion, on account of the mathematical difficulty of

treating the equations of motion. Still enough has been done to

show that the ordinary equations will suffice tor the explanation
of a great variety of phsanoraena; while there are others the

laws of which depend on a tangential force, which is neglected in

the common theory, and in consequence of which the pressure is

different in different directions about the same point. The linear

motion of fluids in uniform pipes and canals is a simple instance*.

In the following- report I shall first consider the common theory
of hydrodynamics, and then notice some theories which take ac-

count of the inequality of pressure in different directions. It

will be convenient to consider the subject under the following

heads :
—

I. General theorems connected with the ordinary equations of

tin id motion.

II. Theory of waves, including tides.

III. The discharge of gases through small orifices.

IV. Theory of sound.

V. Simultaneous oscillations of fluids and solids.

VI. Formation of the equations of motion when the pressure
is not supposed equal in all directions.

I. Although the common equations of hydrodynamics have

been so long known, their complexity is so great that little has

been done with them except in the case in which the expression

usually denoted by
udx + vdy + wdz (A)

is the exact differential of a function of the independent variables

x, y, 3"f\ It becomes then of the utmost importance to inquire in

what cases this supposition may be made. Now Lagrange enun-

ciated two theorems, by virtue of which, supposing them true, tho

supposition may be made in a great number of important cases,

in fact, in nearly all those cases which it is most interesting to

[* See the footnote at p. 99.]

t In nearly all the investigations of Mr Airy it will be found that (A) is tin

exact differential, although he does not start with assuming it to be so.
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investigate. It must bo premised that in those theorems the

accelerating forces A. )', Z are supposed to be such that

Xdx+ Ydtf + ZJ:

is an exact differential, supposing the time constant, and the

density of the fluid is supposed to be either constant, or a function

of the pressure. The theorems are—
First, that (A) is approximately an exact differential when the

motion is so small that squares and products of u, i\ tc and their

differential coefficients maybe neglected. By calling (A) approxi-

mately an exact differential, it is meant that there exists an ex-

pression ud.v+ V
tdy+ WJ&S, which is accurately an exact differential,

aud which is such that u , r , w
t
differ from u, v, w respectively by

quantities oi the second order only.

Secondly, that (A) is accurately an exact differential at all

times when it is so at one instant, and in particular when the

motion begins from rest.

It has been pointed out by Poisson that the first ot' these

theorems is not true*. In fact, the initial motion, being arbitrary,

need not be such as to render (A) an exact differential. Thus

those cases coming under the first theorem in which the assertion

is true are merged in those which come under the second, at least

if we except the ease of small motions kept up by disturbing

causes, a ease in which we have no occasion to consider initial

motion at all. This ease it is true is very important.

The validity of Lagrange's proof of the second theorem depends

on the legitimacy of supposing u, v and w capable of expansion

according to positive, integral powers oi the time t, for a sufficiently

small value of that variable. This proof lies open to objection;

for there are functions of t the expansions o( which contain frac-

tional powers, and there are others which cannot be expanded

according to ascending powers of t, integral or fractional, even

though they may vanish when t
—

0. It has been shewu by Mr
Power that Lagrange's proof is still applicable if u, V and it' admit

of expansion according to ascending powers of t of any kind-f". The

second objection however still remains: nor does the proof which

Poisson has substituted for Lagrange's in his
' Praito dc Meeani-

que
'

appear at all more satisfactory. Besides, it does not appear

* Mimoiret d<' VAcacUtnu dta Seicncu, loin. x. p. 554.

t Transactions qf the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. vii. p. 455.
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from these proofs what becomes of the theorem if it is only for a

certain portion of the fluid that (A) is at one instant an exact

differential.

M. Cauchy has however given a proof of the theorem*, which

is totally different from either of the former, and perfectly satis-

factory. M. Cauchy first eliminates the pressure by differentiation

from the three partial differential equations of motion. He then

changes the independent variables in the three resulting equations

from x, y, z, t to a, b, c, t, where a, b, c are the initial co-ordinates

of the particle whose co-ordinates at the time t are x, y, z. The

three transformed equations admit each of being once integrated

with respect to t, and the arbitrary functions of a, b, c introduced

by integration are determined by the initial motion, which is sup-

posed to be given. The theorem in question is deduced without

difficulty from the integrals thus obtained. It is easily proved

that if the velocity is suddenly altered by means of impulsive

forces applied at the surface of the fluid, the alteration is such as

to leave (A) an exact differential if it were such before impact.

M. Cauchy's proof shews moreover that if (A) be an exact diffe-

rential for one portion of the fluid, although not for the whole, it

will always remain so for that portion. It should be observed,

that although M. Cauchy has proved the theorem for an incom-

pressible fluid only, the same method of proof applies to the more

general case in which the density is a function of the pressure.

In a paper read last year before the Cambridge Philosophical

Society, I have given a new proof of the same theorem f. This

proof is rather simpler than M. Cauchy's, inasmuch as it does not

require any integration.

In a paper published in the Philosophical Magazine^:, Prof.

Challis has raised an objection to the application of the theorem

to the case in which the motion of the fluid begins from rest.

According to the views contained in this paper, we are not in

general at liberty to suppose (A) to be an exact differential when

u, v and w vanish : this supposition can only be made when the

limiting value of t~ a
{udx + vdy + wdz) is an exact differential, where

a is so taken as that one at least of the terms in this expression

does not vanish when t vanishes.

* Mimoires des Savans Etrangers, torn. i. p. 40.

t Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. viii. p. 307.

% Vol. xxiv. New Series, p. 94.
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It is maintained by Prof. Ohallis that the received equations

of hydrodynamics are not complete, as regards the analytical prin-

ciples of the science, and he has given a new fundamental equation,

in addition to those received, which he calls the equation of con-

tinuity of the motion*. On this equation Prof. Challis rests a result

at which he has arrived, and which all must allow to be most

important, supposing it correct, namely that whenever (A) is

an exact differential the motion of the fluid is necessarily recti-

linear, one peculiar case of circular motion being excepted. As I

have the misfortune to differ from Professor Challis on the points

mentioned in this and the preceding paragraph, for reasons which

cannot be stated here, it may be well to apprise the reader that

many of the results which will be mentioned further on as satis-

factory lie open to Professor Challis's objections.

By virtue of the equation of continuity of a homogeneous

incompressible fluid, the expression ucbj
— vdx will always be the

exact differential of a function of x and y. In the Cambridge

Philosophical Transactions
-f-

there will be found some applications
of this function, and of an analogous function for the case of

motion which is symmetrical about an axis, and takes place in

planes passing through the axis. The former of these functions

had been previously employed by Mr Earnshaw.

II. In the investigations which come under this head, it is to

be understood that the motion is supposed to be very small, so

that first powers only of small quantities are retained, unless the

contrary is stated.

The researches of MM. Poisson and Cauchy were directed to

the investigation of the waves produced by disturbing causes

acting arbitrarily on a small portion of the fluid, which is then left

to itself. The mathematical treatment of such cases is extremely
difficult

;
and after all, motions of this kind are not those which

it is most interesting to investigate. Consequently it is the

simpler cases of wave motion, and those which are more nearly con-

nected with the pheuomena which it is most desirable to explain,

that have formed the principal subject of more recent investiga-

tions. It is true that there is one memoir by M. Ostrogradsky,

*

Transactions of the Cambridge rhiloznphical Society, vol. viii. p. 31; and

Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxvi. New Series, p. 425.

t Vol. vii. p. -1:59. (Ante, }>. 1.)

S. 11
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read before the French Academy in 1826*, to which this character

does not apply. In this memoir the author has determined the

motion of the fluid contained in a cylindrical basin, supposing the

fluid at first at rest, but its surface not horizontal. The interest

of the memoir however depends almost exclusively on the mathe-

matical processes employed ;
for the result is very complicated,

and has not been discussed by the author. There is one circum-

stance mentioned by M. Plana*f" which increases the importance of

the memoir in a mathematical point of view, which is that Poisson

met with an apparent impossibility in endeavouring to solve the

same problem. I do not know whether Poisson's attempt was

ever published.

Theory of Long Waves.—When the length of the waves whose

motion is considered is very great compared with the depth of the

fluid, we may without sensible error neglect the difference between

the horizontal motions of different particles in the same vertical

line, or in other words suppose the particles once in a vertical

line to remain in a vertical line : we may also neglect the vertical,

compared with the horizontal effective force. These considerations

extremely simplify the problem ;
and the theory of long waves is

very important from its bearing on the theory of the tides. La-

grange's solution of the problem in the case of a fluid of uniform

depth is well known. It is true that Lagrange fell into error in

extending his solution to cases to which it does not apply ;
but

there is no question as to the correctness of his result when

properly restricted, that is when applied to the case of long waves

only. There are however many questions of interest connected

with this theory which have not been considered by Lagrange.

For instance, what will be the velocity of propagation in a uniform

canal whose section is not rectangular ? How will the form of the

wave be altered if the depth of the fluid, or the dimensions of the

canal, gradually alter ?

In a paper read before the Cambridge Philosophical Society in

May 1837+, the late Mr Green has considered the motion of long

waves in a rectangular canal whose depth and breadth alter very

slowly, but in other respects quite arbitrarily. Mr Green arrived

at the following results :
—If /3 be the breadth, and 7 the depth of

* Menwires des Savans Etrangers, torn. iii. p. 23.

t Turin Memoirs for 1835, p. 253.

X Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. vi. p.4;"7.
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the canal, then the height of the wave ccf3~iy~i, the horizontal

velocity of the particles in a given phase of their motion x /3
-
^ 7"^,

the length of the wave oc yh, and the velocity of propagation
= Jgy.

With respect to the height of the wave, Mr Russell was led by his

experiments to the same law of its variation as regards the breadth

of the canal, and with respect to the effect of the depth he observes

that the height of the wave increases as the depth of the fluid

decreases, but that the variation of the height of the wave is very

slow compared with the variation of the depth of the canal.

In another paper read before the Cambridge Philosophical

Society in February 1839*, Mr Green has given the theory of the

motion of long waves in a triangular canal with one side vertical.

Mr Green found the velocity of propagation to be the same as that

in a rectangular canal of half the depth.

In a memoir read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh in

April 1839-f*, Prof. Kelland has considered the case of a uni-

form canal whose section is of any form. He finds that the velo-

city of propagation is given by the very simple formula a/ -r ,

where A is the area of a section of the canal, and b the breadth

of the fluid at the surface. This formula agrees with the experi-

ments of Mr Russell, and includes as a particular case the formula

of Mr Green for a triangular canal.

Mr Airy, the Astronomer Royal, in his excellent treatise on

Tides and Waves, has considered the case of a variable canal with

more generality than Mr Green, inasmuch as he has supposed the

section to be of any forrn^. If A, b denote the same things as in

the last paragraph, only that now they are supposed to vary slowly

in passing along the canal, the coefficient of horizontal displace-

ment oc A~*b^, and that of the vertical displacement oc A~^b~*,

while the velocity of propagation at any point of the canal is that

given by the formula of the preceding paragraph. Mr Airy has

proved the latter formula§ in a more simple manner than Prof.

Kelland, and has pointed out the restrictions under which it is

Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. vii. p. 87.

t Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xiv. pp. 524, 530.

X Encyclopedia Metropolitana, article
' Tides and Waves.' Art. 200 of the

treatise.

§ Art. 218, &C.

11—2
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true. Other results of Mr Airy's will be more conveniently con-

sidered in connection with the tides.

Theory of Oscillatory Waves.—When the surface of water is

covered with an irregular series of waves of different sizes, the

longer waves will be continually overtaking the shorter, and the

motion will be very complicated, and will offer no regular laws.

In order to obtain such laws we must take a simpler case : we

may for instance propose to ourselves to investigate the motion of

a series of waves which are propagated with a constant velocity,

and without change of form, in a fluid of uniform depth, the

motion being in two dimensions and periodical. A series of waves

of this sort may be taken as the type of oscillatory waves in

general, or at least of those for which the motion is in two dimen-

sions: to whatever extent a series of waves propagated in fluid

of a uniform depth deviates from this standard form, to the same

extent they fail in the characters of uniform propagation and in-

variable form.

The theory of these waves has long been known. In fact each

element of the integrals by which MM. Poisson and Cauchy ex-

pressed the disturbance of the fluid denotes what is called by Mr

Airy a standing oscillation, and a progressive oscillation of the

kind under consideration will result from the superposition of two

of these standing oscillations properly combined. Or, if we merely

replace products of sines and cosines under the integral signs by
sums and differences, each element of the new integrals will denote

a progressive oscillation of the standard kind. The theory of these

waves however well deserves a more detailed investigation. The
most important formula connected with them is that which gives

the relation between the velocity of propagation, the length of the

waves, and the depth of the fluid. If c be the velocity of propa-

gation, X. the length of the waves, measured from crest to crest, h

the depth of the fluid, and m =—
,
then

A,

r, £mh c -mh
c
2 = — m\
m (.mhj^ e -mh V I'

If the surface of the fluid be cut by a vertical plane perpen-
dicular to the ridges of the waves, the section of the surface will

be the curve of sines. Each particle of the fluid moves round and

round in an ellipse, whose major axis is horizontal. The particle
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is in its highest position when the crest of the wave is passing-

over it, and is then moving in the direction of propagation of the

wave
;

it is in its lowest position when the hollow of the wave is

passing over it, and is then moving in a direction contrary to the

direction of propagation. At the bottom of the fluid the ellipse is

reduced to a right line, along which the particle oscillates. When
the length of waves is very small compared with the depth of the

fluid, the motion at the bottom is insensible, and all the expres-
sions will be sensibly the same as if the depth were infinite. On

this supposition the expression for c reduces itself to a / —
. The

ellipses in which the particles move are replaced by circles, and

the motion in each circle is uniform. The motion decreases with

extreme rapidity as the point considered is further removed from

the surface
;

in fact, the coefficients of the horizontal and vertical

velocity contain as a factor the exponential e~
my

,
where y is the

depth of the particle considered below the surface. When the depth
of the fluid is finite, the law (as to time) of the horizontal and

vertical displacements of the particles is the same as when the depth
is infinite. When the length of the waves is very great compared
with the depth of the fluid, the horizontal motion of different

particles in the same vertical line is sensibly the same. The ex-

pression for c reduces itself to Jgh, the same as would have been

obtained directly from the theory of long waves. The whole

theory is given very fully in the treatise of Mr Airy*. The nature

of the motion of the individual particles, as deduced from a rigor-

ous theory, was taken notice of, I believe for the first time, by
Mr Green f, who has considered the case in which the depth is in-

finite.

The oscillatory waves just considered are those which are pro-

pagated uniformly in fluid of which the depth is everywhere the

same. When this condition is not satisfied, as for instance when
the waves are propagated in a canal whose section is not rectangu-

lar, it is desirable to know how the velocity of propagation and

the form of the waves are modified by this circumstance. There

is one such case in which a solution has been obtained. In a

paper read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh in January 1811,

* Tides and Waves, art. 160, &sc.

t Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. vii. p. 95.
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Prof. Kelland has arrived at a solution of the problem in the case

of a triangular canal whose sides are inclined at an angle of 45°

to the vertical, or of a canal with one side vertical and one side

inclined at an angle of 45°, in which the motion will of course be the

same as in one half of the complete canal*. The velocity of propa-

gation is given by the formula (B), which applies to a rectangular

canal, or to waves propagated without lateral limitation, provided
we take for h half the greatest depth in the triangular canal, and

for \, or 2ir/m, a quantity less than the length of the waves in the

triangular canal in the ratio of 1 to *J2. As to the form of the

waves, a section of the surface made by a vertical plane parallel

to the edges of the canal is the curve of sines
;

a section made by
a vertical plane perpendicular to the former is the common cate-

nary, with its vertex in the plane of the middle of the canal

(supposed complete), and its concavity turned upwards or down-

wards according as the section is taken where the fluid is elevated

or where it is depressed. Thus the ridges of tbe waves do not

bend forwards, but are situated in a vertical plane, and they rise

hio-her towards tbe slanting sides of the canal than in the middle.

I shall write down the value of
(f>,

the integral of (A), and then any
one who is familiar with the subject can easily verify the preceding

results. In the following expression x is measured along the

bottom line of the canal, y is measured horizontally, and z verti-

cally upwards:
—

<f>
=A (e

a» + e-"») (e
az + e~ aZ

)
sin J2z (x

-
ct) (C).

I have mentioned these results under the head of oscillatory

waves, because it is to that class only that the investigation strictly

applies. The length of the waves is however perfectly arbitrary,

and when it bears a large ratio to the depth of the fluid, it seems

evident that the circumstances of the motion of any one wave can-

not be materially affected by the waves which precede and follow

it, especially as regards the form of the middle portion, or ridge,

of the wave. Now the solitary waves of Mr Russell are long com-

pared with the depth of the fluid
;

thus in the case of a rect-

angular canal he states that the length of the wave is about six

times the depth. Accordingly Mr Russell finds that the form of

the ridge agrees well with the results of Prof. Kelland.

* Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xv. p. 121.
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It appears from Mr Russell's experiments that there is a certain

limit to the slope of the sides of a triangular canal, beyond which

it is impossible to propagate a wave in the manner just considered.

Prof. Kelland has arrived at the same result from theory, but his

mathematical calculation does not appear to be quite satisfactory.

Nevertheless there can be little doubt that such a limit does

exist, and that if it be passed, the wave will be either continually

breaking at the sides of the canal, or its ridge will become bow-

shaped, in consequence of the portion of the wave in the middle

of the canal being propagated more rapidly than the portions

which lie towards the sides. When once a wave has become suf-

ficiently curved it may be propagated without further change, as

Mr Airy has shewn*. Thus the case of motion above considered

is in nowise opposed to the circumstance that the tide wave as-

sumes a curved form when it is propagated in a broad channel in

which the water is deepest towards the centre.

It is worthy of remark, that if in equation (C), we transfer the

origin to either of the upper edges of the canal (supposed com-

plete), and then suppose h to become infinite, having previously

written Ae' iah for J, the result will express a series of oscillatory

waves propagated in deep water along the edge of a bank having

a slope of 45°, the ridges of the waves being perpendicular to the

edsfe of the fluid. It is remarkable that the disturbance of the

fluid decreases with extreme rapidity as the perpendicular distance

from the edge increases, and not merely as the distance from the

surface increases. Thus the disturbance is sensible only in the

immediate neighbourhood of the edge, that is at a distance from

it which is a small multiple of \. The formula may be accommo-

dated to the case of a bank having any inclination by merely

altering the coefficients of y and z, without altering the sum of the

squares of the coefficients. If % be the inclination of the bank to

the vertical, it will be easily found that the velocity of propagation

is equal to
( ^- cos i\ . When i vanishes these waves pass into those

already mentioned as the standard case of oscillatory waves
;
and

when % becomes negative, or the bank overhangs the fluid, a motion

of this sort becomes impossible.

I have had occasion to refer to what Mr Airy calls a standing

* Tides and Waves, art. 359.
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oscillation or standing wave. To prevent the possibility of con-

fusion, it may be well to observe that Mr Airy uses the term in

a totally different sense from Mr Russell. The standing wave of

Mr Airy is the oscillation which would result from the co-existence

of two series of progressive waves, which are equal in every respect,

but are propagated in opposite directions. With respect to the

standing wave of Mr Russell, it cannot be supposed that the ele-

vations observed in mountain streams can well be made the sub-

ject of mathematical calculation. Nevertheless in so far as the

motion can be calculated, by taking a simple case, the theory does

not differ from that of waves of other classes. For if we only sup-

pose a velocity equal and opposite to that of the stream impressed

both on the fluid and on the stone at the bottom which produces

the disturbance, we pass to the case of a forced wave produced in

still water by a solid dragged through it. There is indeed one

respect in which the theory of these standing waves offers a pecu-

liarity, which is, that the velocity of a current is different at

different depths. But the theory of such motions is one of great

complexity and very little interest.

Theory of Solitary Waves.—It has been already remarked that

the length of the solitary wave of Mr Russell is considerable com-

pared with the depth of the fluid. Consequently we might expect

that the theory of long waves would explain the main phenomena
of solitary waves. Accordingly it is found by experiment that the

velocity of propagation of a solitary wave in a rectangular canal

is that given by the formula of Lagrange, the height of the wave

being very small, or that given by Prof. Kelland's formula when

the canal is not rectangular. Moreover, the laws of the motion of

a solitary wave, deduced by Mr Green from the theory of long-

waves, agree with the observations of Mr Russell. Thus Mr Green

found, supposing the canal rectangular, that the particles in a

vertical plane perpendicular to the length of the canal remain in

a vertical plane ;
that the particles begin to move when the wave

reaches them, remain in motion while the wave is passing over

them, and are finally deposited in new positions ;
that they move

in the direction of propagation of the wave, or in the contrary

direction, according as the wave consists of an elevation or a de-

pression*. But when we attempt to introduce into our calculations

i
Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. vii. p. 87.
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the finite length of the wave, the problem becomes of great

difficulty. Attempts have indeed been made to solve it by the

introduction of discontinuous functions. But whenever such func-

tions are introduced, there are certain conditions of continuity

to be satisfied at the common surface of two portions of fluid to

which different analytical expressions apply ;
and should these

conditions be violated, the solution will be as much in fault as it

would be if the fluid were made to penetrate the bottom of the

canal. No doubt, the theory is contained, to a first approximation,

in the formulae of MM. Poisson and Cauchy; but as it happens
the obtaining of these formulae is comparatively easy, their discus-

sion forms the principal difficulty. When the height of the wave

is not very small, so that it is necessary to proceed to a second

approximation, the theory of long waves no longer gives a velocity

of propagation agreeing with experiment. It follows, in fact, from

the investigations of Mr Airy, that the velocity of propagation of a

long wave is, to a second approximation, Jg(h + '3k), where h is

the depth of the fluid when it is in equilibrium, and h + k the

height of the crest of the wave above the bottom of the canal*.

The theory of the two great solitary waves of Mr Russell forms

the subject of a paper read by Mr Earnshaw before the Cambridge

Philosophical Society in December lastf. Mr Russell found by

experiment that the horizontal motion of the fluid particles was

sensibly the same throughout the whole of a vertical plane per-

pendicular to the length of the canal. He attributed the observed

degradation of the wave, and consequent diminution of the velocity

of propagation, entirely to the imperfect fluidity of the fluid, and

its adhesion to the sides and bottom of the canal. Mr Earnshaw

accordingly investigates the motion of the fluid on the hypotheses,
—

first, that the particles once in a vertical plane, perpendicular to

the length of the canal, remain in a vertical plane; secondly, that

the wave is propagated with a constant velocity and without

* Tides and Waves, art. 208. In applying this formula to a solitary wave, it is

necessary to take for h the depth of the undisturbed portion of the fluid. In the

treatise of Mr Airy the formula is obtained for a particular law of disturbance, but

the same formula would have been arrived at, by the same reasoning, had the law

not been restricted. This formula is given as expressing the velocity of propagation

of the phase of high water, which it is true is not quite the same as the velocity of

propagation of the crest of the wave; but the two velocities are the same to the

second order of approximation.

t Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. viii. p. 320.
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change of form. It is important to observe that these hypotheses
are used not as a foundation for calculation, but as a means of

selecting a particular kind of motion for consideration. The equa-
tions of fluid motion admit of integration in this case in finite

terms, without any approximation, and it turns out that the motion

is possible, so far as the wave itself is concerned, and everything is

determined in the result except two constants, which remain arbi-

trary. However, in order that the motion in question should

actually take place, it is necessary that there should be an instan-

taneous generation or destruction of a finite velocity, and likewise

an abrupt change of pressure, at the junction of the portion of

fluid which constitutes the wave with the portions before and

behind which are at rest, both which are evidently impossible. It

follows of course that one at least of the two hypotheses must be

in fault. Experiment shewing that the first hypothesis is very

nearly true, while the second (from whatever cause) is sensibly

erroneous, the conclusion is that in all probability the degradation
of the wave is not to be attributed wholly to friction, but that it

is an essential characteristic of the motion. Nevertheless the

formula for the velocity of propagation of the positive wave, at

which Mr Earnshaw has arrived, agrees very well with the experi-

ments of Mr Russell; the formula for the negative wave also agrees,

but not closely. These two formulas can be derived from each

other only by introducing imaginary quantities.

It is the opinion of Mr Russell that the solitary wave is a

phenomenon sui generis, in nowise deriving its character from the

circumstances of the generation of the wave. His experiments
seem to render this conclusion probable. Should it be correct,

the analytical character of the solitary wave remains to be dis-

covered. A complete theory of this wave should give, not only

its velocity of propagation, but also the law of its degradation,

at least of that part of the degradation which is independent of

friction, which is probably by far the greater part. With respect

to the importance of this peculiar wave however, it must be re-

marked that the term solitary wave, as so defined, must not be

extended to the tide wave, which is nothing more (as far as

regards the laws of its propagation) than a very long wave, of

which the form may be arbitrary. It is hardly necessary to re-

mark that the mechanical theories of the solitary wave and of the

aerial sound wave are altogether different.
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Theory of River and Ocean Tides.—The treatise of Mr Airy

already referred to is so extensive, and so full of original matter,

that it will be impossible within the limits of a report like the

present to do more than endeavour to give an idea of the nature

of the calculations and methods of explanation employed, and to

mention some of the principal results.

On account of the great length of the tide wave, the horizontal

motion of the water will be sensibly the same from top to bottom.

This circumstance most materially simplifies the calculation. The

partial differential equation for the motion of long waves, when

the motion is very small, is in the simplest case the same as that

which occurs in the theory of the rectilinear propagation of sound
;

and in Mr Airy's investigations the arbitrary functions which occur

in its integral are determined by the conditions to be satisfied at

the ends of the canal in which the waves are propagated, in a

manner similar to that in which the arbitrary functions are deter-

mined in the case of a tube in which sound is propagated. When
the motion is not very small, the partial differential equation of

wave motion may be integrated by successive approximations, the

arbitrary functions being determined at each order of approxima-

tion as before.

To proceed to some of the results. The simplest conceivable

case of a tidal river is that in which the river is regarded as a

uniform, indefinite canal, without any current. The height of the

water at the mouth of the canal will be expressed, as in the open

sea, by a periodic function of the time, of the form a sin (nt + a).

The result of a first approximation of course is that the disturb-

ance at the mouth of the canal will be propagated uniformly up
it, with the velocity due to half the depth of the water. But on

proceeding to a second approximation*, Mr Airy finds that the

form of the wave will alter as it proceeds up the river. Its front

will become shorter and steeper, and its rear longer and more

o-ently sloping. When the wave has advanced sufficiently far up
the river, its surface will become horizontal at one point in the

rear, and further on the wave will divide into two. At the mouth

of the river the greatest velocities of the ebb and flow of the tide

are equal, and occur at low and high water respectively; the time

during which the water is rising is also equal to the time during

* Art. 198, Ac
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which it is falling. But at a station up the river the velocity of

the ebb-stream is greater than that of the flow-stream, and the

rise of the water occupies less time than its fall. If the station

considered is sufficiently distant from the mouth of the river, and

the tide sufficiently large, the water after it has fallen some way
will begin to rise again : there will in fact be a double rise and

fall of the water at each tide. This explains the double tides

observed in some tidal rivers. The velocity with which the phase of

high water travels up the river is found to be Jgk(l + op), k being
the depth of the water when in equilibrium, and bk the greatest

elevation of the water at the mouth of the river above its mean

level. The same formula will apply to the case of low water if we

change the sign of b. This result is very important, since it shews

that the interval between the time of the moon's passage over the

meridian of the river station and the time of high water will be

affected by the height of the tide. Mr Airy also investigates the

effect of the current in a tidal river. He finds that the difference

between the times of the water's rising and falling is increased by
the current.

When the canal is stopped by a barrier the circumstances are

altered. When the motion is supposed small, and the disturbing

force of the sun and moon is neglected, it is found in this case

that the tide-wave is a stationary wave*, so that there is high or

low water at the same instant at every point of the canal; but

if the length of the canal exceeds a certain quantity, it is high

water in certain parts of the canal at the instant when it is low

water in the remainder, and vice versa. The height of high water

is different in different parts of the canal : it increases from the

mouth of the canal to its extremity, provided the canal's length
does not exceed a certain quantity. If four times the length of

the canal be any odd multiple of the length of a free wave whose

period is equal to that of the tide, the denominator of the expres-

sion for the tidal elevation vanishes. Of course friction would

prevent the elevation from increasing beyond a certain amount,
but still the tidal oscillation would in such cases be very large.

When the channel up which the tide is propagated decreases

in breadth or depth, or in both, the height of the tide increases in

ascending the channel. This accounts for the great height of the

*
Art. 307.
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tides observed at the bead of the Bristol Channel, and in such

places. In some of these cases however the great height may
be partly due to the cause mentioned at the end of the last

paragraph.
When the tide-wave is propagated up a broad channel, which

becomes shallow towards the sides, the motion of the water in the

centre will be of the same nature as the motion in a free canal, so

that the water will be flowing up the channel with its greatest

velocity at the time of high water. Towards the coasts however

there will be a considerable flow of water to and from the shore
;

and as far as regards this motion, the shore will have nearly the

same effect as a barrier in a canal, and the oscillation will be of

the nature of a stationary wave, so that the water will be at rest

when it is at its greatest height. If, now, we consider a point at

some distance from the shore, but still not near the middle of the

channel, the velocity of the water up and down the channel will

be connected with its height in the same way as in the case of a

progressive wave, while the velocity to and from the shore will be

connected with the height of the water in the same way as in

a stationary wave. Combining these considerations, Mr Airy is

enabled to explain the apparent rotation of the water in such

localities, which arises from an actual rotation in the direction of

its motion*.

When the motion of the water is in two dimensions the mathe-

matical calculation of the tidal oscillations is tolerably simple, at

least when the depth of the water is uniform. But in the case of

nature the motion is in three dimensions, for the water is distri-

buted over the surface of the earth in broad sheets, the boundaries

of which are altogether irregular. On this account a complete

theory of the tides appears hopeless, even in the case in which the

depth is supposed uniform. Laplace's theory, in wThich the whole

earth is supposed to be covered with water, the depth of which

follows a very peculiar law, gives us no idea of the effect of the

limitation of the ocean by continents. Mr Airy consequently in-

vestigates the motion of the water on the supposition of its being

confined to narrow canals of uniform depth, which in the calcula-

tion are supposed circular. The case in which the canal forms a

great circle is especially considered. This method enables us in

*
Art. 3f>0, etc.
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some degree to estimate the effect of the boundaries of the sea
;

and it has the great advantage of leading to calculations which

can be worked out. There can be no doubt, too, that the con-

clusions arrived at will apply, as to their general nature, to the

actual case of the earth.

With a view to this application of the theory, Mr Airy calcu-

lates the motion of the water in a canal when it is under the

action of a disturbing force, which is a periodic function of the

time. The disturbing force at a point whose abscissa, measured

along the canal from a fixed point, is x, is supposed to be expressed

by a function of the form A sin (nt
— mx + o). This supposition is

sufficiently general for the case of the tides, provided the canal on

the earth be supposed circular. In all cases the disturbing force

will give rise to an oscillation in the water having the same period
as the force itself. This oscillation is called by Mr Airy a forced
wave. It will be sufficient here to mention some of the results of

this theory as applied to the case of the earth.

In all cases the expression for the tidal elevation contains as a

denominator the difference of the squares of two velocities, one

the velocity of propagation of a free wave along the canal, the

other the velocity with which a particular phase of the disturbing

force travels along the canal, or, which is the same, the velocity of

propagation of the forced wave. Hence the height of the tides

will not depend simply on the magnitude of the disturbing force,

but also on its period. Thus the mass of the moon cannot be in-

ferred directly from the comparison of spring and neap tides, since

the heights of the solar and lunar tides are affected by the different

motions of the sun and moon in right ascension, and consequently
in hour-angle. When the canal under consideration is equatorial

the diurnal tide vanishes. The height of high water is the same

at all points of the canal, and there is either high or low water at

the point of the canal nearest to the attracting body, according as

the depth of the water is greater or less than that for which a

free wave would be propagated with the same velocity as the

forced wave. In the general case there is both a diurnal and a

semidiurnal tide, and the height of high water, as well as the

interval between the transit of the attracting body over the meri-

dian of the place considered and the time of high water, is different

at different points of the canal. When the canal is a great circle

passing through the poles, the tide-wave is a stationary wave.
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When the coefficient of the disturbing force is supposed to vary

slowly, in consequence of the change in declination, &c. of the

disturbing body, it is found that the greatest tide occurs on the

day on which the disturbing force is the greatest.

The preceding results have been obtained on the supposition

of the absence of all friction
;
but Mr Airy also takes friction into

consideration. He supposes it to be represented by a horizontal

force, acting uniformly from top to bottom of the water, and vary-

ing as the first power of the horizontal velocity. Of course this

supposition is not exact : still there can be no doubt that it

represents generally the effect of friction. When friction is taken

into account, the denominator of the expressions for the tidal

elevation is essentially positive, so that the motion can never

become infinite. In the case of a uniform tidal river stopped by
a barrier, the high water is no longer simultaneous at all points,

but the phase of high water always travels up the river. But of

all the results obtained by considering friction, the most important

appears to be, that when the slow variation of the disturbing

force is taken into account, the greatest tide, instead of happening
on the day when the disturbing force is greatest, will happen later

b}' a certain time pv Moreover, in calculating the tides, we must

use, not the relative positions of the sun and moon for the instant

for which the tide is calculated, but their relative positions for a

time earlier by the same interval p^ as in the preceding case. The

expression for p x depends both on the depth of the canal and on

the period of the tide, and therefore its value for the diurnal tide

cannot be inferred from its value for the semidiurnal. It appears
also that the phase of the tide is accelerated by friction.

The mechanical theory of the tides of course belongs to hydro-

dynamics ;
but I do not conceive that the consideration of the

reduction and discussion of tidal observations falls within the

province of this report.

Before leaving the investigations of Mr Airy, I would call at-

tention to a method which he sometimes employs very happily in

giving a general explanation of phenomena depending on motions

which are too complicated to admit of accurate calculation. It is

evident that any arbitrary motion may be assigned to a fluid,

(with certain restrictions as to the absence of abruptness,) provided

we suppose certain forces to act so as to produce them. The

values of these forces are given by the equations of motion. In
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some cases the forces thus obtained will closely resemble some

known forces
;
while iu others it will be possible to form a clear

conception of the kind of motion which must take place in the

absence of such forces. For example, supposing that there is pro-

pagated a series of oscillatory waves of the standard kind, except
that the height of the waves increases proportionably to their

distance from a fixed line, remaining constant at the same point
as the time varies, Mr Airy finds for the force requisite to maintain

such a motion an expression which may be assimilated to the force

which wind exerts on water. This affords a general explanation
of the increase in the height of the waves in passing from a wind-

ward to a lee shore*. Again, by supposing a series of waves, as

near the standard kind as circumstances will admit, to be pro-

pagated along a canal whose depth decreases slowly, and examin-

ing the force requisite to maintain this motion, he finds that a

force must be applied to hold back the heads of the waves. In

the absence, then, of such a force the heads of the waves will have

a tendency to shoot forwards. This explains the tendency of waves

to break over a sunken shoal or along a sloping beach
-f".

The
word tendency is here used, because when a wave comes at all

near breaking, but little reliance can be placed in any investigation
which depends upon the supposition of the motion being small.

To take one more example of the application of this method, by

supposing a wave to travel, unchanged in form, along a canal, with

a velocity different from that of a free wave, and examining the

force requisite to maintain such a motion, Mr Airy is enabled to

give a general explanation of some very curious circumstances

connected with the motion of canal boats j, which have been ob-

served by Mr Russell.

III. In the 16th volume of the 'Journal de l'Ecole Polytech-

nique'§, will be found a memoir by MM. Barrd de Saint-Venant
and Wantzel, containing the results of some experiments on the

discharge of air through small orifices, produced by considerable

differences of pressure. The formula for the velocity of efflux

derived from the theory of steady motion, and the supposition
that the mean pressure at the orifice is equal to the pressure at a

distance from the orifice in the space into which the discharge

*
Art. 265, &c. t Art. 238, &c.

X Art. 405, <fcc. § Carrier xxvii. p. 85.
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takes place, leads to some strange results of such a nature as to

make us doubt its correctness. If we call the space from which

the discharge takes place the fiist space, and that into which it

takes place the second space, and understand by the term reduced

velocity the velocity of efflux diminished in the ratio of the density
in the second space to the density in the first, so that the reduced

velocity measures the rate of discharge, provided the density in

the first space remain constant, it follows from the common for-

mula that the reduced velocity vanishes when the density in the

second space vanishes, so that a gas cannot be discharged into a

vacuum. Moreover, if the density of the first space is given, the

reduced velocity is a maximum when the density in the second

space is rather more than half that in the first. The results

remain the same if we take account of the contraction of the

vein, and they are not materially altered if we take into account

the cooling of the air by its rapid dilatation. The experiments
above alluded to were made by allowing the air to enter an ex-

hausted receiver through a small orifice, and observing simul-

taneously the jaressure and temperature of the air in the receiver,

and the time elapsed since the opening of the orifice. It was

found that when the exhaustion was complete the reduced velocity
had a certain value, depending on the orifice employed, and that

the velocity did not sensibly change till the pressure of the air in

the receiver became equal to about fths of the atmospheric pres-
sure. The reduced velocity then began to decrease, and finally

vanished when the pressure of the air in the receiver became

equal to the atmospheric pressure.

These experiments shew that when the difference of pressure
in the first and second spaces is considerable, we can by no means

suppose that the mean pressure at the orifice is equal to the

pressure at a distance in the second space, nor even that there

exists a contracted vein, at which we may suppose the pressure to

be the same as at a distance. The authors have given an empiri-
cal formula, which represents very nearly the reduced velocity,

whatever be the pressure of the air in the space into which the

discharge takes place.

The orifices used in these experiments were generally about

one millimetre in diameter. It was found that widening the

mouth of the orifice, so as to make it funnel-shaped, produced a

much greater proportionate increase of velocity when the velocity

S. 12
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of efflux was small than when it was large. The authors have

since repeated their experiments with air coming from a vessel in

which the pressure was four atmospheres: they have also tried

the effect of using larger orifices of four or five millimetres

diameter. The general results were found to be the same as

before*.

IV. In the 6th volume of the Transactions of the Cambridge

Philosophical Society, p. 403, will be found a memoir by Mr Green

on the reflection and refraction of sound, which is well worthy of

attention. This problem had been previously considered by Pois-

son in an elaborate memoir
-f*.

Poisson treats the subject with

extreme generality, and his analysis is consequently very compli-
cated. Mr Green, on the contrary, restricts himself to the case of

plane waves, a case evidently comprising nearly all the phenomena
connected with this subject which are of interest in a physical

point of view, and thus is enabled to obtain his results by a very

simple analysis. Indeed Mr Green's memoirs are very remarkable,

both for the elegance and rigour of the analysis, and for the ease

with which he arrives at most important results. This arises in a

great measure from his divesting the problems he considers of all

unnecessary generality: where generality is really of importance
he does not shrink from it. In the present instance there is one

important respect in which Mr Green's investigation is more general
than Poisson's, which is, that Mr Green has taken the case of any
two fluids, whereas Poisson considered the case of two elastic fluids,

in which equal condensations produce equal increments of pressure.

It is curious, that Poisson, forgetting this restriction, applied his

formulae to the case of air and water. Of course his numerical

result is altogether erroneous. Mr Green easily arrives at the

ordinary laws of reflection and refraction. He obtains also a very

simple expression for the intensity of the reflected sound. If A is

the ratio of the density of the second medium to that of the first,

and B the ratio of the cotangent of the angle of refraction to the

cotangent of the angle of incidence, then the intensity of the

reflected sound is to the intensity of the incident as A — B to

A + B. In this statement the intensity is supposed to be mea-

sured by the first power of the maximum displacement. When
*

Comptes Rendus, torn. xvii. p. 1140.

t Memoires de VAcademic des Sciences, torn. x. p. 317.
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the velocity of propagation in the first medium is less than in the

second, and the angle of incidence exceeds what may be called the

critical angle, Mr Green restricts himself to the case of vibrations

following the cycloidal law. He finds that the sound suffers total

internal reflection. The expression for the disturbance in the

second medium involves an exponential with a negative index,

and consequently the disturbance becomes quite insensible at a

distance from the surface equal to a small multiple of the length
of a wave. The phase of vibration of the reflected sound is also

accelerated by a quantity depending on the angle of incidence.

It is remarkable, that when the fluids considered are ordinary
elastic fluids, or rather when they are such that equal condensa-

tions produce equal increments of pressure, the expressions for

the intensity of the reflected sound, and for the acceleration of

phase when the angle of incidence exceeds the critical angle, are

the same as those given by Fresnel for light polarized in a plane

perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

V. Not long after the publication of Poisson's memoir on the

simultaneous motions of a pendulum and of the surrounding air*,

a paper by Mr Green was read before the Royal Society of Edin-

burgh, which is entitled 'Researches on the Vibration of Pendulums
in Fluid Media

-f\'
Mr Green does not appear to have been at that

time acquainted with Poisson's memoir. The problem which he

has considered is one of the same class as that treated by Poisson.

Mr Green has supposed the fluid to be incompressible, a suppo-

sition, however, which will apply without sensible error to air, in

considering motions of this sort. Poisson regarded the fluid as

elastic, but in the end, in adapting his formula to use, he has

neglected as insensible the terms by which the effect of an elastic

differs from that of an inelastic fluid. The problem considered by
Mr Green is, however, in one respect much more general than

that solved by Poisson, since Mr Green has supposed the oscil-

lating body to be an ellipsoid, whereas Poisson considered only a

sphere. Mr Green has obtained a complete solution of the pro-

blem in the case in which the ellipsoid has a motion of translation

only, or in which the small motion of the fluid due to its motion

* Mtmoires de VAcademic dcs Sciences, torn. xi. p. 521.

t This paper was read in December, 1833, and is printed in the 13th volume of

the Society's Transaction 1

!, p. 54, &c.

12 2
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of rotation is neglected. The result is that the resistance of the

fluid will be allowed for if we suppose the mass of the ellipsoid

increased by a mass bearing a certain ratio to that of the fluid

displaced. In the general case this ratio depends on three trans-

cendental quantities, given by definite integrals. If, however,
the ellipsoid oscillates in the direction of one of its principal axes,

the ratio depends on one only of these transcendents. When the

ellipsoid passes into a spheroid, the transcendents above mentioned

can be expressed by means of circular or logarithmic functions.

When the spheroid becomes a sphere, Mr Green's result agrees
with Poisson's. It is worthy of remark, that Mr Green's formula

will enable us to calculate the motion of an ellipse or circle oscil-

lating in a fluid, in a direction perpendicular to its plane, since a

material ellipse or circle may be considered as a limiting form of

an ellipsoid. In this case, however, the motion would probably
have to be extremely small, in order that the formula should apply
with accuracy.

In a paper
' On the Motion of a small Sphere acted on by the

Vibrations of an Elastic Medium,' read before the Cambridge

Philosophical Society in April 1841*, Prof. Challis has considered

the motion of a ball pendulum, retaining in his solution small

quantities to the second order. The principles adopted by Prof.

Challis in the solution of this problem are at variance with those

of Poisson, and have given rise to a controversy between him and

Mr Airy, which will be found in the 17th. 18th, and 19 volumes

of the Philosophical Magazine (New Series). In the paper just

referred to, Prof. Challis finds that when the fluid is incompressible
there is no decrement in the arc of oscillation, except what arises

from friction and capillary attraction. In the case of air there is

a slight theoretical decrement
;
but it is so small that Prof. Challis

considers the observed decrement to be mainly owing to friction.

This result follows also from Poisson's solution. Prof. Challis also

finds that a small sphere moving with a uniform velocity experi-
ences no resistance, and that when the velocity is partly uniform

and partly variable, the resistance depends on the variable part

only. The problem, however, referred to in the title of this paper,

is that of calculating the motion of a small sphere situated in an

clastic fluid, and acted on by no forces except the pressure of the

* Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. vii. p. 333.
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fluid, in which an indefinite series of plane condensing and rarefy-

ing waves is supposed to be propagated. This problem is solved

by the author on principles similar to those which he has adopted
in the problem of an oscillating sphere. The views of Prof. Challis

with respect to this problem, which he considers a very important
one, are briefly stated at the end of a paper published in the

Philosoph ica I Magazin e *.

In a paper
' On some Cases of Fluid Motion,' published in the

Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society f, I have
considered some modifications of the problem of the ball pendu-
lum, adopting in the main the principles of Poisson, of the

correctness of which I feel fully satisfied, but supposing the fluid

incompressible from the first. In this paper the effect of a distant

rigid plane interrupting the fluid in which the sphere is oscillating
is given to the lowest order of approximation with which the

effect is sensible. It is shewn also that when the ball oscillates

in a concentric spherical envelope, the effect of the resistance of

the fluid is to -add to the mass of the sphere a mass equal to

b
3 + 2a3 m
b
3 -a3

2
'

where a is the radius of the ball, b that of the envelope, and m
the mass of the fluid displaced. Poisson, having reasoned on the

very complicated case of an elastic fluid, had come to the con-

clusion that the envelope would have no effect.

One other instance of fluid motion contained in this paper will

here be mentioned, because it seems to afford an accurate means
of comparing theory and experiment in a class of motions in

which they have not hitherto been compared, so far as I am
aware. When a box of the form of a rectangular parallelepiped,
rilled with fluid and closed on all sides, is made to perform small

oscillations, it appears that the motion of the box will be the

same as if the fluid were replaced by a solid having the same

mass, centre of gravity, and principal axes as the solidified fluid

but different principal moments of inertia. These moments arc

given by infinite series, which converge with extreme rapidity, so

that the numerical calculation is very easy. The oscillations most
convenient to employ would probably be either oscillations by
torsion, or bifilar oscillations.

*
Vol. xviii., New Series, p. 481. t Yd. viii. p. 105,
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VI. M. Navier was, I believe, the first to give equations for

the motion of fluids without supposing the pressure equal in all

directions. His theory is contained in a memoir read before

the French Academy in 1822*. He considers the case of a

homogeneous incompressible fluid. He supposes such a fluid

to be made up of ultimate molecules, acting on each other by
forces which, when the molecules are at rest, are functions simply
of the distance, but which, when the molecules recede from, or

approach to each other, are modified by this circumstance, so

that two molecules repel each other less strongly when they are

receding, and more strongly when they are approaching, than

they do when they are at rest"f. The alteration of attraction or

repulsion is supposed to be, for a given distance, proportional to

the velocity with which the molecules recede from, or approach
to each other; so that the mutual repulsion of two molecules

will be represented by f(f)
—
VF(r), where r is the distance of

the molecules, V the velocity with which they recede from each

other, and fir), F(r) two unknown functions of r depending on

the molecular force, and as such becoming insensible when r

has become sensible. This expression does not suppose the

molecules to be necessarily receding from each other, nor their

mutual action to be necessarily repulsive, since V and F (r) may
be positive or negative. It is not absolutely necessary that f(r)
and F (r) should always have the same sign. In forming the

equations of motion M. Navier adopts the hypothesis of a sym-
metrical arrangement of the particles, or at least, which leads

to the same result, neglects the irregular part of the mutual

action of neighbouring molecules. The equations at which he

arrives are those which would be obtained from the common
, ... dp . fd'

Au d\i d 2
u\ . , p dp .

equations by writing £-A^-^+-^j in place of ^ in

the first, and making similar changes in the second and third.

A is here an unknown constant depending on the nature of the

fluid.

The same subject has been treated on by PoissonJ, who has

adopted hypotheses which are very different from those of M.

* Memoires de VAcademie des Sciences, torn. vi. p. 389.

t This idea appears to have been borrowed from Dubuat. See his Principes

d'Hydraulique, torn. ii. p. 60.

X Journal de IE cole Polytechnique, torn. xiii. cah. 20, p. 139.
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Navier. Poisson's theory is of this nature. He supposes the

time t to be divided into n equal parts, each equal to t. In

the first of these he supposes the fluid to be displaced in the same

manner as an elastic solid, so that the pressures in different

directions are given by the equations which he had previously

obtained for elastic solids. If the causes producing the dis-

placement were now to cease to act, the molecules would very

rapidly assume a new arrangement, which would render the

pressure equal in all directions, and while this re-arrangement

was going on, the pressure would alter in an unknown manner

from that belonging to a displaced elastic solid to the pressure

belonging to the fluid in its new state. The causes of dis-

placement are however going on during the second interval t;

but since these different small motions will take place inde-

pendently, the new displacement which will take place in the

second interval t will be the same as if the molecules were not

undergoing a re-arrangement. Supposing now n to become in-

finite, we pass to the case in which the fluid is continually be-

ginning to be displaced like an elastic solid, and continually

re-arranging itself so as to make the pressure equal in all direc-

tions. The equations at which Poisson arrived are, in the cases

of a homogeneous incompressible fluid, and of an elastic fluid

in which the change of density is small, those which would be

derived from the common equations by replacing dp/dx in the

first by

dp . fdhi d*u d?u\ R d (du dv dw\

dx \dx
2

dy* dz
2
) dx\dx dy dz)

'

and making similar changes in the second and third. In these

equations A and B are two unknown constants. It will be

observed that Poisson's equations reduce themselves to Navier's

in the case of an incompressible fluid.

The same subject has been considered in a quite different

point of view by M. Barre' de Saint-Venant, in a communication

to the French Academy in 1843, an abstract of which is contained

in the Comptes Rendus*. The principal difficulty is to connect

the oblique pressures in different directions about the same point

with the differential coefficients du/dx, du/dy, &c, which express

the relative motion of the fluid particles in the immediate neigh-

* Tom. svii. p. 1240.
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bourhood of that point. This the author accomplishes by as-

suming that the tangential force on any plane passing through
the point in question is in the direction of the principal sliding

(glissement) along that plane. The sliding along the plane xy
, , diu du . , ,. ,. „ , diu dv . .,

is measured by -^
—h T- in the direction of x, and -^

—
|- -=- m the

ax dz dy dz

direction of y. These two slidings may be compounded into one,

which will form the principal sliding along the plane xy. It

is then shewn, by means of M. Cauchy's theorems connecting

the pressures in different directions in auy medium, that the

tangential force on any plane passing through the point considered,

resolved in any direction in that plane, is proportional to the

sliding along that plane resolved in the same direction, so that

if T represents the tangential force, referred to a unit of surface,

and S the sliding, T=eS. The pressure on a plane in any direc-

tion is then found. This pressure is compounded of a normal

pressure, alike in all directions, and a variable oblique pressure,

the expression for which contains the one unknown quantity e.

If the fluid be supposed incompressible, and e constant, the

equations which would be obtained by the method of M. Barre

de Saint-Venant acjree with those of M. Navier. It will be

observed that this method does not require the consideration of

ultimate molecules at all.

When the motion of the fluid is very small, Poisson's equations

agree with those given by M. Cauchy for the motion of a solid

entirely destitute of elasticity*, except that the latter do not

contain the pressure p. These equations have been obtained

by M. Cauchy without the consideration of molecules. His

method would apply, with very little change, to the case of

fluids.

In a paper read last year before the Cambridge Philosophical

Societyf, I have arrived at the equations of motion in a different

manner. The method employed in this paper does not neces-

sarily require the consideration of ultimate molecules. Its prin-

cipal feature consists in eliminating from the relative motion

of the fluid about any particular point the relative motion which

corresponds to a certain motion of rotation, and examining the

nature of the relative motion which remains. The equations

* Exercices de Matkematiques, torn. iii. p. 187.

t Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. viii. p. "2^7.
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finally adopted in the cases of a homogeneous incompressible

fluid, and of an elastic fluid in which the change of density is

small, agree with those of Poisson, provided we suppose in the

latter A = 3B, It is shewn that this relation between A and B
may be obtained on Poisson's own principles.

The equations hitherto considered are those which must be

satisfied at any point in the interior of the fluid mass
;
but there

is hardly any instance of the practical application of the equations,
in which we do not want to know also the particular conditions

which must be satisfied at the surface of the fluid. With respect
to a free surface there can be little doubt : the condition is simply
that there shall be no tangential force on a plane parallel to the

surface, taken immediately within the fluid. As to the case

of a fluid in contact with a solid, the condition at which Navier

arrived comes to this : that if we conceive a small plane drawn

within the fluid parallel to the surface of the solid, the tangential

force on this plane, referred to a unit of surface, shall be in the

same direction with, and proportional to the velocity with which

the fluid flows past the surface of the solid. The condition ob-

tained by Poisson is essentially the same.

Dubuat stated, as a result of his experiments, that when the

velocity of water flowing through a pipe is less than a certain

quantity, the water adjacent to the surface of the pipe is at rest*.

This result agrees very well with an experiment of Coulomb's.

Coulomb found that when a metallic disc was made to oscillate

very slowly in water about an axis passing through its centre

and perpendicular to its plane, the resistance was not altered

when the disc was smeared with grease ;
and even when the

grease was covered with powdered sandstone the resistance was

hardly increased"!". This is just what one would expect on the

supposition that the water close to the disc is carried along with

it, since in that case the resistance must depend on the internal

friction of the fluid
;
but the result appears very extraordinary on

the supposition that the fluid in contact with the disc flows

past it with a finite velocity. It should be observed, however,

that this result is compatible with the supposition that a thin

film of fluid remains adhering to the disc, in consequence of

capillary attraction, and becomes as it were solid, and that the

* See the Table given in torn. i. of his Frincipes tPHydratUique, p. 93.

t Memoiret de I'Institut, 1801, torn. iii. p. '286.
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fluid in contact with this film flows past it with a finite velocity.

If we consider Dubuat's supposition to be correct, the condition

to be assumed in the case of a fluid in contact with a solid is

that the fluid does not move relatively to the solid. This con-

dition will be included in M. Navier's, if we suppose the coefficient

of the velocity when M. Navier's condition is expressed analy-

tically, which he denotes by E, to become infinite. It seems

probable from the experiments of M. Girard, that the condition to

be satisfied at the surface of fluid in contact with a solid is

different according as the fluid does or does not moisten the

surface of the solid.

M. Navier has applied his theory to the results of some ex-

periments of M. Girard's on the discharge of fluids through

capillary tubes. His theory shews that if we suppose E to be

finite, the discharge through extremely small tubes will depend

only on E, and not on A. The law of discharge at which he

arrives agrees with the experiments of M. Girard, at least when

the tubes are extremely small. M. Navier explained the differ-

ence observed by M. Girard in the discharge of water through

tubes of glass and tubes of copper of the same size by supposing

the value of E different in the two cases. This difference was

explained by M. Girard himself by supposing that a thin film

of fluid remains adherent to the pipe, in consequence of molecular

action, and that the thickness of this film differs with the sub-

stance of which the tube is composed, as well as with the liquid

employed*. If we adopt Navier's explanation, we may reconcile

it with the experiments of Coulomb by supposing that E is very

large, so that unless the fluid is confined in a very narrow pipe,

the results will depend mainly on A, being sensibly the same as

they would be if E were infinite.

There is one circumstance connected with the motion of a

ball-pendulum oscillating in air, which has not yet been ac-

counted for, the explanation of which seems to depend on this

theory. It is found by experiment that the correction for the

inertia of the air is greater for small than for large spheres,

that is to say, the mass which we must suppose added to that

of the sphere bears a greater ratio to the mass of the fluid dis-

placed in the former, than in the latter case. According to the

common theory of fluid motion, in which everything is supposed
* Mtmoires de VAcademie des Sciences, torn i. pp. 203 and 234.
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to he perfectly smooth, the ratio ought to be independent of the

magnitude of the sphere. In the imperfect theory of friction in

which the friction of the fluid on the sphere is taken into account,

while the equal and opposite friction of the sphere on the fluid is

neglected, it is shewn that the arc of oscillation is diminished,

while the time of oscillation is sensibly the same as before. But

when the tangential action of the sphere on the fluid, and the

internal friction of the fluid itself are considered, it is clear that

one consequence will be, to speak in a geueral way, that a portion
of the fluid will be dragged along with the sphere. Thus the

correction for the inertia of the fluid will be increased, since the

same moving force has now to overcome the inertia of the fluid

dragged along with the sphere, and not only, as in the former

case, the inertia of the sphere itself, and of the fluid pushed away
from before it, and drawn in behind it. Moreover the additional

correction for inertia must depend, speaking approximately, on

the surface of the sphere, whereas the first correction depended on

its volume, and thus the effect of friction in altering the time of

oscillation will be more conspicuous in the case of small, than in

the case of large spheres, other circumstances being the same.

The correction for inertia, when friction is taken into account, will

not, however, depend solely on the magnitude of the sphere, but

also on the time of oscillation. With a given sphere it will be

greater for long, than for short oscillations.



[From the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, Vol. vill.

p. 409.]

Supplement to a Memoir On some Cases of Fluid

Motion.

Eead Nov. 3, 1846.

In a memoir which the Society did me the honour to publish
in their Transactions*, I shewed that when a box whose interior

is of the form of a rectangular parallelepiped is filled with fluid

and made to perform small oscillations the motion of the box

will be the same as if the fluid were replaced by a solid having
the same mass, centre of gravity, and principal axes as the

solidified fluid, but different moments of inertia about those axes.

The box is supposed to be closed on all sides, and it is also

supposed that the box itself and the fluid within it were both

at rest at the beginning of the motion. The investigation was

founded upon the ordinary equations of Hydrodynamics, which

depend upon the hypothesis of the absence of any tangential
force exerted between two adjacent portions of a fluid in motion,

an hypothesis which entails as a necessary consequence the

equality of pressure in all directions. The particular case of

motion under consideration appears to be of some importance,
because it affords an accurate means of comparing with experiment
the common theory of fluid motion, which depends upon the

hypothesis just mentioned. In my former paper, I gave a series

by means of which the numerical values of the principal moments
of the solid which may be substituted for the fluid might be

calculated with facility. The present supplement contains a

different series for the same purpose, which is more easy of

numerical calculation than the former. The comparison of the

*
Vol. Tin. Part i. p. 105. {Ante, p. 17.)
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two series may also be of some interest in an analytical point

of view, since they appear under very different forms. I have

taken the present opportunity of mentioning the results of some

experiments which I have performed on the oscillations of a box,

such as that under consideration. The experiments were not

performed with sufficient accuracy to entitle them to be described

in detail.

The calculation of the motion of fluid in a rectangular box

is given in the 13th article of my former paper. I shall not

however in the first instance restrict myself to a rectangular

parallelepiped, since the simplification which I am about to give

applies more generally. Suppose then the problem to be solved

to be the following. A vessel whose interior surface is composed
of any cylindrical surface and of two planes perpendicular to the

generating lines of the cylinder is filled with a homogeneous,

incompressible fluid
;
the vessel and the fluid within it having

been at first at rest, the former is then moved in any manner ;

required to determine the motion of the fluid at any instant,

supposing that at that instant the vessel has no motion of rotation

about an axis parallel to the generating lines of the cylinder.

I shall adopt the notation of my former paper, u, v, w are

the resolved parts of the velocity at any point along the rect-

angular axes of x, y, z. Since the motion begins from rest we

shall have udx + vdy -f wdz an exact differential d$. Let the

rectangular axes to which the fluid is referred be fixed relatively

to the vessel, and let the axis of x be parallel to the generating

lines of the cylindrical surface. The instantaneous motion of

the vessel may be decomposed into a motion of translation, and

two motions of rotation about the axes of y and z respectively ;

for by hypothesis there is no motion of rotation about the axis

of x. According to the principles of my former paper, the in-

stantaneous motion of the fluid will be the same as if it had

been produced directly by impact, the impact being such as

to give the vessel the velocity which it has at the instant con-

sidered. We may also consider separately the motion of trans-

lation of the vessel, and each of the motions of rotation
;
the

actual motion of the fluid will be compounded of those which

correspond to each of the separate motions of the vessel. For

mv present purpose it will be sufficient to consider one of the
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motions of rotation, that which takes place round the axis of

z for instance. Let to be the angular velocity about the axis

of z, (o being considered positive when the vessel turns from

the axis of x to that of y. It is easy to see that the instantaneous

motion of the cylindrical surface is such as not to alter the volume

of the interior of the vessel, supposing the plane ends fixed,

and that the same is true of the instantaneous motion of the

ends. Consequently we may consider separately the motion of

the fluid due to the motion of the cylindrical surface, and to that

of the ends. Let
<f>c

be the part of
(f>

due to the motion of the

cylindrical surface, <f>
the part due to the motion of the ends.

Then we shall have

4>
= & + <f>e (!)•

Consider now the motion corresponding to a value of
<f>, coxy.

It will be observed that coxy satisfies the equation, {(36) of my
former paper,} which

cf>
is to satisfy. Corresponding to this value

of <£ we have

u = toy, v = cox, w = 0.

Hence the velocity, corresponding to this motion, of a particle

of fluid in contact with the cylindrical surface of the vessel,

resolved in a direction perpendicular to the surface, is the same

as the velocity of the surface itself resolved in the same direction,

and therefore the fluid does not penetrate into, nor separate

from the cylindrical surface. The velocity of a particle in contact

with either of the plane ends, resolved in a direction perpendicular

to the surface, is equal and opposite to the velocity of the surface

itself resolved in the same direction. Hence we shall get the

complete value of
<£ by adding the part already found, namely

coxy, to twice the part due to the motion of the plane ends. We
have therefore,

tf>
=

coxy + 2cj>e
=

2tf>e
-

coxy, by (1) (2),

and
<j)c
—

cf> e
=

coxy (3).

Hence whenever either
cf)c

or
tf>e

can be found, the complete
solution of the problem will be given by (2). And even when

both these functions can be obtained independently, (2) will

enable us to dispense with the use of one of them, and (3) will

give a relation between them. In this case (3) will express a

theorem in pure analysis, a theorem which will sometimes be
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very curious, since the analytical expressions for
<pc and <pe will

generally be totally different in form. The problem admits of

solution in the case of a circular cylinder terminated by planes

perpendicular to its axis, and in the case of a rectangular paral-

lelepiped. In the former case, the numerical calculation of the

moments of inertia of the solid by which the fluid may be re-

placed would probably be troublesome, in the latter it is extremely

easy. I proceed to consider this case in particular.

Let the rectangular axes to which the fluid is referred coincide

with three adjacent edges of the parallelepiped, and let a, b, c

be the lengths of the edges. The motion which it is proposed

to calculate is that which arises from a motion of rotation of the

box about an axis parallel to that of z and passing through the

centre of the parallelepiped. Consequently in applying (2) we

must for a moment conceive the axis of z to pass through the

centre of the parallelepiped, and then transfer the origin to the

corner, and we must therefore write o> (x
—

\oi) (y
—

\b) for coxy.

In the present case the cylindrical surface consists of the four

faces which are parallel to the axis of x, and the remaining faces

form the plane ends. The motion of the face xy and the opposite

face has evidently no effect on the fluid, so that
<f>c

will be the

part of
</>

due to the motion of the face xz and the opposite face.

The value of this quantity is given near the middle of page 62 in my
former paper. We have then by the second of the formulae (2)

8<wa
2
^ 1 (e

n*b'a -l)e~ ***/* + (e
~ nwh:a - 1 ) en7r^a ,

6 = —s- 2. -^ r,
—

ki cos mrx a
7* _3 ~o ,,3 Q)iirb,'a g

-
nirb,'a <

-«>{x-U){y-\b) (4),

the sign 2 denoting the sum corresponding to all odd integral

values of n from 1 to ao . This value of
(f> expresses completely

the motion of the fluid due to a motion of rotation of the box

about an axis parallel to that of z, and passing through the centre

of its interior.

Suppose now the motion to be very small, so that the square

of the velocity may be neglected. Then, p denoting the part of

the pressure due to the motion, we shall have p = —
p dcp/dt.

Also in finding d(p/dt we may suppose the axes to be fixed in
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space, since by taking account of their motion we should only

introduce terms depending on the square of the velocity. In fact,

if for the sake of distinction we denote the co-ordinates of a

fluid particle referred to the moveable axes by x, y ',
while x, y

denote its co-ordinates referred to axes fixed in space, which

after differentiation with respect to t we may suppose to coincide

with the moveable axes at the instant considered, and if we

denote the differential coefficient of
<f>

with respect to t by (dfyjdt)

when x, y, t are the independent variables, and by d<j>/dt when

x, y, t are the independent variables, we shall have

d$\dcf> d$dx_ d4d£_d$ dx dif
*

dt)
~

dt
+

dx' di
+
dy dt

~
dt
+u

dt
+ V

dt
'

for d<f>/dx, d(f>/dy mean absolutely the same as d(f>/dx, dfyjdy, and

are therefore equal to u, v respectively. Now dx'/dt, dy'/dt, de-

pending on the motion of the axes, are small quantities of the

order co
;

their values are in fact coy, —cox
;
so that, omitting

small quantities of the order co
2

,
we have

d(f>\ _ dj>

dt) ~~dt
'

We shall therefore find the value of p from that of
(f> by merely

writing —pdco/dt for w. In order to determine the motion of

the box it will be necessary to find the resultant of the fluid

pressures on its several faces. As shewn in my former paper,

these pressures will have no resultant force, but only a resultant

couple, of which the axis will evidently be parallel to that of z.

In calculating this couple, it is immaterial whether we take the

moments about the axis of z, or about a line parallel to it passing

through the centre of the parallelepiped : suppose that we adopt

the latter plan. If we reckon the couple positive when it tends

to turn the box from the axis of x to that of y we shall evidently

have —
I / py=(i

(x — -
j
dxdz for the part arising from the

*
It may be very easily proved by means of this equation, combined with the

general equation which determines p, that whether the velocity be great or small

the fluid will have the same effect on the motion of the box as the solid of which the

moment of inertia is determined in this paper on the supposition that tbe motion

is small.
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pressure on the face xz, and I I px=0 (y
—

^J dydz for the part

arising from the pressure on the face yz. It is easily seen from

(4) that^a.=a = —px=o, BXidjov-
= —

2^y =o,
so that the couples due

to the pressures on the faces xz, yz are equal to the couples due

to the pressures on the opposite faces respectively. In order,

therefore, to find the whole couple we have only got to double

the part already found. As the integrations do not present the

slightest difficulty, it will be sufficient to write clown the result.

It will be found that the whole couple is equal to — C dayjdt,

where

pabc , G±pa*c t
1 1 - e~™v«

This expression has been simplified after integration by putting

for S 1/w
4
its value 7r

4

/96.

It appears then that the effect of the inertia of the fluid is

to increase the moment of inertia of the box about an axis passing

through its centre and parallel to the edge c by the quantity (7.

In equation (40) of my former paper, there is given an expression

for C which is apparently very different from that given by (5),

but the numerical values of the two expressions are necessarily

the same. If we denote the moment of inertia of the fluid sup-

posed to be solidified by C
/t
we shall have C\

=
pabc {a

2 + b
2

)/12 ;

and if we put

l
=

r,
£- =f(r),

and treat (5) as equation (40) of my former paper was treated, we
shall find

f(r)
= (1+ r

2

)-
1

(1
- 3r + 2r

3

(1.260497-1.254821 S -
5 versin 26n)}

(6),

ft

where tab. log tan n
= 10 - .0821882 - .

The equation (6) is true, (except as regards the decimals

omitted,) whatever be the value of r; but for convenience of

calculation it will be proper to take r loss than 1, that is, to

choose for a the smaller of the two a, b. The value of/(r) given

by (6) is apparently very different from that given at the bottom

13
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of page 64 of my former paper, but any one may easily satisfy

himself as to equivalence of the two expressions by assigning
to r a value at random, and calculating the value of f(r) from

the two expressions separately. The expression (6) is however

preferable to the other, especially when wTe have to calculate the

value of f (r) for small values of r. The infinite series contained

in (6) converges with such rapidity that in the most unfavourable

case, that is, when r = 1 nearly, the omission of all terms after the

first would only introduce an error of about .000003 in the value

of/(r).

For the sake of shewing the manner in which f(r) alters

with r, I have calculated the following values of the function.

The expression (6) shews that f'(r)
= 0, when r = 0; and fir)

is also =0 when r = l, since/f-j =/(**)•

r
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of oscillation, and the known length of the seconds' pendulum
are data sufficient for determining the moment of inertia of the

box about a vertical axis passing through its centre. When the

box is filled with water the same quantities determine the mo-

ment of inertia of the box and the water it contains, whence the

moment of inertia of the water alone is obtained by subtraction.

It is suj3posed here that the centre of gravity of the box coincides

with the centre of gravity of its interior volume. In the following

experiments a different face of the box was uppermost each time.

In Nos. 1 and 2 the long edges of the box were vertical, in Nos. 3

and 4 they were horizontal. In all cases the inertia determined

by experiment was a little greater than that resulting from

theory : the difference will be given in fractional parts of the

latter. The difference was 1/21 in No. 1, 1/13 in No. 2, 1/17 in

No. 3, and 1/21 in No. 4. On referring to the table at the end

of the last paragraph, it will be seen that the ratio of the moment
of inertia of the fluid to what it would be if the fluid were solid

is about three times as great in the last two experiments as in

the first two.

I had expected beforehand to find the inertia determined by

experiment a little greater than that given by theory, for this

reason. In the theory, it is supposed that both the fluid itself

and the surface of the box are perfectly smooth. This however

is not strictly true. The box by its roughness exerts a tangential
force on the fluid immediately in contact with it, and this force

produces an effect on the fluid at a small distance from the surface

of the box, in consequence of the internal friction of the fluid

itself. We may conceive the effect of this force on the time of

oscillation in a general way by supposing a thin film of fluid

close to the surface of the box to be dragged along with it. Con-

sequently, the moment of inertia determined by experiment will

be a little greater than it would have been had the fluid and

the surface of the box been perfectly smooth.

These experiments are sufficient to shew that in the case of

a vessel of about the size and shape of the one I used, filled

with water, and performing small oscillations of the duration of

about one second (as was the case in my experiments), the time

of oscillation is not much increased by friction
;
at least, if we

suppose, as there is reason for supposing, that the effect of friction

13—2
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does not depend on the nature of the surface of the box. They
are not however sufficiently exact to allow us to place any reliance

on the accuracy of the small differences between the results of

experiment, and of the common theory of fluid motion, and con-

sequently they are useless as tests of any theory of friction.



[From the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society,

Vol. viii. p. 441.]

On the Theory of Oscillatory Waves.

[Read March 1, 1847.]

In the Report of the Fourteenth Meeting of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science it is stated by Mr

Russell, as a result of his experiments, that the velocity of pro-

pagation of a series of oscillatory waves does not depend on the

height of the waves*. A series of oscillatory waves, such as that

observed by Mr Russell, does not exactly agree with what it is

most convenient, as regards theory, to take as the type of oscil-

latory waves. The extreme waves of such a series partake in

some measure of the character of solitary waves, and their height
decreases as they proceed. In fact it will presently appear that

it is only an indefinite series of waves which possesses the pro-

perty of being propagated with a uniform velocity, and without

change of form : at least this is the case when the waves are

such as can be propagated along the surface of a fluid which was

previously at rest. The middle waves, however, of a series such

as that observed by Mr Russell agree very nearly with oscillatory

waves of the standard form. Consequently, the velocity of pro-

pagation determined by the observation of a number of waves,

according to Mr Russell's method, must be very nearly the same

as the velocity of propagation of a series of oscillatory waves of

the standard form, and whose length is equal to the mean length
of the waves observed, which are supposed to differ from each

other but slightly in length.
*
Page 369 (note), and page 370.
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On this account I was induced to investigate the motion of

oscillatory waves of the above form to a second approximation,
that is, supposing the height of the waves finite, though small.

I find that the expression for the velocity of propagation is in-

dependent of the height of the waves to a second approximation.
With respect to the form of the waves, the elevations are no

longer similar to the depressions, as is the case to a first ap-

proximation, but the elevations are narrower than the hollows,

and the height of the former exceeds the depth of the latter.

This is in accordance with Mr Russell's remarks at page 448 of

his first Report*. I have proceeded to a third approximation
in the particular case in which the depth of the fluid is very

great, so as to find in this case the most important term, de-

pending on the height of the waves, in the expression for the

velocity of propagation. This term gives an increase in the

velocity of propagation depending on the square of the ratio of

the height of the waves to their length.

There is one result of a second approximation which may
possibly be of practical importance. It appears that the forward

motion of the particles is not altogether compensated by their

backward motion
;
so that, in addition to their motion of oscil-

lation, the particles have a progressive motion in the direction

of propagation of the waves. In the case in which the depth of

the fluid is very great, this progressive motion decreases rapidly
as the depth of the particle considered increases. Now when a

ship at sea is overtaken by a storm, and the sky remains overcast,

so as to prevent astronomical observations, there is nothing to

trust to for finding the ship's place but the dead reckoning. But
the estimated velocity and direction of motion of the ship are

her velocity and direction of motion relatively to the water. If

then the whole of the water near the surface be moving in the

direction of the waves, it is evident that the ship's estimated

place will be erroneous. If, however, the velocity of the water

can be expressed in terms of the length and height of the waves,
both which can be observed approximately from the ship, the

motion of the water can be allowed for in the dead reckoning:.

As connected with this subject, I have also considered the

motion of oscillatory waves propagated along the common surface

of two liquids, of which one rests on the other, or along the upper
*

Reports of the British Association, Vol. vi.
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surface of the upper liquid. In this investigation there is no

object in going beyond a first approximation. When the specific

gravities of the two fluids are nearly equal, the waves at their

common surface are propagated so slowly that there is time to

observe the motions of the individual particles. The second case

affords a means of comparing with theory, the velocity of pro-

pagation of oscillatory waves in extremely shallow water. For by

pouring a little water on the top of the- mercury in a trough we
can easily procure a sheet of water of a small, and strictly uniform

depth, a depth, too, which can be measured with great accuracy

by means of the area of the surface and the quantity of water

poured in. Of course, the common formula for the velocity of

propagation will not apply to this case, since the motion of the

mercury must be taken into account.

1. In the investigations which immediately follow, the fluid

is supposed to be homogeneous and incompressible, and its depth
uniform. The inertia of the air, and the pressure due to a column

of air whose height is comparable with that of the waves are also

neglected, so that the pressure at the upper surface of the fluid

may be supposed to be zero, provided we afterwards add the at-

mospheric pressure to the pressure so determined. The waves

which it is proposed to investigate are those for which the motion

is in two dimensions, and which are propagated with a constant

velocity, and without change of form. It will also be supposed
that the waves are such as admit of being excited, independently of

friction, in a fluid which was previously at rest. It is by these

characters of the waves that the problem will be rendered de-

terminate, and not by the initial disturbance of the fluid, supposed
to be given. The common theory of fluid motion, in which the

pressure is supposed equal in all directions, will also be em-

ployed.

Let the fluid be referred to the rectangular axes of x, y, z,

the plane xz being horizontal, and coinciding with the surface

of the fluid when in equilibrium, the axis of y being directed

downwards, and that of x taken in the direction of propagation
of the waves, so that the expressions for the pressure, &c. do not

contain z. Let p be the pressure, p the density, t the time, it, v

the resolved parts of the velocity in the directions of the axes
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of x, y ; g the force of gravity, h the depth of the fluid when in

equilibrium. From the character of the waves which was men-

tioned last, it follows by a known theorem that udx + vdy is an

exact differential d<p. The equations by which the motion is to

be determined are well known. They are

™-4MW+-®l CD;

d2

<f> <£$_ _
dx*

+
dy*~

K }i

^ =
0, when y = h (3);

<fy + d±dp + d$dp =0 when Q (4)
.

dt dx dx dy dy
J

where (3) expresses the condition that the particles in contact with

the rigid plane on which the fluid rests remain in contact with

it, and (4) expresses the condition that the same surface of par-
ticles continues to be the free surface throughout the motion,

or, in other words, that there is no generation or destruction of

fluid at the free surface.

If c be the velocity of propagation, u, v and p will be by

hypothesis functions of x — ct and y. It follows then from the

equations u =
d<f>/dx, v = dxp/dy and (1), that the differential

coefficients of
<£

with respect to x, y and t will be functions of

x — ct and y ;
and therefore

cf>
itself must be of the form

f(x - ct, y) + Ct.

The last term will introduce a constant into (1) ;
and if this

constant be expressed, we may suppose to be a function of

x — ct and y. Denoting x — ct by x, we have

dp _dp dp _ dp
dx dx" dt dx

i >

and similar equations hold good for
<j>.

On making these sub-

stitutions in (1) and (4), omitting the accent of x, and writing
— gk for C, we have
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Substituting in (6) the value of p given by (5), we have

<1± _ & dr<f>
2c
M *£ 64 dfy \

^
dy dx'

~
\dx dx2

dy dxdyj

_ (#y ?a _ 2^# ja _ c#y^ = o (7)
V&c/ d#2 dx dy dxdy \dy) dy*

when , (y+ ,) + c

^_i{(#/
+
(#)}

=
(8).

The equations (7) and (8) are exact
;
but if we suppose the

motion small, and proceed to the second order only of approxima-

tion, we may neglect the last three terms in (7), and we may

easily eliminate y between (7) and (8). For putting </>', </> /}
&c.

for the values of d(f>/dx, d(p/dy, &c. when y = Q, the number of

accents above marking the order of the differential coefficient

with respect to x, and the number below its order with respect

to y, and observing that k is a small quantity of the first order

at least, we have from (8)

g {y + *) + c
(<f>'

+ </>»
-
1 (f + <£;)

=
0,

whence y =
-Jc-^<f>'+

C

-<f>;(k+
C

-<f/)
+1 (f

" + tf»,

8

)*....(9).

Substituting the first approximate value of y in the first two

terms of (7), putting y = in the next two, and reducing, we

have

g<f>- &4>"
-

(.?</>„
- c

2

</>/)
(*

+ -

g
f

)
+2c (</>>"+ <^,')

=
0...(10).

<£
will now have to be determined from the general equation (2)

with the particular conditions (3) and (10). When is known,

y, the ordinate of the surface, will be got from (9), and k will

then be determined by the condition that the mean value of y
shall be zero. The value of p, if required, may then be obtained

from (5).

2. In proceeding to a first approximation we have the equa-
tions (2), (3) and the equation obtained by omitting the small

terms in (10), namely,

»|-
cIS = 0, When?/ = « (11).

* The reader will observe that the y in this equation is the ordinate of the

surface, whereas the y in (1) and (2) is the ordinate of any point in the fluid. The

context will always shew in which sense y in employed.
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The general integral of (2) is

the sign 2 extending to all values of A, m and n, real or imagi-

nary, for which m2 + n
2 =

: the particular values of
</),

Cos + C,

Di) + 1)', corresponding respectively to n = 0, m== 0, must also be

included, but the constants C , D' may be omitted. In the

present case, the expression for
<£ must not contain real ex-

ponentials in x, since a term containing such an exponential

would become infinite either for x = — co
,
or for x ='+ oo

,
as well

as its differential coefficients which would appear in the ex-

pressions for u and v; so that m must be wholly imaginary.

Replacing then the exponentials in x by circular functions, we
shall have for the part of

<£ corresponding to any one value

of m,

(Ae
m +A'e-mv) sin mx + {Bc

mv + B'e~my
)
cos mx,

and the complete value of
<£

will be found by taking the sum of

all possible particular values of the above form and of the par-

ticular value Cx + Dy. When the value so formed is substituted

in (3), which has to hold good for all values of x, the coefficients

of the several sines and cosines, and the constant term must be

separately equated to zero. We have therefore

D = 0, A' = 62mhA, B = e
2mhB

;

so that if we change the constants we shall have

$ = Cx + 1 (e
m<ft-0) + e-"fr-*>) (A sin mx + B cos mx) . . . (12),

the sign 2 extending to all real values of m, A and B, of which

m may be supposed positive.

3. To the term Cx in (12) corresponds a uniform velocity

parallel to x, which may be supposed to be impressed on the

fluid in addition to its other motions. If the velocity of pro-

pagation be defined merely as the velocity with which the wave

form is propagated, it is evident that the velocity of propagation
is perfectly arbitrary. For, for a given state of relative motion

of the parts of the fluid, the velocity of propagation, as so defined,

can be altered by altering the value of C. And in proceeding to

the higher orders of approximation it becomes a question what
we shall define the velocity of propagation to be. Thus, we might
define it to be the velocity with which the wave form is propa-
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outed when the mean horizontal velocity of a particle in the

upper surface is zero, or the velocity of propagation of the wave

form when the mean horizontal velocity of a particle at the

bottom is zero, or in various other ways. The following two

definitions appear chiefly to deserve attention.

First, we may define the velocity of propagation to be the

velocity with which the wave form is propagated in space, when

the mean horizontal velocity at each point of space occupied by the

fluid is zero. The term "mean" here refers to the variation of

the time. This is the definition which it will be most convenient

to employ in the investigation. I shall accordingly suppose (7=0

in (12), and c will represent the velocity of propagation according

to the above definition.

Secondly, we may define the velocity of propagation to be the

velocity of propagation of the wave form in space, when the mean

horizontal velocity of the mass of fluid comprised between two

very distant planes perpendicular to the axis of x is zero. The

mean horizontal velocity of the mass means here the same thing

as the horizontal velocity of its centre of gravity. This appears

to be the most natural definition of the velocity of propagation,

since in the case considered there is no current in the mass of

fluid, taken as a whole. I shall denote the velocity of propagation

according to this definition by c. In the most important case

to consider, namely, that in which the depth is infinite, it is

easy to see that c =c, whatever be the order of approximation.

For when the depth becomes infinite, the velocity of the centre

of gravity of the mass comprised between any two planes parallel

to the plane yz vanishes, provided the expression for u contain

no constant term.

4. We must now substitute in (11) the value of
c/>.

<£ =2 (€"•<*-»> + e"**"^) [A smmx + Bcosmx)...(13);

but since (11) has to hold good for all values of x, the coefficients

of the several sines and cosines must be separately equal to zero :

at least this must be true, provided the series contained in (11)

are convergent. The coefficients will vanish for any one value

of m, provided
A giiiA g

—m h

=
memh +e-mh ^'
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Putting for shortness 2mh — fx, we have

d log c
2

_ 1 2

which is positive or negative, jjl being supposed positive, according

as

2/*xe* -€-*>< 2
(/*+ ^-3+ )

>

and is therefore necessarily negative. Hence the value of c given

by (14) decreases as
jjl

or m increases, and therefore (11) cannot

be satisfied, for a given value of c, by more than one positive

value of m. Hence the expression for <£ must contain only one

value of m. Either of the terms A cos mx, B sin mx may be

got rid of by altering the origin of x. We may therefore take,

for the most general value of
</>,

<j>
= A (e^-rt+e-^-^) sin mx (15).

Substituting in (8), we have for the ordinate of the surface

ii\A.c

y = -(e
mh + e- mh)cosmx (1G),

y

k being =
0, since the mean value of y must be zero. Thus

everything is known in the result except A and m, which are

arbitrary.

5. It appears from the above, that of all waves for which

the motion is in two dimensions, which are propagated in a fluid

of uniform depth, and which are such as could be propagated
into fluid previously at rest, so that udx + vdy is an exact differ-

ential, there is only one particular kind, namely, that just con-

sidered, which possesses the property of being propagated with

a constant velocity, and without change of form
;

so that a

solitary wave cannot be propagated in this manner. Thus the

degradation in the height of such waves, which Mr Russell ob-

served, is not to be attributed wholly, (nor I believe chiefly,) to

the imperfect fluidity of the fluid, and its adhesion to the sides

and bottom of the canal, but is an essential characteristic of a

solitary wave. It is true that this conclusion depends on an

investigation which applies strictly to indefinitely small motions

only : but if it were true in general that a solitary wave could be

propagated uniformly, without degradation, it would be true in
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the limiting case of indefinitely small motions
;
and to disprove a

general proposition it is sufficient to disprove a particular case.

G. In proceeding to a second approximation we must sub-

stitute the first approximate value of
</>, given by (15), in the

small terms of (10). Observing that k = to a first approximation,

ami eliminating g from the small terms by means of (14), we

find

ff<j>,
- c

2

<}>"
- QAWc sin 2mx =0 (17).

The general value of
</> given by (13), which is derived from (2)

and (3), must now be restricted to satisfy (17). It is evident that

no new terms in
</> involving sin rnx or cos mx need be introduced,

since such terms may be included in the first approximate value,

and the only other term which can enter is one of the form

£
(
e2m(h-y) + e -2m(/i-2/)) sm 2mx .

Substituting this term in (17), and simplifying by means of (14),

we find

3mA*

Moreover since the term in
(/> containing sinmx must disappear

from (17), the equation (14) will give c to a second approxi-

mation.

If we denote the coefficient of cos mx in the first approximate
value of y, the ordinate of the surface, by a, we shall have

a == 9a = _ ca
.

mc [ €
m^ + e

_ m
^) ( e

w^ e
~m

^)
'

and substituting this value of A in that of
</>,

we have

em{h-y) _|_ € -m{h-y) e2m[h-y) _j_ e -1m{h-y)

</>

= - ac ~

dmh_ e-mh
~ Sin mx + 3ma2c --&& _ ^hj

- Sin ~mx

(18)-

The ordinate of the surface is given to a second approximation

by (9). It will be found that

y
= a cos mx - ma2 v

2 (e
mh - €~ mh

)

3
°°S * ' "' ''

ma*
k =

€2mh _-2mA

7. The equation to the surface is of the form

y = «cos mx — Ka2
cos 2ni.r (20),
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where K is necessarily positive, and a may be supposed to be

positive, since the case in which it is negative may be reduced to

that in which it is positive by altering the origin of x by the

quantity w/m or X./2, \ being the length of the waves. On re-

ferring to (20) we see that the waves are symmetrical with respect
to vertical planes drawn through their ridges, and also with

respect to vertical planes drawn through their lowest lines. The

greatest depression of the fluid occurs when x = or = ±\, &c,
and is equal to a — a

2K: the greatest elevation occurs when
oe = ±\/2 or = + 3X/2, &c, and is equal to a + a2K. Thus the

greatest elevation exceeds the greatest depression by 2a2K. When
the surface cuts the plane of mean level, cos mx — aK cos 2mx = 0.

Putting in the small term in this equation the approximate value

mx = 7r/2, we have cos mx = — aK= cos (tt/2 + aK), whence

oc = ± (X/4 + aKX/2-jr),
= ± (5X/4 + aK\/2>7r), &c.

We see then that the breadth of each hollow, measured at the

height of the plane of mean level, is \/2+aK\/7r, while the

breadth of each elevated portion of the fluid is A/2
—
aKX/ir.

It is easy to prove from the expression for K, which is given
in (10), that for a given value of A, or of m, K increases as h

decreases. Hence the difference in form of the elevated and

depressed portions of the fluid is more conspicuous in the case

in which the fluid is moderately shallow than in the case in

which its depth is very great compared with the length of the

waves.

8. When the depth of the fluid is very great compared with

the length of a wave, we may without sensible error suppose h to

be infinite. This supposition greatly simplifies the expressions

already obtained. We have in this case

4>~— ace~"'
u sin mx (21),

y =a cos mx — \ ma
2
cos 2mx (22),

fc_ K---- c
2-^

the y in (22) being the ordinate of the surface.

It is hardly necessary to remark that the state of the fluid at

any time will be expressed by merely writing x — ct in place of x
in all the preceding expressions.
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9. To find the nature of the motion of the individual par-

ticles, let x + £ be written for x, y + 77 for y, and suppose x and y
to be independent of t, so that they alter only in passing from one

particle to another, while f and rj are small quantities depending
on the motion. Then taking the case in which the depth is in-

finite, we have

fit— = u = — mace~ m ^y+r^ cos m (x + £
—

ct)
—— mace my cos m (x — ct)

ctz

+ m2
ace~ my sin m (x

—
ct).% + m2

ace~ my cos m (x
—

ct) . % nearly,

— = v = mace~m^ +ri
'

> sin m (x + f
—

ct)
= mace~ my sin m(x — ct)

clt

+ m2
ace~ my cos m (x

—
ct).^

— m2
ace~ my sin m(x — ct) . 7], nearly.

To a first approximation

I = ae~ my sin m(x — ct), i)
= ae~my cos m(x — ct),

the arbitrary constants being omitted. Substituting these values

in the small terms of the preceding equations, and integrating

again, we have

£ = ae~ my sin m(x - ct) + m\i2
cte~ 2mv,

rj
= ae~my cos m (x

—
ct).

Hence the motion of the particles is the same as to a first

approximation, with one important difference, which is that in

addition to the motion of oscillation the particles are transferred

forwards, that is, in the direction of propagation, with a constant

velocity depending on the depth, and decreasing rapidly as the

depth increases. If U be this velocity for a particle whose depth
below the surface in equilibrium is y, we have

/2-7r\^ 1
*"y

U=m\i2
C€-

9-my = a2

{-^\ g^e~T. (23).

The motion of the individual particles may be determined in

a similar manner when the depth is finite from (18). In this case

the values of f and 77 contain terms of the second order, involving

respectively sin 2m (x— ct) and cos 2m(x — ct), besides the term in

£ which is multiplied by t. The most important thing to consider

is the value of U, which is

e 1m[y-h) _|_ e -2m(y-h)
U=rrta*c

j^h_^ mh
j

-
(24).
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Since U is a small quantity of the order a
2

,
and in proceeding

to a second approximation the velocity of propagation is given to

the order a only, it is immaterial which of the definitions of velo-

city of propagation mentioned in Art. 3 we please to adopt.

10. The waves produced by the action of the wind on the

surface of the sea do not probably differ very widely from those

which have just been considered, and which may be regarded as

the typical form of oscillatory waves. On this supposition the

particles, in addition to their motion of oscillation, will have a

progressive motion in the direction of propagation of the waves,

and consequently in the direction of the wind, supposing it not to

have recently shifted, and this progressive motion will decrease

rapidly as the depth of the particle considered increases. If the

pressure of the air on the posterior parts of the waves is greater

than on the anterior parts, in consequence of the wind, as un-

questionably it must be, it is easy to see that some such progres-

sive motion must be produced. If then the waves are not break-

ing, it is probable that equation (23), which is applicable to deep

water, may give approximately the mean horizontal velocity of

the particles; but it is difficult to say how far the result may be

modified by friction. If then we regard the ship as a mere parti-

cle, in the first instance, for the sake of simplicity, and put U for

the value of U when y = 0, it is easy to see that after sailing for

a time t, the ship must be a distance U t to the lee of her estimated

place. It will not however be sufficient to regard the ship as a

mere particle, on account of the variation of the factor e -2'"^, as y
varies from to the greatest depth of the ship below the surface

of the water. Let 8 be this depth, or rather a depth something

less, in order to allow for the narrowing of the ship towards the

keel, and suppose the effect of the progressive motion of the water

on the motion of the ship to be the same as if the water were

moving with a velocity the same as all depths, and equal to the

mean value of the velocity U from y = to y = 8. If U
1
be this

mean velocity,

On this supposition, if a ship be steered so as to sail in a direc-

tion making an angle 6 with the direction of the wind, supposing

the water to have no current, and if V be the velocity with which
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the ship moves through the water, her actual velocity will be the

resultant of a velocity V in the direction just mentioned, which,

for shortness, I shall call the direction of steering, and of a velocity

U
x
in the direction of the wind. But the ship's velocity as esti-

mated by the log-line is her velocity relatively to the water at the

surface, and is therefore the resultant of a velocity V in the direc-

tion of steering, and a velocity U — U
x
in a direction opposite to

that in which the wind is blowing. If then E be the estimated

velocity, and if we neglect U2
,

E=V-{U -U1 )
cos 6.

But the ship's velocity is really the resultant of a velocity V+ U^osd
in the direction of steering, and a velocity U1

sin 6 in the perpen-
dicular direction, while her estimated velocity is E in the direction

of steering. Hence, after a time t, the ship will be a distance

U t cos 9 ahead of her estimated place, and a distance Uj, sin

aside of it, the latter distance being measured in a direction per-

pendicular to the direction of steering, and on the side towards

which the wind is blowing.

I do not suppose that the preceding formula can be employed
in practice ;

but I think it may not be altogether useless to call

attention to the importance of having regard to the magnitude
and direction of propagation of the waves, as well as to the wind,

in making the allowance for lee-way.

11. The formulae of Art. 6 are perfectly general as regards the

ratio of the length of the waves to the depth of the fluid, the only
restriction being that the height of the waves must be sufficiently

small to allow the series to be rapidly convergent. Consequently,

they must apply to the limiting case, in which the waves are sup-

posed to be extremely long. Hence long waves, of the kind con-

sidered, are propagated without change of form, and the velocity

of propagation is independent of the height of the waves to a

second approximation. These conclusions might seem, at first

sight, at variance with the results obtained by Mr Airy for the

case of long waves*. On proceeding to a second approximation,
Mr Airy finds that the form of long waves alters as they proceed,
and that the expression for the velocity of propagation contains a

*
Encyclopedia Metropolitana, Tides and Waves, Articles 108, &c.

s. 14
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term depending on the height of the waves. But a little attention

will remove this apparent discrepancy. If we suppose mh very-

small in (19), and expand, retaining only the most important

terms, we shall find for the equation to the surface

3a2

w = a cos mx—-—
^pr cos 2mx.

Now, in order that the method of approximation adopted may be

legitimate, it is necessary that the coefficient of cos 2mx in this

equation be small compared with a. Hence a/mVi
3

,
and therefore

\*a/h
3

,
must be small, and therefore a/h must be small compared

with (Ji/X)
2
. But the investigation of Mr Airy is applicable to the

case in which \/h is very large ;
so that in that investigation a/h

is large compared with (h/\)*. Thus the difference in the results

obtained corresponds to a difference in the physical circumstances

of the motion.

12. There is no difficulty in proceeding to the higher orders

of approximation, except what arises from the length of the for-

mula. In the particular case in which the depth is considered

infinite, the formulae are very much simpler than in the general

case. I shall proceed to the third order in the case of an infinite

depth, so as to find in that case the most important term, depend-

ing on the height of the waves, in the expression for the velocity

of propagation.

For this purpose it will be necessary to retain the terms of

the third order in the expansion of (7). Expanding this equation

according to powers of y, and neglecting terms of the fourth, &c.

orders, we have

gfr
- Cy + {g$H

-
ety,") y + [fffr- ety„") |*

+ 2c (f</>" + <£,</>/)

(25).

In the small terms of this equation we must put for
<f>
and y

their values given by (21) and (22) respectively. Now since the

value of
<j>

to a second approximation is the same as its value to a

first approximation, the equation (/</>,— c
2

<£"=0 is satisfied to terms

of the second order. But the coefficients of y and y
2

/2, in the

first line of (25), are derived from the left-hand member of the
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preceding equation by inserting the factor e~ my
, differentiating

either once or twice with respect to y, and then putting y = 0.

Consequently these coefficients contain no terms of the second

order, and therefore the terms involving y in the first line of (25)

are to be neglected. The next two terms are together equal to

cd{<j>'

2 + <f>?)/dx. But

<f
)

' 2+ (
ji/

2 = m2

aV,

which does not contain x, so that these two terms disappear. The

coefficient of y in the second line of (25) may be derived from the

two terms last considered in the manner already indicated, and

therefore the terms containing y will disappear from (25). The

only small terms remaining are the last three, and it will easily

be found that their sum is equal to m4a3
c
B
sin ma?, so that (25) be-

comes

g<f>,
- e*<j>"+mW sin mx = (26).

The value of
<f>

will evidently be of the form Ae~ my sin mx. Sub-

stituting this value in (2G), we have

(mV - mg)A + m*a3
<f = 0.

Dividing by mA, and putting forA and c
2
their approximate values

—
ac, g/m respectively in the small term, we have

mc2

=g + m
2a2

g,

The equation to the surface may bo found without difficulty. It

is

y = a cos mx — \ ma
2
cos 2mx + § m2a3

cos 3mx* (27) :

we have also

Jc = 0, <f)
= - ac (1

— fmV) e-"^sin mx.

*
It is remarkable that this equation coincides with that of the prolate cycloid,

if the latter equation be expanded according to ascending powers of the distance of

tbe tracing point from the centre of the rolling circle, and the terms of the fourth

order be omitted. The prolate cycloid is the form assigned by Mr Russell to waves

of the kind here considered. Reports of the British Association, Vol. vi. p. 448.

When the depth of the fluid is not great compared with the length of a wave, tbe

form of the surface does not agree with the prolate cycloid even to a second

approximation.

14—2
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The following figure represents a vertical section of the waves

propagated along the surface of deep water. The figure is drawn

7\
for the case in which a = r^. The term of the third order in (27)

o\)

is retained, but it is almost insensible. The straight line represents

a section of the plane of mean level.

13. If we consider the manner in which the terms introduced

by each successive approximation enter into equations (7) and (8),

we shall see that, whatever be the order of approximation, the

series expressing the ordinate of the surface will contain only-

cosines of mx and its multiples, while the expression for
</>

will

contain only sines. The manner in which y enters into the

coefficient of cos rmx in the expression for
<f>

is determined in the

case of a finite depth by equations (2) and (3). Moreover, the

principal part of the coefficient of cos rmx or sin rmx will be of

the order ar
at least. We may therefore assume

<f)
=^aTA

r («»»<*-»> + e- rm[h -y )

) sin rmx,

y = a cos mx + 1.™arB
r
cos rmx,

and determine the arbitrary coefficients by means of equations

(7) and (8), having previously expanded these equations according

to ascending powers of y. The value of c
2
will be determined by

equating to zero the coefficient of sin mx in (7).

Since changing the sign of a comes to the same thing as

altering the origin of x by \ X, it is plain that the expressions

for Ar ,
B

r
and c

2
will contain only even powers of a. Thus

the values of each of these quantities will be of the form

C
Q +Cl

a2 + C
2
a

i
+...

It appears also that, whatever be the order of approximation,

the waves will be symmetrical with respect to vertical planes

passing through their ridges, as also with respect to vertical planes

passing through their lowest lines.

14. Let us consider now the case of waves propagated at

the common surface of two liquids, of which one rests on the
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other. Suppose as before that the motion is in two dimensions,

that the fluids extend indefinitely in all horizontal directions,

or else that they are bounded by two vertical planes parallel to

the direction of propagation of the waves, that the waves are

propagated with a constant velocity, and without change of form,

and that they are such as can be propagated into, or excited

in, the fluids supposed to have been previously at rest. Suppose
first that the fluids are bounded by two horizontal rigid planes.

Then taking' the common surface of the fluids when at rest for

the plane xz, and employing the same notation as before, we

have for the under fluid

g+9- ^
^ = when y = h (29),

p = C + gPy + cp^,

neglecting the squares of small quantities. Let h
t
be the depth

of the upper fluid when in equilibrium, and let p t , pt , <£,,
G

/
be

the quantities referring to the upper fluid which correspond to

2~>, p, <f>,
C referring to the under : then we have for the upper

fluid

2^-* »
^|'

= when y= -ht (31),

We have also, for the condition that the two fluids shall not

penetrate into, nor separate from each other,

g=
0,when,

= O (32).

Lastly, the condition answering to (11) is

when a-O,+g(p-pig +c(p^-p,^y0 (31).
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Since G — C is evidently a small quantity of the first order at

least, the condition is that (33) shall be satisfied when y = 0.

Equation (34) will then give the ordinate of the common surface

of the two liquids when y is put = in the last two terms.

The general value of <£ suitable to the present case, which

is derived from (28) subject to the condition (29), is given by (13)

if we suppose that the fluid is free from a uniform horizontal

motion compounded with the oscillatory motion expressed by (18).

Since the equations of the present investigation are linear, in

consequence of the omission of the squares of small quantities,

it will be sufficient to consider one of the terms in (13). Let

then

$ =A (e
m <*-»> + e- m f*-y>) sin mx (35).

The general value of
<£,

will be derived from (13) by merely

writing
— Ji

t
for k. But in order that (32) may be satisfied, the

value of
(j> /

must reduce itself to a single term of the same form

as the second side of (35). We may take then for the value

of&
(j)^ A^e"

1^^ + e-",(h'+v]

)
smmx (36).

Putting for shortness

and taking 8
J}
D

t
to denote the quantities derived from 8, D by

writing h
t
for h, we have from (32)

DA + DA=0 (37),

and from (33)

P (gD-mc
i

S)A+p t (gD, + m(?S)A t
= (38).

Eliminating A and A
t
from (37) and (38), we have

C -
m pSD, + p,Sp

[ J '

The equation to the common surface of the liquids will be

obtained from (34). Since the mean value of y is zero, we have

in the first place

C = C (40).

We have then, for the value of y,

y = a cos mx (41),
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where

mc pA lS-pAS_DD i P A iS-pAS
9 P-P,

~
o pSD. + pfifi

(42j *

Substituting in (35) and (3G) the values of A and A
/
derived from

(37) and (42), we have

no
<p
=
-^(€

m^-y)+e-m^-y))smmx (43),

no
(p
=
^-(e

m^+^ + e-m^+y))smmx (44).

Equations (39), (40), (41), (43) and (44) contain the solution

of the problem. It is evident that C remains arbitrary. The
values ofp and p / may be easily found if required.

If we differentiate the logarithm of c
2 with respect to m, and

multiply the result by the product of the denominators, which

are necessarily positive, we shall find a quantity of the form

Pp+Pp/}
where P and P

t
do not contain p or pt

. It may be

proved in nearly the same manner as in Art. 4, that each of the

quantities P, Pt
is necessarily negative. Consequently c will

decrease as m increases, or will increase with \. It follows from

this that the value of
<p cannot contain more than two terms,

one of the form (35), and the other derived from (35) by replacing

sin mx by cos mx, and changing the constant A : but the latter

term may be got rid of by altering the origin of x.

The simplest case to consider is that in which both h and h'

are regarded as infinite compared with X. In this case we have

(f>
= — ace~my sin mx, cp,

= ace™J sin mx,

o p — p, a
c = -—" —

, y = a cos mx,
p + P/ m'

*

the latter being the equation to the surface.

15. The preceding investigation applies to two incompressible

fluids, but the results are applicable to the case of the waves

propagated along the surface of a liquid exposed to the air, pro-

vided that in considering the effect of the air we neglect terms

which, in comparison with those retained, are of the order of

the ratio of the length of the waves considered to the length of
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a wave of sound of the same period in air. Taking then p for

the density of the liquid, p t
for that of the air at the time, and

supposing h
/

= oo
,
we have

c
, _ 9 (p-p,)D _9£> \1 _(l+ £\ eX nearlvC "

m PS + pD
~
mS \

l

V W p ]
' nearly "

If we had considered the buoyancy only of the air, we should

have had to replace g in the formula (14) by
-—*-'

g. We should
r

have obtained in this manner

c
2 g (p-p)D _gD(1

p\
m pS mS\ p)

Hence, in order to allow for the inertia of the air, the correction

for buoyancy must be increased in the ratio of 1 to 1 + D/S.

The whole correction therefore increases as the ratio of the length
of a wave to the depth of the fluid decreases. For very long
waves the correction is that due to buoyancy alone, while in

the case of very short waves the correction for buoyancy is

doubled. Even in this case the velocity of propagation is altered

by only the fractional part pjp of the whole
;
and as this quantity

is much less than the unavoidable errors of observation, the effect

of the air in altering the velocity of propagation may be neglected.

16. There is a discontinuity in the density of the fluid mass

considered in Art. 14, in passing from one fluid into the other;

and it is easy to shew that there is a corresponding discontinuity

in the velocity. If we consider two fluid particles in contact

with each other, and situated on opposite sides of the surface

of junction of the two fluids, we see that the velocities of these

particles resolved in a direction normal to that surface are the

same
;
but their velocities resolved in a direction tangential to

the surface are different. These velocities are, to the order of

approximation employed in the investigation, the values of d<f>/dx

and d(f>Jdx when y = 0. We have then from (43) and (44),

for the velocity with which the upper fluid slides along the

under,

% , S\viae l
-~ + -r\ cos mx.
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17. When the upper surface of the upper fluid is free, the

equations by which the problem is to be solved are the same
as those of Art. 14, except that the condition (31) is replaced by

^- cI ^' =0'
when y=~ h

> ^>
and to determine the ordinate of the upper surface, we have

where y is to be replaced by — h
t
in the last term. Let us con-

sider the motion corresponding to the value of
cp given by (35).

We must evidently have

<£y
= (A/ny + 5,6-™0) sin mx,

where A
t
and B

t
have to be determined. The conditions (32),

(33) and (45; give

p{gD- mc2

S) A+ P/ (g + mc2

) A, -p,(#- mc2

) B, = 0,

(g + mc2

)
e~ mh'A

/ -(g- mc2

) e
mh'B

l

= 0.

Eliminating A, A J
and B

t
from these equations, and putting

m
we find

(pSS/
+ P DD)t;

2

-p(SD/
+ SD)t;+(p-p l)DD=Q...(M).

The equilibrium of the fluid being supposed to be stable, we
must have p /

<
p. This being the case, it is easy to prove that

the two roots of (46) are real and positive. These two roots

correspond to two systems of waves of the same length, which

are propagated with the same velocity.

In the limiting case in which p\pt

= oo
, (46) becomes

SSJ?
-

(SD, + SD) £+DD= 0,

the roots of which are D/S and DJS/t
as they evidently ought

to be, since in this case the motion of the under fluid will not

be affected by that of the upper, and the upper fluid can be in

motion by itself.

When p=p one root of (46) vanishes, and the other becomes

SD + SD em(h + h) _ e-m{h+h.)

-^Trr
—

^6fc or ..
,

. . irm . The former of these roots cor-
SS + DD em{h+h,) _j_ e -m(h+h,)
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responds to the waves propagated at the common surface of the

fluids, while the latter gives the velocity of propagation belonging
to a single fluid having a depth equal to the sum of the depths
of the two considered.

When the depth of the upper fluid is considered infinite,

we must put DJ'St
= l in (46). The two roots of the equation

so transformed are 1 and -^—^r\ >
the former corresponding to

pb + pi)
waves propagated at the upper surface of the upper fluid, and the

latter agreeing with Art. 15.

"When the depth of the under fluid is considered infinite, and

that of the upper finite, we must put D/S=l in (46). The two

roots will then become 1 and "„ ^'' '

. The value of the

former root shews that whatever be the depth of the upper fluid,

one of the two systems of waves will always be propagated with

the same velocity as waves of the same length at the surface of a

single fluid of infinite depth. This result is true even when the

motion is in three dimensions, and the form of the waves changes

with the time, the waves being still supposed to be such as could

be excited in the fluids, supposed to have been previously at rest,

by means of forces applied at the upper surface. For the most

general small motion of the fluids in this case may be regarded

as the resultant of an infinite number of systems of waves of the

kind considered in this paper. It is remarkable that when the

depth of the upper fluid is very great, the root £ = 1 is that which

corresponds to the waves for which the upper fluid is disturbed,

while the under is sensibly at rest; whereas, when the depth of

the upper fluid is very small, it is the other root which corresponds

to those waves which are analogous to the waves which would

be propagated in the upper fluid if it rested on a rigid plane.

When the depth of the upper fluid is very small compared
with the length of a wave, one of the roots of (46) will be very

small
;
and if we neglect squares and products of mh

t
and £, the

equation becomes 2pD£— 2 (p
—
p)mhD = 0, whence

?=P^.mh/} c
2 =^^

(47).
P P

These formula? will not hold good if mli be very small as well as

mJifl and comparable with it, since in that case all the terms of
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(46) will bo small quantities of the second order, mh
/ being re-

garded as a small quantity of the first order. In this case, if we

neglect small quantities of the third order in (46), it becomes

whence
4^2 - Imp (h + h) £+ 4(p

-
p) m*hh

t

=
0,

c*=£k +h,±\/(h-hy+^hh\ (48).

Of these values of c
2

, that in which the radical has the negative

sign belongs to that system of waves to which the formulae (47)

apply when h
/
is very small compared with h.

If the two fluids are water and mercury, pjpt
is equal to about

1357. If the depth of the water be very small compared both

with the length of the waves and with the depth of the mercury,
it appears from (47) that the velocity of propagation will be less

than it would have been, if the water had rested on a rigid plane,

in the ratio of
-9624 to 1, or 26 to 27 nearly.

APPENDIX.

[A. On the relation of the preceding investigation to a case of wave

motion of the oscillatory kind in ivJiich the disturbance can be

expressed in finite terms.

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1863, p. 127, is a paper

by the late Professor Rankine in which he has shewn that it is

possible to express in finite terms, without any approximation,

the motion of a particular class of waves of the oscillatory kind.

It is remarkable that the results for waves of this kind were

given as long ago as in 1802, by Gerstner*, whose investigation

however seems to have been but little noticed for a long time.

This case of motion has latterly attracted a good deal of atten-

tion, partly no doubt from the facility of dealing with it, but

partly, it would seem, from misconceptions as to its intrinsic

importance.

* Sec Weber's Wcllcnlehre auf Experimente gegriindet, p. 338.
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The investigation may be presented in very short compass in

the following manner.

Let us confine our attention to the case of a mass of liquid, re-

garded as a perfect fluid of a depth practically infinite, in which

an indefinite series of regular periodic waves is propagated along
the surface, the motion being in two dimensions, and vanishing at

an infinite depth. Taking the plane of motion for the plane of xy,

y being measured vertically downwards, let us seek to express the

actual co-ordinates x, y of any particle in terms of two parameters

h, k particularising that particle, and of the time t. Let us assume

for trial

x = h + isTsin m (h
—

ct), y = k + K cosm (h
—

ct) (49),

where m, c are two constants, and K a function of k only. It

will be easily seen that these equations, regarded merely as

expressing the geometrical motion of points, and apart from the

physical possibility of the motion, represent a wave disturbance

of periodic character travelling in the direction of OX with a

velocity of propagation c.

As the disturbance is in two dimensions, we may speak of areas

as representing volumes. Let us consider first the condition of

constancy of the mass. The four loci corresponding to constant

values h, h + dh, k, k + dk, of the two parameters respectively en-

close a quadrangular figure which is ultimately a parallelogram,

the area of which must be independent of the time. Now the

area is Sdhdk where

~_dxdy dx dy . .

dh dk dk dh

On performing the differentiations we find

8=1 + (mk + K') cos m(h- ct)+mKK' (51),

where K' stands for dK/dk. In order that this may be indepen-
dent of the time it is necessary and sufficient that

mK + K' = (52),

whence

K = ae~ mk (52'),

and
S= 1 - m2K2 = 1 - m2aV 2w*

(53).
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The dynamical equations give

dp , /(T'x , d\i , \

J
=
^-\df dx +^ dy

)

— gdy + m*c
2K (sin m (h

—
ct) dx -f cos m (h

—
ct) dy]

= gdy + i»V {(x
— h)d(x—h) 4- (y

—
k) d(y -

k)}

+ mV {(«
-

h) dh +(y- k) dk).

The last line becomes by (49) and (52),

mcz

{mKsm m (h
—

ct) dh — K' cos m(h — ct) dk],

or — mc2d . K cos m (h
—

ct).

The dynamical equations are therefore satisfied, the expression for

dp being a perfect differential, and we have

£=gy + iffiV {(x
- hf + (y- h)*}

- m&K cos m(h - ct) + G
r

= gk + %m*<?K* + (g
- mc2

)
Kcos m (h

-
ct) + G.

It remains to consider the equations of condition at the boun-

daries of the fluid. The expression for K satisfies the condition of

giving a disturbance which decreases indefinitely as the depth in-

creases, and we have only to see if it be possible to satisfy the

condition at the free surface. Now the particles at the free sur-

face differ only by the value of the parameter h, as follows from

the fundamental conception of wave motion, and therefore for some

one value of. k we must have p = independently of the time.

This requires that

m 2tt
'

and if we please to take k = at the surface, and determine G

accordingly, we have

- = gk-iga*m(l -e-**) (54).
r

Since p is independent of the time, not merely for k = 0, but

for any constant value of k, it follows that when the wave motion

is converted into steady motion by superposing a velocity equal

and opposite to that of propagation, it is not merely the line of

motion or stream-line which forms the surface but all the stream-

lines that are lines of constant pressure. This is undoubtedly no

necessary property of wave-motion converted into steady motion,

which only requires that the particular stream-line at the surface
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shall be one for which the pressure is constant, though Gerstner

has expressed himself as if he supposed it necessarily true
;

it is

merely a character of the special case investigated by Gerstner

and Kankine. Nevertheless in the case of deep water it must be

very approximately true. For in the first place it is strictly true

at the surface, and in the second place, it must be sensibly true

at a very moderate depth and for all greater depths, since the

disturbance very rapidly diminishes on passing from the surface

downwards; so that unless the amount of disturbance be excessive

the supposition that all the stream-lines are lines of constant

pressure will not be much in error.

In the case investigated by the mathematicians just mentioned,
each particle returns periodically to the position it had at a given
instant

;
there is no progressive motion combined with a periodic

disturbance, such as was found in the case investigated in the pre-
sent paper : and for deep water the absence of progressive motion
is doubtless peculiar to the former case, as will presently more

clearly appear.

If we suppose a regular periodic wave motion to be going on,
and then suppose small suitable pressures applied to the surface in

such a manner as to check the motion, we may evidently produce
a secular subsidence of the wave disturbance while still leaving it

at any moment regular and periodic, save as to secular change,

provided the opposing pressures are suitably chosen. The wave-

length will be left unchanged, but not so, in general, the periodic
time. If the amount of disturbance in one wave period be insen-

sible, the particles which at one time have a common mean depth
must at any future time have a common mean depth, and must

ultimately lie in a horizontal plane when the wave motion has

wholly subsided. In this condition therefore there can be no
motion except a horizontal flow with a velocity which is some
function of the depth. By a converse process we may imagine a

regular periodic wave motion of given wave-length excited in a
fluid in which there previously was none; and according to the

nature of the arbitrary flow with which we start, we shall obtain

as the result a wave motion of such or such a kind*.

In any given case of wave motion, the flow which remains

* To prevent possible misconception I may observe that I am not here con-

templating the actual mode of excitement of waves by wind, which in some respects
is essentially different.
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when the waves have been caused to subside in the manner above

explained is easily determined, since we know that in the motion

of a liquid in two dimensions the angular velocity is not affected

by forces applied to the surface. If co be the angular velocity

dv du _ 1 (dy dv dy dv dx du dx du~
dx dy S \dk dh dh dk dk dh dh dk

S being defined by (50). In Gerstner and Rankine's solution

u = — mace~ mk cos m (h
—

ct), v = mace~mk sin m (h
—

ct),

and on effecting the differentiations and substituting for S from

(53) we find

m s
a*C6-2mk ,_>

W ~ "
1 - wVr" (

° 0} *

Let y be the depth and u the horizontal velocity, after the

wave-motion has been destroyed as above explained, of the line of

particles which had k for a parameter ;
then we must have

°i =
-^dy'

(0G) '

Since in a horizontal length which may be deemed infinite com-

pared with A, the area between the ordinates y, y + dy' must

be the same as between the lines of particles which have k, k + dk

for their ^'-parameter

dy = Sdk,

S being defined by (50). Putting for S its value given by (53)

we have

di/ = (l-m*a*€-*
mk
)dk (57),

y'
= k-lma2

(l-e-*
mk

) (58).

We have then from (56) by (55) and (57),

v! = 2m :i

a
2

cJ€-
2mkdk=- mVce"2"1*

(59),

since u' vanishes when k = oo .

It appears then that in order that it should be possible to

excite these waves in deep water previously free from wave dis-

turbance, by means of pressures applied to the surface, a prepara-
tion must be laid in the shape of a horizontal velocity decreasing
from the surface downwards according to the value of e~ 2mk

,
where

k is a function of the depth y determined by the transcendental

equation in k (58), and moreover a velocity decreasing downwards

according to this law will serve for waves of the present kind of
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only one particular height depending on the coefficient of the ex-

ponential in the expression for the flow. Under these conditions

the horizontal velocity depending (when we adopt approximations)
on the square and higher powers of the elevation, which belongs to

the wave-motion, is exactly neutralized by the pre-existing hori-

zontal velocity in a contrary direction, pre-existing, that is, when
we think of the waves as having been excited in a fluid previously
destitute of wave-motion, not as having gone on as they are from
a time indefinitely remote. The absence of any forward horizontal

motion of the individual particles in waves of this kind, though
attractive at first sight, is not of any real physical import,
because we are not concerned with the biographies so to speak of

the individual particles.

The oscillatory waves which most naturally present themselves
to our attention are those which are excited in the ocean or on
a lake by the action of the wind, or those which having been so

excited are propagated into (practically, though not in a rigorous
mathematical sense) still water. Of the latter kind are the surf

which breaks upon our western coasts as a result of storms out in

the Atlantic, or the grand rollers which are occasionally observed
at St Helena and Ascension Island. The motion in these cases

having been produced from rest, by forces applied to the surface,

there is no molecular rotation, and therefore the investigation of

the present paper strictly applies. Moreover, if we conceive the
waves gradually produced by suitable forces applied to the surface,
in the manner explained at p. 222, the investigation applies to the
waves (secular change apart) at any period of their growth, and
not merely when they have attained one particular height.

There can be no question, it seems to me, that this is the class

of oscillatory waves which on merely physical grounds we should

naturally select for investigation. The interest of the solution first

given by Gerstner, and it is of great interest, arises not from any
physical pre-eminence of the class of waves to which it relates, but
from the imperfection of our analysis, which renders it important
to discuss a case in which all the circumstances of the motion can
be simply expressed in mathematical terms without any approxima-
tion. And though this motion is not exactly that which on purely
physical grounds we should prefer to investigate, namely, that in
which the molecular rotation is nil, yet unless the height of the
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waves be extravagant, it agrees so nearly with it that for many-

purposes the simpler expressions of Rankine may be used without

material error, even when we are investigating wave motion of

the irrotational kind.

B. Considerations relative to the greatest height of oscillatory

irrotational waves which can be propagated without change

of form.

In a paper published in the Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxix.

(1865), p. 25, Rankine gave an investigation which led him to

the conclusion that in the steepest possible oscillatory waves of

the irrotational kind, the crests become at the vertex infinitely

curved in such a manner that a section of the crest by the plane
of motion presents two branches of a curve which meet at a right

angle*.

In this investigation it is assumed in the first place that the

steepness may be pushed to the limit of an infinite curvature

at a particular point, and in the second place that the variations

*
It is not quite clear whether Rankine supposed his proposition, that "all

waves in which molecular rotation is null, begin to break when the two slopes of

the crest meet at right angles," to apply only to free waves, or to forced waves as

well. One would have supposed the former, were it not that a figure is referred to

representing forced waves of one particu'ar kind. It is readily shewn that the

contour of a forced wave is arbitrary, even though the motion be restricted to be

irrotational. Let TJ=C (p. 4) be the general equation of the stream lines when the

wave motion is converted into steady motion. Then in the general case of a finite

depth, which includes as a limiting and then fore particular case that of an infinite

depth, the parameter C has one constant value at the upper surface, and another at

the bottom, and it satisfies the paitial differential equation (5) of p. 4. Hence the

problem of finding U is the same as that of determining the permanent tem-

perature, varying in two dimensions only, of a homogeneous isotropic solid the

section of which is bounded below by a horizontal line at a finite or infinite depth,

and abovS by a given arbitrary contour, the bounding surfaces being at two given

constant temperatures. The latter problem is evidently determinate, and therefore

also the former, so that forced waves may present in their contour sharp angles,

not merely of 90°, but of any value we please to take.

s. 1 5
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of the components of the velocity, in passing from the crest to

a point infinitely close to it, may be obtained by differentiation,

or in other words from the second terms of the expansion by

Taylor's Theorem applied to infinitely small increments of the

variables.

The first assumption might perhaps be called in question,

but it would appear likely to give at any rate a superior limit

to the steepest form possible, if not the steepest form itself.

But as regards the second it would seem a priori very likely

that the crest might just be one of those singular points where

Taylor's Theorem fails
;
and that such must actually be the case

may be shewn by simple considerations.

Let us suppose that a fluid of either finite or infinite depth
is disturbed by a wave motion which is propagated uniformly

without change, the motion of the fluid being either rotational

or not, and let us suppose further that the crests are perfectly

sharp, so that a crest is formed by two branches of a curve which

either meet at a finite angle (their prolongations belonging to the

region of space where the fluid is not), or else touch, forming
a cusp.

Reduce the wave motion to steady motion by superposing
a velocity equal and opposite to that of propagation. Then

a particle at the surface may be thought of as gliding along a

fixed smooth curve: this follows directly from physical considera-

tions, or from the ordinary equation of steady motion. On

arriving at a crest the particle must be momentarily at rest, and

on passing it must be ultimately in the condition of a particle

starting from rest down an inclined or vertical plane. Hence the

velocity must vary ultimately as the square root of the distance

from the crest.

Hitherto the motion has been rotational or not, let us now
confine ourselves to the case of irrotational motion. Place the

origin at the crest, refer the function
<fi

to polar co-ordinates r, 6
;

being measured from the vertical, and consider the value of
<f>

very near the origin, where
<f> may be supposed to vanish, as the

arbitrary constant may be omitted. In general <£ will be of the

form XAnr
n
sin nd + XBn

cos n6. In the present case
cf>
must con-

tain sines only on account of the symmetry of the motion, as
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already shewn (p. 212), so that retaining only the most important
term we may take

cf>
= Arn

sin nd. Now for a point in the section

of the profile we must have d<f>/d0
= 0, and d<j>jdr varying

ultimately as r'-. This requires that n = %, and for the profile

that ^d — ^Tr, so that the two branches are inclined at angles of

± GO to the vertical, and at an angle of 120° to each other, not

of 90° as supposed by Rankine.

This however leaves untouched the question whether the

disturbance can actually be pushed to the extent of yielding crests

with sharp edges, or whether on the other hand there exists

a limit, for which the outline is still a smooth curve, beyond which

no waves of the oscillatory irrotational kind can be propagated
without change of form.

After careful consideration I feel satisfied that there is no

such earlier limit, but that we may actually approach as near

as we please to the form in which the curvature at the vertex

becomes iufinite, and the vertex becomes a multiple point where

the two branches with which alone we are concerned enclose an

angle of 120°. But whether in the limiting form the inclination

of the wave to the horizon continually increases from the trough
to the summit, and is consequently limited to 30°, or whether on

the other hand the points of inflexion which the profile presents
in the general case remain at a finite distance from the summit

when the limiting form is reached, so that on passing from the

trough to the summit the inclination attains a maximum from

which it begins to decrease before the summit is reached, is a

question which I cannot certainly decide, though I feel little doubt

that the former alternative represents the truth.

In Rankine's case of wave motion the limiting form presents

crests which are cusped. For the maximum wave ma = 1 or

a = \/2ir. We see from (55) that in this case the angular velo-

city becomes infinite at the surface, where h vanishes; and if

we suppose such waves excited in the manner already explained
in a fluid initially destitute of wave motion, the horizontal velocity

u which must exist in preparation for the waves must be such that

du jdy becomes infinite at the surface. It appears to be this cir-

cumstance which renders it possible for even rotational waves to

attain in the limit to an infinite thinness of crest without losing

the property of uniform propagation.

15—2
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When swells are propagated towards a smooth, very gently

shelving shore, the height increases when the finiteness of dejith

begins to take effect. Presently the limiting height for uniformly

propagated irrotational waves is passed, and then the form of the

wave changes independently of the mere secular change due to

diminishing depth. The tendency is now for the high parts to

overtake the less high in front of them, and thereby to become

higher still, until at last the crest topples over and the wave

finally breaks. The breaking is no doubt influenced by friction

against the bottom (denoting by
"
friction" the effect of the eddies

produced), but I do not believe that it is wholly or even mainly
due to this cause. Before the wave breaks altogether the top

gets very thin, but the maximum height for uniform propaga-
tion is probably already passed by a good deal, so that we must

guard against being misled by this observation as to the character

of the limiting form.

In watching many years ago a grand surf which came rolling

in on a sandy beach near the Giant's Causeway, without any storm

at the place itself, I recollect being struck with the blunt wedge-
like form of the waves where they first lost their flowing outline,

and began to show a little broken water at the very summit. It is

only I imagine on an oceanic coast, and even there on somewhat

rare occasions, that the form of waves of this kind, of nearly the

maximum height, can be studied to full advantage. The observer

must be stationed nearly in a line with the ridges of the waves

where they begin to break.

C. Remark on the method of Art. I.

There appears to be a slight advantage in employing the

function U or ty (= §{udy
— vdx) )

instead of 4>, the wave motion

having been reduced to steady motion as is virtually done in

Art. 1. The general equation for
-v^

is the same as for
<f>, (2), and

the general expression for ty answering to that given for
(f>

on

p. 212 is

<^«
= -

cy + 2" Cr {e
rm 'h-n] - e- rm ^

h-y]

)
cos mix.

The expression for p in terms of
yfr

is almost identical with that in

terms of
<f>.

So far there is nothing to choose between the two. But
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fur the two equations which have to be satisfied simultaneously at

the surface, instead of y>
= and the somewhat complicated equa-

tion (7), we have p = Q and
yjr
= const., which constant we may

take = if we leave open the origin of y. The substitution of

this equation of simpler form for (7) is a gain in proceeding to

higher orders of approximation. I remember however thinking
as I was working at the paper that as far as the approximation
there went the gain was not such as to render it worth while to

make the change.

But while these sheets were going through the press I devised

a totally different method of conducting the approximation, which

I find possesses very substantial advantages in proceeding to

higher orders of approximation. The reader will find this new

method after the paper
" on the critical values of the sums of

periodic series."]



[From the Report of tlie British Association for 1847, Part II. p. 6.]

On the Resistance of a Fluid to Two Oscillating

Spheres.

The object of this communication was to shew the application
of Professor Thomson's method of images to the solution of certain

problems in hydrodynamics. Suppose that there exists in an in-

finite mass of incompressible fluid a point from which, or to which

the fluid is flowing with a velocity alike in all directions. Con-

ceive now two such points, of intensities equal in magnitude and

opposite in sign, to coexist in the fluid
;
and then suppose these

points to approach, and ultimately coalesce, their intensities varying

inversely as the distance between them. Let the resulting point be

called a singular point of the second order. The motion of a fluid

about a solid, oscillating sphere is the same as if the solid sphere
were replaced by fluid, in the centre of which existed such a point.

It is easy to shew that the motion of the fluid due to a point of

this kind, when the fluid is interrupted by a sphere having its

centre in the axis of the singular point, is the same as if the

sphere's place were occupied by fluid containing one singular point

of the second order. By the application of this principle may be

found the resistance experienced by a sphere oscillating in presence

of a fixed sphere or plane, or within a spherical envelope, the

oscillation taking place in the line joining the centres, or perpen-
dicular to the plane. In a similar manner may be found the resist-

ance to two spheres which touch, or are connected by a rod, or to

the solid made up of two spheres which cut, provided the exterior

angle of the surfaces be a submultiple of two right angles, the

oscillation in these cases also taking place in the line joining the

centres. The numerical calculation is very simple, and may be

carried to any degree of accuracy.
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The investigation mentioned in the preceding paper arose out

of the communication to me by Sir William Thomson of his

beautiful method of electrical images before he had published it.

Having myself paid more attention to the motion of fluids than

to electricity, I endeavoured to find if it would in any manner

apply to the solution of problems in the motion of fluids. I found

that what is called above a singular point of the second order had

a perfect image in a sphere when its axis was in the direction of

a radius, which led to a complete solution of the problem men-

tioned in the paper when one sphere lay wholly outside or inside

the other. I shewed this to Professor Thomson, who pointed out

to me that a solution was also attainable, and that in finite

terms, when the spheres intersected, provided the angle of inter-

section was a sub-multiple of two right angles. He saw that the

property of a singular point of the second order of giving a perfect

image in the case mentioned, admitted of an application to the

theory of magnetism, which he has published in a short paper in

the second volume of the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical

Journal, (1847) p. 240.

Although the mathematical result is contained in the paper

just mentioned, I subjoin the process by which I found it out.

The expression (see p. 41) for the function
cf>

around a sphere

which moves in a perfect fluid previously at rest may be thought
of as applying to the whole of an infinite mass of fluid, provided

we conceive what has here been called a singular point of the

second order to exist at the origin. Let us conceive a spherical

surface S with its centre at and having a radius a to exist in

the fluid
;

let P be the singular point, lying either within or with-

out the sphere S, and having its axis in the line OP. Let r, & be

polar co-ordinates originating at P, & being measured from OP

produced, and let r, 6 be polar co-ordinates originating at
;

let

m be a constant, and OP= c, then cf) being the function due to the

singular point we have

mcosO' m.r'cosff rcos9 — c

r r
1

r
3

(
r
2 - 2cr cos + c

2

f-

= —
m-j- (r

2 - 2cr cos + c
2

;

-
-.

Now if e be less than 1,

(1
- 2e cos + e

2p = P + cl\ + e
2

P, + ...,
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where P
,
P

l5
P

2
... are Laplace's, or in this case more properly

Legendre's, coefficients*. Hence by expanding and differentiating

with respect to c, we have

/IP 2cP 3c
2

P, \ ., ...=
-«^-J

+ _, +—rt+...J,ifr>c (1),

/1P 2rP, 3r
2

P„ \ .,

0=
m(^r°

+ -

?
-i+-?

J
+...J

f ifr<o (2).

We are not of course concerned with the constant term in the

latter of these two expressions. For the normal velocity (v) at

the surface of the sphere we get by differentiating with respect

to r, and then putting r = a

/1.2P 2.3cP
2

3.4c2P
3 ,

\ .. ^ ,„,
v = m[ — 3—+ r— + 5

-+ — ),
if a>c (3),

V a a a J

/1.2P 2 . 3aP„ 3 . WP
S , \ -c ^ /,n

y =m^—3^+ c
,

8 + ?
—3 +

...J
.
^ a<c...(4).

First suppose the point P outside the sphere, let the sphere be

thought of as a solid sphere, and consider the motion "
reflected

"

(p. 28) from it. The reflected motion being symmetrical about

the axis, we must have for it

</>
= -° + # + ?s

2 + (5),
r
3

where Q0> Q lt Q2
... are Laplace's functions involving 9 only. This

gives for the normal velocity {y') in the reflected motion at the

surface of the sphere

,_ l^o_2Q 1 _SQ,"
•> Q 4

a a a (C);

and since we must have v = — v we get from (4) and (6)

n . n la3P
t n 2a5P

2 n 3a7P
3

C/ 1/ •

which reduces (5) to

a3 /IP. 2a2P
2

3a4P
3

\ ,„

* The functions which in Art. 9 of the paper
" On some Cases of Fluid Motion"

(p. 38) I called ' '

Laplace's coefficients," following the nomenclature of Pratt's

Mechanical Philosophy, are more properly called "Laplace's functions;" the term

"Laplace's coefficients" being used to mean the coefficients in the expansion of

[1
- 2e

{
cos 6 cos ff + sin 6 sin ff cos (w -«')}+ e 2]~2,

to be understood according to the usual notation and not as in the text.
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due to the motion of each sphere supposing the other at rest, and
to superpose the results.

I should probably not have thought of applying the method
to the solid bounded by the outer portions of two intersect-

ing spheres, had not Professor Thomson shewn me that it was
not limited to the cases in which each sphere is complete ;

and
that although it fails from non-convergence when the spheres
intersect, yet when the exterior angle of intersection is a sub-

multiple of two right angles the places of the successive images
recur in a cycle, and a solution of the problem may be obtained
in finite terms by placing singular points of the second order at
the places of the images in a complete cycle.

The simplest case is that in which the spheres are generated
by the revolution round their common axis of two circles which
intersect at right angles. In this case if 8, 8' are the spheres,
0, 0' their centres, O

t
the middle point of the common chord of

the circles, the image of in S' will be at O
x ,

and the image
of 0, in 8 will be at 0'.

Let a, b be the radii of the spheres ; c the distance V(«
2 + V*)

of their centres
; e, f the distances a~/c, b

2

/c of 0, from 0, 0'
;

C the velocity of the spheres ; r, 6 the polar co-ordinates of any
point measured from 0; ?\, 9

l
the co-ordinates measured from

t ;

r, 0' the co-ordinates measured from 0'
; 6, 6V & being all

measured from the line 00'. If 8' were away, we should have
for the fluid exterior to 8

,
~ , cos

$ = - ca
-%f

'

For the image of this in S' we have a singular point at O
t
for

which

. CW cos0,

c
3 ' %

and for the image of this again in 8 we have a singular point at

0' for which

which is precisely what is required to give the right normal

velocity at the surface of S'. Moreover all the singular points
lie inside the space bounded by the exterior portions of the inter-
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sccting spheres. Hence the three motions together satisfy all the

conditions of the problem, so that for the complete solution we
have

1 ~(a
3 cos# a3

b
3
cos 0, b

3
cos 6'}

{
r C)\ r J

Just as in the case of a sphere, if a force act on the solid in

the direction of its axis, causing a change in the velocity C, the

only part of the expression for the resistance of the fluid which

will have a resultant will be that depending upon dC/dt. This

follows at once, as at pp. 50, 51, from the consideration that when
there is no change of C the vis viva is constant, and therefore the

resultant pressure is nil. If Ave denote by M'dC/dt the resultant

pressure acting backwards, we get for the part of M' due to the

pressure of the fluid on the exposed portion. of the surface of S',

7 „ffa
3 cos# a3

b
3
cos0.

7 n,\ a , . a , ia ,

irpb \
—

j 3—2
—- + b cos 8 Y cos sin d0 ,

taken between proper limits. Putting b cos 0' = x, we have

r cos = c + x, i\ cos 8
X =/+ x,

r
2 = b* + c

2 + 2cx, r* = b
2

+/
2 + 2fx.

Expressing cos 0, cos^, cos & in terms of x and r, x and rv x,

and changing the independent variable, first to x, and then in the

first term to r and in the second to i\, we have for the indefinite

integral with sign changed

^g' {,.-_

0&V + 3 (c<
-!>');}

which is to be taken between the limits r = a to r — c + b, i\
=

abjc

to f+b, x = —f to b. The part of M' due to the integral over

the exposed part of the surface of S will be got from the above

by interchanging ;
and on adding the two expressions together,

and putting/= b
2

/c, c — V("
2 + ^

2

)>
we Set f°r tne ^Q3^ result

M' =
rfcs {4c

3

(ct

3 + V)
- 2afl - 3a4

6
2 - Qa3

b
3 - Sa*b

4 - W).

When one of the radii, as b, vanishes, we get M' = r6irpa? as

it ought to be.O



[From the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society,

Vol. vin. p. 533.]

On the Critical Values of the Sums of Periodic Series.

[Read December 6, 184V.]

There are a great many problems in Heat, Electricity, Fluid

Motion, &c, the solution of which is effected by developing an

arbitrary function, either in a series or in an integral, by means of

functions of known form. The first example of the systematic

employment of this method is to be found in Fourier's Theory

of Heat. The theory of such developements has since become an

important branch of pure mathematics.

Among the various series by which an arbitrary function f(x)
can be expressed within certain limits, as and a, of the variable

x, may particularly be mentioned the series which proceeds accord-

ing to sines of irxja and its multiples, and that which proceeds

according to cosines of the same angles. It has been rigorously

demonstrated that an arbitrary, but finite function oi x, f(x), may
be expanded in either of these series. The function is not

restricted to be continuous in the interval, that is to say, it may
pass abruptly from one finite value to another

;
nor is either the

function or its derivative restricted to vanish at the limits and a.

Although however the possibility of the expansion of an arbitrary

function in a series of sines, for instance, when the function does

not vanish at the limits and a, cannot but have been contem-

plated, the utility of this form of expansion has hitherto, so far as

I am aware, been considered to depend on the actual evanescence

of the function at those limits. In fact, if the conditions of the

problem require that /(0) and f(a) be equal to zero, it has been
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considered that these conditions were satisfied by selecting the

form of expansion referred to. The chief object of the following

paper is to develope the principles according to which the expan-
sion of an arbitrary function is to be treated when the conditions

at the limits which determine the particular form of the expansion
are apparently violated

;
and to shew, by examples, the advantage

that frequently results from the employment of the series in jsuch

cases.

In Section I. I have begun by proving the possibility of the

expansion of an arbitrary function in a series of sines. Two
methods have been principally employed, at least in the simpler

cases, in demonstrating the possibility of such expansions. One,

which is that employed by Poisson, consists in considering the

series as the limit of another formed from it by multiplying its

terms by the ascending powers of a quantity infinitely little less

than 1
;
the other consists in summing the series to n terms, that

is, expressing the sum by a definite integral, and then considering

the limit to which the sum tends when ?i becomes infinite. The

latter method certainly appears the more direct, whenever the

summation to n terms can be effected, which however is not always
the case; but the former has this in its favour, that it is thus

that the series present themselves in physical problems. The

former is the method which I have followed, as being that which

I employed when I first began the following investigations, and

accordingly that which best harmonizes with the rest of the paper.

I should hardly have ventured to bring a somewhat modified

proof of a well-known theorem before the notice of this Society,

were it not for the doubts which some mathematicians seem to

feel on this subject, and because there are some points which

Poisson does not seem to have treated with sufficient detail.

I have next shewn how the existence and nature of the dis-

continuity of f{x) and its derivatives may be ascertained merely
from the series, whether of sines or cosines, in which fix) is

developed, even though the summation of the series cannot be

effected. I have also given formulas for obtaining the develope-

ments of the derivatives of fix) from that of fix) itself. These

developcments cannot in general be obtained by the immediate

differentiation of the several terms of the developement of fix),
or in other words by differentiating under the sign of summa-

tion.
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It is usual to restrict the expanded function to be finite. This

restriction however is not necessary, as is shewn towards the end

of the section. It is sufficient that the integral of the function be

finite.

Section II. contains formulae applicable to the integrals which

replace the series considered in Section I. when the extent a of

the variable throughout which the function is considered is sup-

posed to become infinite.

Section III. contains some general considerations respecting

series and integrals, with reference especially to the discontinuity
of the functions which they express. Some of the results obtained

in this section are referred to by anticipation in Sections I. and II.

They could not well be introduced in their place without too much

interrupting the continuity of the subject.

Section IV. consists of examples of the application of the pre-

ceding results. These examples are all taken from physical

problems, which in fact afford the best illustrations of the applica-

tion of periodic series and integrals. Some of the problems
considered are interesting on their own account, others, only as

applications of mathematical processes. It would be unnecessary
here to enumerate these problems, which will be found in their

proper place. It will be sufficient to make one or two remarks.

The problem considered in Art. 52, which is that of determin-

ing the potential due to an electrical point in the interior of a

hollow conducting rectangular parallelepiped, and to the electricity

induced on the surface, is given more for the sake of the artifice

by which it is solved than as illustrating the methods of this paper.
The more obvious mode of solving this problem would lead to a

very complicated result.

The problem solved in Art. 54 affords perhaps the best example
of the utility of the methods given in this paper. The problem
consists in determining the motion of a fluid within the sector of a

cylinder, which is made to oscillate about its axis, or a line parallel

to its axis. The expression for the moment of inertia of the

fluid which would be obtained by the methods generally employed
in the solution of such problems is a definite integral, the numeri-

cal calculation of which would be very laborious; whereas the

expression obtained by the method of this paper is an infinite series

which may be summed, to a sufficient degree of approximation,
without much trouble.
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The series for the developement of an arbitrary function con-

sidered in this paper are two, a series of sines and a series of

cosines, together with the corresponding integrals ;
but similar

methods may be applied in other cases. I believe that the follow-

ing statement will be found to embrace the cases to which the

method will apply.

Let u be a continuous function of any number of independent

variables, which is considered for values of the variables lying

"within certain limits. For facility of explanation, suppose u a

function of the rectangular co-ordinates x, y, z, or of x, y, z and t,

where t is the time, and suppose that u is considered for values of

x, y, z, t lying between and a, and b, and c, and T, respec-

tively. For such values suppose that u satisfies a linear partial

differential equation, and suppose it to satisfy certain linear equa-
tions of condition for the limiting values of the variables. Let

U=0, £T=0 be two of the equations of condition, corresponding
to the two limiting values of one of the variables, as x. Then

the expansion of u to which these equations lead may be applied

to the more general problem which leads to the corresponding

equations of condition U = F, U'=F', where F and F' are any
functions of all the variables except x, or of any number of

them.

Section I.

Mode of ascertaining the nature of the discontinuity of a function
which is expanded in a series of sines or cosines, and of obtain-

ing the dei'elopements of the derived functions.

1. By the term function I understand in this paper a quantity
whose value depends in any manner on the value of the variable,

or on the values of the several variables of which it is composed.
Thus the functions considered need not be such as admit of being

expressed by any combination of algebraical symbols, even between

limits of the variables ever so close. I shall assume the ordinary
rules of the differential and integral calculus as applicable to such

functions, supposing those rules to have been established by the

method of limits, which does not in the least require the

possibility of the algebraical expression of the functions con-

sidered.
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The term discontinuous, as applied to a function of a single

variable, has been used in two totally different senses. Sometimes

a function is called discontinuous when its algebraical expression
for values of the variable lying between certain limits is different

from its algebraical expression for values of the variable lying

between other limits. Sometimes a function of x, f(x), is called

continuous when, for all values of x, the difference between / (x)

and f(x± h) can be made smaller than any assignable quantity by

sufficiently diminishing h, and in the contrary case discontinuous.

If f(x) can become infinite for a finite value of x, it will be con-

venient to consider it as discontinuous according to the second,

definition. It is easy to see that a function may be discontinuous

in the first sense and continuous in the second, and vice versa.

The second is the sense in which the term discontinuous is I

believe generally employed in treatises on the differential calculus

which proceed according to the method of limits, and is the sense

in which I shall use the term in this paper. The terms continuous

and discontinuous might be applied in either of the above senses

to functions of two or more independent variables. If I have

occasion to employ them as applied to such a function, I shall

employ them in the second sense; but for the present I shall

consider only functions of one independent variable.

In the case of the functions considered in this paper, the value

of the variable is usually supposed to be restricted to lie within

certain limits, as will presently appear. I exclude from considera-

tion all functions which either become infinite themselves, or have

any of their differential coefficients of the orders considered

becoming infinite, within the limits of the variable within which

the function is considered, or at the limits themselves, except
when the contrary is expressly stated. Thus in an investigation

into which f (x) and its first n differential coefficients enter, and

in which f(x) is considered between the limits x=0 and x=a,
those functions are excluded, at least at first, which are such that

any one of the quantities f {so), f (x) .../" (x) is infinite for a

value of x lying between and a, or for x = or x = a; but the

differential coefficients of the higher orders may become infinite.

The quantities f(x), f'(x)...f
n
(x) may however alter discon-

tinuously between the limits x = and x = a, but I exclude

from consideration all functions which are such that any one of

the above quantities alters d iscontinuously an infinite number
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of times between the limits within which x is supposed to

lie.

The terms convergent and divergent, as applied to infinite series,

will be used in this paper in their usual sense
;
that is to say, a

series will be called convergent when the sum to n terms

approaches a finite and unique limit as n increases beyond all

limit, and divergent in the contrary case. Series such as

1 — 1 + 1 — ..., sin x + sin 2x + sin3r + ...,

(where x is supposed not to be or a multiple of it,) will come

under the class divergent ; for, although the sum to n terms does

not increase beyond all limit, it does not approach a unique limit

as n increases beyond all limit. Of course the first n terms of a

divergent series may be the limits of those of a convergent series :

nor does it appear possible to invent a series so rapidly divergent

that it shall not be possible to find a convergent series which shall

have for the limits of its first n terms the first n terms respectively

of the divergent series. Of course we may employ a divergent

series merely as an abbreviated mode of expressing the limit of

the sum of a convergent series. Whenever a divergent series is

employed in this way in the present paper, it will be expressly
stated that the series is so regarded.

Convergent series may be divided into two classes, according
as the series resulting from taking all the terms of the given
series positively is convergent or divergent. It will be convenient

for the purposes of the present paper to have names for these two

classes. I shall accordingly call series belonging to the first class

essentially convergent, and series belonging to the second acci-

dentally convergent, while the term convergent, simply, will be used

to include both classes. Thus, according to the definitions which

will be employed in this paper, the series

x + I j? + l x3 + . . .

is essentially convergent so long as x" < 1
;

it is divergent when

x'
1 > 1, and when x = 1

;
and it is accidentally convergent when

x = -l.

The same definitions may be applied to integrals, when one at
/•oo

least of the limits of integration is cc . Thus, if a > 0,
j

x~* dx

s. in
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r sill cc

is essentially convergent at the limit go
,
while dx is only

J a x

accidentally convergent, and I smxdx, not being convergent,
J a

comes under the class of divergent integrals. These definitions

may be applied also to integrals taken between finite limits,when the

quantity under the integral sign becomes infinite within the limits

of integration, or at one of the limits. Thus I log x dx is conver-

f
a dx

gent, but —
divergent, at the limit 0.

J &

2. Let f(x) be a function of x which is only considered

between the limits x = and x = a, and which can be expanded

between those limits in a convergent series of sines of nrxja and

its multiples, so that

„ . . , . irx . . 2irx . . mrx
,.,

.

f {x)
= A

1 sm--+A,sm-n
- ...+A n sm -- + ... (1).

To determine A n , multiply both sides of (1) by sin mrx/a . dx and

integrate from x = to x = a. Since the series in (1) is conver-

gent, and sin mrx/a does not become infinite for any real value

of x, we may first multiply each term by sin mrx/a . dx and

integrate, and then sum, instead of first summing and then inte-

grating*. But each term of the series in (1) except the nth
will

produce in the new series a term equal to zero, and the nth
will

produce \aAn . Hence

. 2 [
a
r . . . mrx ,

A =- / a; sm ax,n al J K ' a

and therefore

... 2^, f
a

. . . mrx
j

. mrx , .

/(*) = - 2 /(aOsm— dx.sm-—- (2).
a j q a a

3. Hence, whenever f(x) can be expanded in the convergent

series which forms the right-hand side of (1), the value of A n can

be very readily found, and the expansion performed. But this

leaves us quite in the dark as to the degree of generality that a

function which can be so expanded admits of. In considering this

*
Moigno, Legons de Calcul Diferentiel, &c. Tom. n. p. 70.
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question it will be convenient, instead of endeavouring to develope

f(x), to seek the value of the infinite series

2
"C ["J/ '\

n7rX
'

J <
• nirX /o\-2 f(x)$m~-dx .sin-—- (3),a Jo a cl

provided the series be convergent ;
for it is only in that case that

we can, without further definition, speak of the sum of the series

at all. Now if we had only a finite number n of terms in the

series (3) we might of course replace the series by

irx . 2irx . 2-rrx
sin f- sin — - sin

a a a

. mrx . nirx) , , ...+ sin sin - -
\ ax , (4).

a a
)

w
As it is however this transformation cannot be made, because, the

series within brackets in the expression which would replace (4)

not being convergent, the expression would be a mere symbol
without any meaning. If however the series (3) is essentially con-

vergent, its sum is equal to the limit of the sum of the following

essentially convergent series

-%"/ /(aOsin^<£s'.sin^ (5),

when g from having been less than 1 becomes in the limit 1. It

will be observed that if (3) were only accidentally convergent, we

could not with certainty affirm the sum of (3) to be the limit of

the sum of (5). For it is conceivable, or at least not at present

proved to be impossible, that the mode of the mutual destruction

of the terms of (3) in the infinitely remote part of the series

should be altered by the introduction of the factor g
n

,
however

little
<7 might differ from 1. Let us now, instead of seeking the

sum of (3) in those cases in which the series is convergent, seek

the limit to which the sum of (5) approaches as g approaches to 1

as its limit.

4. The transformation alieady referred to, which could not be

effected on the series (3), may be effected on (5), that is to say,

instead of first inteojratinfj the several terms and then summing,
we may first sum and then integrate. We have thus, for the value

of the series,

2
l
a
ft >\ (v » • n7rx

'

n7rx
) 7

' ^\
a j o f^)ffJ

sin— Bin -

j<Zr
(6).

16—2
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The convergent series within brackets can easily be summed. The

expression (6) thus becomes

i rm L w3

2a J o
'

(1
—

2g cos 7r {x — x)/a + g
2

1 - 2g cos 7r
(a;' + a;)/a + <fj

Now since the quantity under the integral sign vanishes when

<7
=

1, provided cos ir {x ± or)/a be not =1, the limit of (7) when

g — 1 will not be altered if we replace the limits and a of x by

any other limits or groups of limits as close as we please, provided

they contain the values of x which render x ± x equal to zero or

any multiple of 2a. Let us first suppose that we are considering
a value of x lying between and a, and in the neighbourhood of

which f(x) alters continuously. Then, since x +x never becomes

equal to zero or any multiple of 2a within the limits of integra-

tion, we may omit the second term within brackets in (7) ;
and

since x — x never becomes equal to any multiple of 2a, and

vanishes only when x =x, we may take for the limits of x two

quantities lying as close as we please to x, and therefore so close

as to exclude all values of x for which f{x) alters discontinuously.
Let g = 1 — h, x = x-\- £, expand cos ir^/a by the ordinary formula,

and put f(x) =f (x) + R. Then the limit of (7) will be the same

as that of

*^Lf{f(x) + B} ni /—^ r- (8),2a JW K ' J h
2 + g {ir%

m

ja*
—

...)
;

the limits of f being as small as we please, the first negative and
the second positive. Let now

<7(7rf/a
2

-...) = p,

so that d^ld^' is ultimately equal to a/ir, that is to say when g is

first made equal to 1, and then the limits of £, and therefore those

of £', are made to coalesce. Let now G, L be respectively the

greatest and least values of (1
—

\h) a~
x

dfydg {/ (x) + R) within

the limits of integration. Then if we observe that

/^-to-ryfc + a,

were tan-1 denotes an angle lying between -
tt/2 and 7r/2, putting
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—
£ t

, £2
for the limits of f ,

we shall see that the value of the inte-

gral (S) lies between

G (tan
-1

£/A + tan*f,/h) and i (tan
-1

£Jh + tan
-1

£/A) :

but in the limit, that is to say, when we first suppose h to vanish

and then ^ and £2 ,
G and 2/ become equal to each other and to

ir~
l

f(x), and tan
-1
gjh + tan"

1

gjh becomes equal to it. Hence,

f (x) is the limit of (7).

Next, suppose that the value of x which we are considering

lies between and a, and that as x passes through it fix) alters

suddenly from M to N. Then the reasoning will be exactly as

before, except that we must integrate separately for positive and

negative values of £', replacing f(x) + R by M + R in the latter

case, and by N+R in the former. Hence, the limit of (7) will be

Lastly, if we are consideiing the extreme values x = and

x = a, it follows at once from the form of (7) that its limiting value

is zero.

Hence the limit to which the sum of the convergent series (5)

tends as g tends to 1 as its limit is f{x) for values of x lying

between and a, for whichf (so)
alters continuously, it is \ (M + N)

for values of x for which f(x) alters suddenly from M to N, and it

is zero for the extreme values and a.

5. Of course the limiting value of the series (5) is f(0) and

not zero, if we suppose that g first becomes 1 and then x passes
from a positive value to zero. In the same way, if f{x) alters

abruptly from M to N as x increases through a^the limiting value

of (5) will be M if we suppose that g first becomes 1 and then x
increases to x

%
, and it will be iVif we suppose that g first becomes

1 and then x decreases to xv It would be futile to argue that the

limiting value of (5) for x = is zero rather than /(0), or/(0)
rather than zero, since that entirely depends on the sense in which

we employ the expression limiting value. Whichever sense we

please to adopt, no error can possibly result, provided we are only

consistent, and do not in the course of the same investigation

change the meaning of our words.

It is a principle of great importance in these investigations,

that a function of two independent variables which becomes
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indeterminate for particular values of the variables may have

different limiting values according to the order in which we

suppose the variables to assume their particular values, or ac-

cording to the nature of the arbitrary relation which we conceive

imposed on them as they approach those values together.

I would here make one remark on the subject of consistency.

We may speak of the sum of an infinite series which is not con-

vergent, if we define it to mean the limit of the sum of a con-

vergent series of which the first n terms become in the limit

the same as those of the divergent series. According to this

definition, it appears quite conceivable that the same divergent

series should have a different sum according as it is regarded

as the limit of one convergent series or of another. If however

we are careful in the same investigation always to regard the

same divergent series, and the series derived from it, as the

limits of the same convergent series and the series derived from

it, it does not appear possible to fall into error, assuming of course

that we always reason correctly. For example, we may employ
the series (3), and the series derived from it by differentiation, &c,

without fear, provided we always regard these series when di-

vergent, or only accidentally convergent, as the limits of the

particular convergent series formed by multiplying their nth terms

C. We may now consider the convergency of the series (3), in

order to find whether we may employ it directly, or whether we

must regard it as the limit of (5).

By integrating by parts in the nth term of (3), we have

2f,, „ . mrx ,
,

2 ,,. ,. nirx
sm ax = j [x )

cossH a nit a

+— f'(x') sin— -— \f" (x') sin
W— daf (9)

Suppose that f (x) does not necessarily vanish at the limits

x = and x = a, and that it alters discontinuously any finite

number of times between those limits, passing abruptly from

M. to N. when x increases through a., from M„ to Nn when x11 o 1 ' 2 2

increases through a
2 ,
and so on. Then, if we put 8 for the sign of

summation referring to the discontinuous values of fix), on

taking the integrals in (9) from x = to x = a, we shall get for
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the part of the integral corresponding to the first term at the

right-hand side of the equation

^{f(0)-(-yf(a)
+
S(lV-M)cos^ (10).

It is easily seen that the last two terms in (9) will give a

part of the integral taken from to a, which is numerically

inferior to L/n
2

,
where L is a constant properly chosen. As far

as regards these terms therefore the series (3) will be essentially

convergent, and its sum will therefore be the limit of the sum
of (5).

Hence, in examining the convergency or divergency of the

series (3), we have only got to consider the part of the coefficient

of sin mrxja of which (10) is the expression. The terms f(0),

f(a) in this expression may be included under the sign S if we

put for the first a = 0, 31=0, iV=/(0), and for the second a = a,

M =f(a), J\
r =0. We have thus got a set of series to consider

of which the type is

- (j\ —31) 2 - cos sin (11).
7r n a a

If we replace the product of the sine and cosine in this ex-

pression by the sum of two sines, by means of the ordinary

formula, and omit unnecessary constants, we shall have for the

series to consider

Let now

% -sin nz , (12).n

u = sin z + ^sin 2z ... + - sin nz (13),
It

then

du _ sin (n ±h) z ,-
7
— = cos z + cos zz ... + cos nz =—~—^' -h ;

dz 2 sin is 2 '

and since u vanishes with z, in which case - -
.

^— is finite,sm \z
we shall have, supposing z to lie between — 2tt and + 2ir, so

that the quantity under the integral sign does not become infinite

within the limits of integration,
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and we have to find whether the integral contained in this

equation approaches a finite limit as n increases beyond all limit,

and if so what that limit is. Since u changes sign with z, we
need not consider the negative values of z.

First suppose the superior limit z to lie between and 2tt
;

and to simplify the integral write 2z for z, n for 2n + 1, so that

the superior limit of the new integral lies between and it
;

then the integral
'

sin nz 7 f
2 sin nz z 7 f

z
sinnz,~ „ . 7dz=

j
.
— dz = (1 + Rz) dz,

o sin z Jo z sin z J

Z —— S1T1 2J

where R = —— -
,
a quantity which does not become infinite

z sin z L J

within the limits of integration. Hence, as is known, the limit of

I sin nz . Rdz when n increases beyond all limit is zero. Hence,
Jo

if / be the limit of the integral,

i ^siti Tiz r nz git) y*

I = limit of -dz= limit of -—
j-^- d£

Jo 2 Jo K

Now, z being given, the limit of nz is oo
,
and therefore

T r°°sin^ 7r
I =

J -T
d^2-

Secondly, suppose z in (14) to be equal to 0. Then it follows

directly from this equation, or in fact at once from (13), that

u = 0, and consequently the limit of u = 0.

The value of u in all other cases, if required, may be at once

obtained from the consideration that the values of u recur when z

is increased or diminished by 2ir.

Hence, the series (12) is in all cases convergent, and has for

its sum when z = 0, and \(ir
—

z) when z lies between

and 2tt.

Now, if in the theorem of Article 4, we write z for x, and

put a = w, / (z)
=

I (it
—

z), we find, for values of z lying between

and 7r, and for z = it,

limit of S -
g
n
sin nz = £ {jr

—
z) ;

and evidently

limit of X - a" sin nz = 0, when z — 0,
n
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that is of course supposing z first to vanish and then gto become 1.

Also the limit of Xn'1

g
n a'mnz changes sign with z, and recurs

when z is increased or diminished by 2tt. Hence, the series (12),

which lias been proved to be convergent, is in all cases the limit

to which the sum of the convergent series 2vi
-1
g
n smnz tends

as g tends to 1 as its limit. Now the series (11) may be de-

composed into two series of the form just discussed, whence it

follows that the series (3) is always convergent, and its sum for

all values of x, critical as well as general, is the limit of the

sum of the series (5), when g becomes equal to 1.

The examination of the convergency of the series (3) in the

only doubtful case, that is to say, the case in which f (x) is dis-

continuous, or does not vanish for x = and for x = a, is more

curious than important. For in the analytical applications of

the series (3) it would be sufficient to regard it as the limit of

the series (5) ;
and in the case in which (3) is only accidentally

convergent, we should hardly think of employing it in the

numerical computation of/(ic) if we could possibly help it, and

it will immediately appear that in all the cases which are most

important to consider we can get rid of the troublesome terms

without knowing the sum of the series.

The proof of the convergency of the series (3) which has just

been given, though in some respects I believe new, is certainly

rather circuitous, and it has the disadvantage of not applying
to the case in which fix) is infinite*, an objection which does

not apply to the proof given by M. Dirichlet*f". It has been

supposed moreover that fix) is not infinite. The latter re-

striction however may easily be removed, as in the end of the

next article.

7. Let f(x) be a function of x which is expanded between

the limits x = and x = a in the series (3). Let the series be

A . irx
,

. . 27r.c . . nirx
,., K .

A. sin r-^„sm - - ... -f- A. sin- f-..., ....(15),1 a 2 a a v '

and suppose that we have given the coefficients A
x

,
A

%
...

,
but

do not know the sum of the series fix). We may for all that

find the values of /(()) and f(a), and likewise the values of x

* This restriction may however he dispensed with hy what is proved in Art. 20.

t Crelle's Journal, Tom. iv. p. 157.
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for whichf (a?)
is discontinuous, and the quantity by which f(x) is

increased as x increases through each of these critical values.

For from (9) and (10)

"A =
1 1/(0)

-
(- l)-/(a) + 8 (N- M) cos^} +

*
,

R being a quantity which does not become infinite with n. If

then we use the term limit in an extended sense, so as to include

quantities of the form Ccosny, [of course (7 (— 1)" is a particular

case,] or the sum of any finite number of such quantities, we
shall have for n = oo

,

limit of nA
n
=
I j/(0)

-
(- 1)"/(«) +S(iV-M) cos

^}....<16).

Let then the limit of nA
n be found. It will appear under the

form

C + C,{-l)
n
+8Gcosny (17).

Comparing this expression with (16), we shall have

/(o) = |o , /(«)=-£ O
x \

and for each term of the series denoted by 8 we shall have

IT Z

In particular, if f(x) is continuous, and if the limit of nAn
is

L or Le according as n is odd or even, we shall have

whence

h=l {/(0) +/(«)}, A =| {/(0) -/(a)}

f(0)=?(Lo + Le), f(a)=l(L
-Le).: (18).

If f(x) were discontinuous for an infinite number of values

of x lying between and a, it is conceivable that the infinite

series coming under the sign 8 might be divergent, or if con-

vergent might have a sum from which n might wholly or partially

disappear, in which case the limit of nA n might not come out

under the form (17). It was for this reason among others, that

in Art. 1, I excluded such functions from consideration.

If fix) be expressible algebraically between the limits x =
and x — a, or if it admit of different algebraical expressions within
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different portions into which that interval may be divided, A n

will be an algebraical function of n, and the limit of nA
n may

be found by the ordinary methods. Under the term algebraical

function, I here include transcendental functions, using the term

algebraical function in opposition to what has been sometimes

called an empirical function, or a generalfunction, that is, a function

in the sense in which the ordinate of a curve traced libera manu

is a function of the abscissa. Of course, in applying the theorem

in this article to general functions, it must be taken as a postulate

that the limit of nA
n
can be found, and put under the form (17).

The theorem in question has been proved by means of equation

(9), in which it is supposed that fix) does not become infinite

within the limits of integration. The theorem is however true

independently of this restriction. To prove it we have only got to

integrate by parts once instead of twice, and we thus get for

the quantity which replaces
— the integral

2 [
a

j,,, , x
mrx , ,-

f (x) cos ax
,Wo a

which by the principle of fluctuation* vanishes when n becomes

infinite. There is however this difference between the two cases.

When the series (15) has been cleared of the part for which the

limit of nA n is finite, by the method which will be explained in

the next article, the part which remains will be at least as con-

vergent in the former case as the series :?«+ 55 ... + -«+ •••>
1 2 n

whereas we cannot affirm this to be true, and in fact it may
be proved that it is not true, in the case in which f"{x) becomes

infinite. Observing that the same remark will apply when we

come to consider the critical values of the differential coefficients

* I borrow this term from a paper by Sir William R. Hamilton On Fluctuating

Functions. (Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, Vol. xix. p. 264.) Had I

been earlier acquainted with this paper, and that of M. Dirichlet already referred

to, I would probably have adopted the second of the methods mentioned in the

introduction for establishing equation (2) for any function, or rather, would have

begun with Art. 7, taking that equation as established. I have retained Arts (2)
—

(G), first, because I thought the reader would enter more readily into the spirit of

the paper if these articles were retained, and secondly, because I thought that

Section m, which is adapted to this mode of viewing the subject, might be found

useful.
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of f{jc), I shall suppose the functions and derived functions

employed in each investigation not to become infinite, according
to what has already been stated in Art. 1.

8. After having found the several values of a, and the cor-

responding values of N— M, we may subtract the expression (10)

from A
n , provided we subtract from the sum of the series (15) the

sums of the several series such as (11). Now if X be the sum of

the series (11),

Jl=- [JS
— M) \Z- sin — — +2- sin -— ~> ... (19).

77"
[

n a n a
)

'

But it has been already shewn that *Z
- sin nz =^(tt — z) when z

lies between and 2tt, = when z = 0, and = —
\ {it + z) when z

lies between and — lir. Now when x lies between and a,

it (x + a)Ja lies between and 2tt, and tt (x
—

a)[a lies between
— 2-n- and

;
and when x lies between a and a, it [x + a)/a still lies

between and 2tt, and it (x
—

a)/a now lies between the same

limits. Hence

X = — (X - M) -
,
when x lies between and a

CL

= (X — M) , when x lies between a and a
a

...(20).

We need not trouble ourselves with the singular values of the

sum of the series (15), since we have seen that a singular value is

always the arithmetic mean of the values of the sum for values

of x immediately above and below the critical value. This rule

will apply to the extreme cases in which x = and x = a, if we
consider the sum of the series for values of x lying beyond those

limits. The rule applies to the series in (19), which is only a

particular case of (15), and consequently will apply to any combi-

nation of series having this property, formed by way of addition

or subtraction
; since, when we increase or diminish any two

quantities M ,
X by any other two M, X respectively, we increase

or diminish the arithmetic mean of the two former by the arith-

metic mean of the two latter.

It has been already stated that we may, with a certain conven-

tion, include quantities referring to the limits x = and x = a

under the sign of summation S. If we do so, and put 5 for the
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sum of the series (15), and Bn
for the remainder arising from sub-

tracting the expression (10) from A n ,
we shall have

&-SX=SB„ sin
nirx

a

and the sum of the series forming the right-hand side of this equa-

tion will be a continuous function of x. As to SX, the value of

each series contained in it is given by equation (20).

To illustrate this, suppose H the ordinate of a curve of which

x is the abscissa. Let OG be the axis of x\ OA, MB, ND, Gb

right lines perpendicular to it, and let OG = a. Let the curve of

which 3 is the ordinate be the discontinuous curve AB, CD,

EFG. Take Gb equal to BG, and on the positive or negative

side of the axis of x according; as the ordinate decreases or increases

as x increases through OM, and from measure an equal length

Oc on the opposite side of the axis. Take Gd, Oe, each equal to

DE, and draw the right lines AG, Ob'b, cc G, Od'd, ee'G. Then

it will be easily seen that if X
,
Xv X2

be the values of X cor-

responding to the critical values of x, x = 0, x= OM, x = OX,

respectively, XQ
will be represented by the light line AG; A", by
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the discontinuous right line Ob', c'G; and JC
2 by the discontinuous

right line Od', e'G. Take MP equal to the sum of the ordinates

of the points in which the right lines lying between OA and c'B

cut the latter line
; MQ equal to the sum of the ordinates of the

points in which the right lines lying between c'B and d'E cut the

former, and so on, the ordinates being taken with their proper

signs. Let P, Q, R, S be the points thus found, and join AP,
QR, SG. Then SX will be represented by the discontinuous right

line AP, QR, SG. Let the ordinates of the discontinuous curve

be diminished by those of the discontinuous right line last men-

tioned, and let the dotted curve be the result. Then S — SX will

be represented by the continuous, dotted curve. It will be

observed that the two portions of the dotted curve which meet in

each of the ordinates MB, NE may meet at a finite angle. If

there should be a point in one of the continuous portions, such as

AB, of the discontinuous curve where two tangents meet at a

finite angle, there will of course be a corresponding point in the

dotted curve.

If we choose to take account of the conjugate points of

the curve of which SX is the ordinate, it will be observed that

they are situated at 0, and midway between P and Q, and between

R and S.

9. There are a great many series, similar to (3), in which f (x)

may be expanded within certain limits of x. I shall consider one

other, which as well as (3) is of great use, observing that almost

exactly the same methods and the same reasoning will apply in

other cases.

The limit of the sum of the series

1 f« 9 nirx , , mrx
f(x)dx' + ^lf f(x)cos'^dx'.co

S
'^...(21),

when g from having been less than 1 becomes 1, is f(x), x being

supposed not to lie beyond the limits and a. For values, how-

ever, of x for which f (x) alters discontinuously, the limit of the

sum is the arithmetic mean of the values of f(x) for values of x

immediately above and below the critical value. I assume this as

being well known, observing that it may be demonstrated just as a

similar theorem has been demonstrated in Art. 4.
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10. Let us now consider the series

-
f

a

f(x) dx +- 2 P/OO cos— dx . cos— .... (22).a Jo a Jo a «

We have by integration by parts

i W7T3C- f (x) cos dx'

2 . W7raj' 2a ., , ,. H7nc' 2<x [ ,„ , ,. wthb
7 ,=— t[x) sin +-2—5/ uejcos 5—2 I / (#)cos etc;

and now, taking the limits properly, and employing the letters

M, X, a and S in the same sense as before, we have

/ (x) cos - - cfcc = S (N- M) sin h -s ... (23),

It being a quantity which does not become infinite with n. It

follows from (23), that the series (22) is in all cases convergent, and

its sum for all values of x, critical as well as general, is the limit of

the sum of (21).

It will be observed that if f(x) is a continuous function the

series (22) is at least as convergent as the series % 1/n
2
. This is

not the case with the series (3), unless /(0) =f(a) = 0.

If the constant term and the coefficient of cos nirxja in the

general term of (22) are given, f (x) itself not being known,

except by its developement, we may as before find the values of x

for which f(x) is discontinuous, and the quantity by which f(x)
is suddenly increased as x increases through each critical value.

We may also, if we please, clear the series (22) of the slowly con-

vergent part corresponding to the discontinuous values of f(x).

11. Since the series (3) is convergent, if we have occasion to

integrate f(x) we may, instead of first summing the series and

then integrating, first integrate the general term and then sum.

More generally, if <£ (x) be any function of x which does not

become infinite between the limits x — and x = a, we shall

have

/,

9 C& IXTTOC [^ 117TJC

fix) d> (x) dx = - X f(x') sin - dx' . <b (x) sin - dx,J ' T a J o « Jo a

the superior limit x of the integrals being supposed not to lie

beyond the limits and a
;
and the series at the second side of the
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above equation will be convergent. In fact, even in the case in

which f (x) is discontinuous the series will be as convergent as the

series 2 l//i
2

. A second integration would give a series still

more rapidly convergent, and so on. Hence, the resulting series

may be employed directly, and not merely when regarded as limits

of converging series. The same remarks apply in all respects to

the series (22) as to the series (3).

12. But the series resulting from differentiating (3) or (22)

once, twice, or any number of times would not in general be conver-

gent, and could not be employed directly, but only as limits of the

convergent series which would be formed by inserting the factor g
u

in the general term. This mode of treating the subject however

appears very inconvenient, except in the case in which the series

are only temporarily divergent, being rendered convergent again

by new integrations ;
and even then it requires great caution.

The series in question may however be rendered convergent by
means of transformations to which I now proceed, and which,

with their applications, form the principal object of this paper.

The most important case to consider is that in which f (x) and

its derivatives are continuous, so that the divergency arises from

what takes place at the limits and a. I shall suppose then, for

the present, that f(oc)
and its derivatives of the orders considered

are continuous, except the last, which will only appear under the

sign of integration, and which may be discontinuous.

Consider first the series of sines. Suppose that f (x) is not

given in finite terms, but only by its developement

/(*)=^„sin
?

-^ (24),

where A
n is supposed to be given, and where the developement of

/(.r) is supposed to be that which would result from the formula

(3). I shall call the expansions of f (.r)
which are obtained, or

which are to be looked on as obtained from the formulas (3) and

(22) direct expansions, as distinguished from other expansions
which may be obtained by differentiation, and which, being diver-

gent, cannot be directly employed. Let us consider first the even

differential coefficients of f (x), and let A^', A,* ... be the coeffi-

cients of sin mrx/a in the direct expansions of f" (x), f
4

(x) ...

The coefficient of sin mrx/a in the series which would be obtained
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by differentiating twice the several terms in the series in (24)

would be - nV/a' . A n . Now

a j a a'J o

and we have by integrating by parts

2wV8
f // ,> . mrx 7 , 2«7r ,. ,, mrx' 2 .,. „ . ?i7r#'- —=—
\ f (x) sin - - ax =—„- / (x ) cos / (x) sin

2 [.„ . ,. . mrx
,+ -

I t (x) sin olc .

aJ J v ' a

Taking now the limits, remembering the expression for A^\ and

transposing, we get

A>^{/(0)-(-l)V(^-^„ (25).

Any even differential coefficient may be treated in the same

way. We thus get, /* being even,

+I(t)H/"(°)-(-
1)"/"mi----

+ (-l)
2

^--a {/- 2

(0)-(-l)V>
- 2

(«)} (26).

13. In the applications of these equations which I have

principally in view, /(0), f(a), f" (0) ... are given, and A
J}
A

2 ,

A
3

... are indeterminate coefficients. If however Av A 2
... A n

...

are given, and /(0), f (a) ... unknown, we must first find /(0),

/"(a) ..., and then we shall be able to substitute in (25) and (2G).

This may be effected in the following manner.

/-

We get by integrating by parts

niraf , , a r , ,. mrx'
f{x) sin dx =—-—/(xO cos

+

a

a \
8
„. ,N

. mrx ( a \
3

-
/r/ ,

N
«7tj;'

- / (x )
sin + - "

»/ ("
r

)
cos_

mr J a \mr
l a

Multiplying now both sides by 2/a, and taking the limits of the

integrals, we get

S. 17
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2

a (^)

3

l/"(0)-(-l)'7»} + --> (27).

Hence, if n be always odd or always even, A n can be expanded,
at least to a certain number of terms, in a series according to

descending powers' of n, the powers being odd, and the first of

them — 1. The number of terms to which the expansion in this

form is possible will depend on the number of differential coef-

ficients of f(x) which remain finite and continuous between the

limits % = and x = a. Let the expansion be performed, and

let the result be

A
»
= -

-f 2
-

3 + Oi
-

6 + . . . when n is odd,
]

....(28).Ill '

A n
= E, - + E9

-
3 + E, —.i + . . . when n is even 1

Comparing (27) and (28), we shall have

77

I
/(0)= z (0 +E ), /(«) = I (0 -E ),

f'(0) = -{^(O2 +E,), f"(a) = --^(02
-E

2) > ^.(29),

T ,~ . „. „. , . 7T

and so on. The first two of these equations agree with (18).

If we conceive the value of A
n given by (27) substituted

in (26), we shall arrive at a very simple rule for finding the direct

expansion of f*(x). It will only be necessary to expand A n as

far as l/W
4-1

, admitting (—1)" into the expansion as if it were

a constant coefficient, and then, subtracting from A the sum
of the terms thus found, employ the series which would be ob-

tained by differentiating the equation (24) /x times. It will be

necessary to assure ourselves that the term in 1/W* vanishes in

the expansion of A n ,
since otherwise f*{x) might be infinite,

ox f*~
x
(x) discontinuous without our being aware of it. It will

be seen however presently (Art. 20) that the former circumstance

would not vitiate the result, nor introduce a term involving 1/nP.
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Should A
n already appear under such a form as

- + c"; (-l)«l + nV, &c,
n ' u

where c'
2

<l, it will be sufficient to differentiate equation (24)

/j, times, and leave out the part of the series which becomes

divergent. For it will be observed that the terms c
n

, nV\ in

the examples chosen, decrease with 1/n faster than any inverse

power of n.

14. Let us now consider the odd differential coefficients

of f(x), supposing f(x) to be expanded in a series of cosines, so

that

/(*)==2? + 2U?n coS^ (30).
Lb

Let A'n , A'"n ... be the coefficients of sin mrx/a in the direct

expansions of f'(x), f'"(x)... in series of sines. If we were to

differentiate (30) once we should have —
mr/a . Bn for the coef-

ficient of sin mrx/a. Now

mr 2 f „ , ,. mrx
a a f (x) cos dx

J it

= / (x ) sin - + -
/ (x

)
sin dx

;a J v ' a aj
J K ' a

and taking the limits of the integrals, and introducing B and

A'n> we get
mrA'n=-~Z» (31).

Hence, the series arising from differentiating (30) once gives
the direct expansion of/ (x) in a series of sines.

The coefficient of sin mrx/a in the series which would be

obtained by differentiating (30) fj, times, /j, being odd, would

be (— l)0*
+1)/2

(nvr/ayBn . By proceeding just as in the last article

we obtain

(-IPX- ffij*.
+
1 (f)^ \f(0)

- (-!)»/»}

-
l(*£f~V"'(0) -(-!)"/'" («)} + -..

+ (_ 1}
^

I T {/*"2(0)
~ (- 1 )'7

v - 2

(«)!-(32).

17—2
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When /'(0), /'(a), &c, are known, this series enables us to develope

f^ix) in a direct series of sines, the direct developement of f{%)
in a series of cosines being given.

15. If we treat the expression for BH by integration by

parts, just as the expression for A n was treated, going on till

we arrive at the integral which gives A£, and observe that the

very same process is used in deducing the value of A* from

that of Bn as in expanding the latter according to inverse powers
of n, and that the index of n in the coefficient of A/- is —

fi,

and that A vanishes when n becomes infinite, we shall see that

in order to obtain the direct expansion of f*{x) we have only

got to expand B
n

as far as
1/n"-, (the coefficient of 1/W* will

vanish,) and subtract from B
n
these terms of the expansion, and

then differentiate (30) /j,
times.

The expansion of Bn ,
at least to a certain number of terms,

will proceed according to even powers of 1/n, beginning with l/ri*.

If we suppose that

Bn
= 0. -n + O.—i + O.

-g + . . . when n is odd,

Bn
= E. —, + E~ —4 + E. -s + . . . when n is even I

and compare these expansions with that given by integration by

parts, we shall have

f'(0)=-'^(01
+ E

l ) > f(a)=-^(01
-E

1),

/"'(<>)= ^(03 + E3),f"(a)= ~(03
-E

3)\

and so on, the signs of the coefficients being alternately + and —
,

and the index of irja increasing by 2 each time.

16. The values of /^(O) and /M
(«) when /^(.r) is expanded

in a series of sines and /u is odd, or when f{x) is expanded in a

series of cosines and /x is even, will be expressed by infinite series.

To find these values we should first have to obtain the direct ex-

pansion of f^ipc), which would be got by differentiating the equa-
tion (24) or (SO) fi times, expanding A n or Bn according to powers
of 1/n, and rejecting the terms which would render the series

contained in the fi
th derived equation divergent. The reason of

this is the same as before.

-.(33),

...(34),
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17. The direct expansions of the derivatives of f(x) may
be obtained in a similar manner in the cases in which f(x) itself,

or any one of its derivatives is discontinuous. In what fulluws,

a will be taken to denote a value of x for which f(x) or any one

of its derivatives of the orders considered is discontinuous; Q,

Qv • ••Q^ wiH denote the quantities by which f(x),f'(x), .../^(x)

are suddenly increased as x increases through a
;
S will be used

for the sign of summation relative to the different values of a,

and will be supposed to include the extreme values and a, under

the convention already mentioned in Art. 6. Of course f(x) may
be discontinuous for a particular value of x while f*{x) is con-

tinuous, and vice versa. In this case one of the two Q, Q^ will

be zero while the other is finite.

The method of proceeding is precisely the same as before,

except that each term such as f(x) cos nirx/a in the indefinite

integral arising from the integration by parts will give rise to a

series such as — SQ cos mra/a in the integral taken between limits.

We thus get in the case of the even derivatives of f{x), when f(x)
is expanded in a series of sines,

/ t £ < fmrV- ,
2 fmrV-'

1
n „ mra

-l,
2

.4/ = — A
n
-~

.
— SQcos

V a )
" a \ a J a

2 //wry -2 „„ . mra 2 fnirV-'^„„ mra

a \ a J
* a a \ a /

" a

£+1 2 a/1 . mra .„_,

+ (-!)
2

• --^-lSin-—-

(3d).
Co (1/

In the case of the odd derivatives of f(x), when f(x) is ex-

panded in a series of cosines, we get

(-1)
2 Ax = hr B» + - — ## sm—

Zfniry-~'2„~ mra . , ^^2 „„ . mra
+
s(t) ^. C0S

1T --+(-D 2

;««.-,-«
—

-.(30).

When the several values of a, Q, Qv .. are given, these equa-
tions enable us to find the direct expansion of /*{(&). The series

corresponding to the odd derivatives in the first case and the even

in the second might easily be found.

If we wish to find the direct expansion of f*(x) in the case

in which An or Bn is given, we have only to expand A n or Bn in a

series according to descending powers of n, regarding cos ny or
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sin ny, as well as (- 1)", as constant coefficients, and then reject from
the series obtained by the immediate differentiation of (24) or (30)
those terms which would render it divergent. This readily follows

as in Art. 15, from the consideration of the mode in which A n
*

is obtained from A or B .n n

The equations (35) and (36) contain as particular cases (26)
and (32) respectively. It was convenient however to have the

latter equations, on account of their utility, expressed in a form
which requires no transformation.

18. If we transform A n and Bn by integration by parts, we

get

. 2 mra. 2a a ~ . mrxAn
= — bQ cos -

3—5 80, sin -

SQ„cos + ..., (37),bV
R 2 c . mra 2a ^ mroc
ti

n
= bQ sin j—= #Q. cos

2a2

r//-. . W7ra .__.
+ „s-3>S

f ^2
sin —-+..., (38),

where the law of the series is evident, if we only observe that

two signs of the same kind are always followed by two of the

opposite kind. The equations (37), (38) may be at once obtained

from (35), (36). The former equations give the true expansions
of An and Bn according to powers of 1/n; because when we stop
after any number of integrations by parts the last integral with

its proper coefficient always vanishes compared with the coefficient

of the preceding term.

Hence A
n
and Bn admit of expansion according to powers

of 1/n, if we regard cosny or sinwy as a constant coefficient in

the expansion. Moreover quantities such as cosny, sinwy will

occur alternately in each expansion, the one kind going along
with odd powers of 1/n and the other along with even. If we

suppose the value of An or Bn ,
as the case may be, given, and

the expansion performed, so that111
J n

= SF cos ny .
- + SF1

sin ??y .
-

2 + SF2
cos ny . -, + (39),

lb lb lb

1 1.1
Bn

= SG sin ny .
- + SGf

t
cos 7(7 .

5,
+SG2

sin ny .—3 +..., ... (40),
lb 1 1 lb
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and compare these expansions with (37) or (38), we shall get the

several values of a, and the corresponding values of Q, Qv Q2
...

We may thus, without being able to sum the series in equation

(24) or (30), find the values of x for which f(x) itself or any one

of its derivatives is discontinuous, and likewise the quantity by
which the function or derivative is suddenly increased. This

remark will apply to the extreme values and a of x if we con-

tinue to denote the sum of the series by f{x) when x is outside

of the limits and a.

10. Having found the values of a, Q, Qv .., we may if we

please clear the series in (24) or (30) of the terms which render

f{x) itself, or any one of its derivatives, discontinuous. If we
wish the function which remains expressed by an infinite series

and its first
fju

derivatives to be continuous, we have only to sub-

tract from A or B the terms at the commencement of its ex-
n n

pansion, ending with the term containing l/«/*
+1

,
and from f(x)

itself the sums of the series corresponding to the terms subtracted

from An or Bn . These sums will be obtained by transforming

products of sines and cosines into sums or differences, and then

employing known formulae such as

COS Z COS 3.3 7T
2

TTZ - „
,

. . , .

-p-+-os-+... =-g ~-|->
from 3 = to z = ir (41),

which are obtained by integrating several times the equation

sin z -\-h sin Iz 4- \ sin Sz + . . .
= h

(*7r
—

z), from z = to z = 27r,

or the equation deduced from it by writing it — z for z, and taking

the semi-sum of the results. It will be observed that in the

several series to be summed we shall always have sines coming
with odd powers of n and cosines with even. Of course, by clear-

ing the series in (24) or (30) in the way just mentioned we shall

increase the convergency of the infinite series in which a part of

f(x) still remains developed.

"When A n
or Bn decreases faster than any inverse power of n

as n increases, (as is the case for instance when it is the nth term of

a geometric series with a ratio le»s than 1,) all the terms of its

expansion in a :-ories according to inverse powers of n vanish. In

this case, then, f(x) and its derivatives of all orders are con-

tinuous.
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20. In establishing the several theorems contained in this

Section, it has been supposed that none of the derivatives of f(x)
which enter into the investigation are infinite. It should be

observed, however, that if _/>(.*) is the last derivative employed,
which only appears under the sign of integration, it is allowable to

suppose that y> (x) becomes infinite any finite number of times

within the limits of integration. To shew this, we have only got
to prove that

f
a

[
a

f* (
x

)
sm vx dx or y> (x) cos vx dx

Jo Jo

approaches zero as its limit as v increases beyond all limit. Let us

consider the former of these integrals, and suppose that /> (x)

becomes infinite only once, namely, when x= a, within the limits of

integration. Let the interval from to a be divided into these

four intervals to a - £ a - £ to a, a to a + % ,
a + ? to a, where

f and £" are supposed to be taken sufficiently small to exclude all

values of x lying between the limits a — £ and a + £" for which

/^(a?) alters discontinuously, or for which/'
1
(x) changes sign,

unless it be the value a. For the first and fourth intervals f* (x)
is not infinite, and therefore, as it is known, the corresponding parts
of the integral vanish for v = oo . Since sin vx cannot lie beyond
the limits + 1 and -

1, and is only equal to either limit for parti-
cular values of x, it is evident that the second and third portions
of the integral are together numerically inferior to /, where

I = [f*-i (
a _ 6

) ~y>-i (a
_
0j + {yv-i (a + ^ M^-i (a + e)]>

the symbol A ~ B denoting the arithmetical difference of A and B,
and e being an infinitely small quantity, so that /(a

-
e), /(a + e)

denote the limits to which f (x) tends as x tends to the limit a by
increasing and decreasing respectively. Hence the limit of the

integral first considered, for v = oo
,
must be less than I. But /may

be made as small as we please by diminishing £ and £', and there-

fore the limit required is zero.

The same proof applies to the integral containing cos vx, and

there is no difficulty in extending it to the case in which y> (x) is

infinite more than once within the limits of integration, or at one

of the limits.

21. It has hitherto been supposed that the function expanded
in the series (3) or (22) does not become infinite

;
but the expan-

sions will still be correct even if / (x) becomes infinite any finite
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number of times, provide! that ff(x)dx be essentially convergent.

Suppose that fix) becomes infinite only when x = a. Then it is

evident that we may find a function of x, F (x), which shall be

equal to f(x) except when x lies between the limits a — £ and

a + % ,
which shall remain finite from x = a — £ to x = a + £', and

which shall be such that F (x) dx — I f(x)dx. Suppose

that we are considering the series (3). Then, if Cn be the coeffi-

cient of sin nirx/a in the expansion of F (x) in a series of the

form (3), it is evident that Cn will approach the finite limit An

when £ and £' vanish, where A =- I f(x)sm~ -dx. But so
a Jo &

long as £ and £' differ from zero the series X Cn sin mrx/a is conver-

gent, and has F (x) for its sum, and F (x) becomes equal to / (x)

when f and £' vanish, for any value of x except a. We might
therefore be disposed to conclude at once that the series (3) is

convergent, and has f(x) for its sum, unless it be for the particular

value x = a
;

but this point will require examination, since we

might conceive that the series (3) became divergent, or if it

remained convergent that it had a sum different from f(x), when

£ and £' were made to vanish before the summation was performed.
If we agree not to consider the series (3) directly, but only the limit

of the series (5) when g becomes 1, it follows at once from (7) that

for values of x different from a that limit is the same as in Art. 4.

For x = a the limit required is that of ^ {/(a
—

e) +f (a + e)} when
evanishes. If f(x) does not change sign as x passes through a

the limit required is therefore positive or negative infinity, accord-

ing as f(x) is positive or negative; but if f(x) changes sign in

passing through oo the limit required may be zero, a finite quantity,

or infinity. The expression just given for the limit may be

proved without difficulty. In fact, according to the method of

Art. 4, we are led to examine an integral of the form

where £ is a constant quantity which may be taken as small as we

please, and supposed to vanish after h. Now by a known property
of integrals the above integral is equal to

- {/(a—£) +/(a + |j)} 8

g„
,
where ft

lies between and £
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But 71
—

^2 >
which is equal to tan""

1

7
-

,
becomes equal to - when

J o '<- + g~ ,l &

h vanishes, and the limit of
f,
when h vanishes must be zero, since

it cannot be greater than £, and £ may be made to vanish

after h.

22. The same, thing may be proved by the method which con-

sists in summing the series 2 sin mrx/a . sin nirx'/a to n terms.

If we adopt this method, then so long as we are considering a value

of x different from a it will be found that the only peculiarity in

the investigation is, that the quantity under the integral sign in

the integrals we have to consider becomes infinite for one value of

the variable
;
and it may be proved just as in Art. 20, that this

circumstance has no effect on the result. If we are considering the

value x = a, it will be found that the integral we shall have to con-

sider will be

1 f^sinz'f

vrJo £

where v is first to be made infinite, and then £ may be supposed to

vanish. If / (a + e) +/ (a
-

e) approaches a finite limit, or zero,

when e vanishes, as may be the case if f(x) changes sign in passing

through co
,
it may be proved, j ust as in the case in which / (x)

does not become infinite, that the above integral approaches the

same limit as i{/(a + e)+/(a-e)}. In all cases however in

which f{x) does not change sign in passing through co
,
and in

some cases in which it does change sign, f(a + e) +/(a - e) becomes

infinite when e vanishes.

In such cases put for shortness

f S1U Vc
and let the numerical values of the integral I

—-r— d% taken from

to irjv, from irjv to 2tt/v ... or which is the same those of

1 t "£ taken from to ir, from ir to 2-n . . . be denoted by Ix ,
I
2

. . .

Then evidently I
1
>I2

>I
S
... Also, if £ be sufficiently small,

F(g) will decrease from f = to £= £ if we suppose, as we may,

F(tj) to be positive. Hence the integral (42), which is equal to

-{I1 F&)-I2 F&)+I3 F&)-...} (43),

/(.

IT
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where £1} £, ... are quantities lying between and ir/v, ir/v and

'lir'v ... is greater than

7T

if we neglect the incomplete pair of terms which may occur at the

end of the series (43), and which need not be considered, since they
vanish when v — x . Hence, the integral (42) is a fortiori
>7r~l

(Il

— I
2) F(%^). But £x

vanishes and F'(^x )
becomes infinite

when v becomes infinite
;
and therefore for the particular value

x = a the sum of the first n terms of the series (3) increases

indefinitely with n.

If a coincides with one of the extreme values and a of x, the

sum of the series (3) vanishes for x — a. This comes under the

formula given above if we consider the sum of the series for values

of x lying beyond the limits and a. The same proof as that

given in the present and last article will evidently apply if f(%)
become infinite for several values of x, or if the series considered

be (22) instead of (3). In this case, the sum of the seiies becomes

infinite for x = a when a = or = a.

23. Hence it appears that fix) may be expanded in a series

of the form (3) or (22), provided only jf(x) dx be continuous. It

should be observed however that functions like (sin c/x)
*

,
which

become infinite or discontinuous an infinite number of times within

the limits of the variable within which they are considered, have

been excluded from the previous reasoning.

Hence, we may employ the formulae such as (26), (35), &c, to

obtain the direct developement of/'
1

(x), without enquiring whether

it becomes infinite or not within the limits of the variable for

which it is considered. All that is necessary is that f(x) and its

derivatives up to the
(/j,
—

l)
th
inclusive should not be infinite within

those limits, although they may be discontinuous.

24. In obtaining the formulae of Arts. 7 and 13, and generally

the formulae which apply to the case in which An or Bn
is given,

and f(x) is unknown, it has hitherto been supposed that we knew

a priori that/ (a:) was a function of the class proposed in Art, 1 for

consideration, or at least of that class with the extension mentioned
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in the preceding article. Suppose now that we have simply pre-

sented to us the series (3) or (22), namely

zA n sm ,
or Bn + ±B,, cos ," a u a

where An or Bn is supposed given, and want to know, first, whether

the series is convergent, secondly, whether if it be convergent it is

the direct developement of its sum f (x), and thirdly, whether we

may directly employ the formulae already obtained, trusting to the

formulae themselves to give notice of the cases to which they do

not apply by leading to processes which cannot be effected.

25. If the series %An or "EBn is essentially convergent, it is

evident a fortiori that the series (3) or (22) is convergent.

If An
= S - cos ny + C„ ,

or if B„ = 8- sin 7iy + C
,
where %Cn

is essentially convergent, the given series will be convergent, as is

proved in Art. 6.

In either of these cases let f (x) be the sum of the given series.

Suppose that it is the series of sines which we are considering.

Let En be the coefficient of sin nnrxja in the direct developement of

f{x). Then we have

j- (x)
= ZA n sm— = SEn

sm—
j

and since both series are convergent, if we multiply by any finite

function of x, <f> (x), and integrate, we may first integrate each

term, and then sum, instead of first summing and then integrating.

Taking $ (x)
= sin mrxja, and integrating from x = to x = a, we

get En
— An ,

so that the given series is the direct developement
of its sum f(x). The proof is the same for the series of cosines.

26. Consider now the more general case in which the series

2 1/n . A n
is essentially convergent. The reasoning which is about

to be offered can hardly be regarded as absolutely rigorous ;
never-

theless the proposition which it is endeavoured to establish seems

worthy of attention. Let un be the sum of the first n terms of the

given series, and F (n, x) the sum of the first n terms of the series

^ _
a/nir . A n cos nirx/a. Then we have

/(wn+m
-

u„) dx = F(n+ m, x)
- F (n, x)

=
yjr (n, x), suppose. . . (44).

Now by hypothesis the series S 1/n . A n is essentially convergent,

and therefore a fortiori the series 2 — ajnir . A n cos mrxja is con-
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vergent, and therefore yjr (oo , x) = 0, whatever be the value of m.

Let the limits of x in (44) be x and x + Ax, and divide by A#, and

we get

Ax] x
l "+Hi J Atf

and as we have seen the limit of the second side of this equation

when we suppose n first to become infinite and then Ace to vanish

is zero. But for general values of x the limit will remain the same

if we first suppose Ace to vanish and then n to become infinite
;
and

on this supposition we have

limit of (unim
- ur) = 0, for n = go

;

so that for general values of x the series considered is convergent.

To illustrate the assumption here made that for general values

of x the order in which n and Ax assume their limiting values is

immaterial, let
-^r (y, x) be a continuous function of x which

becomes equal to
-fr (n, x) when y is a positive integer ;

and con-

sider the surface whose equation is z ==
ty (y, x). Since

-^r (oo , x)
—

for integral values of y, the surface approaches indefinitely to the

plane xy when y becomes infinite
;
or rather, among the infinite

number of admissible forms of
yjr (y, x) we may evidently choose

an infinite number for which that is the case. Now the assertion

made comes to this
;
that if we cut the surface by a plane parallel

to the plane xz, and at a distance n from it, the tangent at the

point of the section corresponding to any given value of x will

ultimately lie in the plane xy when n becomes infinite, except in

the case of singular, isolated values of x, whose number is finite

between x= and x = a. For -such values the sum f(x) of the

infinite series may become infinite, while ff(x)dx remains finite.

The assumption just made appeal's evident unless An be a function

of n whose complexity increases indefinitely with its rank, i.e. with

the value of n.

Since the integral oif(x) is continuous, y (#) may be expanded

by the formula in a series of sines. Let En be the coefficient

of sin nirxja in its direct expansion ;
so that,

^ A . nirx i

/ (x)
= %A n sin

a

f (x)
= XEn sin —~

,

.(45),
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where both series are convergent, except it be for isolated values

of x. Consequently, we have, in a series which is convergent,
at least for general values of x,

= X(An-En)sm^ (46).

The series (45) may become divergent for isolated values of x,

and are in fact divergent for values of x which render /(a?) infinite.

But the first side of (46) being constantly zero, and the series

at the second side being convergent for general values of x, it

does not seem that it can become divergent for isolated values.

Hence according to the preceding article the second side of the

equation is the direct developement of the first side, i.e. of zero;
and therefore En

= A
n ,

or the given series is the direct develope-
ment of its sum, which is what it was required to prove. The
same reasoning applies to the series of cosines.

It may be observed that the well known series,

| + cos # + cos 2x + cos Sx , (47),

forms no exception to the preceding observation. This series

is in fact divergent for general values of x, that is to say not

convergent, and in that respect it totally differs from the series

in (4G). When it is asserted that the sum of the series (47)
is zero except for x = or any multiple of 2-rr, when it is infinite,
all that is meant is that the limit to which the sum of the

convergent series ^ + Xg
n cosnx approaches when g becomes 1

is zero, except for x = or any multiple of 2-rr, in which case it is

infinity.

27. It follows from the preceding article that even without

knowing a priori the nature of the function f(x) we may employ
the formulae such as (35), provided that if n~* be the highest

power of 1/n required by the formula, and n~>* Gn the remainder in

the expansion of An , the series 2ri~
l Cn be essentially convergent.

For let On be the sum of the terms as far as that containing n~* in

the expansion of A
n> those terms having the form assigned by (35),

that is to say cosines like cosny coming along with odd powers
of 1/n, and sines along with" even powers. Then

A n =Gn + n-Kl
it

.

Let ZGn sm
7

^=F(x);
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nirx
then f{oc)-F{x) = tn-*Cn sin— (48).

Now if jt(x)
= %uni

where the series %un , Xdujdx are both

convergent, we may find
</>' (x) by differentiating under the sign of

summation. This is evident, since by the theorem referred to

r 1

in Art. 2 (note), we may find lS-j--dx by integrating under the

sign of summation. Consequently we have from (48)

f*-i(m)- F*-i(w) = ± (Ij'^l
Om*&? (49);

and since the series S n'
1 Gn

is essentially convergent, the con-

vergency of the series forming the right-hand side of (49) cannot

become infinitely slow (see Sect. III.), and therefore, the nth term

being a continuous function of x, the sum is also a continuous

function of x, and therefore f* (x)
— F*(x) is a function which

by Art. 23 can be expanded in a series of sines or cosines. But

F^ (x) is also such a function, being in fact a constant, and

therefore f*(x) is a function of the kind considered in Art. 23,

which is what is assumed in obtaining the formula (35).

It may be observed that these results do not require the

assumptions of Art. 26 in the case in which the series XGn is

essentially convergent, or composed of an essentially convergent
series and of a series of the form ^ScnT

1
sin ny or X Sen'

1
cos ny,

according as C is the coefficient of a cosine or of a sine.

Section II.

Mode of ascertaining the nature of the discontinuity of the

integrals which are analogous to the series considered in Section I.,

and of obtaining the developemmts of the derivatives of the expanded

functions.

28. Let us consider the following integral, which is analogous

to the series in (1),

<f>(0)&inpxd0 (50),
Jo

where <!><&)
= -

I /V) sin fa' dx> (51 )-
7T J o
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Although the integral (50) may be written as a double in-

tegral,

9 r 00
fa

- f (x )
sin fix &m fix dfidx (52),

TTJo JO

the integration with respect to x must be performed first, because,

the integral of sin fix s'mfix'dfi not being convergent at the
/ 00

limit oc
,

I sin fix sin fix'dfi would have no meaning. Suppose,
Jo

however, that instead of (52) we consider the integral,

-
j
If (x) e-W sin fix sin fix dfidx (53),

where h is a positive constant, and e is the base of the Napierian

logarithms. It is easy to see that at least in the case in which the

integral (50) is essentially convergent its value is also the limit to

which the integral (53) tends when h tends to zero as its limit.

It is well known that the limit of (53) when h vanishes is in

general f(x) ;
but when x = the limit is zero; when x = a the

limit is \f (a); and when f(x) is discontinuous it is the arith-

metic mean of the values of f (x) for two values of x infinitely

little greater and less respectively than the critical value. When
x > a it is zero, and in all cases it is the same, except as to sign, for

negative as for positive values of x.

We may always speak of (53), but we cannot speak of the

integral (50) till we assure ourselves that it is convergent. Now we

get by integration by parts,

\f(x) sin fix dx — —
-~f {x) cos fix

+ -~if' (x) sin fix
— -x-

2 If" (x) sin fix' dx' (54).

When this integral is taken between limits, the first term will

furnish a set of terms of the form C/fi . cos fia, where a may be

zero, and the last two terms will give a result numerically less than

L/fi
2

,
where L is a constant properly chosen. Now whether a be

zero or not, /cos fix sin fix . fi'
1

dfi is convergent at the limit oo
,
and

moreover its value taken from any finite value of fi to fi
= go is

the limit to which the integral deduced from it by inserting the

factor e~ hii tends when h vanishes. The remaining part of the

integral (50) is essentially convergent at the limit go . Hence the
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integral (50) is convergent, and its value for all values of x, both

critical and general, is the limit to which the value of the integral

(53) tends when h vanishes.

29. Suppose that we want to find f" (x), knowing nothing
about f(x), at least for general values of x, except that it is the

value of the integral (50), and that it is not a function of the class

excluded from consideration in Art. 1. We cannot differentiate

under the integral sign, because the resulting integral would,

usually at least, be divergent at the limit x . We may however

find f" (x) provided we know the values of x for which f(x) and

f (x) are discontinuous, and the quantities by which f(x) andy"(:z)

are suddenly increased as x increases through each critical value,

supposing the extreme values included among those for which

f{x) or f (x) is discontinuous, under the same convention as in

Art. G. Let a be any one of the critical values of x
; Q, Qx

the

quantities by which f(x), f'(x) are suddenly increased as x

increases through a
;
S the sign of summation referring to the

critical values of x
; <f>2 (fi)

the coefficient of sin fix in the direct

developement of /" (x) in a definite integral of the form (50). Then

taking the integrals in (54) between limits, and applying the

formula (51) toy" (x), we get

<f>Jfi)
= -fi

2

<f>(fi)+- fiSQ cos fa-- SQt
sin fix.

7T 7T

We may find
(/>M (/3) in a similar manner. We get thus when

fi is even^22
(- l)

2
</v OS) = fi^(fi)

- - fi^ 1 SQ cos fix + -
/3*-

2 SQ l
sin £a + ...

+ (-iy
+1

^SQ^ lSm/3x (55),

where sines and cosines occur alternately, and two signs of the

same kind are always followed by two of the opposite. The expres-

sion for ^ (/3) when /x is odd might be found in a similar manner.

These formulae enable us to express f* (x) when
<p (ft) is an

arbitrary function which has to be determined, and f(Q), &c. are

given.

30. If however
<f> (/3) should be given, and /(0), &c. be

unknown, (f> (/3j will admit of expansion according to powers of pi'
1

,

beginning with the first, provided we treat sin fix or cos fix as if it

S. l.S
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were a constant coefficient
;
and sin ftx, cos /3a will occur with even

and odd powers of /3 respectively. The possibility of the expan-
sion of

cf> (/3) in this form depends of course on the circumstance

that (p (x) is a function of the class which it is proposed in Art. 1

to consider, or at least with the extension mentioned in Art. 23.

It appears from (55) that in order to express f* (x) as a definite

integral of the form (50) we have only got to expand </> (/3),
to

differentiate (50) /j,
times with respect to x, differentiating under

the integral sign, and to reject those terms which appear under the

integral sign with positive powers of ft or with the power 0. The
same rule applies whether

fju
be odd or even.

31. If we have given (i), but are not able to evaluate the

integral (50), we may notwithstanding that find the values of x
which render f(x) or any of its derivatives discontinuous, and the

quantities by which the function considered is suddenly increased.

For this purpose it is only necessary to compare the expansion of

<£ (/3) with the expansion

cf>(ft)
=~SQ cos /3a- —SQ^inftoi- (56),

given by (55), just as in the case of series.

We may easily if we please clear the function <£ (/3) of the part
for which f (x) or any one of its derivatives is discontinuous, or

does not vanish for x = and x = a. For this purpose it will be

sufficient to take any function F(x) at pleasure, which as well as

its derivatives of the orders considered has got the same discon-

tinuity as f(x) and its derivatives, to develope F(x) in a definite

f°°

integral of the form <I> (0) sin (3x d/3 by the formula (51), and to
Jo

subtract F(x) from f(x) and <I> (/3) from
cf>(/3).

It will be

convenient to choose such simple functions as I + mx -f nx2

;

I sin x + m cos x
;

le~
x + me"lx

, &c. for the algebraical expressions of

F(x) for the several intervals throughout which it is continuous,
the functions chosen being such as admit of easy integration
when multiplied by sin ftxdx, and which furnish a sufficient number
of indeterminate coefficients to allow of the requisite conditions

as to discontinuity being satisfied. These conditions are that

the several values of Q, Qlf
&c. shall be the same for F{x) as for
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i* OO

32. Whenever / f(x) dx is essentially convergent, we may at
Jo

once put a= oo in the preceding formula. For, first, it may be

easily proved that in this case, (though not in this case only,) the

limit of (53) when h vanishes is f(x); secondly, the limit of (53)

is also the value of (52); and, lastly, all the derivatives of f(x)

have their integrals, (which are the preceding derivatives,) essentially

convergent, and therefore oo may be put for a in the developements

of the derivatives in definite integrals.

"When f(x) tends to zero as its limit as x becomes infinite, and

moreover after a finite value of x does not change from decreasing

to increasing nor from increasing to decreasing,

fJ o

e~ hx
fix) sin/3*'' dx

o

will be more convergent than I f(x')smftx'dx', and the latter

Jo

integral will be convergent, and its convergency will remain finite*

when ft vanishes. In this case also we may put a = oo .

Thus if/(#)
= sin Ix (b* + x*y\ we may put a = go because /(x)

has its integral essentially convergent : if / (x)
=

(b + x)~'
J

,
we may

put a = oo because f(x) is always decreasing to zero as its limit.

But if f(x)
= sin Ix (b + x)~K the preceding rules will not apply,

because f(x), though it has zero for its limit, is sometimes increas-

ing and sometimes decreasing. And in fact in this case the

integral in equation (51) will be divergent when @ = I,
and (/3)

will become infinite for that value of ft. It is true that/(#) is still

the limit to which the integral (53) tends when h vanishes
;
but I

do not intend to enter into the consideration of such cases in

this paper.

33. When oo may be put for a, and/(#) is continuous, we get

from (55)

(- l^^jft) = ft^(ft) -lft^f(0)+^^-
5r (0)

- ...

+ (_l)??#rV-
2
(0) (57).

IT
'

In this case j> (ft)
will admit of expansion, at least to a certain

* See next Section.

18—2
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number of terms, according to odd negative powers of fa If

we suppose </> (fa known, and the expansion performed, so that

4> (fa
= HJ3T

1 + H2fa
3 + Hfi'

5
+...

and compare the result (49), we shall get

f(0)=Z&.', r(0)=- 2̂ ; f(Q) = lHA ;
&c (58).

34. The integral

( -^ (fa cos fa dp (59),
Jo

where

Tjr(l3)
= -l

a

f{x) cos fa'daf (60),
7TJo

which is analogous to the series (22), is another in which it is some-

times useful to develope a function or conceive it developed. For

positive values of x the value of (59) is the same as that of (50).

When x = the value is /(0); and for negative values of x it is

the same as for positive. It is supposed here that the integral (59)

is convergent, which it may be proved to be in the same manner

as the integral (50) was proved to be convergent.

Suppose that we wish to find, in terms of
yjr (fa, the develope-

ment of /** (x) in a definite integral of the form (50) or (59),

according as
/j,

is odd or even. We cannot differentiate under the

integral sign, because the resulting integral would be divergent.

We may however obtain the required developement by transform-

ing the expression ty (/3) by integration by parts, just as before. We
thus get for the case in which

//,
is odd

(- 1)~ </v (fa = faty(fa +-&'
x -'l SQ sin /9a + - fa~

2SQl
cos fa - . ..

+ (-l)"
2~-££,A -isin/3a (61),

7T

where </v (p) is the value of
<j> (fa in the direct developement of

/> (x) in the integral (50). In the same way we may get the value

of fn{fi) when fi is even, ^(/3) being the value of
yjr (fa in the

direct developement of f*(x) by the formulas (59), (60).

The equation (61) is applicable to the case in which ^(fa is an

arbitrary function, and a, Q, &c, are given. If however yjr(fa
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should be given, we may find <^ (/3) or ^ (/3) by the same rule as

before.

In the case in which -v^(/3) is given, we may find the values of

a, Q, &c, without being able to evaluate the integral (59). For

this purpose it is sufficient to expand ^ (j3) according to negative

powers of (3, and compare the expansion with that furnished by

equation (61).

35. The same remarks as to the cases in which we are at

liberty to put oo for a apply to (60) as to (51), with one exception.

In the case in which f(x) approaches zero as its limit, and is at

last always decreasing numerically, or at least never increasing, as

x increases, while Jf(x) dx is divergent at the limit oo
,
it has been

observed that
</>(/3)

remains finite when /3 vanishes. This however

is not the case with -^O), at least in general. I say in general,

because, although I f(x) dx increases indefinitely with its superior
Jo

limit, we are not entitled at once to conclude from thence that
/•OO

I cos f3xf(x) dx becomes infinite when /3 vanishes, as will appear
Jo

in Section III. It may be shewn from the known value of

r 00

I x~" cos /3xdx, where 1 > n > 0, that if f(x) = F(x) + Cx~n
,
where

Jo

F(x) is such that JF(x) dx is convergent at the limit oo
, i^ (/3) be-

comes infinite when /3 vanishes; and the same would be true if

there were any finite number of terms of the form Cx~\ There is

no occasion however to enquire whether yfr(B) always becomes in-

finite : the point to consider is whether the integral (59) is always

convergent at the limit zero.

In considering this question, we may evidently begin the inte-

gration relative to x at any value x that we please. Suppose first

we integrate from x = x to x = X, and let ts (/3) be the result

so that

2 rx
«r(/3)

= -
f{x) cos fix'dx'.

Let -cr
/ C/3)

be the indefinite integral of •cr (/3) d/3 : then, c being a

positive quantity, we get from the above equation

2 [
x dxw (,3)

- w
(c)
= -

J f{x) {sin fix
- sin ex'} —, .
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f
°°

, sin Bx
Now put X=oo. Then since I f(x') -,

— dx' is a convergent
J To &

integral, and its convergency remains finite (Art. 39) when 8

vanishes, as may be proved without much difficulty, its value can-

not become infinite, and therefore &-,($) does not become infinite

when 8 vanishes. Now

JW {8) cos Bx dB = ot(/3) cos Bx + xfa (8) sin BxdB (62),

when x is positive ;
and when x = 0,

fa(B)d(8) «*r,0S):

hence in either case JW (8) cos Bx dB is convergent at the limit

zero. Now the quantity by which vr (B) differs from ty(8) evi-

dently cannot render (59) divergent, and therefore in the case con-

sidered the integral (59) is convergent at the limit zero.

/•OO

By treating I isr(B) e~ A/3 cos BxdB in the manner in which
.

°

JW(/3) cos BxdB is treated in (62), it may be shewn that the con-

vergency of the former integral remains finite when h vanishes.

Hence, not only is the integral (59) convergent, but its value is

the limit to which the integral similar to (53) tends when h

vanishes.

When f(x) is continuous, and oo may be put for a, we have

from (61), (a being odd,

(- l)^^(B) =
/3»+M+l/3*-*f(0) -?#-*/''(()) + ...

+ (-1)^^/3/^-2(0) (63).

If yjr(B) be given we can find the values of/'(0), /'"(0) ... just

as before.

36. The integral

-I cosB(x —
x)f(x) dB dx (64),

if Jo J -a,

in which the integration with respect to x is supposed to be per-

formed before that with respect to 8, so that the integral has the

form
»oo ,.06

X(B) cos BxdB + (T(B)sinBxdB (65),
Jo Jo
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may be treated just as the integral (59); and it may be shewn that

in the same circumstances we may replace the limits — a
t
and a by

—
oo, + oo respectively. If we suppose %(/3) and <x(/3) known, we

may find as before the values of x for which f(x), f'(x) ... are

discontinuous, and the quantities by which those functions are sud-

denly increased. We may also find the direct developement of

f'(x),f'(x) ... in two integrals of the form (65); and we may if we

please clear the integrals (65) of the part which renders f(x),f (x)...

discontinuous.

37. In the developement of/(a?) in an integral of the form (50)

or (59), or in two integrals of the form (65), it has hitherto been

supposed that f(x) is not infinite. It may be observed however

that it is allowable to suppose f(x) to become infinite any finite

number of times, provided ff(x) dx be essentially convergent about

the values of x which render f(x) infinite. This may be shewn

just as in the case of series. Hence, the formulae such as (55) which

give the developement of/'* (x) are true even when /<" (x) is infinite,

f'
t ~ 1

(x) being finite.

Section III.

On the discontinuity of the sums of infinite series, and of the

values of integrals taken between infinite limits.

38. Let

u^ + u, ... + un + (66),

be a convergent infinite series having U for its sum. Let

v
1
+ i\

i
...+vn + (67),

be another infinite series of which the general term v
n

is a function

of the positive variable h, and becomes equal to u
n
when h vanishes.

Suppose that for a sufficiently small value of h and all inferior

values the series (67) is convergent, and has V for its sum. It

might at first sight be supposed that the limit of V for h = was

necessarily equal to U. This however is not true. For let the sum
to n terms of the series (67) be denoted by f(n, h) : then the limit

of Fis the limit of f(n, h) when n first becomes infinite and then

h vanishes, whereas £7 is the limit of f(n, h) when h first vanishes
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and then n becomes infinite, and these limits may be different.

Whenever a discontinuous function is developed in a periodic series

like (15) or (30) we have an instance of this
;
but it is easy to form

two series, having nothing to to with periodic series, in which

the same happens. For this purpose it is only requisite to take for

f(n, h)
— Un , (Un being the sum of the first n terms of (66),) a

quantity which has different limiting values according to the order

in which n and h are supposed to assume their limiting values, and

which has for its finite difference a quantity which vanishes when n

becomes infinite, whether A be a positive quantity sufficiently small

or be actually zero.

For example, let

/M)- U, =
bMj (68),

which vanishes when n = 0. Then

2hA {f{n, h)
- Un ]

= vn+1
- u

n+l
=^ 1} {nh + h + 1}

.

Assume

Um = 1 r- , so that u = A U„
n + 1' n "-1

n{n + l)'

and we get the series

iT2
+0' , ' +

m^+1)
+ (69) '

1 + oh h (h + 2) n* + h (4<-h)7i + l-h
2(l + h)'"

+
n(n + l){(n-l)h + l\(nh+l)

+ ^ >'

which are both convergent, and of which the general terms become

the same when h vanishes. Yet the sum of the first is 1, whereas

the sum of the second is 3.

If the numerator of the fraction on the right-hand side of (68)

had been pnh instead of 2nh, the sum of the series (70) would have

been p + 1, and therefore the limit to which the sum approaches
when h vanishes would have been p + 1. Hence we can form as

many series as we please like (67) having different quantities for

the limits of their sums when h vanishes, and yet all having their

nth terms becoming equal to un when h vanishes. This is equally
true whether the series (66) be convergent or divergent, the series

like (67) of course being always supposed to be convergent for all

positive values of h however small.
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39. It is important for the purposes of the present paper to

have a ready mode of ascertaining in what cases we may replace

the limit of (07) by (66). Now it follows from the following

theorem that this substitution may at once be made in an extensive

class of cases.

Theorem. The limit of J
7 can never differ from U unless the

convergency of the series (67) becomes infinitely slow when h

vanishes.

The convergency of the series is here said to become infinitely

slow when, if n be the number of terms which must be taken in

order to 'render the sum of the neglected terms numerically less

than a given quantity e which may be as small as we please, n

increases beyond all limit as h decreases beyond all limit.

Demonstration. If the convergency do not become infinitely

slow, it will be possible to find a number n
x

so great that for the

value of k we begin with and for all inferior values greater than

zero the sum of the neglected terms shall be numerically less than

e. Now the limit of the sum of the first n^ terms of (07), when h

vanishes is the sum of the first ??
1
terms of (00). Hence if e be the

numerical value of the sum of the terms after the n^ of the series

(60), Z7and the limit of V cannot differ by a quantity so great as

e + e. But e and e may be made smaller than any assignable

quantities, and therefore Z7is equal to the limit of V.

Cor. 1. If the series (00) is essentially convergent, and if,

either from the very beginning, or after a certain term whose rank

does not depend upon h, the terms of (07) are numerically less than

the corresponding terms of (06), the limit of Fis equal to U.

For in this case the series (67) is more rapidly convergent than

(66), and therefore its convergency remains finite.

Cor. 2. If the series (66) is essentially convergent, and if the

terms of (67) are derived from those of (66) by multiplying them

by the ascending powers of a quantity g which is less than 1, and

which becomes 1 in the limit, the limit of V is equal to U.

It may be observed that when the convergency of (67) does

not become infinitely slow when h vanishes there is no occasion to

prove the convergency of (66), since it follows from that of (67).

In fact, let VH be the sum of the first n terms of (67), Un
the

same for (66). V the value of V for h = 0. Then by hypothesis
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we may find a finite value of n such that V — Vn shall be numeri-

cally less than e, however small h may be
;
so that

V= VH + a quantity always numerically less than e.

Now let h vanish : then V becomes V and V
n becomes Un . Also

e may be made as small as we please by taking n sufficiently great.

Hence JJn approaches a finite limit when n becomes infinite, and

that limit is V .

Conversely, if (66) is convergent, and if U =V
,
the convergency

of the series (67) cannot become infinitely slow when h vanishes.

Fur if Un',
Vn

'

represent the sums of the terms after the ?i
th in

the series (66), (67) respectively, we have

v=vn +vn\ u=u
n +u,;.,

whence
'

Vn
' = V - U-

(
Vn - Un)+ U;.

Now V— U, Vn
— U

n
vanish with h, and Un

'

vanishes when n

becomes infinite. Hence for a sufficiently small value of h and all

inferior values, together with a value of n sufficiently large, and

independent of h, the value of FB

'

may be made numerically less

than any given quantity e however small
;
and therefore, by defini-

tion, the convergency of the series (67) does not become infinitely

slow when h vanishes.

On the whole, then, when the convergency of the series (67)

does not become infinitely slow when h vanishes, the series (66) is

necessarily convergent, and has V for its sum : but in the contrary
case there must necessarily be a discontinuity of some kind. Either

V must become infinite when h vanishes, or the series (66) must

be divergent, or, if (QQ) is convergent as well as (67), U must be

different from V .

When a finite function of x, f{%), which passes suddenly from

M to N as x increases through a, where a > a > 0, is expanded in

the series (15) or (30), we have seen that the series is always con-

vergent, and its sum for all values of x except critical values is

f(x), and for x = a its sum is \ (M+ J\
r
). Hence the convergency

of the series necessarily becomes infinitely slow when a — x

vanishes. In applying the preceding reasoning to this case it will

be observed that h is a — x, V is M, and U is \ (iV-j- N), if we
are considering values of x a little less than a

;
but h is x — a

and V is N, if we are considering values of x a little greater
than a.
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When the series (66) is convergent as well as (67), it may be

easily proved that in all cases

U= V -
L,

where L is the limit of VJ when h is first made to vanish and then

n to become infinite.

40. Reasoning exactly similar to that contained in the preced-

ing article may be applied to integrals, and the same definitions

may be used. Thus if
J

F (x, h) dx is a convergent integral, we
J a

may say that the convergency becomes infinitely slow when h

vanishes, when, if X be the superior limit to which we must inte-

grate in order that the neglected part of the integral, or

F (x, h) dx,
x

may be numerically less than a given constant e which may be as

small as we please, X increases beyond all limit when h vanishes.

The reasoning of the preceding article leads to the following

theorems.

/•GO

If F= I F (x, h) dx, if V be the limit of V when h = 0, and if
J a

F (x, 0) =/ (x) ; then, if the convergency of the integral V do not
A 00

become infinitely slow when h vanishes, I f (x) dx must be con-
J a

vergent, and its value must be V . But in the contrary case either

V must become infinite when h vanishes, or the integral

f (x) dx
a

must be divergent, or if it be convergent its value must differ

from V .

When the integral / (x) dx is convergent, if we denote its

J a

value by U, we shall have in all cases

U=V -L,

when L is the limit to which I F (x, h) dx approaches when h is

J x
first made to vanish and then X to become infinite.
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The same remarks which have been made with reference to the

convergency of series such as (15) or (30) for values of x near

critical values will apply to the convergency of integrals such as

(50), (59) or (65).

The question of the convergency or divergency of an integral

might arise, not from one of the limits of integration being oo
,
but

from the circumstance that the quantity under the integral sign

becomes infinite within the limits of integration. The reasoning

of the preceding article will apply, with no material alteration, to

this case also.

41. It may not be uninteresting to consider the bearing of the

reasoning contained in this Section on a method frequently given

of determining the values of two definite integrals, more especially

as the values assigned to the integrals have recently been called

into question, on account of their discontinuity.

Consider first the integral
00

Sill (liV -f /w-t \u= —~dx (71),
J o x

where a is supposed positive. Consider also the integral

f
x

, sin ax 7

i) = e" "x ax.
Jo oc

It is easy to prove that the integral v is convergent, and that its

convergency does not become infinitely slow when h vanishes.

Consequently the integral u is also convergent, (as might also be

proved directly in the same way as in the case of v,) and its value

is the limit of u for h = 0. But we have

dv r -hx j a= — e
,IX sin ax ax = —

dh Jo
™

a* + ti"

whence v = C — tan
-1 -

;

a

and since v evidently vanishes when h = oo
,
we have C = ir/2,

whence
7T _. h 7T

v = -^
— tan -

,
u — -

.

I a I

Also u = when a = 0, and u = —
7r/2 when a is negative, since u

changes sign with a. By the value of u for a — 0, which is

f sin ctx
asserted to be 0, is of course meant the limit of dx when

Jo x

a is first made to vanish and then A' made infinite.
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It is easily proved that the convergency of the integral u
becomes infinitely slow when a vanishes. In fact if

, f™ sina# 7

u = dx,
Jx x

we get by changing the independent variable

, f sin x Tu = dx :

JaX X

but for any given value of X, however great, the value of u

/ SI 11 X
becomes when a vanishes -

dx, an integral which might have
Jo x & fe

been very easily proved to be greater than zero even had we been

unable to find its value. It readily follows from the above that if

u has to be less than e the value of X increases indefinitely as a

approaches to zero.

42. Consider next the integrals

/"* cos ax dx r* . cos ax dx ff7CtS

u=\ — j-, v= e~ hx -_ 5— (/2).
Jo 1+a?

'

Jo 1+x
It is easily proved that the convergency of the integral v does not

become infinitely slow when h vanishes, whatever be the value of a.

Consequently u is in all cases the limit of v for h = 0. Now v

satisfies the equation

-y-«
— v = — I e -fcB cos axdx = — Ti s (73).da1

J h' + a
2 v '

It is not however necessary to find the general value of v
;

for if

we put h = we see that u satisfies the equation

d2
u ,„..

d^- U = Q (/4) '

so long as a is kept always positive or always negative : but we

cannot pass from the value of u found for positive values of a to

the value which belongs to negative values of a by merely writing
— a for a in the algebraical expression obtained. For although u

is a continuous function of a, it readily follows from (73) that

ffll

-r- is discontinuous. In fact, we have from this equation

(*L) -(*) = r„/„-2tan-'t
\d<')a = K Vrt«/ fl =-A J -A ft
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Now let h first vanish and then X. Then v becomes u, and

I vda vanishes, since v does not become infinite for a = 0, whether
-K

h be finite or be zero. Therefore du/da is suddenly decreased by
7r as a increases through zero, as might have been easily proved
from the expression for u by means of the known integral (71),

even had we been unable to find the value of u in (72). The equa-
tion (74) gives, a being supposed positive,

u = Ce-
a
+C'ea

.

But u evidently does not increase indefinitely v* ith a, and

f dx tt ,u=
lo r+^=2 whena=0;

whence C =
0, C = tt/2, u = 777 2 . e~

a
. Also, since the numerical

value u is unaltered when the sign of a is changed, we have

u = tt/2 . e
a when a is negative.

It may be observed that if the form of the integral u had been

such that we could not have inferred its value for a negative from

its value for a positive, nor even known that u is not infinite

for a = — oc
,
we might yet have found its value for a negative by

means of the known continuity of u and discontinuity of du/da
when a vanishes. For it follows from (74) that u = G

x
e
a + C

3
e~

a

for a negative ;
and knowing already that u = 7r/2 . t~

a
for a positive,

we have

2
= C

x
+ G

% ,

-
g
=

C\
- C

%
- tr

;

whence C
x
=

7r/2, C
2
= 0, u = ir/2 . e", for a negative.

Of course the easiest way of verifying the result u = vr/2 . e'
a
for

a positive is to develope e~
x
for x positive in a definite integral of

the form (59), by means of the formula (60).

SECTION IV.

Examples of the application of the formula? proved in the preceding
Sections.

43. Before proceeding with the consideration of particular

examples, it will be convenient to write down the formulae which
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will have to be employed. Some of these formulae have been proved,
and others only alluded to, in the preceding Sections.

In the following formulas, when series are considered, fix) is

supposed to be a function of x which, as well as each of its deriva-

tives up to the (ft
—

l)
th order inclusive, is continuous between

the limits x = and x = a, and which is expanded between those

limits in a series either of sines or of cosines of irxja and its multi-

ples. A n denotes the coefficient of sin rnrx/a when the series is

one of sines, Bn the coefficient of cos mrx/a when the series is one

of cosines, A* or B,* the coefficient of sin mrx/a or cos mrx/a in

the expansion of the /x
th derivative. When integrals are considered

f (x) and its first p,
— 1 derivatives are supposed to be functions of

the same nature as before, which are considered between the limits

x = and x = co
;
and it is moreover supposed that f (x) decreases

as x increases to oo
, sufficiently fast to allow Jf(x)dx to be

essentially convergent at the limit go
,
or else that fix) vanishes

when x = oo
,
and after a finite value of x never changes from

increasing to decreasing nor from decreasing to increasing. ^> (/3)

or
yfr(/3) denotes the coefficient of sin/9x or cos/3^ in the develope-

ment of f (x) in a definite integral of the form I <f>(@) sin (3xdx or

-v/r(/3) cosftxdx, (f)^ ij3) or
i/r^ i/3) denotes the coefficient of sin Bx

o

or cos/3x in the developement of the /n
th derivative of f(x). The

formulae are

(- 1)
• B, =

ffiA.-- i^f !/«>,
-

(- «/(.)}

+
i^)'"'l/"(°)-(-

1)V"(«)}--(>' «M) (4),

hifAr~i~)A.
rnrM*

" l(~Y
"

1

{/(0)-(-l;
n

/(«)} + ... fceven) (5),a \ a J

+
1 (")"V' (o)

-
(- vrr <«)}

- - (j> odd) (0),
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£ x, /n-n-Y

+?f-Y"
2

{/'(0)-(-ir/»}-...(^even) (D),
a \a j

except when n = 0, in which case we have always

B » = l
{ f»-i(a)-f^(0)}>

B being the constant term in the expansion of /**(») in a series of

cosines. In the formulae (^4), (B), (G), (D) we must stop when

we have written the term containing the power 1 or 0, (as the

case may be,) of mrja.

The formulae for integrals are

(- 1)^ f, 08) = (fr <f> 08)
-
§p-

1/ (0)

+ -/3^V"(0) -...(/, odd) (a),
IT

(- if fa (0)
= #** <# -

1 #"V (°)
«

+ ? p-tf»(p)
- ... (^ even) (b),

IT

(-l)'^^(/3) = /3^(/3)+|^-
2

/'(0)

- -
/3*-

4
/"'(0) + ... 0* odd) (c),

7T

(- 1)1 f. 08)
= 1 * 08) + - ^" 2

/'(0)
7T

--
fr-*f"(0) + ...(/* even) (<2),

where we must stop with the last term involving a positive power

of /3 or the power zero.

44. As a first example of the application of the principles

contained in Sections I. and II. suppose that we have to determine

the value of
(/>

for values of x lying between and a, and b

respectively, from the equation

3+3-° ™
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with the particular conditions

~ = w(x — £a), when y = or =& (76),

~ = — co (y
—

\b), when » = or =a (77).

This is the problem in pure analysis to which we are led in

seeking to determine the motion of a liquid within a closed

rectangular box which is made to oscillate.

For a given value of y, the value of
<f>

can be expanded in

a convergent series of cosines of irxja and its multiples ;
for

another value of y, <J)
can be expanded in a similar series with

different coefficients, and so on. Hence, in general, <f>
can be

expanded in a convergent series of the form

2F
ttcos^ (78),

where Y
n

is a certain function of y, which has to be determined.

In the first place the value of <£ given by (78) must satisfy (75).

Xow the direct developement of d2

<p/ch/ in a series of cosines will

be obtained from (78) by differentiating under the sign of sum-

mation
;
the direct developement of d2

<f>/dx
Q
will be given by the

formula (D). We thus get

"cFF «V Tr . 2

_ dtf a2 " '

a
Yn +^{l-(-l)

n

}(y-hb)
nirx „

cos =
;

a

and the left-hand member of this equation being the result of

directly developing the right-hand member in a series of cosines,

we have

~tt s- F= («
—

*o) or =0,

according as n is odd or even. This equation is easily integrated,

and the integral contains two arbitrary constants, C„, DH , suppose.

It only remains to satisfy (7G). Now the direct developement

of dYJdy will be obtained by differentiating under the sign of

summation, and the direct developement of co(x— |a) is easily

found to be — 2 Atwa
j
W . cos nirxja, the sign S denoting that

odd values only of n are to be taken. We have then, both for

s. 19
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y = and for y = b,

dTn _ 4coa
j j 2 Or. O,
ay 7r w

according as w is odd or even, which determines Cn and Dn .

It is unnecessary to write down the result, because I have

already given it in a former paper*, where it is obtained by
considerations applicable to this particular problem. The result

is contained in equation (4) of that paper. The only step of the

process which I have just indicated which requires notice is,

that the term containing (x
—

\ a) (y
—

\ b) at first appears as an

infinite series, which may be summed by the formula (41). The

present example is a good one for shewing the utility of the

methods contained in the present paper, inasmuch as in the

Supplement referred to I have pointed out the advantage of the

formula contained in equation (6), with respect to facility of nu-

merical calculation, over one which I had previously arrived at

by using developements, in series of cosines, of functions whose

derivatives vanish for the limiting values of the variable.

45. Let it be required to determine the permanent state of

temperature in a rectangle which has two of its opposite edges

kept up to given temperatures, varying from point to point, while

the other edges radiate into a space at a temperature zero. The

rectangle is understood to be a section of a rectangular bar of

infinite length, which has all the points situated in the same line

parallel to the axis at the same temperature, so that the pro-

pagation of heat takes place in two dimensions.

Let the rectangle be referred to the rectangular axes of x, y,

the axis of y coinciding with one of the edges whose temperature
is given, and the origin being in the middle point of the edge.

Let the unit of length be so chosen that the length of either

edge parallel to the axis of x shall be it, and let 2/3 be the length

of each of the other edges. Let u be the temperature at the

point (x, y), h the ratio of the exterior, to the interior conductivity.

Then we have

£.+S-° (79),ax ay

~-hu = 0, when y = -/3 (80),

*
Supplement to a Memoir 'On some Cases of Fluid Motion,' p. 409 of the

present Volume [Ante, p. 188].
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~ + hu = 0, when y = /3 (81),

u=f(y) >
when x = (82),

u = F{y), when x = a (83),

f(y), F{y) being the given temperatures of two of the edges.

According to the method by which Fourier has solved a similar

problem, we should first take a particular function Ye^, where Y
is a function of y, and restrict it to satisfy (79). This gives

Y = A cos \y + B sin Xy, A and B being arbitrary constants. We

may of course take, still satisfying (79), the sum of any number

of such functions. It will be convenient to take together the

functions belonging to two values of X which differ only in sign.

We may therefore take, by altering the arbitrary constants,

u = t {A (e^-*'
- e"x<*-*)) +B(eKx - e" Ax

)} cos Xy,

+ 2 {
G (e^-*'

-
€-*<*-*)) + D (e**

-
€"**)} sin Xy (84),

in which expression it will be sufficient to take only one of two

values of \ which differ only by sign, so that X, if real, may be

taken positive. Substituting now in (80) and (81) the value of

u given by (84), we get either C = 0, D = 0, and

X/3 . tan X/3 = /i/3 (85),

or else -4 = 0, B = 0, and

X£. cot X/3 = -/*/? (86).

It is easy to prove that the equation (85), in which X/3 is

regarded as the unknown quantity, has an infinite number of

real positive roots lying between each even multiple of w/2, in-

cluding zero, and the next odd multiple. The equation (8G)

has also an infinite number of real positive roots lying between

each odd multiple of 7r/2 and the next even multiple. The

negative roots of (85) and (8G) need not be considered, since the

several negative roots have their numerical values equal to those

of the positive roots
;
and it may be proved that the equations

do not admit of imaginary roots. The values of X in (84) must

now be restricted to be those given by (85) for the first line, and

those given by (8G) for the second. It remains to satisfy (82)

and (83). Now let

f(y)+f(-y) = 2A(y), f(y)-fi-y) »*/.«.

Fiy) +F(- y)
= 2F

x(y), F{y)
- F(-y) = 2FJy) :

19—2
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then we must have for all values of y from to ft, and therefore

for all values from — ft to 0,

$AL<x>s\y=fx (y) t 2BL cos \y = FJy) (87),

iCMsmfiy =/2 (y), ZDMsmfiy = F2 (y) (88),

where L = e
Kn - e

~ Xn
,
M=^w -e~ *",

fi denoting one of the roots of the equation

fifi . cot fxft
= - hft (89),

and the two signs 2 extending to all the positive roots of the

equations (85), (89), respectively. To determine A and B, multiply

both sides of each of the equations (87) by cosX'ydy, X' being

any root of (85), and integrate from y = to y = ft. The integral

at the first side will vanish, by virtue of (85), except when X' = X,

in which case it will become 1/4X . (2Xft + sin 2Xft), whence A
and B will be known. G and D may be determined in a similar

manner by multiplying both sides of each of the equations (88)

by sin fiy dy, /x being any root of (89), integrating from y =
to y = ft, and employing (89). We shall thus have finally

u = 4<%X (2Xft + sin 2Xft)~
l
(e

k7r - e"^)"
1

{(e*<«--*>
- 6-M*-*))[ ft (y)

Jo

cos Xydy 4- (e
Xx - e~ Kx

) I F
x (y) cos Xy dy] cos Xy,

Jo

+ 42/x (2/ift
- sin 2fift)~

1
(e^ - e"^)"

1

{(e*l«-*1
- e-i*(«-»)) j / (y)

Jo
rP

sm fiydy + (e^
— e

-
^) F

s (y) sin fiydy] sin /xy. . .(90).
Jo

4G. Such is the solution obtained by a method similar to that

employed by Fourier. A solution very different in appearance

may be obtained by expanding a in a series X Ysin nx, and em-

ploying the formula (B). We thus get from the equation (79)

^-n*Y+^{f(y)-(-l)»F(y)}=0,
which gives

Y= Ae"v + Be~ny -if* [f(y')
-

(- l)
H

F(y')} (e"^> - fW) dy' ;
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whence, du/dy = 2 Y' sin nx, where

T - nA&» - nBe-»y~- P{/(3/')
-

(- 1TF (y')} {***'*>
7T Jo

The values of A and i? are to be determined by (80) and (81),

which require that

dY
±hY=0 when y = ± ft.

We thus get

(„ + ;,) e */i .1 _ („
_

h) t-+B-\ \\f(y')
- (- If Fig))

TT J q

{(7i + h) e^-if) + [
n - h) e-»»-^] dy

= 0,

and the equation derived from this by changing the signs of h and

$; whence the values of A and B may be found. We get

finally

u = SFsin nx (91),

where

1 f8

Y= - Un + h) €»^ - (n
-

A) e
-
^}"

1
(e
n* + e-»») {(« + A) e

w^-»>
7T Jo

+ (n
-

h) «-»-*>] {/, (y')
-

(- 1)" 2? (y')} <*y

-
; [V^ -

e-fr-rt) {/: (3/')
~

(~ 1)*^, (2/')l <¥
7T J

l f3

+ -
{(/j, + h) e'^ + (/t

-
h) e- n

P)-
x
{t

H» - e~ n
y) {(n + h) e" (^-^'»

7T JO

+ („
_

A) e-^-irO} (/a (y')
_
(- 1)- F2 {y>)] dy'

\\e<y-v'))
-

e-'^y-y'y) {/a y) - (- 1)- F2 (y')) dy. . .(92).
Jo

1
[•''.

7T Jo

47. The two expressions fur u given, one by (90), and the

other by (91) and (92), are necessarily equal for values of x and y

lying between the limits and ir,
—

/3 and /3 respectively. They
are also equal for the limiting values y = — /3 and y = /3, but not

for the limiting values x = and x = ir, since for these values (91)

fails
;
that is to say, in order to find from this series the value of u

for x = or x — it, we should have^rstf to sum the series, and then

put x = or a; = 7r.

The comparison of these expressions leads to two remarkable

formulae. In the first place it will be observed that the first and
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second portions of the right-hand side of (92) are unchanged when y

changes sign, while the third and fourth portions change sign with y.

This is obvious with respect to the first and third portions, and may
be easily proved with respect to the second and fourth by taking

— y
instead of y for the variable with respect to which the integration

is performed, and remembering that/x (y),
F

1 (y) are unchanged, and

f2 (y), F2 (y) change sign, when y changes sign. Consequently the

part of u corresponding to the first two portions of (92) is equal to the

part expressed by the first two lines in (90), and the part correspond-

ing to the last two portions of (92) equal to the part expressed by the

last two lines in (90). Hence the equation obtained by equating the

two expressions for u splits into two
;
and each of the new equa-

tions will again split into two in consequence of the independence
of the functions /, F, which are arbitrary from y = to y = /3.

As far however as anything peculiar in the transformations is con-

cerned, it is evident that we may suppress one of the functions

/, F, suppose F, and consider only an element of the integral by
which /is developed, or, which is the same, suppose ft (y) orf2 (y)

to be zero except for values of the variable infinitely close

to a particular value y\ and divide both sides of the equa-

tion by
IA V) <¥ or jf2 (y) dy.

We get thus from the first two lines of (90) and the first two

portions of (92), supposing y and y positive, and y the greater

of the two,

cos \y cos \y
2A/3 + sin 2\/3 e

A,r - e"
Att

= 1
t (<- + «--) {(« + *)*M + (n

-
h) e-*-*}

gin (93)
7T (n + h) en? - (n

- h) e"^ v '

where the first 2 refers to the positive roots of (85), and the second

to positive integral values of n from 1 to go .

Of course, if y become greater than y, y and y will have to

change places in the second side of (93). This is in accordance

with the formula (92), since now the second line does not vanish
;

and it will easily be found that the first and second lines together

give the same result as if we had at once made y and y change

places. Although y has been supposed positive in (93), it is easily

seen that it may be supposed negative, provided it be numerically

less than y.
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The other formula above alluded to is obtained in a manner

exactly similar by comparing the last two portions of (92) with

the last two lines in (90). It is

^ «
—

^ • ^ r>
~ sinM sinM

2fjL/3
- sin 2/^3 e?" - e

-^ rj r,/

1 ,- ( e
'l-v _ e -«y) f(n +/i) eMP-f

1

) + (n + h) e-*®-*'*} .

sin w# . . .(94),
7r (?i+A)e'

l^ + (n-/i;e-
m£

where the first 2 refers to the positive roots of (89), the second to

positive integral values of n, and where x is supposed to lie

between and ir, y between and /3, y between and y , or, it

may be, between — ?/ and y. Although x has been supposed less

than 7r, it may be observed that the formulse (93), (94) hold good
so long as x, being positive, is less than 2ir.

48. Let it be required to determine the permanent state of

temperature in a homogeneous rectangular parallelepiped, suppos-

ing the surface kept up to a given temperature, which varies from

point to point.

Let the origin be in one corner of the parallelepiped, and let

the adjacent edges be taken for the axes of x, y, z. Let a, b, c be

the lengths of the edges ; fx (y, z), Ft (y, z), the given temperatures
of the faces for which x = and x = a respectively; f2 (z, x),

F
2 (z, x) the same for the faces perpendicular to the axis of y ;

f3 (x, y), F3 (x, y) the same for those perpendicular to the axis of z.

Then if we put for shortness y to denote the oj)eration otherwise

denoted by

tf_

'

&_ d?_

dx2

d\f dz
2 '

as will be done in the' rest of this paper, and write only the charac-

teristics of the functions, we shall, have, to determine the tempera-
ture u, the general equation yyu = with the particular condi-

tions

u=fv when x = 0; u = F
1}
when x = a (95);

u=fz ,
when y = 0; u = F

2 ,
when y — b (96);

u=fB ,
when z = 0; u = F

3 ,
when z=c (97);

It is evident that u is the sum of three temperatures u
lf

u
2 ,

u
3'

where m
x

satisfies the conditions (95), and vanishes at the four

remaining faces, and ?«
2 ,

u
s
are related to the axes of y, z as m, is
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related to that of x, each of the quantities u
lt
u

2 ,
u
a representing

a possible permanent temperature. Now u
3 may be expanded in

a double series 1i%Zmn sin mirx/a . sin mry/b, where Zmn is a function

of z which has to be determined. Let for shortness

then the substitution of the above value of u
3
in the equation

yit3
= leads to the equation

dz*
q Zmn ~ °'

where q*
=^ + v\ which gives Zmn = Amn e<» + BmH e-«*

• and the con-

stants Amn ,
Bmn are easily determined by the condition (97). We

may find u
x
and u

2
in a similar manner, and the sum of the results

gives u. It is thus that such problems are usually solved.

We may, however, expand u in a series of the form

2^^ sin fix sin vy,

even though it does not vanish for as = and x = a, and for y =
and y = b

;
and the formulas proved in Section I. enable us to

make use of this expansion.

Let then u = X^^sin fix sin vy,

the suffixes of Z being omitted for the sake of simplicity. We
have by the formula (B)

1= X
j-

/StZsm vy + ?£
[/,

- (- 1)^J
J
sin pp.da^

Let
/i(2/. *)

- (- l)"^
7

,^. «) be expanded in the series XQsinvy
by the formula (3), so that Q will be a known function of z, m,
and n. Then

-772
= 2,2,

-j

—
/a Z H (^

^
sin /*# sm w/.

The value of d 2

u/dy
2

may be expressed in a similar manner, and
that of d2

u/dz
2

is found by direct differentiation. We have thus,
for the direct developement of yw, the double series

22
|^s

-
(^

2 + v*)Z+
~ P +~

Qj
sin^ sin vy,
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where P is for x what Q is for y. The above series being the

direct developement of ^u, and yw being equal to zero, each co-

efficient must be equal to zero, which gives

^-2
9

^+yP+^Q =
(98),

where q means the same as before. The integral of the equation

(98) is

Z= Atqz + Be~qz - - e
qz P e^Tdz + - e

qz !%qz

Tdz,
q Jo q Jo

2T denoting the sum of the last two terms of (98). It only re-

mains to satisfy (97). If the known functions fa (x, y), Fz (x, y) be

developed in the double series 22G sin fxx sin vy, 22.ET sin fix sin vy,

we shall have from (97)

A + B=G,

Aeqc + Be~qc - - e
qc
[\-

qzTdz + - <T
qe 1° e

qz Tdz = H.
q Jo q. Jo

A and B may be easily found from these equations, and we shall

have finally

+ I
(^«J

_ 6-*«->) [\e
«*' - e

-
qz

')
T'dz

q Jo

+ I
(
6«* _ 6-*) f\^-«

- e-*
c- z,)

)T'dz',

T' being the value of T when z = — z. It will be observed that the

letters Z, P, Q, T, A, B, G, H ought properly to be affected with

the double suffix mn. It would be useless to write down the

expression for u in terms of the known quantitiesfx (y, z), &c.

It will be observed that u might equally have been expressed by
means of the double series 22Xnp

sin vysin zrz, or 22 Ymi
sin fix sin -srz,

where p is any integer. We should thus have three different ex-

pressions for the same quantity u within the limits x = and x = a,

y = and y = b, z — and z = c. The comparison of these three

expressions when particular values are assigned to the known

functions fx {y, z) &c. would lead to remarkable transformations.

The expressions differ however in one respect which deserves

notice. Their numerical values are the same for values of the
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variables lying within the limits and a, and b, and c. The
first expression holds good for the extreme values of z, but fails for

those of x and y : in other words, in order to find from the series

the value of u for the face considered, instead of first giving x or y
its extreme value and then summing, which would lead to a result

zero, we should first have to sum with respect to m or n, or con-

ceive the summation performed, and then give x or y its extreme

value. The same remarks apply, mutatis mutandis, to the second

and third expressions ;
so that the three expressions are not equi-

valent if we take in the extreme values of the variables.

49. Many other remarkable transformations might be obtained

from those already referred to by differentiation and integration.

We might for instance compare the three expressions which would
ra rb re

be obtained for I udxdydz, and we should thus have three
J J J

different expressions for the same function of the three independent
variables a, b, c, which are supposed to be positive, but may be of

any magnitudes. Some examples of the results of transformations

of this kind may be seen by comparing the formulae obtained in

the Supplement alluded to in Art. 44 with the corresponding for-

mulae contained in the Memoir itself to which the Supplement has

been added. Such transformations, however, when separated from

physical problems, are more curious than useful. Nevertheless, it

may be worth while to exhibit in its simplest shape the formula

from which they all flow, so long as we restrict ourselves to a func-

tion u satisfying the equation ^u = 0, and expanded between the

limits x = and x = a, &c. in a double series of sines.

The functions f^y, z) &c, which are supposed known, are arbi-

trary, and enter into the expression for u under the sign of double

integration. Consequently we shall not lose generality, so far as

anything peculiar in the transformations is concerned, by consider-

ing only one element of the integrals by which one of the functions

is developed. Let then all the functions be zero except fs ;
and

since in the processf3
has to be developed in the double series

—r XS
\ f3 (%', y') sin fix sin vy'dx'dy'. sin fix sin vy,

consider only the elementf3 (x ', y) sin fix' sin vy'dx'dy of the double

integral, omit the dx'dy', and puty^', y) = 1 for the sake of sim-
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plicity. If we adopt the first expansion of u, and put q
2
for fi

2 + v
2

,

we shall have

Z= A (e
?(c- 2) - e-*

c - 2

')> (e
?c - e~'

e

)
A = -, sin fix' sin vy' ;

whence

u = ~t -X—- —— sin fix sin vy' sin fix sin vy. . . (99).

By expanding u in the double series XX I
r
sin fix sin ot\z we should

get

w = — 2,2, — —.— —
=- sm ax sin li# sin zjz

ac S 6sb_ e -sb
r~ r~

.(100),

where s
2 =

fi
2 + zr

2

,
and ?/' is the greater of the two y, y. The

third expansion would be derived from the second by inter-

changing the requisite quantities. In these formulas z may have

any positive value less than 2c.

We should get in a similar manner in the case of two variables

x>y

2 ev{a-x) e~v[a-x)
U =

b^~ eva_ e -va
~ sm vy'smvy

= "A- ~
b
——5 'sin*** (101),a e

where x is supposed to lie between and a, y between and b,

and y between and y. This formula is however true so long

as x lies between and 2a, and y between — y and y.
rb rb ra

If we compare the two expressions for I udydy'dx
J J J

obtained from (101), taking X for the sign of summation corre-

sponding to odd values of n from 1 to 00
, putting a = rb, and

replacing X 1/n
2

by its value 7r
2

/8, we shall get the formula

1 1 l- 6-""- ^ 1 l-e-^r ^TT
3

r *°n'l + e'-
n*r+ "n'l + e^' 16 [ h

which is true for all positive values of r, and likewise for all

negative values, since the left-hand side of (102) is not changed
when — r is put for r. In integrating the second side of (101),

supposing that we integrate for y before integrating for y\ we
must integrate separately from y = to y = y ,

and from y = y
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to y = b, since the algebraical expression of the quantity to be

integrated changes when y passes the value y.

It would be useless to go on with these transformations, which

may be multiplied to any extent, and which cease to be useful

when they are separated from physical problems to which they

relate, and of which we wish to obtain solutions.

It may be observed that instead of supposing, in the case of

the parallelepiped, the value of u known for all points of the

surface, we might have supposed the value of the flux known,

subject of course to the condition that the total flux shall be

zero. This would correspond to the following problem in fluid

motion, u taking the place of the quantity usually denoted by <f>,

"To determine the initial motion at any point of a homogeneous

incompressible fluid contained in a closed vessel of the form of

a rectangular parallelepiped, which it completely fills, supposing

the several points of the surface of the vessel suddenly moved

in any manner consistent with the condition that the volume be

not changed." In this case we should expand u in a series of

cosines instead of sines, and employ the formula (D) instead of {B).

We might, again, suppose the value of u known for the faces

perpendicular to one or two of the axes, and the value of the

flux known for the remaining faces. In this case we should

employ sines involving the co-ordinates perpendicular to the first

set of faces, and cosines involving the others.

The formula? would also be modified by supposing some one or

more of the faces to move off to an infinite distance. In this

case some of the series would be replaced by integrals. Thus, in

the case in which the value of u at the surface is known, if we

supposed a to become infinite we should employ the integral (50)

instead of the series (3), as far as relates to the variable x, and

the formula (b) instead of (B). If we were considering a rect-

angular bar infinitely extended both ways we should employ the

integral (65). Of course, if we had already obtained the result for

the case of the parallelepiped, the shortest way would be thence

to deduce the result for the case of the bar infinite in one or in

both directions, but if we began with considering the bar it would

be best to start with the integrals (50) or (65).

50. To give one example of transformations of this kind,

let us suppose b to become infinite in (101). Observing that
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v = mr/b, Av = ir/b, we get on passing to the limit

2 f°° e^a-s) _ € -v[a-x)—r— -— sin w/ smvi/dv

= -t (eM-e-^e-w sin fix (103).

Multiply both sides of this equation by dxdy, and integrate from

x = to x = a, and from y = to y = ao . With respect to the

integration of the second side, it is only necessary to remark that

when y becomes greater than y', y and y must be made to change

places in the expression written down in (103). As to the in-

tegration of the first side, if we first integrate from y = to y = Y,

we get, putting f(v, x) for the fraction involving x,

'-

I f(y, x) sin vy' (1
— cos v Y) — .

Now let Y become infinite
;
then the term involving cos v Y may

be omitted, not because cosvY vanishes when Y becomes infinite,

which is not true, but because, as may be rigorously proved, the

integral in which it occurs vanishes when Y becomes infinite.

If wTe write 1 for a, as we may without loss of generality, we

get finally

fJo ~—f_sinj/y'^==-2 -
a (l-e-W) (104).

51. Hitherto in satisfying the general equation ^u = 0, to-

gether with the particular conditions at the surface, the value

of u has been expanded in a double series involving two of the

variables, and the functions of the third variable which enter as

coefficients into the double series have been determined by an

ordinary differential equation such as (98). We might however

expand w in a triple series, and thus satisfy at the same time

the equation vz< = and the conditions at the surface, without

using an ordinary differential equation at all, but simply by means
of the terms introduced into the series by differentiation, which

are given by the formulas at the beginning of this Section
;
and

then by summing the triple series once, which may be done in

any one of three ways, we should arrive at the same results as

if we had employed in succession three double series, involving
circular functions of x and y, y and z, z and x respectively, and

the corresponding ordinary differential equations. I am indebted
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for this method to my friend Prof. William Thomson, to whom
I shewed the method given in Art. 48.

Let us take the case of the permanent state of temperature
in a rectangular parallelepiped, supposing the temperature at the

several points of the surface known. For more simplicity suppose

the temperature zero at the surface, except infinitely close to

the point (x, y) in the face for which 2 = 0, so that all the

functions f, &c. are zero, except fs (x, y), and fz (x, y) itself zero

except for values of x, y infinitely close to x
', y respectively ;

and

let Jjf3 (x, y) dxdy = 1, provided the limits of integration include

the values x = x, y = y . Let u be expanded in the triple series

%%%A mnp s>m fix sin vy sin ixz (105),

where fi, v, -cr mean the same as in Art. 48. Then

~=tA- tmtyAmnp sin fix sin vy

2ct
+

c
fs(x> yn&nvrz (106).

Now the expansion of/3 (x, y) in a double series is

4/ab . %% sin fix sin vy' sin /nx sin vy,

that is to say with this understanding, that the result is to be

substituted in (106) ;
for it would be absurd to speak, except

by way of abbreviation, of a quantity which is zero except for

particular values of x and y, for which it is infinite. The values

of cPu/dx
2 and d 2

u/dy
2
will be obtained by direct differentiation.

We have therefore for the direct developement of vw m a triple

series

Vm = t$$
j- (jS + v

2 + ot
2

)
Amnp

+ -j- sin fix' sin vy' [
sin fix sin vy sin txz.

But yw being equal to zero, each coefficient will be equal to

zero, from whence we get Amnp ,
and then

u = -j- %%% -j j——^
sm A6^' srn VV sm Px sm VV sm ^z (1^7).

One of the three summations, whichever we please, may be

performed by means of the known formulae
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S^TF =
2 .*-.-» -

lf 2c>2 >0 (108) '

2fc
+s

-FTT'
=

2 «»-«- - lf 26> y- >0 (
109 >>

which may be obtained by developing the second members be-

tween the limits z = and z = c, yt

= and y t

= b by the formula?

(2), (22), and observing that the expansions hold good within

the limits written after the formulae, since e* (c "^ — e" i{c_z) has

the same magnitude and opposite signs for values of z equidistant
from c, and e*'

6-^ +e -fc(6_2/- ) has the same magnitude and sign

for values of yi equidistant from b. If in equation (107) we

perform the summation with respect to p, by means of the formula

(108), we get the equation (99) : if we perform the summation

with respect to n, by means of the formula (109), we get the

equation (100).

52. The following problem will illustrate some of the ideas

contained in this paper, although, in the mode of solution which

will be adopted, the formulae given at the beginning of this Section

will not be required.

A hollow conducting rectangular parallelepiped is in com-

munication with the ground : required to express the potential,

at any point in the interior, due to a given interior electrical

point and to the electricity induced on the surface.

Let the axes be taken as in Art. 48. Let x, y, z be the

co-ordinates of the electrical point, m the electrical mass, v the

required potential. Then v is determined first by satisfying the

equation yv = 0, secondly by being equal to zeio at the surface,

thirdly )v being equal to m/r infinitely close to the electrical

point, '. being the distance o" the points {x, y, z), (x, y', z), and

by being Snite and continuous at alJ other points within the

parallelepiped.

Leo o = m/r + v
l ,

so that v
x

is the potential due to the elec-

tricity induced on the surface. Then v
t

is finite and continuous

within the parallelepiped, and is determined by satisfying the

general equation yi>x
=

0, and by being equal to — m/r at the

surface. Consequently v
t
can be determined precisely as u in

Art. 48 or 51. This separation however of v into two parts

seems to introduce a degree of complexity not inherent in the
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problem ;
for v itself vanishes at the surface

;
and it is when

the function expanded vanishes at the limits that the application

of the series (2) involves least complexity. On the other hand

we cannot immediately expand v in a triple series of the form

(105), on account of its becoming infinite at the oint (x , y, z).

Suppose, therefore, for the present that the electricity is

diffused over a finite space : then it is evident that we may

suppose the electrical density, p, to change so gradually, and pass

so gradually into zero, that the derivatives of v, of as many orders

as we please, shall be continuous functions. We may now suppose

v expanded in a triple series, so that

v = %%^A np sin fix sin vy sin vsz :

and we shall have

y v = — %%% (fi

2 + v
2 + ex

2

)
Amnp sin fix sin vy sin tsz.

But we have also, by a well-known theorem, vv = —
4nrp ;

and

p
— %%%Rmnp sin fix sin vy sin zrz,

where

Rmnp — -T~ I p sin fix sin vy' sin tsz dx' dy dz ,

cwc Jo Jo Jo

p being the same function of x, y, z that p is of x, y, z. "We

get therefore by comparing the two expansions of yw

Annp = 4>7T {fl
2 + V

2 + ZT
2

)'
1Bmnp ,

whence the value of v is known. We may now, if we like, suppose

the electricity condensed into a point, which gives

„ Sm .

Bmnp = -j-
sm^ sm VV sm 'UTZ '

v =
327rm

S22 2 + ^2

abc

sin fix' sin vy sin tsz' sin fix sin vy sin tsz. . . (110).

One of the summations may be performed just as before. We
thus get, by summing with respect to p,

8ttwi^ 1 («*•
- €~ qz

) (««(•-*')
- e-^e - s

"i)
v = —i

— 2,2* — - —
ah q €qe_ e -qc

sin fix' sm vy' sin fix smvy (Ill),
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where q*
= /j?+v

2

,
and z is supposed to be the smaller of the

two z, z . If z be greater than z, we have only to make z and z

change places in (111).

53. The equation (110) shows that the potential at the

point (x, y, z) due to a unit of electricity at the point (x, y, z)

and to the electricity induced on the surface of the parallelepiped

is equal to the potential at the point (x , y , z) due to a unit of

electricity at the point (x, y, z) and to the electricity induced

on the surface. This however is only a particular case of a general

theorem proved by Green*.

Of course the parallelepiped includes as particular cases two

parallel infinite planes, two parallel infinite planes cut at right

angles by a third infinite plane, &c. The value of v being known

the density of the induced electricity at any point of the surface

is at once obtained, by means of a known theorem.

If we suppose a ball-pendulum to oscillate within a rectangular

case, the value of <£ belonging to the motion of the fluid which

is due to the direct motion of the ball and to the motion reflected

from the case can be found in nearly the same manner. The

expression reflected motion is here used in the sense explained

in Art. 6 of my paper, "On some Cases of Fluid Motionf." In

the present instance we should expand </>
in a triple series of

cosines.

54. Let a hollow cylinder, containing one or more plane

partitions reaching from the axis to the curved surface, be filled

with homogeneous incompressible fluid, and made to oscillate

about its axis, both ends being closed : required to determine

the effect of the inertia of the fluid on the motion of the cylinder.

If there be more than one partition, it will evidently be suffi-

cient to consider one of the sectors into which the cylinder is

divided, since the solution obtained may be applied to the others.

In the present case the motion is such that udx + vdy + wdz (ac-

cording to the usual notation) is an exact differential
dcf>.

The

motion considered is in two dimensions, taking place in planes

perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder. Let the fluid be referred

to polar co-ordinates r, 6 in a plane perpendicular to the axis, r

being measured from the axis, and 6 from one of the bounding
*
Essay on Electricity, p. 19.

t See p. Ill of the present Volume. [Ante, p. 28.]

s. 20
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partitions of the sector considered, being reckoned positive when

measured inwards. Let the radius of the cylinder be taken for the

unit of length, and let a. be the angle of the sector, and w the

angular velocity of the cylinder at the instant considered. It will

be observed that a = 2tt corresponds to the case of a single partition.

Then to determine
</>
we have the general equation

dr"
+

r-dr
+?W- (U2) '

with the conditions

l# =ft)r when = or = a (113),
r do

^=0, whenr = l (114),
dr

and, that
<f>

shall not become infinite when r vanishes.

Let r = e
_A

,
and take 0, \ for the independent variables

;
then

(112), (113), (114) become

3+«f- <"*

^ = we-^ when 0=0 or=« (11G),

^ =
0, when\=0 (117).

Let
(f>
be expanded between the limits = and = a in a series

of cosines, so that

* = A + SA. cos^ (118),

A
,
A

n being functions of \. Then we have by the formula

(D) and the condition (116) applied to the general equation (115)

dx*
'

whence

A = ^l \+Z? ,

a
—

t?
-—

2*>a{l-(-l)"} „
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Since
<f>

is not to be infinite when r vanishes, that is when X

becomes infinite, we have in the first place A = 0, A n
= 0. We

have then by the condition (117)

IVIT (»V - 4a'
2

)

'

when n is odd, and B
n
= Q when n is even. If then we omit B

,

which is useless, and put for X its value, we get

, v 2a/mr . r'"^ - r2
_

* = ° nV-4a2 C0S W7r^a
(U9)-

The series multiplied by r
2

may be summed. For if we

expand sin 2 {6
—

-|a) between the limits 6 = 0, 6 = a in a series of

cosines, we get

whence

• r~>a n <>
8c* cos a

sin (2(9
-

a)
= - S nV _^ cos W7r0/a;

</>
= 8a)a

2S 7-j-j
—

rT7+-s r
2

sm(2^-a)...(120).°W7r {mr — 4a) 2 cos a
x 7 v '

In determining the motion of the cylinder, the only quantity
we care to know is the moment of the fluid pressures about the

axis. Now if the motion be so small that we may omit the square
of the velocity we shall have, putting 4>

— —
o)f(r, 6),

P = + (t) + ^f(r,8),

where <p is the pressure, ^ (t) a function of the time t, whose
value is not required, and where the density is supposed to be 1,

and the pressure due to gravity is omitted, since it may be taken

account of separately. The moment of the pressure on the curved

surface is zero, since the direction of the pressure at any point

passes through the axis. The expression (119) or (120) shows

that the moments on the plane faces of the sector are equal, and

act in the same direction
;
so that it will be sufficient to find the

moment on one of these faces and double the result. If we con-

sider a portion of the face for which 6 = whose length in the

direction of the axis is unity, we shall have for the pressure on an

element dr of the surface do)/dt ,f(r, 0) dr
;
and if we denote the

whole moment of the pressures by — C dco/dt, reckoned positive

20—2
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when it tends to make the cylinder move in the direction of 6

positive, we shall have

(7= 2
j

l

f(r, 0)rdr.
. o

Taking now the value of /(r, 0) from (120), and performing the

integration, we shall have

C=ltana-16a3 S . ^ -. -^—2 (121).
4 (nir

—
2a) nir {>nr + 2a/

The mass of the portion of fluid considered is
|- a ;

and if we

put
C = \^\

and write stt/2 for a, so that s may have any value from to 4, we

shall have

r =l tan^-^2or- -rV —2 (122).
S7T 2 7T

°

(n
-

s) n (n + s)"

When s is an odd integer, the expression for h'
2
takes the

form co — x
,
and we shall easily find

4 8<?
2

1

sir 7T (w
—

s) n (n + s)

where all odd values of n except s are to be taken.

The quantity k' may be called the radius of gyration of the

fluid about the axis. It would be easy to prove from general

dynamical principles, without calculation, that if k be the corre-

sponding quantity for a parallel axis passing through the centre of

gravity of the fluid, h the distance of the axes,

#»=*+# (121),

in fact, in considering the motion of the cylinder, which is sup-

posed to take place in two dimensions, the fluid may be replaced

by a solid having the same mass and centre of gravity as the

fluid, but a moment of inertia about an axis passing through the

centre of gravity and parallel to the axis of the cylinder different

from the moment of inertia of the fluid supposed to be solidified.

If K', K be the radii of gyration of the solidified fluid about the

axis of the cylinder and a parallel axis passing through the centre

of gravity respectively, we shall have

K' 2 = \ = K2
+ h\ h =

|

S

-^i?
= JL sin ^ . . .. (125).
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If we had restricted the application of the series and the

integrals involving cosines to those cases in which the derivative

of the expanded function vanishes at the limits, we should have

r
expanded <f>

in the definite integral I £(#, /9) cos /3A.c//3, and
Jo

the equation (115) would have given

£, x denoting arbitrary functions, which must be determined by the

conditions (116). We should have obtained in this manner

</>
= SO)

IT

eP9-la) _ f -/3(0-la)

r= 32 r l-e-0*

7ra

cos f/3 log

dfi

l)d/3...(m),

.(127).1 + 6-p« /3 (/3
2 + 4)

2

It will be seen at once that k'
2
is expressed in a much better form

for numerical computation by the series in (122) than by the

integral in (127). Although the nature of the problem restricts

a to be at most equal to Inr, it will be observed that there is no

such restriction in the analytical proof of the equivalence of the

two expressions for
<fc,

or for A;'
2

.

In the following table the first column gives the angle of the

cylindrical sector, the second the square of the radius of gyration
of the fluid about the axis of the cylinder, the radius of the

cylinder being taken for the unit of length, the third the square of

the radius of gyration of the fluid about a parallel axis passing-

through the centre of gravity, the fourth and fifth the ratios of

the quantities in the second and third to the corresponding quanti-

ties for the solidified fluid.

a
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55. When a is greater than ir, it will be observed that the

expression for the velocity which is obtained from (119) becomes

infinite when r vanishes. Of course the velocity cannot really

become infinite, but the expression (119) fails for points very near

the axis. In fact, in obtaining this expression it has been assumed

that the motion of the fluid is continuous, and that a fluid particle

at the axis may be considered to belong to either of the plane

faces indifferently, so that its velocity in a direction normal to

either of the faces is zero. The velocity obtained from (119)

satisfies this latter condition so long as a is not greater than ir.

For when a <ir the velocity vanishes with r, and when a = ir the

velocity is finite when r vanishes, and is directed along the single

plane face which is made up of the two plane faces before con-

sidered.

But when a is greater than ir the motion which takes place

appears to be as follows. Let OABC be a section of the cylindrical

sector made by a plane perpendicular to the axis, and cutting it in

0. Suppose the cylinder to be turning round in the direction

indicated by the arrow at B. Then the fluid in contact with OA
and near will be flowing, relatively to OA, towards 0, as indi-

cated by the arrow a. When it gets to it will shoot past the

face OC';
so that there will be formed a surface of discontinuity

Oe extending some way into the fluid, the fluid to the left of Oe

and near flowing in the direction AO, while the fluid to the
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right is nearly at rest. Of course, in the case of fluids such as

they exist in nature, friction would prevent the velocity in a direc-

tion tangential to Oe from altering abruptly as we pass from a

particle on one side of Oe to a particle on the other
;
but I have

all along been going on the supposition that the fluid is perfectly

smooth, as is usually supposed in Hydrodynamics*. The extent of

[* It may be said that the motion of a perfect fluid which is at first at rest,

and is then set in motion by the action of solid bodies of finite curvature in contact

with it, is unique and continuous, so that no surface of discontinuity can be

formed
;
and that that being always true will be true in the limit, when we suppose

the curvature at a certain point or along a certain line to become infinite, in such

a manner as to pass in the limit to a salient conical point or edge intruding into

the fluid, and therefore even in this case no surface of discontinuity can be formed.

This may be perfectly true in one sense and yet not in another. A perfect fluid

is an ideal abstraction, representing something which does not exist in nature. All

actual fluids are more or less viscous, and we arrive at the conception of a perfect

fluid by starting with fluids such as we find them, and then in imagination making
abstraction of the viscosity. Similarly any edge that we can mechanically form is

more or less rounded off
; but we have no difficulty in conceiving of an edge

perfectly sharp. The motion that belongs to a perfect fluid and perfectly sharp

edge may be regarded as the limit, if unique limit there be, of the motion which

belongs to a slightly viscous fluid interrupted by a solid presenting a salient,

slightly rounded edge, when both the viscosity of the fluid and the radius of cur-

vature of the edge are supposed to vanish. For the sake of clear ideas we may
suppose that the mass of fluid we are dealing with is contained in a vessel differing

from that mentioned in the text in being bounded on the side towards the centre by
a cylindrical surface of very small radius a, coaxial with the outer cylinder. Then
we may represent the motion, in a sense which the reader will readily apprehend,

by/(,u, a), where fi denotes the coefficient or index of internal friction. We pro-

posed to contemplate the limit of f(/j., a) when /j.
and a vanish. But for anything

that appears to the contrary there may be no such unique limit, but the limit

lim. rt =o hm.
/x =o/(M! a) may be one thing, and the limit lim.,u=o lim. ft =o /(/*, a) a

totally different thing ; and I am strongly disposed to beheve that such is actually

the case. "When a is finite and
/jl
= 0, we pass to a case of motion of a perfect fluid

similar to that in the text, and capable of being attacked by a similar analysis, but

in which the motion nowhere becomes infinite ; and the limit to which this tends as

a vanishes does not present a surface of discontinuity, but the velocity near the

centre increases indefinitely as a decreases indefinitely. But when on the other

hand p. though small remains finite, and a diminishes without limit, the motion

which would be investigated by an analysis resembling that in the text would be

such that near the centre there would be an enormous gliding, which would call

into play a great tangential force, in which work would be consumed, that is,

converted into heat. This I believe would be an unstable condition, and what

would actually take place would be that so large a local consumption of work would

be avoided by the fluid rushing past the corner, somewhat as represented in tbe

figure, carrying with it by adhesion a narrow stratum in which there would be very

great molecular rotation, inasmuch as tho fluid of which the stratum consists bad

previously been pent up between the radial wall of the vessel on one side of it,
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the surface of discontinuity Oe will be the less the smaller be the

motion of the cylinder; and although the expression (119) fails

for points very near 0, that does not prevent it from being sensibly

correct for the remainder of the fluid, so that we may calculate k'
2

from (122) without committing a sensible error. In fact, if 7 be

the angle through which the cylinder oscillates, since the extent of

the surface of discontinuity depends upon the first power of 7, the

error we should commit would depend upon y
2

. I expect, there-

fore, that the moment of inertia of the fluid which would be

determined by experiment would agree with theory nearly, if not

quite, as well when a > it as when a < it, care being taken that

the oscillations of the cylinder be very small.

As an instance of the employment of analytical expressions

which give infinite values for physical quantities, I may allude to

the distribution of electricity on the surfaces of conducting bodies

Avhich have sharp edges. .

56. The preceding examples will be sufficient to show the

utility of the methods contained in this paper. It may be observed

that in all cases in which an arbitrary function is expanded

between certain limits in a series of quantities whose form is

determined by certain conditions to be satisfied at the limits, the

expansion can be performed whether the conditions at the limits

be satisfied or not, since the expanded function is supposed per-

fectly arbitrary. Analogy would lead us to conclude that the

derivatives of the expanded functions could not be found by direct

differentiation, but would have to be obtained from formulas

answering to those at the beginning of this Section. If such

expansions should be found useful, the requisite formulae would

probably be obtained without difficulty by integration by parts.

This is in fact the Case with the only expansion of the kind which

I have tried, which is that employed in Art. 45. By means of

this expansion and the corresponding formulae we might determine

in a double series the permanent temperature in a homogeneous

rectangular parallelepiped which radiates into a medium whose

which had no radial motion and but little in a perpendicular direction, and the

rapidly rushing fluid on the other side. The smaller fi is made, the narrower will

this stratum be, but not, so far as I can see, the shorter; and a very narrow

stratum in which there is intense molecular rotation passes, or may pass, in the

limit to a surface of discontinuity.

The above is what was referred to by anticipation in the footnote at p. 99.]
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temperature varies in any given manner from point to point ;
or

we might determine in a triple series the variable temperature in

such a solid, supposing the temperature of the medium to vary in

a given manner with the time as well as with the co-ordinates,

and supposing the initial temperature of the parallelepiped given

as a function of the co-ordinates. This problem, made a little

more general by supposing the exterior conductivity different for

the six faces, has been solved in another manner by M. Duhamel

in the Fourteenth Volume of the Journal de VEcole Polytechnique.

Of course such a problem is interesting only as an exercise of

analysis.

ADDITIONAL NOTE.

If the series by which r* is multiplied in (119) had been left

without summation, the series which would have been obtained for

k'
2 would have been rather simpler in form than the series in (122),

although more slowly convergent. One of these series may of

course be obtained from the other by means of the development
of tan x in a harmonic series. When s is an integer, k'

z can be

expressed in finite terms. The result is

k'
2 = 8s-

1
tt"

2

loge 2 + 8s"
1
7T~

2

[2"
1 + 4"

1
. . .

+ (s
-

l)"
1

}
+ 4tt-

2

{2-
2 + 4~

2
. . . + (s

-
I)"

2

]

- h (s odd,)

r- = 8s-
1

tt"
2

{r
1 + 3-

1

. . . + (s
-

1)-
1

}
+ 4tt-

2

{r
2 + 3~

2
. . .

+ (s
-

1)
-2

}
-

-|. (s even.)

Moreover when 2s is an odd integer, or when a = 45°, or = 135°, &c,

k'
2 can be expressed in finite terms if the sum of the series

l"
2 + 5

-2 + 9~
2 + ... be calculated, and then be regarded as a known

transcendental quantity.



[Not before published. (See page 229.)]

Supplement to a Paper on the Theory or Oscillatory

Waves.

The labour of the approximation in proceeding to a high order,

when conducted according to the method of the former paper

whether we employ the function <£
or

xjr, depends in great measure

upon the circumstance that the two equations which have to be

satisfied simultaneously at the free surface are both composed in a

rather complicated manner of the independent variables, and in the

elimination of y the length of the process is still further increased

by the necessity of expanding the exponentials in y according to

series of powers, giving for each exponential a whole set of terms.

This depends upon the circumstance that of the limits of y belong-

ing to the boundaries of the fluid, one instead of being a constant

is a function of x, and that too a function wThich is only known

from the solution of the problem.
If we convert the wave motion into steady motion, and refer

the fluid to two independent variables of which one is the para-

meter of the stream lines or a function of the parameter, and the

other is x or a quantity which extends with x from — go to + go
,

we shall ensure constancy of each independent variable at both its

limits, but in general the equations obtained will be of great com-

plexity. It occurred to me however that if from among the infinite

number of systems of independent variables possessing the above

character we were to take the functions
</>, yjr,

where

(/> =f(udx + vcly) , ty
=

finely
—

vdx),

simplicity might be gained in consequence of the immediate rela-

tion of these functions to the problem.
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We know that
</>, yjr

are conjugate solutions of the equation

dx'
2+

dy<
[ h

satisfying the equations

dcf) _ dyfr dcf) _ dty

dx dy
'

dy dx

so that if the form of either be assigned, satisfying of course the

equation (1), the other may be deemed known, since it can be

obtained by the integration of a perfect differential. If now we
take

cf>, i}r
for the independent variables, of which x and y are re-

garded as functions, we get by changing the independent variables

in differentiation

..(3),

(4),

dcf) _ 1 dy dcf> 1 dx dyfr _ 1 dy dty 1 dx

dx^Sity' 7y
=
~Sthjr' dx^'Sdcf)' dy

=
ScUJ>

, ~_dxdy dx dy

dcf) d\fr d^jr dcf)

'

whence from (2)

dx dy dx _ dy

dcf) dyfr
'

dty dcf)

so that x, y are conjugate solutions of the equation

w +
dr

=0 (5) -

We have also from (4)

«=©'+©' (6) -

We get from (3), (4) and (6)

whence

*-*<* + 0)-SB «•

where C is an arbitrary constant.

The mode of proceeding is the same in principle whether the

depth of the fluid be finite or infinite; but as the formulas are

simpler in the latter case, it may be well to consider it separately

in the first instance.
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If c be the velocity of propagation, c will be the horizontal

velocity at a great depth when the wave motion is converted into

steady motion. The difference between
<£ and — ex will be a

periodic function of x or of
<f>.

We may therefore assume in ac-

cordance with equation (5)

x = -
*
+ 2" (A.e

im^ c + B.e
~ im^c

)
sin im<f>/c (9).

No cosines are inserted in this equation because if we take, as we

may, the origins of x and of at a trough or a crest (suppose a

trough), x will be an odd function of
cf>,

in accordance with what

has already been shown at page 212. Corresponding to the above

value of x we have

y = - ^ + 2r (A/m*l° - B.e- im*'c
) cos im<f>/c (10),c

the arbitrary constant being omitted, as may be done provided we
leave open the origin of y.

The origin of ty being arbitrary, we may take, as it will be

convenient to do, ^ = at the free surface. We see from (10) that

yjr
increases negatively downwards

;
and therefore of the two ex-

ponentials that with —
imyfr/c for index is the one which must be

omitted, as expressing a disturbance that increases indefinitely in

descending.

We may without loss of generality shorten the formulas during
a rather long approximation by writing 1 for any two of the con-

stants which depend differently on the units of space and time.

These constants can easily be reintroduced in the end by rendering
the equations homogeneous. We may accordingly put m = 1 and

c = l. The expressions for x and y as thus shortened become, on

retaining only the exponential which decreases downwards,

x = -$ + %~Afi
i

*&mi<j> (11),

y=-^ + X™ A/* cos
i(f> (12).

At the free surface ^ = 0, and we must therefore have for
yjr
=

g(y + C)S-± = Q,

which gives

(C + ltA
i
cos

t(f>) [1
- 2$iA

(
cos

i(f> + t?A*+ ZtijAAj cos
[(»
-

j)cf>]}

~k =0 (18) '
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where in the last term within parentheses each different combina-

tion of unequal integers i,j is to be taken once.

On account of the complicated form of this equation, we can

proceed further only by adopting some system of approximation.
The most obvious is that adopted in the former paper, namely to

proceed according to powers of the coefficient of the term of the

first order. If we multiply out in equation (13), and replace pro-
ducts of cosines by cosines of sums and differences, we may arrange
the equation in the form

B + B
l
cos

<f> + B2
cos

2cj> + . . .
= 0,

where the several B's are series of terms involving the coefficients

A. And as the equation has to be satisfied independently of $,

we must have separately

B
o
=

0, ^=0, B
2
=

0, &c.

A slight examination of the process will show that A. is of the

order i, and that consequently the product of any number of the

A's is of the order marked by the sum of the suffixes, and that B.

is of the order i. In proceeding therefore to any desired order we

can see at once what terms need not be written down, as being of

a superior order.

Thus in proceeding to the fifth order we must take the six

equations B =
0, Bx

=
0, . . . B

B
—

0, which when written at length

are

G (1 + A* + 4^
2

2

)
- A? + 2A*A

2
- 2A* - lcf

l =
0,

C(-2A 1
+ ±A

1
A

2 + 12A
2
A

3)+A 1
+ A

1

3 ~2A
1
A

2
+ GA

1
A*

+ SA
1

2A
3
-5A

2
A

3 =0,

C (- 4A
2
+ 6A

t
A

3) +A 2
-A* + 3A*A

2
- ±A

X
A

3
=

0,

C(-QA 3+ SA^J +A- 3.4^+4^3+ 2A
1
A*- 5A,A= 0,

C (- 8.4
4) + A

A
- **A

X
A

3
- 2A* = 0,

C(r 10A^ + A §
-6A

tA^6Aw
A

M
^0.

These equations may be looked on as giving, the first, the

arbitrary constant C, the second, the velocity of propagation, and

the succeeding ones taken in order the values of the constants

A
2 ,
A

3 ,
A

A ,
A

5 , respectively. I say "may be looked on as giving",

for it is only when we restrict ourselves to the terms of the lowest

order in each equation that those quantities are actually given in

succession
;
the equations contain also terms of higher orders; and
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to get the complete values of the quantities true to the order to

which we are working, we must use the method of successive sub-

stitutions. As to the second equation, if we take the terms of

lowest order in the first two we get G = \g~
x
,
and then by substi-

tution in the second equation 1 = g, the constant A
r dividing out.

The equation 1 = g becomes on generalizing the units of space and

time c
2 = g/m, and accordingly gives the velocity of propagation to

the lowest order of approximation.

On eliminating the arbitrary constant in the above equations,

and writing b for A
x ,

the results become

l=g(L + V + lV) (14),

x = - + be* sin -
(b

2 + hb
4

)e°-* sin 20 + (f Z>
3 + ±%b

5

)e**sm 30

-§ Ve** sin 4*(j>+^b
5
e5+ sin

5(f> (15),

y = -
yjr + be* cos -

(b
2 + |&

4
)e

2* cos 20 + (f b
3 + if b

5

)e^ cos 30

-|6
4
e
4
^cos4<^+

1^65
e
5
*cos5(/) (16).

The equation (14) gives to the fifth order the square of the

velocity of propagation in the wave motion; and (15), (16) give

the point where the parameters 0, ijr
have given values, and also,

by the aid of the formulas previously given, the components of the

velocity, and the pressure, in the steady motion. These same

equations (15), (16), if we suppose i/r
constant give implicitly the

equation of the corresponding stream line, or if we suppose

constant the equation of one of the orthogonal trajectories.

To find implicitly the equation of the surface, we have only to

put -^r— in (15), (16), which gives

as = - + b sin -
[b

2 + | b
4

)
sin 20 - (f 6

3 + if b
5

) sin 30
-p4

sin 40 + ^ b
b
sin 50 (17),

y = b cos -
(b

2 + | b
4

)
cos 20 - (p

3 + |f ¥) cos 30

-f b
4
cos 40 +^ b

5
cos 50 (18).

It is not necessary to form the explicit equation, but we can do so

if we please, most conveniently by the aid of Lagrange's theorem.

The result, carried to the fourth order only, which will suffice for

the object more immediately in view, is

y + i,b
2 + b

i =
(b + £b3

)
cos as -(l2 b

2 +^b4

) cos 2as

+ p3
cos 3# - lb

4
cos 4^... (19).
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If we put b + g ¥ = a, we have to the fourth order

b = a — | a
s

,

and substituting in (19) we get

y + 1 a2 — i a* = a cos x — (^ a
2 +^ a

4

)
cos 2# + § a3

cos 3x

- i-a
4
cos4.r (20).

The expression (14) for the square of the velocity of propagation,

and the equation of the surface (20), agree with the results pre-

viously obtained by the former method (see p. 221) to the degree
of approximation to which the latter were carried, as will be seen

when we remember that the origins of y are not the same in the

two cases
;
but it would have been much more laborious to obtain

the approximation true to the fifth order by the old method.

It has already been remarked (p. 211) that the equation of the

profile in deep water agrees with a trochoid to the third order,

which is as far as the approximation there proceeded. This is no

longer true when we proceed to the fourth order. On shifting

the origin of y so as to get rid of the constant term, the equation

(20) of the profile becomes

y = a cos x — {\ a
2
-f ^al

)
cos2# + fa

3
cos Sx — -i a

4
cos 4<x... (21).

On the other hand, the equation of a trochoid is given impli-

citly by the pair of equations

x = a0 + /3 sin 0, y —/3 cos + <y.

In order that x may have the same period in the trochoid as in

the profile of the wave, we must have a = 1. We get then by

development to the fourth order, choosing 7 so as to make the

constant term vanish,

y = (/3- f£
3

)
cos x-{\ /3

2-
i/3

4

)
cos 2x + § /3

s
cos Sx - i/3

4
cos 4#,

and putting

we set to the fourth order

y = a cosic— (|a
2 +^a4

)
cos 2x + f a

3
cos Sx — ^ a

4
cos 4<x... (22).

Hence if yw , yt
denote the ordinates for the wave and trochoid

respectively, we have to the fourth order

Vw-yt = ~t a
*
cos Sa-

lience the wave lies a little above the trochoid at the trough and

crest, and a little below it in the shoulders.
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This result agrees well with what might have been expected.

It has been shown (p. 227) that the limiting form for a series of

uniformly propagated irrotational waves is one presenting edges of

120°, and that the inclination in this limiting form is in all proba-

bility restricted to 30°, whereas in the trochoidal waves investigated

by Gerstner and Rankine the limiting form is the cycloid, presenting

accordingly cusps, and an inclination increasing to 90". Hence the

limiting form must be reached with a much smaller value of the

parameter a in the former case than in the latter. Hence when

a is just large enough to make the difference of form of the irrota-

tional and trochoidal waves begin to tell, since the limiting form

is more nearly approached in the former case than in the latter, we

should expect the curvature at the summit to be greater, while at

the same time as the general inclination is probably rather less,

and the inclination begins by increasing more rapidly as we recede

from the summit, the troughs must be shallower and flatter for an

equal mean height of wave.

Let us proceed now to the case of a finite depth. As before

we may choose the units of space and time so that c and m
shall each be 1, and we may choose for the value of the para-

meter ^ at the surface. Let —k be its value at the bottom.

Then since d<j>/dy
= at the bottom we have from (3) and (4)

dy/d(f>
= when ty + h = 0, and consequently

A.e* = Bf,
whence writing A.e

ik
for A. we have

a: = -<f>+'2A i {eW
+k>+ e-W +fc

>} sku$ (23),

y = - ^ + %A . [eW+0
- e-W +k)

)
cos

i<f> (24).

Putting for shortness

e
ik + e"

k = 8
i}

e*- e?=ZX,

we have by the condition at the free surface

(0 + I,At
D

t
cos i<f) (1

- ZZA.iS. cos
i<f> + (ZiA.S. cos fyf

+ ($iAi
D

i smi<f>y}-±=0 (25).

As the expressions are longer than in the case of an infinite

depth, and the problem itself of rather less interest, I shall content
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myself with proceeding to the third order. We have to this

order from (25), on takiDg account of the relations

8A = S
i+J
+ SU D

t O,
=

>S',+,
-

$_,, DA = D
i+J + A, ,

(C + A 1
D

l
cos

<f> + A
a
D

t
cos

2</> + A 3
D

3
cos 3<£)

f 1 -2A
l
S

1 cos<f> -AA&coafy-GA&coaSQ
(

{+ A*Sa + iA,A 2
S

3
cos

<f>
+ 2A* cos 20 + ^A^cos 3<£J

Multiplying out, retaining terms up to the third order only,

arranging the terms according to cosines of multiples of
<f>,

and

equating to zero the coefficients of the cosines of the same

multiple, we get the four equations

Ctl +A'SJ-AtSA-^O,
C(- 2A& + iAtAAa)

+ A
l
D

l
+ A'S^D,

- 2A
l
A

2
S

2
D

l
+ A^D,

G(- 4A 2
S

2
+ 2A?)

- AfSA + A 2
D

2
=

0,

C (- 6A 3
S

3 + *AtAJ3J
- 2A

1
A

2
S

2
D

l
+ A*D

t

- A^SJ),
+ A

Z D,
= o.

A slight examination of the process of approximation will

show that whatever be the order to which we proceed, C, and

the coefficients A
2 ,
Av ... with even suffixes, will contain only

even powers, and the coefficients A
3 ,
A

s , ... with odd suffixes

only odd powers, of the first coefficient A v Writing b for A
l}
we

may therefore assume, in proceeding to the third order only,

A = rt\

A
3
= W.

Substituting in the last three equations of the preceding group,

which after the substitution may be divided by b, b
2

,
b
3

respect-

ively, arranging, and equating coefficients of like powers of b,

we get
-2

1̂
a + D1

= 0,

(4S3
* -2^ -

SJ),) 7 - 28J3 + S
2
D

l
+ JD

l
= 0,

2a-S
1
D

l + (Dt
-4>S

a*)y = >

(4St
a - 2SA -

SJ\) 7 + D, + (Ds
- 6S

8a) 8 = 0.

s. 21
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The substitution for C and the coefficients A
2 ,
A

3 , ... of series

according to even or odd powers of b with indeterminate coeffi-

cients was hardly worth making in proceeding to the third order

only, but seems advantageous when we want to proceed to a

rather high order. In proceeding to the nth
order it is to be noted

that the coefficients of C in the group of n + 1 equations got by

equating to zero the coefficients of cosines of multiples of
</>

(including the zero multiple, or constant term), are of the orders

0, 1, 2, ... n in b, so that C being determined only to 6"
_1

in the

equations after the first, the terms of the order n in the first

equation (which could only occur when n is even) are not required,

but this first equation need only be carried as far as to n — 1.

In fact, in proceeding to the orders 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ..., the velocity

of propagation is given to an order not higher than 0, 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, ... in b, and therefore actually to 0, 0, 2, 2,4, 4, . . . since

it involves only even powers of b.

The last equations give in succession

« =^ (26),

7=-^(#2 + l) (27),

8=22T4(3S4 + 4S, + 4) (28),
i

/3
= JTr(^+lY (29),

°i i

and then by substituting in the first equation of the group on

the middle of p. 321, we get

J
=T

1 +
-s7) (^ + 2^

s + 12) 6
1

(30).

We get now from (23), (24), after rendering the equations ho-

mogeneous,

cc = — * 4- b («•»»+»/" -i- e -mw+k)/cj s[n mfyjc

+^ 4 (3^>4>Sf.2+4)m7/(e
3 ''!^ +/'')/c+e-3 rt

'(*+^)sin3m^/c (31),
i

y = _ T + l (gnty+kVc
_ em^+h)lc^ cos m ^jc + &c (32),
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the expression for y after the first term differing from that for x

only in having a minus sign before the second exponential in each

term, and cosines in place of sines. We have also from (30)

^
2

= ^
1 + ^7T^ + 2^ + 12

)
62

<
33)'

which gives the velocity of propagation according to one of its

possible definitions (see Art. 3, p. 202). In these expressions

it is to be observed that

ff _
gimk/e _i_ g-imk/c T)

—
gimk/e g-imk/c

We might of course in the numerators of the coefficients have

used expressions proceeding according to powers of S
x
instead of

according to the functions S
r , S2 , $3

...

Let h be the value of y at the bottom, which is a stream line

for which ty= — Ic, then we have from (24) generalized as to

units

k=ch (34),

so that it remains only to specify the origin of y and the meaning
of c. To the first order of small quantities we have

x= -* + b (e»(*+*)/o + g-»(++*)/«) smm<j)/c (35),
c

y=-^+b (*»(*+*)*> _g-»<*+«/«) COSOT0/C (36),

and at the surface

x = H bS
t
sin mfy/c (37),

y = bD
1
cos m<f>/c (38).

Since y in (38) is a small quantity of the first order, we may
replace </>/c

in its expression by x, in accordance with (37), which

gives for the equation of the surface

y = bD
x
cos mx,

so that to this order of approximation the origin is in the plane
of mean level, and therefore h denotes the mean depth of the fluid.

Also since u = d(j>/dx we have to the first order from (3), (4), (G)

U = (~
J =| h—

(
ew(++*)/c + e-mW-+ft)/c) cos m(

f)/
c I

= -c-c . mb (e
mh -^ + e -«*(*-if)) COs mx,
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and consists therefore of two parts, one representing a uniform

flow in the negative direction with a velocity c, and the other

a motion of periodic oscillation. To this order therefore there

can be no question that c should be the horizontal velocity in

a positive direction which we must superpose on the whole mass

of fluid in order to pass to pure wave motion withoiit current.

In passing to the higher orders it will be convenient still to regard
this constant as the velocity of propagation, and accordingly as

representing the velocity which we must superpose, in the positive

direction, on the steady motion in order to arrive at the wave

motion
;
but what, in accordance with this definition, may be

the mean horizontal velocity of the whole mass of fluid in the

residual wave motion, or what may be the mean horizontal velocity

at the bottom, &c, or again what is the distance of the origin from

the plane of mean level, are questions which we could only answer

by working out the approximation, and which it would be of

very little interest to answer, as we may just as well suppose
the constant h defined by (34) given as suppose the mean depth

given, and similarly as regards the flow.

Putting t^
= in (31) and (32), we have implicitly for the

equation of the surface the pair of equations

c

- + SJb sin m<f>/c
—^ (S2 + 1) S2

mb2
sin 2mcf)/c

+
2]|p (3#4 + 4#

2 + 4) 8s
m%3

sin 3m<j>/c,

y = D
t
b cos m<f>/c

-
-^ ($2

+ 1) D2
mb2

cos 2m<f>/c

+
g^-4 (3S4 + 4£

2 + 4) D3
m2

b
s
cos 3m</>/c.

The ratios of the coefficients of the successive cosines in y or

sines in x to what they would have been for an infinite depth,

supposing that of cos m<f>/c the same in the two cases, are

i
u

i

multiplied respectively by

i A A
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for the cosines in y, and by

for the sines in x. Expressed in terms of D, ,
the first three ratios

become

1, 1 + 3ZV
2

,
l + ^IV' + GZV

4

,

and increase therefore as the depth diminishes, and consequently

Dj diminishes. The same is the case with the multipliers

DJD*, DJD*, 8JDV &c, and on both accounts therefore the

series converge more slowly as the depth diminishes. Thus for

D* = 3 the first three ratios are 1, 2, 3f. D
x

2 = 3 corresponds to

h/X = 0l2o, nearly, so that the average depth is about the one-

eighth of the length of a wave.

The disadvantage of the approximation for the case of a finite

as compared with that of an infinite depth is not however quite so

great as might at first sight appear. There can be little doubt

that in both cases alike the series cease to be convergent when

the limiting wave, presenting an edge of 120°, is reached. In the

case of an infinite depth, the limit is reached for some determinate

ratio of the height of a wave to the length, but clearly the same

proportion could not be preserved when the depth is much

diminished. In fact, high oscillatory waves in shallow water tend

to assume the character of a series of disconnected solitary waves,

and the greatest possible height depends mainly on the depth of

the fluid, being but little influenced by the length of the waves,

that is, the distance from crest to crest. To make the comparison

fair therefore between the convergency of the series in the cases of

a finite and of an infinite depth, we must not suppose the co-

efficient of cos m(f)/c the same in the two cases for the same length

of wave, but take it decidedly smaller in the case of the finite

depth, such for example as to bear the same proportion to the

greatest possible value in the two cases.

But with all due allowance to this consideration, it must be

confessed that the approximation is slower in the case of a finite

depth. That it must be so is seen by considering the character of

the developments, in the two cases, of the ordinate of the profile

in a harmonic series in terms of the abscissa, or of a quantity

having the same period and the same mean value as the abscissa.

The flowing outline of the profile in deep water lends itself readily
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to expansion in such a series. But the approximately isolated

and widely separated elevations that represent the profile in very

shallow water would require a comparatively large number of

terms in their expression in harmonic series in order that the

form should be represented with sufficient accuracy. In extreme

cases the fact of the waves being in series at all has little to

do with the character of the motion in the neighbourhood of the

elevations, where alone the motion is considerable, and it is not

therefore to be wondered at if an analysis essentially involving the

length of a wave should prove inconvenient.
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lar box, 111, 305

Box, motion of fluid within a closed, of

the form of a parallelepiped, 60, 66,

194, 288
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162
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Hydrodynamics, report on, 157

Impulsive motion of fluids, 23
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208
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tion of, 124; constitution of, 153
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correction in, 103
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in, 295, 302; expression for the poten-
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interior electric point, 303
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sums of, 236
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Saint-Venant and Wantzel, discharge of

air through small orifices, 176

Saint-Venant, equations of motion of a

viscous fluid, 183

Sound, intensity and velocity of, theo-

retical effect of viscosity of air on, 100

Spheres, motion of fluid between two

concentric, 38; non-concentric, 230

Steady motion of incompressible fluids, 1

Stream lines, determination whether a

given family of curves can be a set of,

in two dimensions, 5, 9; for motion

symmetrical about an axis, 15

Thomson, F. D. , demonstration of a the-

orem due to him, 7

Thomson, Sir W., hydrodynamical ap-

plication of his method of images, 230
;

expression suggested by, for perma-

nent temperature in rectangular pa-

rallelepiped, 301

Tides (see Waves)

Triangular prism, (equilateral) motion of

fluid within, 8, 65

udx + vdy +wdz an exact differential,

proposition relating to, 1, 20, 106,

158

Uniqueness of expression for p, q, or
<j>,

23

"Waves and tides, report respecting, 161

Waves, theory of oscillatory, of finite

height, 197, 314; of small, at the com-

mon surface of two liquids, 212
;

greatest height of, at the surface of a

liquid, 225 ; Gerstner and Rankine's

investigation of a special possible case

of, 219; solitary, 168, 325
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Prof. Skeat has brought to its conclusion a has performed his laborious task. Thanks to

work planned more than a half century ago by him we now possess a reliable edition of all the

the late J. M. Kemble... Students of English existing MSS. of the old English Gospels."—
have every reason to be grateful to Prof. Skeat Academy.

London : C. J. Cla y &» Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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The Gospel according to

preceding, by the same Editor.

The Gospel according to

preceding, by the same Editor.

The Gospel according to

preceding, by the same Editor.
" The Gospel according to St John, in

Anglo-Saxon and Northumbrian Versions:

completes an undertaking designed and com-
menced by that distinguished scholar, J. M.
Kemble, some forty years ago. Of the par-

The Four Gospels
price 30s.

St Mark, uniform with the

Demy 4to. 10s.

St Luke, uniform with the

Demy 4to. 10s.

St John, uniform with the

Demy 4to. 10s.

ticular volume now before us, we can only say
it is worthy of its two predecessors. We repeat
that the service rendered to the study of Anglo-
Saxon by this Synoptic collection cannot easily
be overstated."—Contemporary Review.

(as above) bound in one volume,

ENGLISH.

The Authorized Edition of the English Bible (1611),
ITS SUBSEQUENT REPRINTS AND MODERN REPRE-
SENTATIVES. Being the Introduction to the Cambridge Paragraph
Bible (1873), re-edited with corrections and additions. By the late

F. H. A. Scrivener, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., Prebendary of Exeter
and Vicar of Hendon. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.

The Cambridge Paragraph Bible of the Authorized English
Version, with the Text Revised by a Collation of its Early and other

Principal Editions, the Use of the Italic Type made uniform, the

Marginal References remodelled, and a Critical Introduction pre-
fixed, by the late F. H. A. Scrivener, M.A., LL.D., Editor of the
Greek Testament, Codex Augiensis, &c, and one of the Revisers
of the Authorized Version. Crown 4to. gilt. 21s.

literature of the subject, by such workers as

Mr Francis Fry and Canon Westcott, appeal
to a wide range of sympathies; and to these

may now be added Dr Scrivener, well known
for his labours in the cause of the Greek Testa-

From the Times.
"Students of the Bible should be particu-

larly grateful (to the Cambridge University
Press) for having produced, with the able as-

sistance of Dr Scrivener, a complete critical

edition of the Authorized Version of the Eng-
lish Bible, an edition such as, to use the words
of the Editor, 'would have been executed long
ago had this version been nothing more than
the greatest and best known of English clas-

sics.' Falling at a time when the formal revi-

sion of this version has been undertaken by a

distinguished company of scholars and divines,
the publication of this edition must be con-
sidered most opportune."

From the A thenceum.

"Apart from its religious importance, the

English Bible has the glory, which but few
sister versions indeed can claim, of being the
chief classic of the language, of having, in

conjunction with Shakspeare, and in an im-
measurable degree more than he, fixed the

language beyond any possibility of important
change. Thus the recent contributions to the

ment criticism, who has brought out, for the

Syndics of the Cambridge University Press,
an edition of the English Bible, according to

the text of 1611, revised by a comparison with
later issues on principles stated by him in his

Introduction. Here he enters at length into

the history of the chief editions of the version,

and of such features as the marginal notes, the

use of italic type, and the changes of ortho-

graphy, as well as into the most interesting

question as to the original texts from which
our translation is produced."

From the London Quarterly Review.
"The work is worthy in every respect of the

editor's fame, and of the Cambridge University
Press. The noble English Version, to which
our country and religion owe so much, was
probably never presented before in so perfect a
form."

The Cambridge Paragraph Bible. Student's Edition,
on good writing paper, with one column of print and wide margin
to each page for MS. notes. This edition will be found of great
use to those who are engaged in the task of Biblical criticism.

Two Vols. Crown 4to. gilt. 31J. 6d.

London : C. J". Cla y &* Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.



THE HOLY SCRIPTURES, &>c.

The Lectionary Bible, with Apocrypha, divided into
Sections adapted to the Calendar and Tables of Lessons of 1871.
Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

The Book of Ecclesiastes, with Notes and Introduction.

By the Very Rev. E. H. Plumptre, D.D., late Dean of Wells.

Large Paper Edition. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

The Gospel History of our Lord Jesus Christ in the
LANGUAGE OF THE REVISED VERSION, arranged in a
Connected Narrative, especially for the use of Teachers and
Preachers. By Rev. C. C. James, M.A., Rector of Wortham, Suffolk,
and late Fellow of King's College. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

A Harmony of the Gospels in the words of the Revised
VERSION with copious references, tables, &c. Arranged by Rev.
C. C. James, M.A. Crown 8vo. §s.

Wilson's Illustration of the Method of explaining the
New Testament, by the early opinions of Jews and Christians

concerning Christ. Edited by T. TuRTON, D.D. 8vo. $s.

SERVICE-BOOKS.

A Classified Index to the Leonine, Gelasian, and
GREGORIAN SACRAMENTARIES OF MURATORI. By
H. A. Wilson, M.A., Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford.

Demy 8vo. $s. net.

Breviarium ad Usum Sarum. A Reprint of the folio

edition by Chevallon and Regnault, Paris, 1 531 . Edited by F.

Procter, M.A. and Chr. Wordsworth, M.A. Demy 8vo.

Vol. 1. Kalendar and Temporale. i8j.

Vol. 2. Psalter, &c. \2s.

Vol. 3. Sanctorale. With an Introduction, lists of editions from
the papers of H. Bradshaw, and complete Indexes. 15J.

The three volumes together £2. 2s.

*V* An Introduction of 130 pages, prefixed to this volume, contains

(besides other interesting information as to the Breviary and its contents)
Mr Bradshaw's exhaustive lists of editions and copies of the Breviary
and allied liturgical books.

"The value of this reprint is considerable to persons interested in the history of the Anglican
liturgical students, who will now be able to con- Book of Common Prayer, will be grateful to the
suit in their own libraries a work absolutely in- Syndicate of theCambridge University Press for

dispensable to a right understanding of the his- forwarding the publication of the volume which
tory of the Prayer- Book, but which till now bears the above title."—Notes atid Queries.
usually necessitated a visit to some public "Cambridge has worthily taken the lead

library, since the rarity of the volume made its with the Breviary, which is of especial value
cost prohibitory to all but a few."—Literary for that part of the reform of the Prayer-Book
Churchman. which will fit it for the wants of our time."—

"Not only experts in liturgiology, but all Church Quarterly Review.

Breviarium Romanum a Francisco Cardinali OuiG-
nonio editum et recognitum. Edited from the Venice edition of

1535 by J. Wickham Legg, F.S.A., F.R.C.P., sometime Lecturer
at Saint Bartholomew's Hospital. Demy Svo. 12s.

London : C. J. Cla y &° Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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The Greek Liturgies. Chiefly from original Authorities.

By C. A. Swainson, D.D., late Master of Christ's College, Cam-

bridge. Crown 4to. Paper covers. 15^.

"Jeder folgende Forscher wird dankbar Griechischen Liturgien sicher gelegt hat."—
anerkennen, dass Swainson das Fundament zu Adolph Harnack, Theologische Litem tur-

einer historisch-kritischen Geschichte der Zeitung.

The Pointed Prayer Book, being the Book of Common
Prayer with the Psalter or Psalms of David, pointed ns they are

to be sung or said in Churches. Royal 24mo. is. 6d.

The same in square 32mo. cloth. 6d.

Wheatly on the Common Prayer, edited by G. E. Corrie,
D.D. late Master of Jesus College. Demy 8vo. js. 6d.

The Cambridge Psalter, for the use of Choirs and Organists.
Specially adapted for Congregations in which the "

Cambridge
Pointed Prayer Book" is used. Demy 8vo. cloth extra, 3^. 6d. ;

cloth limp, cut flush, is. 6d.

The Paragraph Psalter, arranged for the use of Choirs by
the Right Rev. BROOKE FOSS WESTCOTT, D.D., Lord Bishop
of Durham. Fcap. 4to. $s.

The same in royal 32mo. Cloth Is. Leather l.y. 6d.

The Homilies, with Various Readings, and the Quotations
from the Fathers given at length in the Original Languages. Edited

by the late G. E. Corrie, D.D. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Two Forms of Prayer of the time of Queen Elizabeth.
Now First Reprinted. Demy 8vo. 6d.

THEOLOGY, ANCIENT.
The Gospel according to Peter and The Revelation of

PETER. Two Lectures on the Newly Recovered Fragments
together with the Original Texts. By J. ARMITAGE ROBINSON,
B.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity, and Montague Rhodes
James, M.A., Fellow and Dean of King's College. Crown 8vo.

Paper covers, is. Cloth, is. 6d. net.

The Witness of Hermas to the Four Gospels. By C.

Taylor, D.D. Master of St John's College, Cambridge. Fcap. 4to.
Buckram, js. 6d. net.

Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, comprising Pirqe Aboth
and Pereq R. Meir in Hebrew and English, with Critical and Illus-

trative Notes. By Charles Taylor, D.D. [New Edition preparing.

The Palestinian Mishna. By W. H. LOWE, M.A., Lecturer
in Hebrew at Christ's College, Cambridge. Royal 8vo. 11s.

Chagigah from the Babylonian Talmud. A Translation
of the Treatise with Introduction, Notes, Glossary, and Indices by
the Rev. A. W. Streane, B.D., Fellow and Lecturer of Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge, and formerly Tyrwhitt's Hebrew Scholar.

Demy 8vo. 10s.

London : C. J. Cla y &> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Psalms of the Pharisees, commonly known as the Psalms
of Solomon. Edited by the Rev. H. E. Ryle, B.D., Hulsean
Professor of Divinity, and M. R. James, M.A., Fellow of King's

College, Cambridge. Demy Svo. 15J.

Fragments of Philo and Josephus. Newly edited by
J. Rendel Harris, M.A., University Lecturer in Palaeography.
With two Facsimiles. Demy 4to. \is. 6d.

The Rest of the Words of Baruch : A Christian Apoca-
lypse of the Year 136 a.d. The Text revised with an Introduction.

By J. Rendel Harris, M.A. Royal 8vo. $s.

The Teaching of the Apostles. Newly edited, with Fac-
simile Text and Commentary, by J. Rendel Harris, M.A. Demy
4to. £\. is.

A Collation of the Athos Codex of the Shepherd of
HERMAS. Together with an Introduction by Spyr. P. LAMBROS,
Ph. D., translated and edited with a Preface and Appendices by
J. Armitage Robinson, B.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity and
Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge. Demy Svo. $s - 6d.

The Philocalia of Origen. The Greek Text edited from
the Manuscripts, with Critical Apparatus and Indexes, and an Intro-

duction on the Sources of the Text. By J. Armitage Robinson,
B.D. Crown 8vo. [In the Press.

Theodore of Mopsuestia's Commentary on the Minor
EPISTLES OF S. PAUL. The Latin Version with the Greek

Fragments, edited from the MSS. with Notes and an Introduction,

by H. B. SWETE, D.D. In Two Volumes. Volume I., containing
the Introduction, with Facsimiles of the MSS., and the Commentary
upon Galatians— Colossians. Demy 8vo. 12s.

"It is the result of thorough, careful, and handschriften ... sind yortreffliche photo-

patient investigation of all the points bearing graphische Facsimile's beigegeben, wie iiber-

011 the subject, and the results are presented haupt das ganze Werk von der University
with admirable good sense and modesty."— Press zu Cambridge mit bekannter Eleganz
Guardian. ausgestattet ist." — Theologische Literaturzei-

''Auf Grund dieser Quellen ist der Text tung.
bei Swete mit musterhafter Akribie herge-

" Hernn Swete's Leistung ist eine so

stellt. Aber auch sonst hat der Herausgeber tiichtige dass wir das Werk in keinen besseren

mit unermiidlichem Fleisse und eingehend- Handen wissen mochten, und mit den sich-

ster Sachkenntniss sein Werk mit alien den- ersten Erwartungen auf das Gelingen der

jenigen Zugaben ausgeriistet, welche bei einer Fortsetzung entgegen sehen."— Gottingische
solchen Text-Ausgabe nur irgend erwartet gelehrte Anzeigen (Sept. 1881).

werden konnen. . . . Von den drei Haupt-

Volume II., containing the Commentary on I Thessalonians—
Philemon, Appendices and Indices. \2.s.

"Eine Ausgabe . . . fur welche alle zugang- (Sept. 23, 1882).

lichen Hulfsmittel in musterhafter Weise be- "Mit derselben Sorgfalt bearbeitet die wir

niitzt wurden . . . eine reife Frucht siebenjahri- bei dem ersten Theile geriihmt haben."—
gen Fleisses."— Theologische Literaturzeitung Literarisches Centralbla 1 1 (July 29, 1882).

The Acts of the Martyrdom of Perpetua and Felicitas
;

the original Greek Text, edited by J. Rendel Harris, M.A. and
Seth K. Gifford. Royal 8vo. 5s.

The Diatessaron of Tatian. A preliminary Study. By
J. Rendel Harris, M.A. Royal 8vo. 5s.

London : C. J. Cla Y &> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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TEXTS AND STUDIES: CONTRIBUTIONS TO

BIBLICAL AND PATRISTIC LITERATURE.

Edited by J. Armitage Robinson, B.D., Norrisian Professor of

Divinity.

Vol. I. No. 1. The Apology of Aristides on behalf of
THE CHRISTIANS. Edited from a Syriac MS., with an
Introduction and Translation by J. Rendel Harris, M.A.,
and an Appendix containing the chief part of the Original

Greek, by J. Armitage Robinson, B.D. Second Edition.

Demy 8vo. 5^. net.

No. 2. The Passion of S. Perpetua : the Latin

freshly edited from the Manuscripts with an Introduction

and Appendix containing the Original Latin Form of the

Scillitan Martyrdom ; by J. Armitage Robinson, B.D.

4-r. net.

No. 3. The Lord's Prayer in the Early Church ;

with Special Notes on the Controverted Clauses ; by F. H.

Chase, B.D., Christ's College. $s. net.

No. 4. The Fragments of Heracleon : the Greek-

Text with an Introduction by A. E. Brooke, M.A., Fellow

of King's College. 4s. net.

Vol. II. No. 1. A Study of Codex Bezae. By J. Rendel
Harris, M.A. 7s. 6d. net.

No. 2. The Testament of Abraham. By M. R.

JAMES, M.A., with an Appendix containing Translations

from the Arabic of the Testaments of Abraham, Isaac and

Jacob, by W. E. Barnes, B.D. $s. net.

The following are in course of preparation :

No. 3. The Rules of Tyconius : freshly edited

from the MSS., with an examination of his witness to the

Old Latin Version : by F. C. BURKITT, M.A.

No. 4. Apocrypha Anecdota: containing the

Latin Version of the Apocalypse of Paul, the Apocalypses
of the Virgin, of Sedrach, of Zosimas, &c. : by M. R.

James, M.A.

No. 5. The Homeric Centones : by J. Rendel
Harris, M.A., University Lecturer in Palaeography.

No. 6. The Curetonian Syriac Gospels : re-

edited with a new translation into English : by R. L.

Bensly, M.A., Lord Almoner's Reader in Arabic.

London : C. J . Cla y &> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Tertullianus De Corona Militis, De Spectaculis, De
IDOLOLATRIA, with Analysis and English Notes, by George
CURREY, D.D. Preacher at the Charter House, late Fellow and
Tutor of St John's College. Crown 8vo. 5-$-.

Sancti Irenaei Episcopi Lugdunensis libros quinque ad-

versus Hasreses, versione Latina cum Codicibus Claromontano ac

Arundeliano denuo collata, praemissa de placitis Gnosticorum pro-

lusione, fragmenta necnon Grasce, Syriace, Armeniace, commentatione

perpetua et indicibus variis edidit W. Wigan Harvey, S.T.B.

Collegii Regalis olim Socius. 2 Vols. 8vo. i8j\

Theophili Episcopi Antiochensis Libri tres ad Autolycum
edidit, Prolegomenis Versione Notulis Indicibus instruxit G. G.

Humphry, S.T.B. Post 8vo. 5s.

Theophylacti in Evangelium S. Matthaei Commentarius,
edited by W. G. Humphry, B.D. Prebendary of St Paul's, late

Fellow of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. js. 6d.

M. Minucii Felicis Octavius. The text revised from the

original MS., with an English Commentary, Analysis, Introduction,
and Copious Indices. Edited by H. A. Holden, LL.D., Hon. Litt.D.

Dublin, Fellow of the University of London. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.

THEOLOGY, ENGLISH.

S. Austin and his Place in the History of Christian
THOUGHT. Being the Hulsean Lectures for 1885. By W.
CUNNINGHAM, D.D. Demy 8vo. Buckram, 12s. bd.

Works of Isaac Barrow, compared with the Original MSS.,
enlarged with Materials hitherto unpublished. A new Edition, by
A. Napier, M.A. 9 Vols. Demy 8vo £y y.

Treatise of the Pope's Supremacy, and a Discourse con-

cerning the Unity of the Church, by Isaac Barrow. Demy 8vo.

7.f. 6d.

Select Discourses, by John Smith, late Fellow of Queens'
College, Cambridge. Edited by H. G. Williams, B.D. late Pro-

fessor of Arabic. Royal 8vo. js. 6d.

"The 'Select Discourses' of John Smith, no spiritually thoughtful mind can read them
collected and published from his papers after unmoved. They carry us so directly into an
his death, are, in my opinion, much the must atmosphere of divine philosophy, luminous

considerable work left to us by this Cambridge with the richest lights of meditative genius...

School [the Cambridge Platonists]. They have He was one of those rare thinkers in whom
a right to a place in English literary history." largeness of view, and depth, and wealth of
—Mr Matthew Arnold, in the Contempo- poetic and speculative insight, only served to

rary Revinv. evoke more fully the religious spirit, and while
r
'()f all the products of the Cambridge he drew the mould of his thought from Plotinus,

School, the 'Select Discourses' are perhaps he vivified the substance of it from St Paul."—
the highest, as they are the most accessible Principal Tuli.och, Rational Theology in

and the most widely appreciated. ..and indeed England in tlie ijt/i Century.

London: C. J. Clay & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Mario Lane.
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Pearson's Exposition of the Creed, edited by Temple
Chevallier, B.D. New Edition. Revised by R. Sinker, D.D.,
Librarian of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. \is.

"A new edition of Bishop Pearson's famous College Altogether this appears to be the

work On the Creedhas just been issued by the most complete and convenient edition as yet

Cambridge University Press. It is the well- published of a work which has long been re-

known edition ofTemple Chevallier, thoroughly cognised in all quarters as a standard one."—
Overhauled by the Rev. R. Sinker, of Trinity Guardian.

An Analysis of the Exposition of the Creed written by
the Right Rev. John Pearson. D.D. late Lord Bishop of Chester,

by W. H. Mill, D.D. Demy 8vo. z,s.

De Obligatione, Conscientiae Praelectiones decern Oxonii
in Schola Theologica habitae a Roberto Sanderson, SS. Theologian
ibidem Professore Regio. With English Notes, including an abridged
Translation, by W. Whewell, D.D. late Master of Trinity College.

Demy 8vo. is. 6d.

Lectures on Divinity, delivered in the University of Cam-
bridge, by John Hey, D.D. Third Edition, revised by T. Turton,
D.D. late Lord Bishop of Ely. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 15J.

Caesar Morgan's Investigation of the Trinity of Plato,
and of Philo Judasus, and of the effects which an attachment to their

writings had upon the principles and reasonings of the Fathers of the

Christian Church. Revised by H. A. Holden, LL.D. Crown 8vo. 4s.

Christ the Life of Men, Hulsean Lecture for 1888. By
the Rev. H. M. Stephenson, M.A. Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

SYRIAC AND ARABIC.

Lectures on the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic
LANGUAGES from the papers of the late William Wright,
LL.D., Professor of Arabic in the University of Cambridge. Demy
8vo. 145-.

"Ein Buch, dessen kein Semitist und kein trathen konnen, moge er ein fertiger Mann oder

Theolog, der sich wissenschaftlich mit dem ein strebsamer Anfanger sein."— Theolagische
A. T. zu beschastigen gesonnen ist, wird en- Literaturzeitung.

The History of Alexander the Great, being the Syriac
version of the Pseudo-Callisthenes. Edited from Five Manuscripts,
with an English Translation and Notes, by E. A. W. BUDGE,
Litt.D., Assistant in the Department of Egyptian Antiquities, British

Museum. Demy 8vo. i^s. {The Edition is limited to 250 copies?)

The Chronicle of Joshua the Stylite, composed in Syriac
A.D. 507, with an English translation and notes, by the late W.
Wright, LL.D., Professor of Arabic. Demy 8vo. \os. 6d.

"Die lehrreiche kleine Chronik Josuas hat ein Lehrmittel fur den syrischen Unterricht; es

nach Assemani und Martin in Wright einen erscheint auch gerade zur rechten Zeit, da die

dritten Bearbeiter gefunden, der sich um die zweite Ausgabe von Roedigers syrischer Chres-
Emendation des Textes wie um die Erklarung tomathie im Buchhandel vollstandig vergriffen
der Realien wesentlich verdient gemacht hat und diejenige von Kirsch-Bernstein nur noch
. . . Ws. Josua-Ausgabe ist eine sehr dankens- in wenigen Exemplaren vorhanden ist."—
werte Gabe und besonders empfehlenswert als Deutsche Litteraturzeitung.

London : C. J. Cla y <S~= Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Kalilah and Dimnah, or, the Fables of Bidpai ; being an
account of their literary history, together with an English Transla-
tion of the same, with Notes, by I. G. N. Keith-Falconer, M.A.,
late Lord Almoner's Professor of Arabic in the University of Cam-
bridge. Demy 8vo. js. 6d.

Poems of Beha ed din Zoheir of Egypt. With a Metrical
Translation, Notes and Introduction, by E. H. Palmer, M.A.,
Barrister-at-Law of the Middle Temple, late Lord Almoner's Pro-
fessor of Arabic, formerly Fellow of St John's College, Cambridge.
2 vols. Crown 410.

Vol. I. The Arabic Text. \os. 6d.

Vol. II. English Translation. \os. 6d.

"We have no hesitation in saying that in remarked, by not unskilful imitations of the
both Prof. Palmer has made an addition to Ori- styles of several of our own favourite poets,
cntal literature for which scholars should be living and dead."—Saturday Review.
grateful; and that, while his knowledge of "This sumptuous edition of the poems of
Arabic is a sufficient guarantee for his mastery Beha-ed-din Zoheir is a very welcome addition
of the original, his English compositions are to the small series of Eastern poets accessible

distinguished by versatility, command of Ian- to readers who are not Orientalists."—Aca-
guage, rhythmical cadence, and, as we have demy.

SANSKRIT AND PERSIAN.

Makala-i-Shakhsi Sayyah ki dar Kaziyya-i-Bab Na-
VISHTA-AST (a Traveller's Narrative written to illustrate the

Episode of the Bab). Persian text, edited, translated and annotated,
by Edward G. Browne, M.A., M.B., Fellow of Pembroke College
and Lecturer in Persian in the University of Cambridge. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo. 15J. net. Volume II. (containing the Translation and
Notes) separately, 10s. 6d. net.

The New History (Tankh-i-Jadid), a circumstantial ac-
count of the Babi movement in Persia from its first beginnings till

the death of the Founder (a.d. 1844— 1850), chiefly based on the

contemporary history of Haji Alirzd. Jam' of Kashan, translated into

English from a text prepared by collation of the only two complete
MSS. known to exist in Europe, and supplemented by original his-

torical documents, plans, and fac-similes, by Edward G. Browne,
ALA., ALB. Crown 8vo. \os. 6d. net. {Nearly ready.

Nalopakhyanam, or, the Tale of Nala
; containing the

Sanskrit Text in Roman Characters, followed by a Vocabulary and
a sketch of Sanskrit Grammar. By the late Rev. Thomas Jarrett,
ALA. Trinity College, Regius Professor of Hebrew. Demy 8vo. \os.

Notes on the Tale of Nala, for the use of Classical Students,
by J. Peile, Litt. D., Alaster of Christ's College. Demy 8vo. 12s.

The Divyavadana, a Collection of Early Buddhist Legends,
now first edited from the Nepalese Sanskrit MSS. in Cambridge
and Paris. By E. B. CoWELL, ALA., Professor of Sanskrit in the

University of Cambridge, and R. A. Neil, ALA., Fellow and
Lecturer of Pembroke College. Demy 8vo. i8j.

London ; C. J. Cla y & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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GREEK.

Aeschylus. Agamemnon. With a Translation in English
Rhythm, and Notes Critical and Explanatory. New Edition
Revised. By the late Benjamin Hall Kennedy, D.D., Regius
Professor of Greek. Crown 8vo. 6s.

"One of the best editions of the masterpiece of Greek tragedy."
—Atheneeum.

Aeschyli Fabulae.—IKETIAE2 XOH^OPOJ in libro

MEDICEO MENDOSE SCRIPTAE EX VV. DD. CONIEC-
TURIS EMENDATIUS EDITAE cum Scholiis Graecis et brevi

adnotatione critica, curante F. A. Paley, M.A., LL.D. Demy 8vo.

7s. 6d.

Aristophanes. Equites. With Introduction and Notes by
R. A. Neil, M.A., Fellow and Classical Lecturer of Pembroke

College, Cambridge. Demy Svo. [In the Press.

Aristotle.—nEPI ^TXHS. Aristotle's Psychology, in

Greek and English, with Introduction and Notes, by Edwin
Wallace, M.A., late Fellow and Tutor of Worcester College,
Oxford. Demy 8vo. i8.y.

"The notes are exactly what such notes
" Wallace's Bearbeitung der Aristotelischen

ought to be,
—

helps to the student, not mere Psychologie ist das Werk eines denkenden und

displays of learning. By far the more valuable in alien Schriften des Aristoteles und grossten-

parts of the notes are neither critical nor lite- teils auch in der neueren Litteratur zu densel-

rary, but philosophical and expository of the ben belesenen Mamies . . . Der schwachste

thought, and of the connection of thought, in Teil der Arbeit ist der kritische . . . Aber in

the treatise itself. In this relation the notes are alien diesen Dingen liegt auch nach der Ab-
invaluable. Of the translation, it may be said sicht des Verfassers nicht der Schwerpunkt
that an English reader may fairly master by seiner Arbeit, sondern."—Prof. Susemihl in

means of it this great treatise of Aristotle."— Philologische IVochenschrift.

Spectator.

Aristotle. The Rhetoric. With a Commentary by the

late E. M. Cope, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, revised and
edited by J. E. Sandys, Litt.D. With a biographical Memoir by
the late H. A. J. Munro, Litt.D. 3 Vols., Demy 8vo. Now
reduced to 2Ly. {originally published at 31^. 6d.)

"Thisworkis in many ways creditable to the "Mr Sandys has performed his arduous

University of Cambridge. Ifan English student duties with marked ability and admirable tact.

wishes to have a full conception of what is con- In every part of his work—revising,

tainecj in the/? hetoric of Aristotle, to Mr Cope's supplementing, and completing—he has done

edition he must go."—Academy. exceedingly well."—Examiner.

Demosthenes against Androtion and against Timocrates,
with Introductions and English Commentary, by William Wayte,
M.A., late Professor of Greek, University College, London. Crown
8vo. 7s. 6d.

"These speeches are highly interesting, as they are worthy of all admiration . . . Besides

illustrating Attic Law, as that law was in- a most lucid and interesting introduction, Mr
fluenced by the exigences of politics ... As Wayte has given the- student effective help

vigorous examples of the great orator's style, in his running commentary."—Spectator.

London : C. J. Clay &> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Demosthenes. Private Orations of, with Introductions

and English Notes, by the late F. A. Paley, M.A. and J. E.

Sandys, Litt.D. Fellow and Tutor of St John's College, and Public

Orator in the University of Cambridge.
Part I. Contra Phormionem, Lacritum, Pantaenetum, Boeotum

de Nomine, Boeotum de Dote, Dionysodorum. New Edition.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

"Mr Paley's scholarship is sound and literature which bears upon his author, and

accurate, his experience of editing wide, and the elucidation of matters of daily life, in the

if he is content to devote his learning and delineation of which Demosthenes is so rich,

abilities to the production of such manuals obtains full justice at his hands. . . . We
as these, they will be received with gratitude hope this edition may lead the way to a more

throughout the higher schools of the country. general study of these speeches in schools

Mr Sandys is deeply read in the German than has hitherto been possible."—Academy.

Part II. Pro Phormione, Contra Stephanum I. II.; Nicostra-

tum, Cononem, Calliclem. New Edition. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.
"

It is long since we have come upon a work mosthenes'."—Saturday Review.

evincing more pains, scholarship, and varied
" the edition reflects credit on

research and illustration than Mr Sandys's Cambridge scholarship, and ought to be ex-

contribution to the 'Private Orations of De- tensively used."—Athetueum.

Demosthenes. Speech against the Law of Leptines.
With Introduction, Critical and Explanatory Notes and Autotype
Facsimile from the Paris MS. Edited by J. E. Sandys, Litt.D.

Demy 8vo. gs.

Euripides. Bacchae. With Introduction, Critical Notes,
and Archaeological Illustrations, by J. E. Sandys, Litt.D. Third

Edition. Crown 8vo. 12s. 6d.
" Ofthe present edition oftheBacc/ue by Mr "The volume is interspersed with well-

Sandys we may safely say that never before has executed woodcuts, and its general attractive-

a Greek play, in England at least, had fuller uess of form reflects great credit on the Uni-

justice done to its criticism, interpretation, versity Press. In the notes Mr Sandys has more

and archaeological illustration, whether for the than sustained his well-earned reputation as a

young student or the more advanced scholar. careful and learned editor, and shows consider-

The Cambridge Public Orator may be said to able advance in freedom and lightness of style,

have taken the lead in issuing a complete edi- . . . Under such circumstances it is superfluous

tion of a Greek play, which is destined perhaps to say that for the purposes of teachers and ad-

to gain redoubled favour now that the study of vanced students this handsome edition far sur-

ancient monuments has been applied to its il- passes all its predecessors."—Athetueum.

lustration."—Saturday Review.

Euripides. Ion. The Greek Text with a Translation into

English Verse, Introduction and Notes by A. W. Verrall, Litt.D.,

Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Herondas, The Mimes of. The text edited with a Com-
mentary by Walter Headlam, M.A., Fellow of King's College.

Demy 8vo. [In the Press.

Homer's Odyssey. The text edited in accordance with

modern criticism by Arthur Platt, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo., cloth, 4s. 6d. Strongly half-

bound, 6s.

Homer's Iliad. By the same Editor. [In the Press.

Pindar. Olympian and Pythian Odes. With Notes

Explanatory and Critical, Introductions and Introductory Essays.
Edited by C. A. M. Fennell, Litt.D., late Fellow of Jesus College.
Crown 8vo. New Edition. [In the Press.

"Mr Fennell deserves the thanks of all clas- his author, great industry, a sound judgment,
sical students for his careful and scholarly edi- and, in particular, copious and minute learning

tion of the Olympian and Pythian odes. He in comparative philology."—Athenaum.

brings to his task the necessary enthusiasm for

London : C. J. Cla y &» Sows, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Pindar. The Isthmian and Nemean Odes. By the
same Editor. Crown 8vo. 9^.

"... As a handy and instructive edition of valuable help to the study of the most difficult

a difficult classic no work of recent years sur- of Greek authors, and is enriched with notes

passes Mr Fennell's 'Pindar.'"—Athencrum. on points of scholarship and etymology which
"This work is in no way inferior to could only have been written by a scholar of

the previous volume. The commentary affords very high attainments."—Saturday Review.

Plato. Phaedo. Literally translated, by the late E. M.
Cope, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, revised by Henry
Jackson, Litt.D., Fellow of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. $s.

Plato. Protagoras. With Introduction and Notes by
J. Adam, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Emmanuel College, and
A. M. Adam. [In the Press.

The Theaetetus of Plato with a Translation and Notes by
the late B. H. Kennedy, D.D. Crown 8vo. -js. 6d.

The Nuptial Number of Plato : its solution and signifi-

cance, by J. Adam, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Emmanuel College,

Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Sophocles. The Plays and Fragments, with Critical Notes,
Commentary, and Translation in English Prose, by R. C. J ebb,

Litt.D., LL.D., Regius Professor of Greek in the University of

Cambridge. Demy 8vo.

Parti. Oedipus Tyrannus. Second Edition. 12s. 6d.

Part II. Oedipus Coloneus. Second Edition. \2s. 6d.

Part III. Antigone. Second Edition. 12s. 6d.

Part IV. Philoctetes. 12s. 6d.

Part V. Trachiniae. 12s. 6d.

Part VI. Electra. [In the Press.

"Of his explanatory and critical notes we "Prof. Jebb's keen and profound sympathy,
can only speak with admiration. Thorough not only with Sophocles and all the best of

scholarship combines with taste, erudition, and ancient Hellenic life and thought, but also with

boundless industry to make this first volume a modern European culture, constitutes him an

pattern of editing. The work is made com- ideal interpreter between the ancient writer

plete by a prose translation, upon pages alter- and the modern reader."—Athenoeum.

nating with the text, of which we may say
"

It would be difficult to praise this third in-

shortly that it displays sound judgment and stalment of Professor Jebb's unequalled edition

taste, without sacrificing precision to poetry of of Sophocles too warmly, and it is almost a

expression."
— Tlie Times. work of supererogation to praise it at all. It is

"Professor Jebb's edition of Sophocles is equal, at least, and perhaps superior, in merit,

already so fully established, and has received to either of his previous instalments ; and when
such appreciation in these columns and else- this is said, all is said. Yet we cannot refrain

where, that we have judged this third volume from formally recognising once more the con-

when we have said that it is of a piece with summate Greek scholarship of the editor, and
the others. The whole edition so far exhibits from once more doing grateful homage to his

perhaps the most complete and elaborate edit- masterly tact and literary skill, and to his un-

orial work which has ever appeared.''
—Satur- wearied and marvellous industry."—Spectator,

day Review.

Fragments of Zeno and Cleanthes, an Essay which
obtained the Hare Prize in the year 1889. By A. C. Pearson, B.A.,
Christ's College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. ioi-.

See also Pitt Press Series, pp. 40, 41.

London : C. J. Cla y &> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Pronunciation of Ancient Greek, translated from the

Third German edition of Dr BLASS by W. J. Purton, B.A., Pembroke

College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 6s.

An Introduction to Greek Epigraphy. Part I. The
Archaic Inscriptions and the Greek Alphabet by E. S. Roberts,
M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Gonville and Caius College. Demy 8vo.

With illustrations. 18s.

" We will say at once that Mr Roberts ap- fixed a sketch of the history of the alphabet up
pears to have done his work very well. The to the terminal date. At the end the result is

book is clearly and conveniently arranged. resumed in general tables of all the alphabets,
The inscriptions are naturally divided accord- classified according to their connexions; and a

ing to the places to which they belong. Under separate table illustrates the alphabet of Athens.

each head are given illustrations sufficient to The volume contains about five hundred in-

show the characteristics of the writing, one scriptions, and forms a moderate octavo of about

copy in letters of the original form (sometimes four hundred pages."—Saturday Review.
a facsimile) being followed by another in the "Die trefflichen Arbeiten von Kirchhoff und
usual cursive. References, which must have Roberts. ..von deren Ansatzen nur in seltenen

cost great labour, are given to the scattered Fallen abgewichen worden ist."—Muller's
notices bearing on each document. Explana- Handbuch der klassischen A Iterthumnuissen-

tory remarks either accompany the text or are schaft, p. 530.

added in an appendix. To the whole is pre-

LATIN.

M. Tulli Ciceronis ad M. Brutum Orator. A revised

text edited with Introductory Essays and with critical and expla-

natory notes, by J. E. Sandys, Litt.D. Demy 8vo. \6s.

"This volume, which is adorned with
" A model edition "—Spectator.

several good woodcuts, forms a handsome and "The commentary is in every way worthy
welcome addition to the Cambridge editions of of the editor's high reputation."—Academy.
Cicero's works.''—Athen&um.
M. T. Ciceronis de Finibus Bonorum et Malorum Libri

OUINQUE. The text revised and explained; with a Translation

by James S. Reid, Litt.D., Fellow and Tutor of Gonville and Caius

College. 3 Vols. [In the Press.

Vol. III. Containing the Translation. Demy 8vo. 8s.

M. Tulli Ciceronis de Natura Deorum Libri Tres, with
Introduction and Commentary by Joseph B. Mayor, M.A., together
with a new collation of several of the English MSS. by J. H.

Swainson, M.A. Demy 8vo.

Vol.1. 10s. 6cl. Vol.11, \2s.6d. Vol. III. ioj.

" Such editions as that of which Prof. Mayor way admirably suited to meet the needs of the

has given us the first instalment will doubtless student . . . The notes of the editor are all that

do much to remedy this undeserved neglect. It could be expected from his well-known learn-

is one on which great pains and much learning ing and scholarship."
—Academy.

have evidently been expended, and is in every

M. T. Ciceronis de Officiis Libri Tres, with Marginal
Analysis, English Commentary, and copious Indices, by H. A.

Holden, LL.D., Hon. Litt.D., Dublin. Revised and Enlarged
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 9^.

"Few editions of a classic have found so position of the work secure."— American
much favour as Dr Hoklen's De Officiis, and Journal of Philology.
the present revision (sixth edition) makes the

M. T. Ciceronis de Officiis Liber Tertius, with Intro-

duction, Analysis and Commentary, by H. A. HoLDEN. LL.D.
Crown 8vo. 2s.

London : C. J. Cla y &> Sows, Cambridge University Press Warehouse-,
Ave. Maria Lane.
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M. Tvlli Ciceronis pro C. Rabirio [Perdvellionis reo]
ORATIO AD QVIRITES, with Notes, Introduction and Appen-
dices by W. E. Heitland, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of St John's

College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. js. 6d.

P. Vergili Maronis Opera, cum Prolegomenis et Com-
mentario Critico edidit B. H. Kennedy, S.T.P. Extra Fcap. 8vo.

3s. 6d.

Latin and Greek Verse Composition by the late T. S.

EVANS, M.A., D.D., St John's College, Cambridge, Professor of

Greek and Classical Literature in the University of Durham.

Crown 8vo. Un the Press-

A Latin-English Dictionary. Printed from the (Incom-

plete) MS. of the late T. H. Key, M.A., F.R.S. Cr. 4to. 31s. 6d.

Select Passages from Latin and Greek Authors for

translation into English with short Notes by H. Bendall, M.A.,
Head Master, and C. E. Laurence, B.A., Assistant Master of

Blackheath Proprietary School. Crown 8vo.

Part I. Easy. is. 6d. Part II. Moderately Easy. 2s.

Part III. Moderately Difficult. 2s. Part IV. Difficult. 2s.

See also Pitt Press Series, pp. 42
—

44.

CAMBRIDGE PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S
PUBLICATIONS.

Transactions. Vol. I. 1872
— 18S0. i^s. Vol. II. 1881—

1882. With Index to Vols. I., II. nnd Proceedings for 1882. \2s.

Vol. III. Pt. I. 1886. y. 6d. Pt. II. 1889. 2s. Pt. III. 1890. 2s. 6d.

Part iv. is. 6d.

Proceedings. I—III. 2s. 6d. IV—VI. 2s. 6d. VII—
IX. 2s.6d. X—XII. 2s.6d. XIII—XV. 2s. 6d. XVI—XVIII.
2s. 6d. XIX—XXI. 2s. 6d. XXII—XXIV. 1889. is. XXV—
XXVII. is. net. XXVIII—XXX. With Laws and List of Mem-
bers for 1892. is. net.

Spelling Reform and English Literature by H. Sweet.
2d. PRONUNCIATION OF LATIN in the Augustan Period. 3d.

An Eighth Century Latin-Anglo-Saxon Glossary pre-
served in the Library of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. Edited

by J. H. Hessels. Demy 8vo. 10s.

THE STANFORD DICTIONARY.

The Stanford Dictionary of Anglicised Words and
PHRASES. Edited for the Syndics of the University Press by
C. A. M. Fennell, Litt.D., late Fellow of Jesus College, Cam-
bridge, Editor of Pindar. Demy 4to. half-buckram, 31^. 6d.

;
half-

morocco, 42.?.

Loudon : C. J . Cla y &> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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CELTIC.

A Grammar of the Irish Language. By Prof. WlNDlSCH.
Translated by Dr Norman Moore. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.

ENGLISH LITERATURE AND LITERARY HISTORY.

Chapters on English Metre. By Rev. JOSEPH B. Mayor,
M.A. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Studies in the Literary Relations of England with
GERMANY IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY. By C. H.

Herford, M.A. Crown 8vo. 9^.

From Shakespeare to Pope : an Inquiry into the causes
and phenomena of the rise of Classical Poetry in England. By
Edmund GOSSE, M.A. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Gray and his Friends. Letters and Relics in great part
hitherto unpublished. By Rev. D. C. Tovey, M.A. Crown 8vo. 6s.

OTHER MODERN EUROPEAN LITERATURE.

Contributions to the Textual Criticism of the Divina
COMMEDIA. Including the complete collation throughout the

Inferno of all the MSS. at Oxford and Cambridge. By the Rev.

Edward Moore, D.D. Demy 8vo. 2\s.
"
By far the most important and scholar-like work which has yet appeared on the subject."

—
Guardian.

The Literature of the French Renaissance. An Intro-

ductory Essay. By A. A. Tilley, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

The Collected Mathematical Papers of Arthur Cayley,
Sc.D., F.R.S., Sadlerian Professor of Pure Mathematics in the

University of Cambridge. Demy 4to. 10 vols.

Vols. I. II. III. IV. and V. 25*. each. [Vol. VI. In the Press.

Mathematical and Physical Papers, by Sir G. G. Stokes,
Sc.D., L.L.D., F.R.S., Lucasian Professor of Mathematics in the

Universitv of Cambridge. Reprinted from the Original Journals
and Transactions, with Additional Notes by the Author. Vol. I.

Demy 8vo. \^s. Vol.11. \^s. [Vol III. In the Press.

London : C. J. Cla y& Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Mathematical and Physical Papers. By Lord Kelvin,
(Sir W. Thomson), LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., Professor of Natural

Philosophy in the University of Glasgow. Collected from different

Scientific Periodicals from May 1841, to the present time. Vol. I.

Demy 8vo. i8j. Vol. II. l$s. Vol. III. i8j.

The Scientific Papers of the late Prof. J. Clerk Maxwell.
Edited by W. D. Niven, M.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity College.
In 2 vols. Royal 4to. £3. y. (net).

Catalogue of Scientific Papers compiled by the Royal
SOCIETY OF LONDON : Vols. 1—6 for the years 1800— 1863,

Demy 4to. cloth (vol. 1 in half morocco) £4. (net) ;
half morocco

£$. 5-r. (net). Vols. 7—8 for the years 1864— 1873, cloth £1. us. 6d.

(net); half morocco £2. 5s. (net;. Single volumes cloth 20s. or

half-morocco 28^. (net). Vol. IX. New Series for the years 1874—
1883. Cloth 25^. (net"); half morocco, 32^. (net).

[Vol. X. In the Press.

A History of the Study of Mathematics at Cambridge.
By W. W. Rouse Ball, M.A., Fellow and Lecturer on Mathematics
of Trinity College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Diophantos of Alexandria; a Study in the History of

Greek Algebra. By T. L. Heath, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge. Demy 8vo. Js. 6d.

"This study in the history of Greek Algebra "The most thorough account extant of

is an exceedingly valuable contribution to the Diophantus's place, work, and critics."—
history of mathematics."—Academy. AthetUBum.

A History of the Theory of Elasticity and of the
STRENGTH OF MATERIALS, from Galilei to the present
time. Vol. I. Galilei to Saint-Venant, 1639-1850. By the late

I. Todhunter, Sc.D., F.R.S., edited and completed by Professor

Karl Pearson, M.A. Demy 8vo. 25^.

Vol. II. Saint-Venant to Lord Kelvin (Sir William Thomson). By
the same Editor. {Nearly ready.

The Elastical Researches of Barre de Saint-Venant
(Extract from Vol. II. of TODHUNTER'S History of the Theory of

Elasticity), edited by Professor Karl Pearson, M.A. Demy 8vo. gs.

A Short History of Greek Mathematics. By J. Gow,
Litt.D., Fellow of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

A Treatise on Plane Trigonometry. By E. W. Hobson,
Sc.D., Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge, and University Lecturer

in Mathematics. Demy 8vo. 12s.

A Treatise on the Theory of Determinants and their

applications in Analysis and Geometry, by R. F. SCOTT, M.A.,
Fellow of St John's College. Demy 8vo. 12s.

The Theory of Differential Equations. Part I. Exact

Equations and Pfaff's Problem. By A. R. Forsyth, Sc.D., F.R.S.,
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 12s.

London : C J. Cla y &» So.vs, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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A Treatise on the Theory of Functions of a Complex
VARIABLE. By A. R. Forsyth, ScD., F.R.S. Royal 8vo.

{Nearly ready.

An Elementary Treatise on Quaternions. By P. G. Tait,
M.A. yd Edition. Enlarged. Demy 8vo. \Zs.

A Treatise on Natural Philosophy. By Lord KELVIN
(Sir W. Thomson), LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., and P. G. Tait, M.A.
Part I. Demy 8vo. ids. Part II. Demy 8vo. \%s.

Elements of Natural Philosophy. By Lord Kelvin (Sir
\V. THOMSON) and P. G. Tait. Demy 8vo.

9.5-.

A Treatise on Analytical Statics, by E. J. Routh, Sc.D.,

F.R.S., Fellow of the University of London, Honorary Fellow of

Peterhouse, Cambridge. Vol. I. Demy 8vo. 14^. Vol. II. io.r.

A Treatise on Elementary Dynamics. By S. L, Loney,
M.A., late Fellow of Sidney Sussex College. Crown 8vo. ys. 6d.

Solutions to the Examples in a Treatise on Elementary
DYNAMICS. By the same Author. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Solutions to the Examples in the Elements of Statics.

By the same Author. [In the Press.

A Treatise on Geometrical Optics. By R. S. Heath,
M.A., Professor of Mathematics in Mason Science College, Birming-
ham. Demy 8vo. \2s. 6d.

An Elementary Treatise on Geometrical Optics. By
R. S. Heath, M.A. Crown 8vo. $s.

A Treatise on Elementary Hydrostatics. By J. GREAVES,
M.A., Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo.

{In the Press.

Hydrodynamics, a Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of
the Motion of Fluids, by H. Lamb, M.A. Demy 8vo. 12s.

A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity
by A. E. H. Love, M.A., Fellow of St John's College, Cambridge.
In Two Volumes. Vol. I. Demy 8vo. 12s.

An Attempt to Test the Theories of Capillary Action,
by Francis Bashforth, B.D., and the late J. C. Adams, M.A.,
F.R.S. Demy 4to. £1. is.

A Revised Account of the Experiments made with the
BASHFORTH CHRONOGRAPH to find the Resistance of the

Air to the Motion of Projectiles, with the application of the Results

to the Calculation of Trajectories according to J. Bernoulli's method

by F. Bashforth, B.D. Demy 8vo. 12s.

Astronomical Observations made at the Observatory of

Cambridge by the late Rev. J. Challis, M.A. from 1846 to i860.

London: C. J. Clay &> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Astronomical Observations from 1861 to 1865. Vol. XXI.
Royal 4to. 15s. From 1866 to 1869. Vol. XXII. Royal 4to. 15^.

Vol. XX 1 1 1 . [in the Press.

The Mathematical Works of Isaac Barrow, D.D. Edited

by W. Wheweix, D.D. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

The Analytical Theory of Heat, by Joseph FOURIER.
Translated, with Notes, by A. Freeman, M.A., formerly Fellow of

St John's College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 12s.

Elementary Thermodynamics, by J. Parker, M.A., Fellow
of St John's College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. gs.

The Electrical Researches of the Hon. A. Cavendish,
F.R.S. Written between 177 1 and 1781. Edited from the original
MSS. in the possession of the Duke of Devonshire, K.G., by the

late J. Clerk Maxwell, F.R.S. Demy 8vo. 18s.

Practical Work at the Cavendish Laboratory. Heat.
Edited by W. N. Shaw, M.A. Demy 8vo. 3s.

A Treatise on the General Principles of Chemistry, by
M. M. Pattison Muir, M.A. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 15s.

"The value of the book as a digest of the Lothar Meyer ; but in this country the student

historical developments of chemical thought has had to content himself with such works as

is immense."—Academy. Dr Tilden's
' Introduction to Chemical Philo-

" Theoretical Chemistry has moved so rapidly sophy ',
an admirable book in its way, but rather

of late years that most of our ordinary text slender. Mr Pattison Muir having aimed at a

books have been left far behind. German more comprehensive scheme, has produced a

students, to be sure, possess an excellent guide systematic treatise on the principles of chemical
to the present state of the science in

' Die philosophy which stands far in advance of any
Modernen Theorien der Chemie '

of Prof. kindred work in our language."—Athenceum.

Elementary Chemistry. By M. M. Pattison Muir, M.A.,
and Charles Slater, M.A., M.B. Crown 8vo. \s. 6d.

Practical Chemistry. A Course of Laboratory Work. By
M. M. Pattison Muir, M.A., and D. J. Carnegie, M.A. Crown
8vo. y-

Notes on Qualitative Analysis. Concise and Explanatory.
By H. J. H. Fenton, M.A., F.I.C., Demonstrator of Chemistry in

the University of Cambridge. Crown 4to. New Edition. 6s.

See also Pitt Press Mathematical Series, p. 51.

BIOLOGY AND GEOLOGY.

Lectures on the Physiology of Plants, by S. H. Vines,
Sc.D., Professor of Botany in the University of Oxford. Demy 8vo.

With Illustrations. 21s.

"To say that Dr Vines' book is a most In erudition it stands alone among English
valuable addition to our own botanical litera- books, and will compare favourably with any
ture is but a narrow meed of praise : it is a foreign competitors."—Nature.
work which will take its place as cosmopolitan : "The work forms an important contribu-

no more clear or concise discussion of the diffi- tion to the literature of the subject.. ..It will be

cult chemistry of metabolism has appeared.... eagerly welcomed by all students."—Academy.

London : C. J. Cla y & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Studies from the Morphological Laboratory in the
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE. Edited by ADAM SEDGWICK,
M.A., Fellow and Lecturer of Trinity College, Cambridge. Vol. II.

Part 1. Royal 8vo. ioj. Vol. II. Part II. 7s. 6d. Vol. III. Part I.

7s. 6d. Vol. III. Part II. 7s. 6d. Vol. IV. Part I. 12s. 6d. Vol.
IV. Part II. 10s. Vol. IV. Part III. 5*. Vol. V. Parti. 7 s. 6d.

Vol. V. Part II. 5-y.

A Catalogue of Books and Papers on Protozoa, Coelen-
TERATES, WORMS, and certain smaller groups of animals, pub-
lished during the years 1861— 1883, by D'Arcy W. Thompson,
M.A. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d.

A Catalogue of the Collection of Birds formed by the late
H. E. Strickland, now in the possession of the University of

Cambridge. By O. Salvin, M.A. Demy 8vo. £1. is.

Illustrations of Comparative Anatomy, Vertebrate and
INVERTEBRATE, for the Use of Students in the Museum of

Zoology and Comparative Anatomy. Second Edition. Demy 8vo.

2s. 6d.

Catalogue of Osteological Specimens contained in the
Anatomical Museum of the University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo.

2s. 6d.

Catalogue ofType Fossils in the Woodwardian Museum,
CAMBRIDGE. By H. WOODS, B.A., F.G.S., of St John's College,
with Preface by Professor T. M cKenny Hughes. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

A Catalogue of the Collection of Cambrian and Silurian
FOSSILS contained in the Geological Museum of the University
of Cambridge, by J. W. Salter, F.G.S. With a Portrait of

Professor Sedgwick. Royal 4to. 7s. 6d.

A Catalogue of Australian Fossils, Stratigraphically and
Zoologically arranged, by R. Etheridge, Jun., F.G.S. Demy 8vo.

10s. 6d.

The Fossils and Palaeontological Affinities of the Neoco-
MIAN DEPOSITS OF UPWARE AND BRICKHILL with

Plates, being the Sedgwick Prize Essay for 1879. By the late

W. Keeping, M.A. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

The Jurassic Rocks of Cambridge, being the Sedgwick
Prize Essay for the year 1886, by the late T. Roberts, M.A.

Demy 8vo. 3s. 6d.

The Bala Volcanic Series of Caernarvonshire and Asso-
ciated ROCKS, being the Sedgwick Prize Essay for 1888 by
A. Harker, M.A., F.G.S., Fellow of St John's College. Demy 8vo.

7 s. 6d.

Fossil Plants as Tests of Climate, being the Sedgwick
Prize Essay for 1892. By A. C. Seward, M.A., St John's College.

Demy 8vo. $s.
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LAW.

Digest XIX. 2, Locati Conducti, with a Translation and
Notes by C. H. Monro, M.A., Fellow of Gonville and Caius College.

Crown 8vo. $s.

An Introduction to the Study of Justinian's Digest.
Containing an account of its composition and of the Jurists used or

referred to therein. By Henry John Roby, M.A., formerly Prof,

of Jurisprudence, University College, London. Demy 8vo. gs.

Justinian's Digest. Lib. VII., Tit. I. De Usufructu, with

Legal and Philological Commentary. By H. J. Roby, M.A. Demy
8vo. gs.
Or the Two Parts complete in One Volume. Demy 8vo. iZs.

"Not an obscurity, philological, historical, whose decisions and arguments constitute its

or legal, has been left unsifted. More inform- substance. Nowhere else can a clearer view

ing aid still has been supplied to the student of be obtained of the personal succession by which

the Digest at large by a preliminary account, the tradition of Roman legal science was sus-

covering nearly 300 pages, of the mode of tained and developed."— The Times.

composition of the Digest, and of the jurists

Selected Titles from the Digest, annotated by the late

B. Walker, M.A., LL.D. Part I. Mandati vel Contra. Digest
XVII. 1. Crown 8vo. 5s.

Part II. De Adquirendo rerum dominio and De Adquirenda vel

amittenda possessione. Digest xli. i and n. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Part III. De Condictionibus. Digest XII. i and 4—7 and Digest
Xlll. 1

—
3. Crown 8vo. 6s.

The Commentaries of Gaius and Rules of Ulpian. With
a Translation and Notes, by J. T. Abdy, LL.D., Judge of County
Courts, late Regius Professor of Laws in the University of Cam-

bridge, and the late Bryan Walker, M.A., LL.D., New Edition

by Bryan Walker. Crown 8vo. 16s.

" As scholars and as editors Messrs Abdy way of reference or necessary explanation,
and Walker have done their work well . . . For Thus the Roman jurist is allowed to speak for

one thing the editors deserve special commen- himself, and the reader feels that he is really
dation. They have presented Gaius to the studying Roman law in the original, and not a
reader with few notes and those merely by fanciful representation ofit."—Athenceum.

The Institutes of Justinian, translated with Notes by
J. T. Abdy, LL.D., and the late Bryan Walker, M.A., LL.D.
Crown 8vo. 16^.

" We welcome here a valuable contribution the ordinary student, whose attention is dis-

to the study of jurisprudence. The text of the tracted from the subject-matter by the dif-

Institutes is occasionally perplexing, even to ficulty of struggling through the language in

practised scholars, whose knowledge of clas- which it is contained, it will be almost indis-

sical models does not always avail them in pensable."—Spectator.

dealing with the technicalities of legal phrase-
" The notes are learned and carefully com-

ology. Nor can the ordinary dictionaries be piled, and this edition will be found useful to

expected to furnish all the help that is wanted. students."—Law Times.
This translation will then be of great use. To

London : C. y. Cla y &-» Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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The Fragments of the Perpetual Edict of Salvius Ju-

LIANUS, collected, arranged, and annotated by Bryan Walker,
M.A., LL.D., late Law Lecturer of St John's College, and Fellow

of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 6s.

" In the present book we have the fruits of such a student will be interested as well as per-
the same kind of thorough and well-ordered haps surprised to find how abundantly the ex-

study which was brought to bear upon the notes tant fragments illustrate and clear up points
to the Commentaries and the Institutes . . . which have attracted his attention in the Corn-

Hitherto the Edict has been almost inac- mentaries, or the Institutes, or the Digest."—
cessible to the ordinary English student, and Law Times.

Grotius de Jure Belli et Pacis, with the Notes of Bar-

beyrac and others ; accompanied by an abridged Translation of the

Text, by W. Whewell, D.D. late Master of Trinity College.

3 Vols. Demy 8vo. 12s. The translation separate, 6s.

The Science of International Law, being a general sketch
of the historic basis of the rules observed by states in their normal
and abnormal relations in the past and the present. By THOMAS
Alfred Walker, M.A., LL.M., of the Middle Temple; Fellow of

Peterhouse, Cambridge, sometime Lightfoot Scholar and Senior
Whewell Scholar for International Law. Demy 8vo. i8j\

An Analysis of Criminal Liability. By E. C. Clark,
LL.D., Regius Professor of Civil Law in the University of Cambridge,
also of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Practical Jurisprudence, a Comment on Austin. By
E. C. Clark, LL.D. Crown 8vo. gs.

"Damit schliesst dieses inhaltreiche und tical Jurisprudence."
—Kbnig. Ce?itralblattfur

nach alien Seiten anregende Buch fiber Prac- Rechtswissenschaft.

The Constitution of Canada. By J. E. C. MUNRO, LL.M.,
Professor of Law and Political Economy at Victoria University,
Manchester. Demy 8vo. ioi-.

Elements of the Law of Torts. A Text-book for Students.

By Melville M. Bigelow, Ph.D., Lecturer in the Law School of
the University of Boston, U.S.A. Crown 8vo. ioj. 6d.

"
It is based on the original American edition, showing great grasp of subject ... A very full

but it is an English Text-book with English index enhances the value of this book, which
authorities and statutes and illustrations sub- should take a prominent place among the really
stituted very generally for the American ... The trustworthy text-books for the use of students."—
style is easy and lucid, though condensed, Law Tunes.

A Selection of Cases on the English Law of Contract.
By Gerard Brown Finch, M.A., of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister at

Law. Royal 8vo. 28^.

"An invaluable guide towards the best method of legal study."—Law Quarterly
Rex'ieiv.

London: C. J. Clay &> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehoiisc,
Ave Maria Latie.
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Bracton's Note Book. A Collection of Cases decided in

the King's Courts during the reign of Henry the Third, annotated

by a Lawyer of that time, seemingly by Henry of Bratton. Edited

by F. W. Maitland, of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister at Law, Downing
Professor of the Laws of England. 3 vols. Demy 8vo. Buckram.

.£3. 3s. net.

A Selection of the State Trials. By J. W. Willis-Bund,
M.A., LL.B., Professor of Constitutional Law and History, Univer-

sity College, London. Crown 8vo. Vols. I. and II. In 3 parts.
Now reduced to 30-5-. {originally published at \£>s)

"This work is a very useful contribution to growth and development of the law of treason,
that important branch of the constitutional his- as it may be gathered from trials before the

tory of England which is concerned with the ordinary courts."— The Academy.

The History of the Doctrine of Consideration in English
LAW. Being the Yorke Prize Essay for 1891. By E. Jenks, M.A.,
Fellow of King's College. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

The History of the Law of Prescription in England.
Being the Yorke Prize Essay of the University of Cambridge for

1890. By T. A. Herbert, B.A., LL.B., of the Inner Temple,
Barrister at Law. Demy 8vo. 10s.

An Historical Sketch of the Equitable Jurisdiction of
THE COURT OF CHANCERY. Being the Yorke Prize Essay
for 1889. By D. M. Kerly, M.A., St John's College. Demy 8vo.

1 2s. 6d.

History of Land Tenure in Ireland; Being the Yorke
Prize Essay for 1888. By W. E. Montgomery, M.A., LL.M.

Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

History of the Law of Tithes in England. Being the
Yorke Prize Essay for 1887. By W. Easterby, B.A., LL.B., St

John's College and the Middle Temple. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Commons and Common Fields, or the History and
POLICY OF THE LAWS RELATING TO COMMONS AND
ENCLOSURES IN ENGLAND. Being the Yorke Prize Essay
for 1886. By T. E. Scrutton, M.A. ios. 6d.

Land in Fetters. Being the Yorke Prize Essay for 1885.

By T. E. Scrutton, M.A. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Tables shewing the Differences between English and
INDIAN LAW. By Sir Roland Knyvet Wilson, Bart., M.A.,
LL.M. Demy 4to. is.
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HISTORY.

Cambridge Historical Essays.

Political Parties in Athens during the Peloponnesian
WAR, by L. Whibley, M.A., Fellow of Pembroke College

Cambridge. (Prince Consort Dissertation, 188S.) Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Pope Gregory the Great and his Relations with
GAUL, by F. W. Kellett, M.A., Sidney Sussex College.

(Prince Consort Dissertation, 1888.) Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The Constitutional Experiments of the Common-
WEALTH (Thirlwall Prize Essay, 1889), by E. Jenks, M.A.,

LL.B., Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

On Election by Lot at Athens. By J. W. Headlam,
M.A., Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. (Prince Consort

Dissertation, 1890.) Crown 8vo. [Out ofprint.

The Influence and Development of English Gilds.

(Thirlwall Prize Essay, 1891.) By F. Aidan Hibbert, B.A.,

St John's College. Crown 8vo. [Out ofprint.

The Somerset Religious Houses. By W. A. J.

Archbold, B.A., LL.B., Peterhouse, Cambridge. (Prince
Consort Dissertation, 1890.) Crown 8vo. \os. 6d.

The Early History of Frisia, with special relation to

its Conversion. By W. E. Collins, B.A., Selwyn College,

Cambridge. (Prince Consort Dissertation, 1890.) Crown 8vo.

[Preparing.

The Origin of Metallic Currency and Weight Standards.

By W. Ridgeway, M.A., Disney Professor of Archaeology in the

University of Cambridge, and late Fellow of Gonville and Caius

College. Demy 8vo. 15j-.net.

The Growth of English Industry and Commerce during
THE EARLY AND MIDDLE AGES. By W. Cunningham,
D.D., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. ids.

" Dr Cunningham's book is one of excep- marshalling the varied facts in the vast field

tional interest and usefulness. It cannot be which has been traversed, and by singular

too highly praised. It is characterised by re- clearness and felicity of expression."
—Scots-

search and thought, by a remarkable power of man.

The Growth of English Industry and Commerce in

MODERN TIMES. By the same Author. Demy 8vo. i8.r.

London : C. J. Cla y & Sows, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
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A History of Epidemics in Britain. From a.d. 664 to the
extinction of Plague in 1666. By Charles Creighton, M.D.,
M.A., formerly Demonstrator of Anatomy in the University of

Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 18^.

Bradshaw, Henry. Two unfinished papers by the late

Henry Bradshaw. i. The Collectio Canonum Hibernensis.
2. On the Chartres and Tours MSS. of the Hibernensis. (64 pp.)

Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Statutes of Lincoln Cathedral arranged by the late Henry
Bradshaw, sometime Fellow of King's College, Cambridge, and

University Librarian
;
with illustrative documents. Edited by Chr.

Wordsworth, M.A. Part I. containing the complete text of 'Liber

Niger' with Mr Bradshaw's Memorandums. Demy 8vo. 12^. 6d.

Part II. containing Statutes earlier and later than those in the

"Black Book" with the "Novum Registrum" and documents
from other Churches of the Old Foundation. [/;/ the Press.

Ecclesiae Londino-Batavae Archivvm Tomvs Primvs.
Abrahami Ortelii et virorum eruditorum ad eundem et ad

Jacobvm Colivm Ortelianvm Epistulae, 1524— 1628. Tomvs
Secvndvs. EPISTVLAE ET TRACTATVS cum Reformationis
turn Ecclesiae Londino-Batavae Historiam Illustrantes 1544

— 1622.

Ex autographis mandante Ecclesia Londino-Batava edidit Joannes
Henricvs Hessels. Demy 4to. Each volume, separately, £3. \os.

Taken together £$. $s. Net.

The Growth of British Policy, by J. R. Seeley, M.A.
[In the Press.

The Despatches of Earl Gower, English Ambassador at

the court of Versailles from June 1790 to August 1792, to which are
added the Despatches of Mr Lindsay and Mr Munro, and the Diary
of Lord Palmerston in France during July and August 1791. Edited

by Oscar Browning, M.A. Demy 8vo. 15^.

Life and Times of Stein, or Germany and Prussia in the
NAPOLEONIC AGE, by J. R. Seeley, M.A., Regius Professor
of Modern History in the University of Cambridge, with Portraits

and Maps. 3 Vols. Demy 8vo. 30s.
" Dr Busch's volume has made people think

and talk even more than usual of Prince Bis-

marck, and Professor Seeley's very learned work
on Stein will turn attention to an earlier and an
almost equally eminent German statesman
He was one, perhaps the chief, of the illus-

trious group of strangers who came to the
rescue of Prussia in her darkest hour, about
the time of the inglorious Peace of Tilsit, and
who laboured to put life and order into her

dispirited army, her impoverished finances, and
her inefficient Civil Service. Englishmen will

feel very pardonable pride at seeing one of
their countrymen undertake to write the his-

tory of a period from the investigation of
which even laborious Germans are apt to

shi ink.
"— Times.

" In a notice of this kind scant justice can
be done to a work like the one before us ; no
short restime can give even the most meagre
notion of the contents of these volumes, which
contain no page that is superfluous, and none
that is uninteresting."—Athenteum.

Rhodes in Ancient Times. By Cecil Torr, M.A. With
six plates. Demy 8vo. \os. 6d.
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Rhodes in Modern Times. By the same Author. With
three plates. Uemy 8vo. 8s.

Ancient Ships. By the same Author. With numerous
illustrations. \Jn the Press.

Chronological Tables of Greek History. Accompanied
by a short narrative of events, with references to the sources of

information and extracts from the ancient authorities, by Carl
Peter. Translated from the German by G. Chawner, M.A.,
Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Demy 4to. \os.

History of Nepal, translated by Munshi Shew SHUNKER
Singh and Pandit ShrI Gunanand; edited with an Introductory
Sketch of the Country and People by Dr D. Wright, late

Residency Surgeon at Kathmandu, and with facsimiles of native

drawings, and portraits of Sir JUNG BAHADUR, the King OF NEPAL,
&c. Super-royal 8vo. \os. 6d.

Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia, by W. ROBERTSON
Smith, M.A., LL.D., Professor of Arabic and Fellow of Christ's

College. Crown Svo. js. 6d.

early history can afford to be without Kinship
in Early Arabia."—Nature.

"It would be superfluous to praise a book
so learned and masterly as Professor Robertson

Smith's; it is enough to say that no student of

Natural Religion in India. The Rede Lecture delivered
in the Senate-House on June 17, 1891, by Sir Alfred Lyall,
K.C.B., K.C.I. E. Cloth, 2s. Paper covers, is.

Funereal Archaeology of Egypt. By E. A. Wallis
Budge, Litt.D. \ln the Press.

BIOGRAPHY.
Erasmus. The Rede Lecture, delivered in the Senate-

House, Cambridge, June 11, 1890, by R. C. Jebb, Litt.D., Regius
Professor of Greek. Cloth, 2s. Paper Covers, is.

The Life and Letters of the Reverend Adam Sedgwick,
LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and Wood-
wardian Professor of Geology trom 1818 to 1873. (Dedicated, by
special permission, to Her Majesty the O^ueen.J By John WILLIS

Clark, ALA., F.S.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity College, and
Thomas M cKenny Hughes, M.A., Woodwardian Professor of

Geology. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 36s.
"
Beyond question, the principal book of the

present week (June 20, 1890) is the Life and
Letters oi the Reverend Adam Sedgwick.

'—
Times.
"
Sedgwick has been fortunate in having the

story of his life told by two men, both of whom
knew him intimately, and who have spared no

pains to set his gracious personality as well as

his scientific work clearly before their leaders.

...For the picture given us of the man himself.

Memorials of the Life of George Elwes Corrie, D.D.,
formerly Master of Jesus Coll., Cambridge. Edited by M. Holroyd.
Demy 8vo. 12s.

his simplicity, his piety, his kindliness, his un-

tidiness, his playful humour, his prejudices and
his enthusiasms, we have no words save of

praise; and we trust that these two sumptuous
volumes will long keep green the memory of
one of the last and greatest of that remarkable

company ol great men who were the pride and

glory of Trinity College during the earlier years
ot the present century.''

—Saturday Review.
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Travels in Arabia Deserta in 1876 and 1877. By
Charles M. Doughty, of Gonville and Caius College. With
Illustrations and a Map. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. £?,. 3s.

"This is in several respects a remarkable with more enthusiasm and love."— Times.
book. It records the ten years' travels of the "We judge this book to be the most re-

author throughout Northern Arabia, in the markable record of adventure and research

Hejas and Nejd, from Syria to Mecca. No which has been published to this generation."
doubt this region has been visited by previous —

Spectator'.

travellers, but none, we venture to think, have "Its value as a storehouse of knowledge
done their work with so much thoroughness or cannot be exaggerated."—Saturday Review.

A Journey of Literary and Archaeological Research in
NEPAL AND NORTHERN INDIA, during the Winter of

1884-5. By Cecil Bendall, M.A., Professor of Sanskrit in

University College, London. Demy 8vo. 10s.

ART, &c.

Illuminated Manuscripts in Classical and Mediaeval
TIMES, their Art and their Technique, by J. HENRY MlDDLETON,
Slade Professor of Fine Art, and Fellow of King's College, Cam
bridge. Royal 8vo. With Illustrations. Buckram. 21s.

The Engraved Gems of Classical Times, with a Catalogue
of the Gems in the Fitzwilliam Museum, by J. Henry Middleton,
M.A. Royal 8vo. Buckram, 12s. 6d.

The Lewis Collection of Gems and Rings in the possession
of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, with an Introductory Essay
on Ancient Gems by J. Henry Middleton. Royal 8vo. 6s.

A Catalogue of Ancient Marbles in Great Britain, by
Prof. Adolf Michaelis. Translated by C. A. M. Fennell,
Litt. D. Royal 8vo. Roxburgh (Morocco back), £2. 2s.

"The book is beautifully executed, and with grateful to the Syndics of the University Press
a few handsome plates, and excellent indexes, for the liberal facilities afforded by them to-

does much credit to the Cambridge Press. All wards the production of this important volume
lovers of true art and of good work should be by Professor Michaelis."—Saturday Review.

Some Interesting Syrian and Palestinian Inscriptions,
by J. Rendel Harris, M.A. Royal 8vo. 4s.

The Types of Greek Coins. By Percy Gardner, Litt.D.,
F.S.A. With 16 Autotype plates, containing photographs of Coins
of all parts of the Greek World. Impl. ato. Cloth extra, £1. 1 is. 6d.;

Roxburgh (Morocco back), £2. 2s.

" Professor Gardner's book is written with be distinctly recommended to that omnivorous
such lucidity and in a manner so straightfor- class of readers— 'men in the schools'."—Sa-
ward that it may well win converts, and it may turday Review.
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Essays on the Art of Pheidias. By C. Waldstein,
Litt.U., Phil.D., Reader in Classical Archaeology in the University
of Cambridge. Royal 8 vo. 16 Plates. Buckram, 30.?.

" His book will be universally welcomed as
" '

Essays on the Art of Pheidias' form an

a very valuable contribution towards a more extremely valuable and important piece of

thorough knowledge of the style of Pheidias."— work. . . . Taking it for the illustrations alone,

The Academy. it >s arl exceedingly fascinating book."— Times.

The Woodcutters of the Netherlands during the last

quarter of the Fifteenth Century. In 3 parts. I. History of the

Woodcutters. II. Catalogue of their Woodcuts. III. List of Books

containing Woodcuts. By W. M. Conway. Demy 8vo. \os. 6d.

The Literary Remains of Albrecht Durer, by W. M.
Conway. With Transcripts from the British Museum MSS., and

Notes by Lina Eckenstein. Royal 8vo. 21s. (The Edition is

limited to 500 copies?)

The Collected Papers of Henry Bradshaw, including his

Memoranda and Communications read before the Cambridge An-

tiquarian Society. With 13 facsimiles. Edited by F. J. H.

Jenkinson, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. i6.y.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Town and Gown. Five Years' Work in St George's, Cam-
berwell. By J. Tetley Ro\ve, M.A., Trinity College, Missioner,

with Preface by the Rev. H. Montagu Butler, D.D., Master of

Trinity College. Crown 4to. with Illustrations, is.

MUSIC.

Counterpoint. A Practical Course of Study, by the late

Professor Sir G. A. Macfarren, M.A., Mus. Doc. New Edition,

revised. Crown 4to. "js. 6d.

EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE, &c.

Eighteen Years of University Extension. By R. D.

Roberts, M.A., D.Sc, Organizing Secretary for Lectures to the

Local Examinations and Lectures Syndicate. With Map. Crown
Svo. is.

Occasional Addresses on Educational Subjects, By
S. S. Laurie, M.A., LL.D. Crown Svo. 5*.

Lectures on Language and Linguistic Method in the

SCHOOL, delivered in the University of Cambridge. By S. S.

Laurie, M.A., LL.D. Crown 8vo. 4s.

Lectures on the Growth and Means of Training the
MENTAL FACULTY, delivered in the University of Cambridge.

By F. Warner, xM.D., F.R.C.P. Crown Svo. 4s. 6d.
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Lectures on Teaching, delivered in the University of

Cambridge in the Lent Term, 1880. By J. G. FlTCH, M.A., LL.D.
Her Majesty's Inspector of Training Colleges. Crown 8vo. New
Edition. ^s.

"Mr Fitch's book covers so wide a field best existing vade mecum for the teacher."—
and touches on so many burning questions that I'all Mall Gazette.
we must be content to recommend it as the

SHORTHAND.
A Primer of Cursive Shorthand. By H. L. Callendar,

M.A. Ex. Fcap. 8vo. 6c/.

Essays from the Spectator in Cursive Shorthand. By
H. L. Callendar, M.A. Ex. Fcap. 8vo. 6d.
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Chap. VII. 3d. each.

A System of Phonetic Spelling adapted to English. By
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A Manual of Orthographic Cursive Shorthand. The
Cambridge System. By H. L. Callendar, M.A. Ex. Fcap. 8vo. is.
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A Manual of Cursive Shorthand. By H. L. Callendar,
M.A., Fellow of Trinity College. Ex. Fcap. 8vo. 2s.
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The Architectural History of the University of Cam-
BR1DGE AND OF THE COLLEGES OF CAMBRIDGE AND
ETON, by the late Robert Willis, M.A. F.R.S., Jacksonian
Professor in the University of Cambridge. Edited with large
Additions and brought up to the present time by John Willis

Clark, M.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Four
Vols. Super Royal 8vo. £6. 6s.

Also a limited Edition of the same, consisting of 120 numbered

Copies only, large paper Quarto ;
the woodcuts and steel engravings

mounted on India paper ; price Twenty-five Guineas net each set.

The University of Cambridge from the Earliest Times
TO THE ROYAL INJUNCTIONS OF 1535, by J. B. Mullinger,
M.A., Lecturer on History and Librarian to St John's College.
Part I. Demy 8vo. (734 pp.), 12s.

Part II. From the Royal Injunctions of 1535 to the Accession of

Charles the First. Demy 8vo. 18s.

" He shews in the statutes of the Colleges, "Mr Mullinger displays an admirable

the internal organization of the University, its thoroughness in his work. Nothing could be

connection with national problems, its studies, more exhaustive and conscientious than his

its social life. All this he combines in a method: and his style. ..is picturesque and

form which is eminently readable."- Prof. elevated."— Times.

Creighton in Cont. Review.

London : C. J. Cla y &> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Scholae Academicae : some Account of the Studies at

the English Universities in the Eighteenth Century. By C.

Wordsworth, M.A., Fellow of Peterhouse. Demy 8vo. \os. 6d.

"Mr Wordsworth has collected a great ... To a great extent it is purely a book of re-

quantity of minute and curious information ference. and as such it will be of permanent
about the working of Cambridge institutions in value for the historical knowledge of English

the last century, with an occasional comparison education and learning."
—Saturday Review.

of the corresponding state of things at Oxford.

History of the College of St John the Evangelist, by
Thomas Baker, B.D., Ejected Fellow. Edited by John E. B.

Mayor, M.A. Two Vols. Demy 8vo. 2^s.

Admissions to Gonville and Caius College in the Uni-

versity of Cambridge March 1558—9 to Jan. 1678—9. Edited by

J. Venn, Sc.D., and S. C. Venn. Demy 8vo. \os.

A Chronological List of the Graces, Documents and
other Papers in the University Registry which concern the Univer-

sity Library. Demy 8vo. zs. 6d.

Trusts, Statutes and Directions affecting (1) The Pro-

fessorships of the University. (2) The Scholarships and Prizes.

(3) Other Gifts and Endowments. Demy 8vo. $s.

Graduati Cantahrigienses : sive Catalogus exhibens
nomina eorum quos gradu quocunque ornavit Academia Cantabrigi-

ensis (1800— 1884). Cura H. R. Luard S.T.P. Demy 8vo. \2s.6d.

Letters patent of Elizabeth and James the First, ad-

dressed to the University of Cambridge, with other Documents.

Edited (with a translation of the letters of Elizabeth) by John Willis

Clark, M. A., Registrary of the University. Demy 8vo. 2s.6d.

Statutes of the University of Cambridge and for the

Colleges therein, made, published and approved (1878
— 1882) under

the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge Act, 1877. With an

Appendix. Demy 8vo. i6j.

Statutes of the University of Cambridge. With Acts
of Parliament relating to the University. 8vo. y. 6d.

Ordinances of the University of Cambridge. To the end
of the Easter Term, 1892. Demy 8vo. "js. 6d.

Compendium of University Regulations. 6d.

Cambridge University Reporter. (PublisJied by Authority?)

Containing all the Official Notices of the University, Reports of

Discussions in the Schools, and Proceedings of the Cambridge
Philosophical, Antiquarian and Philological Societies. 3d. weekly.

Loudon: C. J. Clay &* SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lain-.
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CATALOGUES.
University Library.

A Catalogue of the Manuscripts preserved in the

Library of the University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 5 Vols. 10s.

each. INDEX TO THE CATALOGUE. Demy 8vo. ioj.

A Catalogue of Adversaria and Printed Books
preserved in the Library of the University of Cambridge. is. 6d.

CatalogusBibliothecaeBurkhardtianae. Demy4to. $s.

Catalogue of the Hebrew Manuscripts preserved in

the University Library, Cambridge. By the late Dr S. M.
Schiller-Szinessy. Volume I. containing Section 1. The

Holy Scriptures; Section II. Commentaries on the Bible.

Demy 8vo. 9^.

Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit Manuscripts
in the University Library, Cambridge. Edited by C. Bendall,
M.A., Fellow of Gonville and Caius College. Demy 8vo. \is.

Bulletin (weekly), containing the titles of new books
added to the Library. Crown 8vo. 6s. a year paid in advance.

Catalogue of the books on Logic presented by J.

Venn, Sc.D. (Bulletin, Vol. V., extra series.) 2s. 6d.

A Catalogue of the Portsmouth Collection of Books and
PAPERS written by or belonging to SIR ISAAC Newton. Demy
8vo.

5-f.

A Catalogue of the Egyptian Antiquities in the Fitz-

WILLIAM MUSEUM, by F. A. Wallis Budge, Litt.D., F.S.A.

[In the Press.

A Catalogue of the Music in the Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge. By J. A. Fuller-Maitland, M.A., F.S.A., and
A. H. Mann, Mus.D., Oxon. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

A Descriptive Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the
FITZWILLIAM MUSEUM. Illustrated with Twenty Plates of

Photographic Reproductions. By Montague Rhodes James, M.A.,
Assistant- Director of the Fitzwilliam Museum and Fellow of King's

College. Royal 8vo. [In the Press.

The Illuminated Manuscripts in the Library of the
FITZWILLIAM MUSEUM, Catalogued with Descriptions, and an

Introduction, by W. G. Searle, M.A. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION PAPERS.
These Papers are published in occasional numbers every Term, and in

volumes for the Academical year.

Vol. XVII. Papers for the year 1887—88 ;
Vol. XVIII. for

the year 1888—89; Vol. XIX. for the year 1889—90; Vol. XX.
for the year 1890—91 ;

Vol. XXI. for the year 1891
—

92. 15J. each,

cloth.

London : C. J. Clay &> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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COLLEGE EXAMINATION PAPERS.

Examination Papers for Entrance and Minor Scholar-

ships and Exhibitions in the Colleges of the University of Cam-

bridge.
Part I. Mathematics and Science.

Part II. Classics, Mediaeval and Modern Languages and History

(Michaelmas Term, 1890).

Part III. Mathematics and Science.

Part IV. Classics, Law and History (Lent Term, 1891).

Part V. Mathematics and Science (June, 1891—June, 1892).

Part VI. Classics, Mediaeval and Modern Languages and History

(June 1 891— June 1892). Price 2s. each.

Parts VI I. VI 1 1. IX. [In the Press.

CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS.
Examination Papers, for various years, with the Regu-

lations/or the Exa7>iination. Demy 8vo. is. each, by Post 2s. 2d.

Class Lists, for various years, Boys is., Girls 6d.

Annual Reports of the Syndicate, with Supplementary
Tables showing the success and failure of the Candidates. 2s. each,

by Post 2s. 3d.

CAMBRIDGE HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATIONS
Examination Papers, for various years, with the Regulations

for the Examination. Demy 8vo. 2s. each, by Post 2.f. 2d.

Class Lists, for various years, is. each, by Post, is. 2d.

Reports of the Syndicate. Demy 8vo. is., by Post, is. 2d.

TEACHERS' TRAINING SYNDICATE.

Examination Papers, for various years, to which arc added
the Regulations for the Examination. Demy 8vo. 6d., by Post yd.

OXFORD & CAMBRIDGE SCHOOLS EXAMINATIONS.

Papers set in the Examination for Certificates, July,
I 89 1. 2S.

Papers set in the Examination for Commercial Certifi-

cates, July, 1 89 1. 6d.

List of Candidates who obtained Certificates at the
Examination held in 1892 ;

and Supplementary Tables, gd.

Regulations of the Board for 1893. gd.

Regulations for the Commercial Certificate, 1893. 3d.

Report of the Board for year ending Oct. 31, 1892. is

London: C. J. Clay &° Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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CJje Cambridge Bible for

^djools anli Colleges*
General Editor : J. J. S. Perowne, D.D., Bishop of Worcester.

"
It is difficult to commend too highly this excellent series."—Guardian.

"The modesty of the general title of this series has, we believe, led many to misunderstand
its character and underrate its value. The books are well suited for study in the upper forms of

our best schools, but not the less are they adapted to the wants of all Bible students who are not

specialists. We doubt, indeed, whether any of the numerous popular commentaries recently
issued in this country will be found more serviceable for general use."—Academy.

"One of the most popular and useful literary enterprises of the nineteenth century."—Baptist
Magazine.

" Of great value. The whole series of comments for schools is highly esteemed by students

capable of forming a judgment. The books are scholarly without being pretentious: information

is so given as to be easily understood."—Sword and Trowel.

Now Ready. Cloth, Extra Fcap. 2>vo.

The Book of Joshua. By the Rev. G. F. Maclear, D.D.
With i Maps. is. 6d.

The Book of Judges. By the Rev. J. J. LlAS, M.A. With
Map. y. fid.

The First Book of Samuel. By the Rev. Professor

Kirkpatrick, D.D. With Map. $s. fid.

The Second Book of Samuel. By the Rev. Professor

Kirkpatrick, D.D. With i Maps. 35. 6d.

The First Book of Kings. By Rev. Professor Lumby,
D.D. y. 6d.

The Second Book of Kings. By the same Editor. $s. 6d.

The Books of Ezra and Nehemiah. By the Rev. Prof.

Ryle, B.D. 4J. 6d.

The Book of Job. By the Rev. A. B. Davidson, D.D. $s.

The Book of Psalms. Book I. Psalms i.
—xli. By the

Rev. Prof. Kirkpatrick, D.D. 3.?.
6d.

The Book of Ecclesiastes. By the Very Rev. E. H.
Plumptre, D.D. 5J.

The Book of Jeremiah. By the Rev. A. W. Streane,
B.D. With Map. 4s. 6d.

The Book of Ezekiel. By the Rev. A. B. Davidson, D.D. 5s.

The Book of Hosea. By Rev. T. K. Cheyne, M.A., D.D.
3.$-.

The Books of Obadiah and Jonah. By Archdeacon
Perowne. 2s. 6d.

London : C. J. Cla y &* Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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THE CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS & COLLEGES. Cont.

The Book of Micah. By Rev. T. K. Cheyne, D.D. is. 6d.

The Books of Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi. By
Archdeacon Perowne. $s. 6d.

The Book of Malachi. By Archdeacon PEROWNE. is.

The Gospel according to St Matthew. By the Rev. A.
Carr, M.A. With 2 Maps. 2S. 6d.

The Gospel according to St Mark. By the Rev. G. F.

Maclear, D.D. With 4 Maps. 2s. 6d.

The Gospel according to St Luke. By Archdeacon F. W.
Farrar. With 4 Maps. 4s. 6d.

The Gospel according to St John. By the Rev. A.
Plummer, M.A. , D.D. With 4 Maps. 4s. 6d.

The Acts of the Apostles. By the Rev. Professor Lumby,
D.D. With 4 Maps. +s. 6d.

The Epistle to the Romans. By the Rev. H. C. G. MOULE,
M.A. $s. 6d.

The First Epistle to the Corinthians. By the Rev. J. J.

Lias, M.A. With a Map and Plan. 2s.

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians. By the Rev.

J. J. Lias, M.A. 2s.

The Epistle to the Galatians. By the Rev. E. H. PEROWNE,
D.D. is. 6d.

The Epistle to the Ephesians. By the Rev. H. C. G.

Moule, M.A. 2s. 6d.

The Epistle to the Philippians. By the Rev. H. C. G.

Moule, M.A. 2s. 6d.

The Epistles to the Thessalonians. By the Rev. G. G.
FlNDLAY, B.A. 2S.

The Epistle to the Hebrews. By Arch. Farrar. $s. 6d.

The General Epistle of St James. By the Very Rev. E. H.
Plumptre, D.D. is. 6d.

The Epistles of St Peter and St Jude. By the same
Editor. 2s. 6d.

The Epistles of St John. By the Rev. A. Plummer, M.A.,
D. D. $s. 6d.

The Book of Revelation. By Rev. W. H. SlMCOX, M.A. 3^.

In the Press.

The Epistles to the Colossians and Philemon. By the
Rev. II. C. G. Moule, M.A.

The Epistles to Timothy and Titus. By the Rev. A. E.
Humphreys, M.A.

London : C. J. Cla y £>-» Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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€\)t Smaller Cambri&tje Bible for £>rt)oote*

" The notes elucidate every possible difficulty with scholarly brevity and clearness."—Saturday
Review.

"We can cordially recommend this series of text-books, not only to those for whom it is

primarily intended, but also to the clergy and other workers for use in Bible-classes."—Church
Review.

"Accurate scholarship is obviously a characteristic of their productions, and the work of

simplification and condensation appears to have been judiciously and skilfully performed."—
Guardian.

Now ready. Price is. each.

The Book of Joshua. By J. S. Black, M.A.

The Book of Judges. By J. S. Black, M.A.

The First and Second Books of Samuel. By Rev. Prof.

KlRKPATRICK, D.D.

The First and Second Books of Kings. By Rev. Prof.

Lumby, D.D.

The Gospel according to St Matthew. By Rev. A. Carr,
M.A.

The Gospel according to St Mark. By Rev. G. F.

Maclear, D.D.

The Gospel according to St Luke. By Archdeacon
Farrar, D.D.

The Gospel according to St John. By Rev. A. Plummer,
D.D.

The Acts of the Apostles. By Rev. Prof. Lumby, D.D.

London: C. J. Clay & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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CI)t Cambridge 6rcck Cestamrnt for ^rboote

ano Colleges,

with a Revised Text, based on the most recent critical authorities,
and English Notes.

General Editor : J. J. S. Perowne, D.D., Bishop of Worcester.

Now Ready.

The Gospel according to St Matthew. By the Rev. A.
Carr, M.A. With 4 Maps. \s. 6d.

"Copious illustrations, gathered from a great variety of sources, make his notes a very valu-

able aid to the student. They are indeed remarkably interesting, while all explanations on

meanings, applications, and the like are distinguished by their lucidity and good sense
"—

Pall Mall Gazette.

The Gospel according to St Mark. By the Rev. G. F.

Maclear, D.D. With 3 Maps. 4s. 6d.

"The Cambridge Greek Testament, of which Dr Maclear's edition of the Gospel according to

St Mark is a volume, certainly supplies a want. Without pretending to compete with the leading

commentaries, or to embody very much original research, it forms a most satisfactory introduction

to the study of the New Testament in the original . . . Dr Maclear's introduction contains all that

is known of St Mark's life, an account of the circumstances in which the Gospel was composed,
an excellent sketch of the special characteristics of this Gospel ; an analysis, and a chapter on the

text of the New Testament generally . . . The work is completed by three good maps."—Satur-

day Review.

The Gospel according to St Luke. By Archdeacon
Farrar. With 4 Maps. 6s.

The Gospel according to St John. By the Rev. A.
Plummer, M.A., D.D. With 4 Maps. 65.

"A valuable addition has also been made to 'The Cambridge Greek Testament for Schools,'

Dr Plummer's notes on '
the Gospel according to St John

'

are scholarly, concise, and instructive,

and embody the results of much thought and wide reading."—Expositor.

The Acts of the Apostles. By the Rev. Prof. LUMBY, D.D.,
with 4 Maps. 6s.

The First Epistle to the Corinthians. By the Rev. J. J.

Lias, M.A. 35.

The Second Epistle to the Corinthians. By the Rev. J. J.

Lias, M.A. 3.?.

The Epistle to the Hebrews. By Archdeacon Farrar,
D.D. $s. 6d.

The Epistles of St John. By the Rev. A. Plummer, M.A.,
D.D. 4s.

General Editor : Rev. J. A. Robinson, B.D., Norrisian
Professor of Divinity.

The Book of Revelation. By the Rev. W. H. SlMCOX, M.A.
[In the Press.

London : C. J. Cla y <Sr> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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THE PITT PRESS SERIES.
[ Copies of the Pitt Press Series may generally be obtained bound in two parts for

Class use, the text and notes in separate volumes.]

I. GREEK.
Aristophanes— Aves— Plutus— Ranae. With English

Notes and Introduction by W. C. Green, M.A., late Assistant Master at

Rugby School. 3-r.
6d. each.

Aristophanes. Vespae. With Introduction and Notes by
C. E. Graves, M.A., Classical Lecturer and late Fellow of St John's College.

[In the Press.

Euripides. Heracleidae. With Introduction and Explana-
tory Notes by E. A. Beck, M.A., Fellow of Trinity Hall. 35. 6d.

Euripides. Hercules Furens. With Introductions, Notes
and Analysis. By A. Gray, M.A., Fellow of Jesus College, and J. T.

Hutchinson, M. A., Christ's College. New Edition. 2s.

Euripides. Hippolytus. By W. S. Hadley, M.A., Fellow
of Pembroke College, is.

Euripides. Iphigenia in Aulis. By C. E. S. Headlam,
M.A., Fellow of Trinity Hall. 2s. 6d.

Herodotus, BOOK V. Edited with Notes, Introduction and
Maps by E. S. Shuckburgh, M. A., late Fellow of Emmanuel College. 3-r.

Herodotus, BOOK VI. By the same Editor. 45-.

Herodotus, Books VIII. and IX. By the same Editor.

[Nearly ready.

Herodotus, Book VIII., Chaps, i—90. Book IX., Chaps.
1—89. By the same Editor, y. 6d. each.

" We could not wish for a better introduction to Herodotus."—Journal ofEducation.

Homer. Odyssey, BOOKS IX., X. With Introduction,
Notes and Appendices. By G. M. Edwards, M.A., Fellow and Classical

Lecturer of Sidney Sussex College. 2s. 6d. each.

"Students of Homer will be delighted with Mr Edwards's book, for he never leaves any
difficulty unexplained."

—Saturday Review.

Homer. Odyssey, BOOK XXI. By the same Editor. 2s.

Homer. Iliad, BOOK VI. By the same Editor. 2s.

Homer. Iliad, Book XXII. By the same Editor. 2s.

Homer. Iliad, BOOK XXIII. By the same Editor. 2s.

Luciani Somnium Charon Piscator et de Luctu, with

English Notes by W. E. Heitland, M.A., Fellow of St John's College,

Cambridge. New Edition, with Appendix. $s. 6d.

Lucian. Menippus and Timon. With Notes and Intro-
duction by E. C. Mackie, B.A., late Classical Master at Heversham
Grammar School. 3.?. 6d.

Platonis Apologia Socratis. With Introduction, Notes and
Appendices by J. Adam, M.A., Fellow and Classical Lecturer of Emmanuel

College. 3-f.
6d.

"A worthy representative of English Scholarship."—Classical Review.

London : C. J. Cla y& Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Platonis Crito. With Introduction, Notes and Appendix.
By the same Editor, is. 6d.

"Mr Adam, already known as the author of a careful and scholarly edition of the Apology
of Plato, will, we think, add to his reputation by his work upon the Crito."—Academy.
"A scholarly edition of a dialogue which has never been really well edited in English."—

Guardian.

Euthyphro. By the same Editor. 2s. 6d.

Plutarch. Life of Demosthenes. With Introduction,
Notes and Indexes. By Hubert A. HOLDEN, M.A., LL.D., Hon. Litt.D.

Dublin, Fellow of the University of London, sometime Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge. 4.C 6d.

Plutarch. Lives of the Gracchi. With Introduction,
Notes and Lexicon by Rev. Hubert A. Holden, M.A., LL.D. 65.

Plutarch. Life of Nicias. With Introduction and Notes.

By Rev. Hubert A. Holden, M.A., LL.D. $s.

"This edition is as careful and thorough as Dr Holden's work always is."—Spectator.

Plutarch. Life of Sulla. With Introduction, Notes, and
Lexicon. By the Rev. Hubert A. Holden, M.A., LL.D. 6s.

Plutarch. Life of Timoleon. With Introduction, Notes
and Lexicon. By Rev. Hubert A. Holden, M.A., LL.D. 6s.

Sophocles. Oedipus Tyrannus. School Edition, with
Introduction and Commentary, by R. C. Jebb, Litt.D., LL.D., Regius
Professor of Greek in the University of Cambridge. 4s. 6d.

Thucydides. Book VII. With Maps, Notes and Intro-
duction. By Rev. II. A. Holden, M.A., LL.D. 5J. Or in Two Parts.

Part I. Introduction and Text. Part II. Notes and Indexes.
" Dr Holden's admirable scholarship and his methodical way of working have enah'ed him to

turn out as comprehensive and as lucid an edition of a single book as can be found in any
language."

—Academy.

Xenophon. Agesilaus. The Text revised with Critical
and Explanatory Notes, Introduction, Analysis, and Indices. By H.
Hailstone, M.A., late Scholar of Peterhouse. is. 6d.

Xenophon. Anabasis. Books I. III. IV. and V. With
a Map and English Notes by Alfred Pretor, M.A., Fellow of St

Catharine's College, Cambridge, is. each.

II. VI. and VII. By the same. 2s. 6d. each.
"Had we to introduce a young Greek scholar to Xenophon, we should esteem ourselves

fortunate in having Pretor's text-book as our chart and guide."—Contemporary Review.

Xenophon. Anabasis. By A. Pretor, M.A., Text and
Notes, complete in two Volumes. Vol. I. Text. y. Vol. II. Notes.

4J. 6d.

Xenophon. Cyropaedeia. BOOKS I. II. With Introduc-
tion, Notes and Map. By Rev. H. A. Holden, M.A., LL.D. 2 Vols.

Vol. I. Text. Vol. II. Notes. 6s.

"The work is worthy of the editor's well-earned reputation for scholarship and industry."—
A tkeiueum.

BOOKS III., IV., V. By the same Editor. $s.
" Dr Holden's Commentary is equally good in history and in scholarship."

—Saturday Review.

BOOKS VI., VII., VIII. By the same Editor. 5s.

London : C. J. Cla y &-» Sons, Cambridge University Press M 'arehousc,
Ave Maria Lane.
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II. LATIN.

Beda's Ecclesiastical History, Books III., IV., the Text
from the very ancient MS. in the Cambridge University Library, collated

with six other MSS. Edited, with a life from the German of Ebert, and
with Notes, &c. by J. E. B. Mayor, M.A., Professor of Latin, and J. R.

Lumby, D.D., Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity. Revised edition. 7-f. 6d.

Books I. and II. [/;/ the Press.
" In Bede's works Englishmen can go back to origines of their history, unequalled for

form and matter by any modern European nation. Prof. Mayor has done good service in ren-

dering a part of Bede's greatest work accessible to those who can read Latin with ease. He
has adorned this edition of the third and fourth books of the 'Ecclesiastical History' with that

amazing erudition for which he is unrivalled among Englishmen and rarely equalled by Germans.
And however interesting and valuable the text may be, we can certainly apply to his notes

the expression, La sauce vaut mieux que le poisson. They are literally crammed with interest-

ing information about early English life. For though ecclesiastical in name, Bede's history treats

of all parts of the national life, since the Church had points of contact with all."—Examiner.

Caesar. De Bello Gallico. Comment. I. With Maps
and English Notes by A. G. Peskett, M.A., Fellow of Magdalene
College, Cambridge. rj. 6d.

Caesar. De Bello Gallico. Comment. II. III. By the
same Editor, is.

Caesar. De Bello Gallico. Comment. I. II. III. By the
same Editor. $s.

Caesar. De Bello Gallico. Comment. IV. and V. By
the same Editor, rj. 6d.

Caesar. De Bello Gallico. Comment. VII. By the same
Editor, 2S.

Caesar. De Bello Gallico. Comment. VI. and Com-
ment. VIII. by the same Editor, is. 6d. each.

Caesar. De Bello Civili. Comment. I. By the same
Editor. With Maps. 3^.

Cicero. Actio Prima in C. Verrem. With Introduction
and Notes. By H. Cowie, M.A., Fellow of St John's College, Cambridge.
is. 6d.

Cicero. De Amicitia. Edited by J. S. Reid, Litt.D.,
Fellow and Tutor of Gonville and Caius College. New Edition. $s. 6d.

"Mr Reid has decidedly attained his aim, namely, 'a thorough examination of the Latinity
of the dialogue.' The revision of the text is most valuable, and comprehends sundry
acute corrections. . . . This volume, like Mr Reid's other editions, is a solid gain to the scholar-

ship of the country."—Athen&um.
"A more distinct gain to scholarship is Mr Reid's able and thorough edition of the De

Amicitia of Cicero, a work of which, whether we regard the exhaustive introduction or the

instructive and most suggestive commentary, it would be difficult to speak too highly. . . .When
we come to the commentary, we are only amazed by its fulness in proportion to its bulk.

Nothing is overlooked which can tend to enlarge the learner's general knowledge of Ciceronian

Latin or to elucidate the text."— Saturday Review.

Cicero. De Senectute. Edited by J. S. Reid, Litt.D.,
Revised Edition. $s. 6d.

" The notes are excellent and scholarlike, adapted for the upper forms of public schools, and

likely to be useful even to more advanced students."—Guardian.

London : C. J. Cla v &> Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Cicero. Divinatio in Q. Caecilium et Actio Prima in
C. VERREM. With Introduction and Notes by W. E. Heitland, M.A.,
and Herbert Cowie, M. A., Fellows of St John's College, Cambridge, y.

Cicero. Philippica Secunda. With Introduction and
Notes by A. G. Peskett, M.A., Fellow of Magdalene College. 3-r. 6d.

Cicero. Pro Archia Poeta. Edited by J. S. Reid, Litt.D.
Revised Edition, is.

"
It is an admirable specimen of careful editing. An Introduction tells us everything we could

wish to know about Archias, about Cicero's connexion with him, about the merits of the trial, and
the genuineness of the speech. The text is well and carefully printed. The notes are clear and
scholarlike. . . . No boy can master this little volume without feeling that he has advanced a long

step in scholarship."
— The Academy.

Cicero. Pro Balbo. Edited by J. S. Reid, Litt.D. u. 6d.
" We are bound to recognize the pains devoted in the annotation of these two orations to the

minute and thorough study of their Latinity, both in the ordinary notes and in the textual

appendices."
—Saturday Review.

Cicero. Pro Milone, with a Translation of Asconius' Intro-

duction, Marginal Analysis and English Notes. Edited by the Rev. John
Smyth Purton, B.D., late President and Tutor of St Catharine's College.
is. 6d.

"The editorial work is excellently done."— The Academy.

Cicero. Pro Murena. With English Introduction and
Notes. By W. E. Heitland. M.A., Fellow and Classical Lecturer of

St John's College, Cambridge. Second Edition, carefully revised. 3*.

"Those students are to be deemed fortunate who have to read Cicero's lively and brilliant

oration for L. Murena with Mr Heitland's handy edition, which may be pronounced
'

four-square
'

in point of equipment, and which has, not without good reason, attained the honours of a

second edition."—Saturday Review

Cicero. Pro Plancio. Edited by H. A. Holden, L.L.D.,
New Edition. 4*. 6d.

Cicero. Pro Sulla. Edited by J. S. Reid Litt.D. $s. 6d.
" Mr Reid is so well known to scholars as a commentator on Cicero that a new work from him

scarcely needs any commendation of ours His edition of the speech Pro Sulla is fully equal in

merit to the volumes which he has already published ... It would be difficult to speak too highly
of the notes. There could be no better way of gaining an insight into the characteristics of

Cicero's style and the Latinity of his period than by making a careful study of this speech with

the aid of Mr Reid's commentary . . . Mr Reid's intimate knowledge of the minutest details of

scholarship enables him to detect and explain the slightest points of distinction between the

usages of different authors and different periods . . . The notes are followed by a valuable

appendix on the text, and another on points of orthography: an excellent index brings the work-

to a close."—Saturday Review.

Cicero. Somnium Scipionis. With Introduction and Notes.

By W. D. Pearman, M.A., Head Master of Potsdam School, Jamaica, is.

Horace. Epistles, BOOK I. With Notes and Introduction

by E. S. Shuckburgh, M.A. is. 6d.

Livy. BOOK IV. With Notes and Introduction, by Rev.
H. M. Stephenson, M.A. is. 6d.

Livy. Book V. With Notes and Introduction by L.

WHIBLFY, M.A., Fellow of Pembroke College, is. 6d.

Livy. BOOK VI. With Notes and Introduction by Rev.
II. M. Stephenson, M.A. is. 6d.

Livy. BOOK IX. With Notes and Introduction by Rev.
H. M. Stephenson, M.A. is. 6d.

Livy. Book XXI. With Notes, Introduction and Maps.
By M. S. Dimsdale, M.A., Fellow of King's College, is. 6d.

London : C. J. Cla y £r» Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Livy. Book XXII. By the same Editor. 2s. 6d.

Livy. Book XXVII. By Rev. H. M. Stephenson, M.A.
2S. (yd.

Lucan. Pharsalia. Liber Primus. Edited with English
Introduction and Notes by W. E. Heitland, M.A. and C. E. Haskins,
M. A., Fellows and Lecturers of St John's College, Cambridge. ij. (yd.

"A careful and scholarlike production."— Times.
" In nice parallels of Lucan from Latin poets and from Shakspeare, Mr Haskins and Mr

Heitland deserve praise."—Saturday Review.

Lucretius. Book V. With Notes and Introduction by
J. D. Duff, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, is.

Ovid. Fasti. Liber VI. With a Plan of Rome and Notes
by A. Sidgwick, M.A., Tutor of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, is. 6d.

" Mr Sidgwick's editing of the Sixth Book of Ovid's Fasti furnishes a careful and serviceable
volume for average students. It eschews 'construes' which supersede the use of the dictionary,
but gives full explanation of grammatical usages and historical and mythical allusions, besides

illustrating peculiarities of style, true and false derivations, and the more remarkable variations of
the text."—Saturday Review.

Ovid. Metamorphoses. Liber I. By L. D. Dowdall,
LL.B., B.D. is. 6d.

Quintus Curtius. A Portion of the History. (Alexander
in India.) By W. E. Heitland, M.A., Fellow and Lecturer of St

John's College, Cambridge, and T. E. Raven, B.A., Assistant Master in

Sherborne School. y. 6d.

"Equally commendable as a genuine addition to the existing stock of school-books is

Alexander in India, a compilation from the eighth and ninth books of Q. Curtius, edited for

the Pitt Press bv Messrs Heitland and Raven. . . . The work of Curtius has merits of its

own, which, in former generations, made it a favourite with English scholars, and which still

make it a popular text book in Continental schools The reputation of Mr Heitland is a

sufficient guarantee for the scholarship of the notes, which are ample without being excessive,
and the book is well furnished with all that is needful in the nature of maps, indices, and
appendices." —Academy.

Vergil. The Complete Works, edited with Notes, by A.
Sidgwick, M.A., Tutor of Corpus Christi College, Oxford. Two vols.

Vol. I. containing the Text and Introduction. 3^. 6d. Vol. II. The
Notes. 45. 6d.

"The book should be in the hands of every student of Vergil. It contains in a convenient
and compendious form almost all that has been said on the subject that is worth saying, and omits
what should be omitted : it is a sensible selection from the superfluous mass of commentation
under which the poet has long been buried. It is impossible to speak too highly of it in this

respect. Introduction, notes, and index are masterpieces of usefulness and brevity."
—Oxford

Magazine.

Vergil. Aeneid. Libri I., II., III., IV., V., VI., VII.,
VIII. , IX., X., XL, XII. By the same Editor, is. 6d. each.

" Mr Sidgwick's Vergil is we believe, the best school edition of the poet."
—Guardian.

" Mr Arthur Sidgwick's 'Vergil, Aeneid, Book XII.' is worthy of his reputation, and is dis-

tinguished by the same acuteness and accuracy of knowledge, appreciation of a boy's difficulties

and ingenuity and resource in meeting them, which we have on other occasions had reason to

praise in these pages."— The Academy.
" As masterly in its clearly divided preface and appendices as in the sound and independent

character of its annotations. . . . There is a great deal more in the notes than mere compilation
and suggestion. ... No difficulty is left unnoticed or unhandled. "—Saturday Review.

Vergil. Bucolics. With Introduction and Notes, by the
same Editor, u. 6d.

Vergil. Georgics. LlBRl I. II. By the same Editor.
2S. LlBRI III. IV. IS.

"This volume, which completes the Pitt Press edition of Virgil's Georgics, is distinguished by
the same admirable judgment and first-rate scholarship as are conspicuous in the former volume
and in the 'Aeneid' by the same talented editor."—Athenwum.

London : C. J. Cla y 6° Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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III. FRENCH.
Corneille. La Suite du Menteur. A Comedy in Five

Acts. Edited with Fontenelle's Memoir of the Author. Voltaire's Critical

Remarks, and Notes Philological and Historical. By the late GUSTAVE
Masson. is.

Corneille. Polyeucte. With Introduction and Notes, by
E. G. W. Braunholtz, M.A., Ph.D. w.

De Bonnechose. Lazare Hoche. With Four Maps, In-

troduction and Commentary, by C. Colbeck, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge. Revised Edition, is.

D'Harleville. Le Vieux Celibataire. A Comedy. With
a Biographical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary and Historical Notes.

By Gustave Masson. is.

De Lamartine. Jeanne D'Arc. With 2 Maps and Notes
Historical and Philological by Rev. A. C. Clapin, M.A., St John's

College, Cambridge. Revised Edition by A. R. Ropes, M.A., late Fellow
of King's College, is. 6</.

De Vigny. La Canne de Jonc. Edited with Notes by
H. W. Eve, M.A., Head Master of University College School, London.
is. 6d.

Erckmann-Chatrian. La Guerre. With Map, Introduc-
tion and Commentary by the Rev. A. C. Clapin, M.A. 3^.

La Baronne de Stael-Holstein. Le Directoire. (Con-
siderations sur la Revolution Francaise. Troisieme et quatrieme parties. )

With a Critical Notice of the Author, a Chronological Table, and Notes
Historical and Philological, by G. Masson, B.A., and G. W. Prothero,
M.A. Revised and enlarged Edition, is.

" Prussia under Frederick the Great, and France under the Directory, bring us face to face

respectively with periods of history which it is right should be known thoroughly, and which
are well treated in the Pitt Press volumes. The latter in particular, an extract from the
world-known work of Madame de Stael on the French Revolution, is beyond all praise for

the excellence both of its style and of its matter
"— Times.

La Baronne de Stael-Holstein. Dix Annees d'Exil.
Livre II. Chapitres i—8. With a Biographical Sketch of the Author,
a Selection of Poetical Fragments by Madame de Stael's Contemporaries,
and Notes Historical and Philological. By Gustave Masson and G. W.
Prothero, M.A. Revised and enlarged edition, is.

Lemercier. Fredegonde et Brunehaut. A Tragedy in
Five Acts. Edited with Notes, Genealogical and Chronological Tables, a

Critical Introduction and a Biographical Notice. By Gustave Masson. is.

Moliere. Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, Comedie-Ballet en
Cinq Actes. (1670.) With a life of Moliere and Grammatical and Philo-

logical Notes. By Rev. A. C. Clapin. Revised Edition, is. 6d.

Moliere. L'Ecole des Femmes. Edited with Introduction
and Notes by George Saintsbury, M.A. is. 6d.

"Mr Saintsbury's clear and scholarly notes are rich in illustration of the valuable kind that
vivifies textual comment and criticism."—Saturday Review.

Moliere. Les Precieuses Ridicules. With Introduction
and Notes by E. G. W. Braunholtz, M.A., Ph.D., University Lecturer in

French, is.

Abridged Edition, is.

London: C. J. Clay fir
3

So.vs, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
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Piron. La Metromaine, A Comedy, with a Biographical
Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary and Historical Notes. By G. Masson. 2s.

Ponsard. Charlotte Corday. Edited with Introduction
and Notes by Arthur R. Ropes, M.A., late Fellow of King's College,

Cambridge. 2s.

Racine. Les Plaideurs. With Introduction and Notes by
E. G. W. Braunholtz, M.A., Ph.D. js.

Abridged Edition, is.

Sainte-Beuve. M. Daru (Causeries du Lundi, Vol. IX.).
With Biographical Sketch of the Author, and Notes Philological and Histo-

rical. By Gustave Masson. is.

Saintine. La Picciola. The Text, with Introduction,
Notes and Map, by Rev. A. C. Clapin. is.

Scribe and Legouve. Bataille de Dames. Edited by
Rev. H. A. Bull, M.A. 2$.

Scribe. Le Verre d'Eau. With a Biographical Memoir.
and Grammatical, Literary and Historical Notes. By C. Colbeck, M.A. is.

"
It may be national prejudice, but we consider this edition far superior to any of the series

which hitherto have been edited exclusively by foreigners. Mr Colbeck seems better to under-
stand the wants and difficulties of an English boy. The etymological notes especially are admi-
rable. . . . The historical notes and introduction are a piece of thorough honest work."— Journal
of Education.

Sedaine. Le Philosophe Sans le Savoir. Edited with
Notes by Rev. H. A. Bull, M.A., late Master at Wellington College. is.

Souvestre. Un Philosophe sous les Toits. Edited with
Notes by H. W. Eve, M.A. is.

Thierry. Lettres sur Phistoire de France (XIII.—
XXIV.). By Gustave Masson, B.A. and G. W. Prothero, M.A. With

Map. 2s. 6J.

Thierry. Recits des Temps Merovingiens I.— III.

Edited by Gustave Masson, B.A. Univ. Gallic, and A. R. Ropes, M.A.
With Map. 3-r.

Villemain. Lascaris, ou les Grecs du XVE
Siecle,

Xouvelle Historique, with a Biographical Sketch of the Author, a Selection
of Poems on Greece, and Notes Historical and Philological. By Gustave
Masson, B.A. 2s.

Voltaire. Histoire du Siecle de Louis XIV. Part I.

Chaps. I.—XIII. Edited with Notes Philological and Historical, Biogra-

phical and Geographical Indices, etc. by G. Masson, B.A. Univ. Gallic,
and G. W. Prothero, M.A., Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. 2s. 6a.

Part II. Chaps. XIV.—XXIV. With Three Maps
of the Period. By the same Editors. 2s. 6d.

Part III. Chap. XXV. to the end. By the same
Editors. 2s. 6d.

Xavier de Maistre. La Jeune Siberienne. Le Lepreux
DE LA CITE D'AOSTE. With Biographical Notice, Critical Apprecia-
tions, and Notes. By G. Masson, B.A. is. 6d.

London : C. y. Cla y & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Random Exercises in French Grammar. Homonyms
and Synonyms for Advanced Students, by L. BOQUEL, Lecturer at

Emmanuel and Newnham Colleges. Crown 8vo. y. (xi.

Key to the above by the same. Crown 8vo. \os. 6d. (net).

Exercises in French Composition for Advanced Students.

l!y the same. Demy 8vo. 5J. Gd. (net).

IV. GERMAN.
Ballads on German History. Arranged and Annotated by

YY. Wagner, Ph.D., late Professor at the Johanneum, Hamburg, is.

"It carries the reader rapidly through some of the most important incidents connected with

the German race and name, from the invasion of Italy by the Visigoths under their king Alaric,

down to the Franco-German War and the installation of the present Emperor. The notes supply

very well the connecting links between the successive periods, and exhibit in its various phases of

growth and progress, or the reverse, the vast unwieldy mass which constitutes modern Germany."— Times.

Benedix. Doctor Wespe. Lustspiel in fiinf Aufziigen.
Edited with Notes by Karl Hermann Breul, M.A., Ph.D. y.

Freytag. Der Staat Friedrichs des Grossen. With
Notes. By Wilhelm Wagner, Ph.D. Revised Edition. 2s.

German Dactylic Poetry. Arranged and Annotated by
the same Editor. $s.

©oetfye'S ftimbenjafyre. (1749— 1761.) Goethe's Boyhood :

being the First Three Books of his Autobiography. Arranged and Anno-
tated by W. Wagner, Ph.D. New Edition. Revised and enlarged by
J. YV. Cartmell, M.A., Fellow of Christ's College. ~s.

Goethe's Hermann and Dorothea. With an Introduction
and Notes. By the same Editor. New Edition. Revised by J. W.
Cartmell, M.A. y. 6d.

"The notes are among the best that we know, with the reservation that they are often too

abundant."—Academy.

Gutzkow. Zopf und Schwert. Lustspiel in fiinf Auf-

ziigen von. With a Biographical and Historical Introduction, English

Notes, and an Index. By H. J. Wolstenholme, B.A. (Lond.). y 6d.

"We are glad to be able to notice a careful edition of K. Gutzkow's amusing comedy
'

Zopf and Schwert' by Mr H. J. Wolstenholme. . . . These notes are abundant and contain

references to standard grammatical works."—Academy.

Hauff. Das Bild des Kaisers. Edited by Karl Hermann
Breul, M.A., Ph.D. 3s.

Hauff. Das Wirthshaus im Spessart. Edited by A.
S< iu.ottmann, Ph.D., late Assistant Master at Uppingham School and

J. W. Cartmell, M.A. y.

Hauff. Die Karavane. Edited with Notes by A.
SCHLOTTMANN, Ph.D. 35.

Immermann. Der Oberhof. A Tale of Westphalian Life.

With a Life of Immermann and English Notes, by Wilhelm Wagner,
Ph.D ,

late Professor at the Johanneum, Hamburg. $s.

Kohlrausch. Da« 3at»r 1813 (The Year 181 3). With
English Notes. By W. Wagner, is.

London: C. J. Clay &* Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Lessing and Gellert. Selected Fables. Edited with
Notes by Karl Hermann Breul, M.A., Ph.D., Lecturer in German at

the University of Cambridge. 3s.

Mendelssohn's Letters. Selections from. Edited by
James Sime, M. A. y.

Raumer. <£>er cvfte 5?rcu^ug (The First Crusade). Con-
densed from the Author's 'History of the Hohenstaufen,' with a life of

Raumer, two Plans and English Notes. By W. Wagner, is.

"Certainly no more interesting book could be made the subject of examinations. The story

of the First Crusade has an undying interest. The notes are, on the whole, good."—Educational

Times.

Riehl. Culturgeschichtliche Novellen. With Gramma-
tical, Philological, and Historical Notes, and a Complete Index, by H. J.

Wolstenholme, B.A. (Lond.). 35. 6d.

Schiller. Wilhelm Tell. Edited with Introduction and
Notes by Karl Hermann Breul, M.A., Ph.D., University Lecturer in

German. 2s. 6d.

Abridged Edition, is. 6d.

Schiller. Geschichte des Dreissigjahrigen Kriegs. By
the same Editor. y.

Schiller. Maria Stuart. By the same Editor. 35. 6d.

Uhland. Ernst, Herzog von Schwaben. With Intro-

duction and Notes. By H. J. Wolstenholme, B.A. (Lond.), Lecturer in

German at Newnham College, Cambridge, y. 6d.

V. ENGLISH.
Ancient Philosophy: A Sketch of, from Thales to

CICERO, by Joseph B. Mayor, M.A. 35. 6d.

"Professor Mayor contributes to the Pitt Press Series A Sketch of Ancient Philosophy in

which he has endeavoured to give a general view of the philosophical systems illustrated by the

genius of the masters of metaphysical and ethical science from Thales to Cicero. In the course

of his sketch he takes occasion to give concise analyses of Plato's Republic, and of the F.thics and
Politics of Aristotle ; and these abstracts will be to some readers not the least useful portions of

the book."— The Guardian.

A Discourse of the Commonwealf of thys Realme of
ENGLANDE. First printed in 1581 and commonly attributed to W. S.

Edited from the MSS. by Elizabeth Lamond. [In the Press.

An Apologie for Poetrie by Sir Philip Sidney. Edited,
with Illustrations and a Glossarial Index, by E. S. Shuckburgh, M.A.
The text is a revision of that of the first edition of 1595. y.

Aristotle. Outlines of the Philosophy of. Compiled by
Edwin Wallace, M.A., LL. D. (St Andrews), late Fellow of Worcester

College, Oxford. Third Edition Enlarged. 4s. 6d.

"A judicious selection of characteristic passages, arranged in paragraphs, each of which is

preceded by a masterly and perspicuous English analysis."—Scotsman.

"Gives in a comparatively small compass a very good sketch of Aristotle's teaching."—Sat.

Rez'ieiv.

Bacon's History of the Reign of King Henry VII.
With Notes by the Rev. J. Rawson Lumby, D.D. is.

London : C. J. Cla y Qr° Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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Cowley's Essays. With Introduction and Notes. By the

Rev. J. RAWSON Lumby, D.D., Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity, Fellow

of St Catharine's College. ^s.

Milton's Arcades and Comus. Edited, with Introduction,
Notes and Indexes, by A. W. Verity, M.A., sometime Scholar of Trinity

College. 3-r.

"Eire ungemein fleissige Arbeit Die Einleitung enthalt einen griindlichen Aufsatz iiber

die Englische Maskendichtung. Der eigentliche Werth des Buches ist jedoch in den uber-

reichlichen Anmerkungen zu suchen, welche einerseits den Bediirfnissen des lernbegierigen

Schulers geniigen sollen, andrerseits aber auch den Fachgelehrten manche neue Aufklarung

bringen."
—Beilage zur Allgemcinen Zeitung.

"Will secure an audience much larger than that for which it has, no doubt, been originally

intended. It contains not only the text of 'Arcades' and 'Comus,' and very full notes upon

them, but a Life of Milton, and a very elaborate and interesting historical essay on 'The

English Masque.'
"—Spectator.

Milton's Ode on the Morning of Christ's Nativity,
L'ALLEGRO, IL PENSEROSO, AND LYCIDAS. By the same Editor.

2s. 6d.

" Mr Verity's work is excellent, at once thorough and scholarly."
—Athenceum.

Milton's Samson Agonistes, with Introduction, Notes and
Indexes by the same Editor, is. 6d.

" Mr Verity is to Milton what Mr Aldis Wright is to Shakespeare ; his work is a monument of

scholarly criticism and of patient and omnivorous research, and we shall hope ere long to see the
'

Paradise Lost' treated in the same exhaustive manner as the shorter poems."—Guardian.

Milton's Paradise Lost. Books I. and II. By the same
Editor. 2S.

Milton's Paradise Lost. Books III. and IV. By the

same Editor. [/« the Press.

Milton's Paradise Lost. BOOKS V. and VI. By the same
Editor, is.

Milton's Paradise Lost. BOOKS XI. and XII. By the

same Editor, is.

More's History of King Richard III. Edited with Notes,
Glossary and Index of Names. By J. Rawson Lumby, D.D., to which is

added the conclusion of the History of King Richard III. as given in the

continuation of Hardyng's Chronicle, London, 1543. 3^. 6d.

More's Utopia. With Notes by the Rev. J. RAWSON
Lumby, D.D. 35. 6d.

"
It was originally written in Latin and does not find a place on ordinary bookshelves. A very

great boon has therefore been conferred on the general English reader by the managers of the

Pitt Press Series, in the issue of a convenient little volume of More's Utopia not in the original

Latin, but in the quaint English Translation thereof made by Raphe Robynson, which adds a

linguistic interest to the intrinsic merit of the work. . . . All this has been edited in a most com-

plete and scholarly fashion by Dr J. R. Lumby, the Norrisian Professor of Divinity, whose name
alone is a sufficient warrant for its accuracy. It is a real addition to the modern stock of classical

English literature."—Guardian.

The Two Noble Kinsmen, edited with Introduction and
Notes by the Rev. Professor Skeat, Litt.D., formerly Fellow of Christ's

College, Cambridge. 3-r. 6d.

"This edition of a play that is well worth study, for more reasons than one, by so careful a

scholar as Mr Skeat, deserves a hearty welcome."—Athencrum.
"Mr Skeat is a conscientious editor, and has left no difficulty unexplained."— Times.

London: C. J. Clay & Sons, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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VI. EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE.

Comenius. John Amos, Bishop of the Moravians. His
Life and Educational Works, by S. S. Laurie, LL.D., Professor of

the Institutes and History of Education in the University of Edinburgh.
New Edition, revised. y. 6d.

Education. Three Lectures on the Practice of. I. On
Marking, by H. W. Eve, M.A. II. On Stimulus, by A. SlDGWlCK, M.A.
III. On the Teaching of Latin Verse Composition, by E. A. Abbott, D.D. 2s.

Locke on Education. With Introduction and Notes by
the late Rev. R. H. Quick, M.A. $s. 6d.

"The work before us leaves nothing to be desired. It is of convenient form and reasonable

price, accurately printed, and accompanied by notes which are admirable. There is no teacher
too young to find this book interesting : there is no teacher too old to find it profitable."

— The
Sctiool Bulletin, New York.

Milton's Tractate on Education. A facsimile reprint from
the Edition of 1673. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by Oscar
Browning, M.A. is.

"A separate reprint of Milton's famous letter to Master Samuel Hartlib was a desideratum,
and we are grateful to Mr Browning for his elegant and scholarly edition, to which is prefixed the

careful resume of the work given in his 'History of Educational Theories'"—Journal of
Education.

Modern Languages. Lectures on the Teaching of,
delivered in the University of Cambridge in the Lent Term, 1887. By
C. Colbeck, M.A., Assistant Master of Harrow School, is.

On Stimulus. A Lecture delivered for the Teachers'
Training Syndicate at Cambridge, May 1882, by A. Sidgwick, M.A. is.

Teacher, General Aims of the, and Form Management.
Two Lectures delivered in the University of Cambridge in the Lent Term,
1883, by Archdeacon Farrar, D.D., and R. B. Poole, B.D., Head Master
of Bedford Modern School, u. 6d.

Teaching, Theory and Practice of. By the Rev.
Edward Thring, M.A., late Head Master of Uppingham School and
Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. New Edition. 4^. 6d.

"Any attempt to summarize the contents of the volume would fail to give our readers a
taste of the pleasure that its perusal has given us."—Journal ofEducation.

British India, A Short History of. By Rev. E. S. Carlos,
M.A., late Head Master of Exeter Grammar School, is.

Geography, Elementary Commercial. A Sketch of the
Commodities and the Countries of the World. By H. R. Mill, Sc.D.,
F.R.S.E., Librarian to the Royal Geographical Society and late Lecturer on
Commercial Geography in the Heriot-Watt College, Edinburgh, is.

An Atlas of Commercial Geography, Intended as a

Companion to the above. By J. G. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. With an
Introduction by Dr H. R. Mill. y.

London : C. y. Cla y &• Sons, Cambridge Utiiversity Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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VII. MATHEMATICS.

Arithmetic for Schools. By C. Smith, M.A., Master of

Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge. jjj.
6d.

"The explanations of the fundamental principles and processes are treated with a clearness,
conciseness and completeness that make the book a delight to read."—Nature.

Elementary Algebra (with Answers to the Examples). By
\V. W. Rouse Ball, M.A., Fellow and Mathematical Lecturer of Trinity

College, Cambridge. 4s. 6d.

Euclid's Elements of Geometry. Books I.— IV. By
H. M. Taylor, M.A., Fellow and formerly Tutor of Trinity College,
Cambridge, y.

Books I. and II. is. 6d. Books III. and IV. is. 6d. Books V. and VI.

[/« the Press.

Solutions to the Exercises in Euclid. Books I.—IV.
By \V. W. Taylor, M. A. [Nearly ready.

Elements of Statics and Dynamics. By S. L. Loney,
M.A., late Fellow of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge. Second Edition.

ys. 6d.

Or in Two Parts. Part I. ELEMENTS OF STATICS. 4j. 6d.

Part II. ELEMENTS OF DYNAMICS, jr. 6d.

Mechanics and Hydrostatics for Beginners. By S. L.
Loney, M.A. 4s. 6d.

An Elementary Treatise on Plane Trigonometry. By
E. W. Hobson, Sc.D., Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge, and University
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